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ideKick:
The Desktop
Organizer, Release 2.0

S

hy are so many
critics praising
Reflex?

Thousands of users already know
that SideKick is the most complete
and comprehensive collection of desk
accessories available.
Well, with Release 2.0, the best just
got better. We've just added two
powerful high-performance tools to
SideKick. We've added Outlook: The
Outliner and MacPlan: The Spreadsheet. They work in perfect harmony
with each other and while you run
other programs!

Because Reflex is the highperformance relational database
manager that every Mac user has
been waiting for.
Its simple spreadsheet approach
makes calculations a snap.
And creating database designs,
forms, and reports is as easy as
drawing them on your screen.
Reflex lets you organize, analyze
and report information faster than
ever before.
Reflex is the full-featured database manager that everyone who
manages mailing lists, customer
files, budgets and almost any
other set of business numbers
needs today.
Whatever business you're in,
whatever you manage, you need
Reflex: The Database Manager.
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• It's the desk accessory with more
power than a stand-alone outliner
• A great desktop publishing tool,
Outlook lets you incorporate both
text and graphics into your outlines
• Works hand-in-hand with MacPlan

MacPlan does both spreadsheets and business
graphs. Paste them into your Outlook files and
generate professional reports.

SideKick: The Desktop Organizer,
Release 2.0 now includes
~ Outlook: The

Outliner
~ MacPlan: The
Spreadsheet

~ - Phonelog

~ Analog clock
~ Alarm system

~ Mini word

~ Calculator

processor
~ Calendar

~ Report

generator

~ Telecommunications (new version now
supports XModem file transfer protocol)

Upgrade Now! If you are one of

• Allows you to work on several
outlines at the same time

MacPlan: The Spreadsheet
• Integrates spreadsheets and graphs
• Does both formulas and straight
numbers
• Graph types include bar charts,
stacked bar charts, pie charts and
line graphs
• Includes 12 ready-to-use templates
free!
• Pastes graphics and data right into
Outlook creating professional memos
and reports, complete with headers
and footers, in a snap

the thousands of SideKick users, just
send us your original master disk
back with a check for $34.95, and
we'll rush you a brand new SideKick,
Release 2.0, complete with manual.

System requirements:
Macintosh 512K or Macintosh Plus with one disk drive.

Second external drive recommended.

System requirements:
*Introductory offer expires July 1, 7987

Reflex: The Database
Manager1986 MacUser
Editor's Choice Award

Macintosh 512K or Macintosh Plus with one disk drive.

Reflex, SideKick and Turbo Pascal are registered trademarks of Borland International, Inc. or Borland I Analytica, Inc. Macintosh is a
trademark of Mcintosh laboratory, Inc. and is licensed to Apple
Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corp. Copyright 1987 Borland International
Bl-1096

Innovative,
and easy to use
Turbo Pascal®
urbo Pascal: The
T
fastest, most
efficient and easy-touse Pascal compiler!
Compiled source code races from
Turbo Pascal at the astonishing rate
of more than 12,000 lines per
minute. Anything less than Turbo
Pascal is an exercise in slow motion.
You can expect what only Borland
delivers: Quality, Speed, Power and
Price.

Turbo Pascal at a glance

The Critics' Choice
' ' With 49 arithmetic, text and
statistical functions .. . can
handle business and engineering calculations that would
stump most data managers.
Mac World

... can be used quickly and
easily even by someone who
has never heard of a relational
database. It is a good buy for
. its quality, not just its price.
MacUser

. .. a powerful relational
database ... uses a visual
approach to information
management that makes this
power easy to manage.
Info World

. .. a combination of power
and flexibility that distinguishes
it from any other product we've
seen.
Esther Dyson, Release

I!'l

Compilation speed of greater than
12,000 lines per minute

I!'l

"Unit" structure lets you create
programs in modular form

I!'l

Multiple editing windows-up to 8 at
the same time

I!'l

Options include compiling to disk or
memory, or compile and run

I!'l

No need to switch between programs
to compile or run a program

I!'l

Streamlined development and
debugging

I!'l
I!'l

Compatible with Hierarchical File System

I!'l

Ability to define default volume and
folder names used in compiler
directives

I!'l

Compatible with Macintosh Programmer's Workshop Pascal (with minor
changes)

Search and Change features in the
editor speed up and simplify
alteration of routines

I!'l

Unlimited use of available Macintosh'"
memory

I!'l

"Units" included to call all the routines
provided by Macintosh Toa/box

Robert Forras, MacTimes
Turbo Pascal is already an industry standard
in the IBM-compatible world and we're very
excited to see Borland lnternationa/'s new
commitment to provide this and other
modestly-priced, high -quality software for
the Macintosh computer.

John Sculley, Apple Computer, Inc. ' '
i

System requirements:
Macintosh 5 72K or Macintosh Plus with one disk drive.
(The complete Turbo Pascal package, including compiler
and editor. occupies only SOK of memory.)
•introductory offer expires July 1, 1987

1.0''
Turbo Pascal: Truly
compatible, easy-to-use

What more can we say?
If you use a Mac, get
Reflex: The Database
Manager.
*Introductory offer expires July 1. 1987

The Critics' Choice
' ' Turbo Pascal is the true winner in the
stand-alone Macintosh development environ ments . . Turbo Pascal provides ease of use,
extremely fast compilations, excellent documentation, great support and a company that is
well known in the industry. To end it off, you
get all of this for the paltry price of $99! Now
isn't that a reason to get moving with Turbo?

Turbo Pascal is compatible with
your Mac's Hierarchical File System,
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop
Pascal, and Inside Macintosh. You're
in familiar territory, but going a lot
faster.
Please circle 128 on reader service card .

for the dealer nearest
you. or to order by phone

caff(S00)255-S008
CA (800) 742-1133
canada(S00)237-1136
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Easy Installation
Just plug the One
Plus One module into
the SIMM sockets provided on your Macintosh
Plus motherboard .
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Compatibility Plus
The One Plus One makes the
most of the current Macintosh
system, standard applications and
fast SCSI drives without the handicap of "boot" or " configuration " software.

PRESIDENT

Levco
6160 Lusk Blvd .
Suite C-203
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 457-2011

" One Plus One," " MacBreeze," " MonsterMac," " Prodigy 4" and "OverDrive" are registered trade mark s of Levco.
" Macintosh " and " Maci n!osh Plus " are trademarks licensed to Apple Computer.

Please circle 209 on reader service card.
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WE KNOW WmCH ONE You READ.
THE PAGE ON THE RIGHT. THE PAGE CREATED WITH FULLWRITE PROFESSIONAL;'" ON A MACINTOSH~
THE PAGE ON THE LEFT WAS DoNE ON AN IBM;" WITH WORDPERFECT.™LET'S FACE IT, IT'S BORING.
THE PAGE ON THE RIGHT IS As INTERESTING As THE PERSON WHO CREATED IT.
FULLWRITE PROFESSIONAL HANDLED THE WORD PROCESSING, THE ILLUSTRATION, THE GRAPH, THE TYPE, AND THE LAYOUT.
ONE SIMPLE PROGRAM. ONE GREAT-LoOKING REPORT.
FULLWRITE PROFESSIONAL SETS A NEW STANDARD FOR SERIOUS WRITING. AND IT'S GoING TO CHANGE BUSINESS WRITING.
FOREVER.

---
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QUICK.
READ THIS.
-
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QUICK.
WRITE THIS.

QUICK.
DRAW THIS.

QUICK.
LAY THIS OUT.

FullWrite Professional is, quite
simply, the finest word processor
you can buy. Period. It's also the
easiest to use.
It has all the functions of a fullpower word processing program.
Like outlining, a glossary, spellchecking, automatic indexing, table
of contents, and a thesaurus.
And it has more.
Like posted notes for comments, and automatic renumbering
of footnotes and endnotes. Revisions
are automatically highlighted, too.
And that's just the start.

FullWrite Professional gives
you the unprecedented ability to
draw in a MacDraw™-like environment without leaving the word
processor.
You don't have to switch to
your drawing program. Just bring
out your tools right in the middle
of the text.
And if you don't want to create
your art, it easily imports both bitmapped and object-oriented
graphics from other programs and
art collections.
Everyone wants people to see
things their way. And with FullWrite
Professional you can show them
your way.

Work any way you like.
Because FullWrite Professional lets
you create a fully-laid out page as
you go. And makes changes automatically. No other word processing
program can do that.
It wraps text around irregular
shapes instantly.
No page layout program can
do that.
Create multiple columns, and
even use different sized columns on
the same page. Control kerning,
leading, and gutting.
It's fast and simple.
It's the look any serious
document will have from now on.
Because from now on, writing
will never be the same.
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Desktop Publishing is one of today's
most exciting computer applications.
And PageMaker® has certainly been
a major contributor to this revolutionary technology. It has allowed the user
to assemble newsletters, brochures,
data sheets and the like of near typeset quality. Unfortunately, however,
PageMaker also provides the user
with severe limitations on the speed
and design of a page layout. The user
is pretty much restricted to a rigid
column format and rectangular
images. While circular or irregular
images may be incorporated into a
layout, it is a painfully time-consuming task to run the copy around the
image. So the final product lacks a
truly professional look.

PageMaket@ is a registered trademark of Aldus Corporation. T arget Software™ and Scoop™ are registered trademarks of Target Software, Inc.
MacPaint™ and MacDraw™ are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

On the other hand, a Scoop TM layout
would do credit to an outstanding
graphics designer. Like PageMaker,
Scoop enables the user to produce all
kinds of documents at considerable savings. Newsletters,
pamphlets, catalogues,
flyers and direct mail
pieces may all be turned out very quickly and
conveniently.
And that's not all.
Scoop also allows the
user to set the text to
conform to the dimensions of any object. With a
click of the mouse, text automatically wraps around the most
irregularly shaped graphic, including
all sorts of images from both
MacPaint™ and MacDraw!M

More than that, Scoop lets you create
and manipulate both the text and the
graphics. Unlike PageMaker, there's
no need to develop text and graphics
separately and then have to
combine them. And Scoop
has so many more special
features, too. It is truly
the first great advance in
Desktop Publishing since
to
PageMaker.
The fact is, Scoop will
run rings around its
predecessor. Get the
Scoop from your software
dealer beginning May 1st.
Or you can call Target
Software™ right now for more
information at 1-800-622-5483; in
Florida, 305-252-0892. Or, write
14206 SW. 136th St., Miami, FL 33186.

Scoop=
Coming May 1.
We're going run
circles around
PageMaker.®

§£gop
publishing program
from Target Software

This advertisement created with a Macintosh Plus, Apple LaserW1;ter and Scoop™
Please circle 195 on reader service card .

Gentlemen ... Start Your
MacEngines

OMING
IN
APRIL

TM

If you 're tired of sitting idly by, waiting for
your Mac, then shift into high gear with a
MacEngine RAM memory upgrade from Ryad.
A MacEngine will rev up any Mac, from a
128K to a Mac Plus, making it run up to 500% faster to boost productivity.
Imagine: Desktop publishing, graphics, and CAD programs redrawing the
screen in a flash; spreadsheets that recalculate instantaneously; or databases that retrieve information in a fraction of the time. MacEngines are also
ideal for network environments, for both the host computer and work stations.
Ryad offers nearly a dozen truly affordable MacEngine memory upgrades
and speed enhancements that blow the doors off the compc:tition. Prices
start at just $595.00 for the MacEngine GT. You have a choice of either the
Motorola 16MHz 68000 (GT Series), or the even faster 16MHz 68020 (Turbo
Series). And, you won't be locked in by your upgrade choice, because a
MacEngine can be increased later to 2 or 4 megabytes. Several accessories
are also available, including a 16MHz 68881 math co-processor (Turbo Series)
that achieves floating point calculations 15 - 100 times faster. Another 30%
increase in performance can be obtained by installing an optional 100 ns
CMOS Static RAM in place of the standard 100 ns DRAM.
Unlike our competitors, every MacEngine upgrade comes equipped with
its own power supply and a super quiet Piezo electric fan. As a result, your
Mac will run cool and trouble free while you put it through its paces.
Why get an Apple logic board upgrade when a MacEngine GT Series costs
the same, performs at more than twice the speed, and includes an internal
and/or external SCSI port for a Mac 512K? A MacEngine won't void your
Apple warranty and comes with its own
120 day guarantee. An additional 8
month warranty is also available.
If you demand speed,
power and performance at
a reasonable price, install
a MacEngine and lea.ve
the others in the dust.

MACPROOF is the best English teacher you've ever
had
Yes, manuals can be useful,
find out how in our GUIDE
TO USING MANUALS
Tune in to a beginners discussion on using FEDIT
RAGTIME stands on its own
for easy report generation
Build a world of adventure
with WORLD BUILDER
Let GUIDE guide you in putting things into context
It's finally here, the longawaited BASIC COMPILER
LIGHTSPEED C: development at the speed of light

p

2521-F N. Grand Ave.#950
Santa Ana, CA 92701

cintosh and Apple are
registered trademarks of
Apple Computer Inc.
Motorola is a registered
trademark of Motorola Inc
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The Macintosh Boundary from Doug
Clapp. John Dvorak on the state of the
Mac. Michael D. Wesley's West Coast
Report. Robert Wiggins' Pinstripe Mac .
Dan Cochran with Answers from the
Mac Team . Three pages of hints and
tips. Over 250 MiniFinders. An expanded Quick Click section , now including
hardware. More Cauzin Softstrips.

(714)558-0662
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FINE PRINT WEASEL
Editor's absol utely reserve the right lo publish none, some . all. or
1ust the parts we managed lo complete of the ab ove. due to the
inheren t problems that occur when reviewing so ft wa re, hardware
and the ever el usive vaporware .

Winner of Mac User's 1986 Best Desk Accessories Award

Automate

Lose Wait

One Keystroke = A Thousand Words.

Print and Work at the Same Time.

Touch·n·Go is the answer to repetitive keyboard and
mouse entry. Simple key combinations and short abbreviations eliminate tedious typing and lengthy sequences of
mouse movements.
Point and Click From the Keyboard. With Touch·n·Go
you can perform any mouse operation from the keyboard.
You'll never have to move your hands to change fonts or
scroll to the end of a document.
Automate any multi-step procedure. Open a MacWrite
document, set-up margins and tabs, choose a font and style,
then stamp the letterhead on the top of the page - all with
a single keystroke'
Touch·n·Go is simple to use. In no time you'll customize
keys to make menu selections, scroll through documents,
enter formatted paragraphs of text - even combine tasks
into other simple abbreviations.
• Create and edit your own glossaries of over 10,000
time-saving abbreviations
• Create entire libraries of customized commands for each
of your applications
• Memory-efficient - only 15k
• Macros have never been so easy to use and so powerful
• Mac Plus compatible

BackPrint lets you continue to work without interruption
while you print. Never again will you have to stare at a
"Printing in Progress" message.
Print High Quality Graphics. BackPrint is especially
designed for high quality background printing of text and
graphics from programs like Mac Write, MacDraw, Microsoft
Word, Excel, MultiP!an, File, and Aldus PageMaker.
Superior Performance. BackPrint eliminates both
printer slowdown from heavy typing and typing slowdown
from printing. And thats important because your background printing shouldn't be accomplished at the expense
of working at full efficiency. And BackPrint is incredibly fast
at formatting your documents. This comparison from
MacUser (August 1986) tells the story best.

Touch·n·GO $39

When purchased separately.

BackPrint
Mac Mate!
MacSpool
MaxPrint

lime required to format
a 5-page Word file.
!6seconds
2 minutes, 8 seconds
5 minutes
2 minutes 33 seconds

lime required to format
a 5-page Mac Write file.
44 seconds
9 minutes, 28 seconds
7 minutes, 40 seconds
2 minutes, 58 seconds

• Queue up an unlimited number of pages from different
documents to be printed in succession
• Prints any document that can ordinarily be printed in
high quality, standard quality, best, or faster modes
• Memory efficient - only 6k
• Mac Plus compatible

Just one of seven performance enhancing utilities from TopDesk.

"BackPrint is by far the fastest spooler" - MacUser (Aug 86)

TopDesk

BackPrint $29

$59.95

Includes Touch·n·Go, BackPrint and five other outstanding utilities

When purchased separately.

just one of seven performance enhancing utilities from Top Desk.

CORTLAND
COMPUTER
P.O. Box 9916, Berkeley, CA 94709

See your Apple dealer or call 415-845-1142 to order.
Please circle 198 on reader service card .

Trapeze TMis a revolutionary
new spreadsheet created especially for the Macintosh.TM It was
designed by a spreadsheet user
who was tired of the limitations of
row and column spreadsheets. He
wanted a program that was as easy
to use as his Mac. One that would
let him do things like organize his
spreadsheet model as he went
along, and change his model without ruining it. He wanted to be
able to define what the spreadsheet would do, rather than have
the program define what he could
do. He wanted to use logical
names, and formulas he could
understand. He wanted to see
graphics, charts and text on the
same page as his spreadsheet data,

feature causes blocks to automatically adjust in size when you
make additions or changes to
your worksheet.
Power- The block format of
Trapeze lets you set up worksheets quickly Even complex
models can be created easily,
because Trapeze contains over
100 functions and formulas, many
Flexibility-Trapeze doesn't
of which are unavailable in other
lock you into a grid of rows and
spreadsheets. You can create
columns. Instead, it stores inforcharts which plot thousands of
mation in blocks. You define the
points, and multiple databases
block according to what it is, not allow you to efficiently organize
where it is, and can move it anyyour data for presentation.
where on the page. That gives
Trapeze takes full advantage of the
you the freedom to do things like power of the Macintosh; in fact,
add a row without ruining your
the size of your model is limited
model. And the unique auto-sizing only by available memory
and to make the output'look
professional enough to use in presentations. And he wanted to do it
all fast.
The result is a spreadsheet that
is as innovative as the Macintosh.
Trapeze is so unique, in fact, that
it is being called the next generation spreadsheet. Here's why:

Style-Trapeze lets you use all
of the Macintosh fonts, styles, and
sizes-even color-in any block.
You can create graphs on the
same page with your spreadsheet
or import graphics from MacPaint,TMforms from MacDraw TM
or text from a word processing
program. Blocks may contain text,
charts, graphics, numbers-virtually anything you need to make
your worksheet look good. Since
the blocks can be moved around
freely, you can lay out your page
however you wish. And you can
do most of it without ever touching the keyboard.
Versatility- Its unique function set makes Trapeze as useful
for nonfinancial users as it is for

financial ones. The program can
perform matrix operations, simultaneous equation solutions and
more statistical functions than any
other spreadsheet. Up to 32 documents may be open at the same
time, so you can work with figures
for different divisions of your
company-or perform several
analyses of engineering data-and
consolidate the information into
one report. And the elimination of
copying formulas and checking all
related information lets you analyze complex technical data with
unprecedented speed and
accuracy
Trapeze is available now for
$295, and comes with a 30-day,

money-back guarantee. To order,
· contact the dealer nearest you
or call toll free 1-800-443-1022
today Once you begin using
Trapeze, there's no limit to what
you can see.
Minimum system requiremcnLS-Macintosh 51 2K with extcmaJ
drive or enhanced Macintosh ; 12K. Supports l.1Strwritcr ' ·" and
lmagewriter TM I and II.

Macintosh b a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory Inc., licensed to
Apple Computer, lnc., and is used with express pt rmission of its
owner. MacPaint, MacDrJw, Lascrwritr.:r ;m<l lmagcwri ter are trJdemarks of Apple Computtr, Inc. Trapez1.: i~ a trJdcmark of l}Jta Tailor,
Inc
i

1fapeze,,
ll1e spreadsheet without limits.
Data ·r:iilor, lnc.- 1300 S. University Drive- Suite 409
fort Worth,'ltxas 76 !07 © l}Jla lailor. Inc. 1986·1987
Please circle 103 on reader service card .

THE

by Neil L. Shapiro

ONCE MORE,
WITH FEELING
I

've been in magazine journalism for a
long time and some of the magazines
that I've worked for have had circulatio ns in the tens of millions (M acUser
will be there someday too, just as soon as
Apple sells enough Macs) . So, it was
astonishing to me that the editorial I
wrote abo ut the need fo r a Consumer
Evangelist at Apple elicited more respo nse than everything else I have ever
wri tten all combined. I to uched a nerve!
Via telecommunicatio ns, U.S. M ail,
phone calls and even personal conversations, people have made their views on
this to pic known to me. D ealers, customers, mail-order fans - they've all
to ld me how they fee l. And, at the risk of
seeming to "harp" o n o ne subject, I'd
like to share with you some of their
opinions and some further ideas and
thoughts that I've had o n .this very
important issue.

INSTANT REPLAY
Just in case you missed the edito rial
that generated this controve rsy, I'll briefly recap the po ints I made. My feel ing is
that Apple's dealer network is far from
perfect. Indeed, I have personally fou nd
myself in the situatio n of being rippedoff by dealers so often that I now buy
most or all of my Apple-related materials
via mail-o rder.
I suggested that Apple Computer
(which now has such things as Softw are
Evangelists and User Group Evangelists)
make room in C upertino fo r a Consumer
Evangelist. T his new department would
be respo nsible fo r tracking down complaints of incompetent o r disho nest dea lers and rectifying the situation.
That's it in a nuts hell and here's the
reactio n.

FROM THE DEALERS
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About a dozen dealers have written to
me to express their feelings that I have
maligned dealerships in general and that
they, specifically, feel slighted because
they do offer their customers suppo rt
before and after a sale and even a break
on pricing. Almost all have invited me to
visit their sto res and would, I suppose,
like to see me mention them as the Good
Guys in print.
Well, fi rst I don't have time to visit all

EDITOR'S

DESKTOP

over the co untry checking out computer
stores. But, most important, I do n't
think that the original editorial sho uld
have been taken as a blanket condemnatio n of dealers. I will be the first to say
that there are very likely excellent dealerships that sell Apple brand computers.
I wo uld defin e as excellent dealers
those that meet these criteria: T hey sell
only what the customer needs and never
just what's the most expensive. Such
dealers trai n themselves and their personnel to at least an advanced level of usage
of the more popular sofu'lare and hardware packages . T hese dealers are willing
to answer questions in depth and arc not
ashamed to fi rst say they don't know an
answer - and then to research it. Such
gems amo ng dealers will run a re pair
fac ility that is both trustworthy and
affo rdable . They will also offer price
breaks - not as deep a price cut as fro m
mail-order discounters, but eno ugh of a
break so that the customer kn ows they
are try ing.
O ne dealer who wrote me detailed all
of the wonderful things he docs fo r his
custo mers . I felt very envio us of his
custo mers and told him he sho uld post a
copy of my first editorial in his sto re
under the banner, "Look how lucky you
all are to have me as your dealer! "
But the po int is that no t everyone, by
a long shot, has access to such a dealer.
And I'm even mo re sure of this than
before.

FROM THE CUSTOMERS
Many people have contacted me telling me that I was "right on" in res pect to

my repo rting of my own dealer trials and
tribulatio ns because my story was very
similar to their own. In the past weeks I
have heard many, many examples of
dealer malpractice.
On the other hand, two o r three
people have taken the time to write to
me on behalf of a dealer that they truly
respect; or to tell me that things are just
different in their area of the country and
that they have no complaints.
The first group is large eno ugh that I
am now certain that there is at least a
sizea ble mino rity of A pple custo mers
who are d issatisfied with their dealers
and fo r good reason. But the seco nd
group has convinced me that I should
"make one thing perfec tly clear": I am
not attempting to paint all dealers with
the same tar brush .
·
But fo r those who, like me, are in the
first gro up - we need some relief.

FROM MAIL ORDER USERS
Many people wrote to me to tell me
that they were very, very happy with
mail o rder. But others wrote to me with
very lo ng tales of woe - and of lost
do llars and time.
Some companies like MacConnectio n
and Programs Plus seem to have made
many mo re fri ends than enemies. Some
others, particularl y the Northeastern
Software (now in Chapter 11 ), PC N etwork and Ico n Review, seem to have
more detracto rs than fa ns.
Obvio usly, mail o rder cannot be considered an blanket solution. The M acintos h communi ty need dealers that we can
count o n. And , if we find such dealers,

Here's What Subscribing to
MacUser Can Do For You!

It will make you enormously rich. It will make you
famous. It will make you irresistibly attractive to
the opposite sex. It will bring
l
you the respect of your peers
'
which you so richly deserve.
Subordinates will worship the
very ground on which you
walk. It will virtually
double your intelligence.

Lastly, a subscription
to Mac User restores
thinning hair, reduces
unwanted body fat
overnight, enlarges
your muscular frame,
banishes shyness
and cures warts.
Guaranteed. Period.

(He's Lying.)
Actually, Mac User can only assist you in becoming rather more productive on your
Macintosh. As well as keeping you up to date on all the latest Mac products. Oh,
and sometimes it's fun to read, too. And you do save rather a lot of money off the
cover price by subscribing. Really! It's true! OK, then, if you don't believe me work
it out yourself! Then use the coupon opposite.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MacUserS
CHARfER SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Your Next 12 Issues for Just $21.84

,--------------------

Only $1.82
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•

Saves you
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price.
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Compare.
"Not all
memory
upgrades
are created
equal."
Carlos Suarez
""·""""--- President

To help clear up the confusion about
Macintosh Plus™ memory expansion
products (and to point out some of the
reasons why our MaxPlus 2Mb upgrade
immediately became the world's bestselling Macintosh memory board), we
offer this list of five key questions to
ask when comparing products.

1. Will it let me expand to 4Mb?
YES
MacMemory, MaxPlus
NO Dove

2. Does it use the same surface-mount
technology Apple® uses?

YES
MacMemory, MaxPlus
NO Levco, Dove
3. Do I get extras like RAM disk and
print sp6oler software?
YES
MacMemory, MaxPlus
NO Levco, SuperMac
4. Will I have toll-free technical
support and the longest board warranty
available? (Two years)

YES

MacMemory, MaxPlus

Beyond Compare.
Shift into high gear with TurboMax™, the highperformance accelerator board we loaded with all the
features a power user needs. (Coming in February)
We started with speed. We added a new, more
powerful 16 MHz CPU to nearly triple the speed of
the Mac™. Really serious number crunchers can plug
in the optional 68881 math co-processor to achieve
speeds hundreds of times faster than a standard Mac.
We added memory. l.5 Mb of extra memory that
runs large programs easily, and can expand to a full
4 Mb to do even more.
We added our super-speed SCSI port. It nearly
doubles the speed of the SCSI on your Macintosh
Plus, and adds the high-speed SCSI to your Mac
512K. Hard disks run faster. (And internal hard disks
will just plug in.)
We made sure your Mac would remain 100%
compatible with your software.
We built in MaxSave™, our hardware/software
system that gives you a reliable, recoverable ·
RAM disk in memory and the ability .
to work while your ImageWriter™
prints. To complete the package,
we included an additional power
supply, internal fan and a full,
two-year warranty.
And price? Beyond compare.
For the price of its closest
competition you can buy
the TurboMax and two Excels
(the spreadsheet from
Microsoft and the car
from Hyundai).
Who could ask for
anything more?

"A Macintosh™
accelerator board
is on every
power user's
wish list. But
price kept
most of us
wishing.
We worked
hard at
MacMemory
to produce
the power
board you
need at the
price you can
afford."
John Lozano .
Engineer

NO Levco, Dove, SuperMac
S. Am I getting the most for my
money?

YES
MacMemory, MaxPlus ($399)
NO Levco ($395)
Dove ($399)
SuperMac ($499)
For a more extensive comparison chart,
and the dealer nearest you, just call us at
800-862-2636 , or 408-922-0140 inside .
California.
*Data compiled as of December I , 1986.
Competitive products compared: Levco: OneP/usOne.
Dove: MacSnap2 , SuperMac: SuperRAM.
MacMemory: MaxP/us.
Apple and Mac are trademarks of and Macintosh is a
trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.

Math CoProcessor
Optional ! 6MHz
68881 floating-point
chip addressed as
penpheraJ' to 68000.
Woiks with all
programs using
SANE or offenng
68881 support.

SCSI Port
Added super-speed
SCSI port, up to two
times faster than the
Macintosh Plus. Adds
50-pin port to 5 l 2K
Macintosh or speeds
up existing MacPlus
port. Ready for
optional internal
hard disk.

CPU

!6MHz68000
processor. 200%
faster than the
Macintosh or
Macintosh Plus.
Addresses all
daughterboard RAM
witti no video wait
states for overall
SJJeed improvement
of250%.

RAM

Additional 1.5 Mb of
120ns RAM,
structured as 256K x8
SIMM modules.
Expandable to 4Mb
witb addition of two
1024Kx8 megabit
modules.

MacMemory
The Macintosh Performance Family
2480 North First, San Jose, California 95131 I 800-862-2636 in California 408-922-0140
Please circle 115 on reader service card .
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f your Mac can't
graph like this, it's
not quite Cricket.
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Cricket )Graph
• Get the 12 most popular busi- /
Only one software package
ness/scientific charts and
/ arms business and science
graphs in one package • Plot / with the tremendous graphic
2000datapointsperseries. / power of the Macintosh 1" . Cricket
(95% more than any other / Graph. The first Mac package to
Mac graphic package) / deliver all the impact of color presen• Full color and 3-D
/ tation charts and graphs. And all the
capability • Position / possibilities of desktop publishing .
up to 10 graphs on a /
Transform data into graphics that
single page • Page / speak louder than words. Then, print
layout for desk/ your creations out in crisp black and
top publishing
/ white or brilliant color on any of the most
merges graph,' popular Mac-compatible printers, plotters
ics with text
/ and film recorders.
f Cricket Graph . Nothing else even comes
I close. Just $195. Special versions available
: for film recorders and other high end out: put devices.
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Requires s1 2KMacintosh
\
with two disk drives, or Mac
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Plus with on e internal dri ve.
Macintosh is a trademark of
\
\
Apple Computer Inc.
Char ts pri nted on LaserWriter 1"' ,
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Hewlett Packard Color Pro• . and
lmageWriter II'."
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3508 Market Street, Su ite 206
Ph iladelphia, PA 19104
(215) 387-7955
1-800-345- 8112
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then we need to suppo rt them as they
suppo rt us.
But that still leaves us right where we
were - with some people left out in the
cold and with no caval ry in sight.

C'MON CUPERTINO!
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DES KT 0 P

One Apple employee told me that we
"made some waves" with the first editorial. Another told me, "They're talking
about it in the halls here."
Unfo rtu natel y, no one has told me
they arc seriously considering the idea of
a Consumer Evangelist. So, here's o ne
mo re; attempt now based on all of the
feedbac k I received from the people above.
I believe mo re than eve r that Apple
Computer sho uld consider adding the
office of Consumer Evangelist to their
corporate hierarchy.
The Consumer Evangelist would have
a phone number published o n all Apple
warranty materials. T his number would
be used by the consumer to repo rt any
pro blems with dealers.
The number sho uld not be used to
repo rt thi ngs such as, "Well, I think his
prices are too high. " It would be used for
complaints such as, "This dealer's repair
department charged me $300 fo r a repair
that I think was o nl y wo rth $50" o r " I
went to one of your dealers and they
wouldn't (o r couldn't) show me how to
connect my modem after I purchased it."
The Consumer Evangelist would not
treat fo llowup calls to a dealer in an
adversarial manner. Instead, the CE
\vould act much the same as a consumer
affairs help line .
Most calls might go, "Dtd you really
charge Mr. Loser $300 for a RAM test?
What did he fo rget to tell us? Oh! You
had to replace the RAM , that explains it!
We'll let him know ."
But there would occasio nally be calls
such as, "Yo u did charge that much
mo ney fo r that ? Well, Apple considers
that type of fee to be unacceptable.
Would you be willing to refund a part of
that fee? We really do not want to have
to look at your franchise."
And, o nce in a great while, there
would be a call such as : "H ello, Mr.
Crowley? This is the 666th complaint
we've had on you and unless you can
spell out a good reason not to, we are
about to revoke your dealer franchise."
In the long run, I think a CE wo uld
help everyone - customers and dealers
alike. I think it's wo rth a try, and I think
the time is right. Please, Apple: Go for
it!
Next month I promise to write about
something completely different. Maybe
whales or something. ~

CRICKET DRAW
Draw has been around as
long as the Macintosh . It took
Cricket Software to perfect it .
Finally, the Mac 's graphics
capabilities can truly be realized
with Cricket Draw, the revolutionary new draw program
from Cricket Software.

UNPRECEDENTED FEATURES
The kind of features you only
dreamed possible, such as full
rotation and tilting of any object. controlled shadowing.
shading with a gray scale
(0-100 % ). fountains (graded
tints) . starbursts. grates, bezier
curves and much, much more.
And with an lmagewriter II
printer you can see it al I in
dazzling color.

UNMATCHED TEXT
MANIPULATION
Special effects with text are
Cricket Draw 's forte. Place text
on any arbitrary path; rotate.
tilt, shadow. shade YOU NAME IT!

PRECISE CONTROL
Precision drawings? How about vertical and horizontal rulers with
your choice of inches. centimeters. picas or pixels? Also, you can
show the measurements of any object , precisely align objects using
grids or guidelines. zoom-in. zoom-out - Cricket Draw has it ALL.

A POSTSCRIPT CODE GENERATOR
High quality graphics output on a laser printer requires knowledge
of Postscript. Cricket Draw is actually a Postscript code generator. It
does all the work . You never have to · come in contact with Postscript.
UNLESS you want to. Then you can access a Postscript window to edit
or create your own code from scratch.

ADVANCE TO CRICKET DRAW
Your current draw program is simply obsolete, why not advance to
Cricket Draw, just $295, available at local dealers everywhere.
Requires a 512K Enhanced Macintosh or a
Macintosh Plus.
3508 Market Street, Suite 206
Philadelphia , PA 19104
(215) 387-7955 1-800-345-8112
Macintosh is a tradema rk of Ap ple Computer Inc.

Anything Less Isn't Quite Cricket
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How to dramatically improve
the way you manage meetings,
ideas, time and people with MORE:
f you're like most people your time is
valuable. You believe you should, and
could be more effective managing your
daily tasks. Perhaps you've even tried
conventional methods of increasing
efficiency- making lists of priorities, delegating, keeping
diaries, etc.- only to find little
has changed because you're
still wasting valuable time.

I

That's why we wrote this guide.
We want to explain four ways to
improve the way you work by
using the power of MORE and a
Macintosh.
If you're too busy to read further,
please skip ahead to the coupon and
see how easy it is to receive our free time
saving booklets on Managing Meetings,

'Whats different about this
meeting? The Macintosh on
the table is running MORE.
With MORE in the meeting,
ideas will be focused and
p resented better than ever
before p ossible.

Preparing Business Plans, Creating fiee
Charts and Organizing a Status Center.

1atStartyoura revolution
next meeting.
How often do you come away from a meeting satisfied with the results? Probably not
as often as you would like . Here are some
simple ways to get more accomplished
at your next meeting:
• Have a specific objective in mind, as
the meeting progresses, be sure you're
still dealing with the same problem.
• Only cover things that cannot be put
across in other ways- bulletins, manuals,
direct contact with supervisors, etc.
• Don't try to cover more ground than time
· will permit. You can't solve the world's
problems in a 30-minute staff meeting.
•Prepare for the meeting. Find out
what the other people attending need
to know before the meeting.

Why MORE is so revolutionary in
meetings.
Try taking a Macintosh and MORE into your
next meeting. Start with an outlined agenda,
develop the issues into a group action p lan.
The participants- even those who don't
use a computer-can direct the content and
organization of the plan. Graphic Tree
Charts and Bullet Charts help you present
the impact of your decisions. fit any point,
you can review what's been accomplished.
Everyone gets a uniform set of meeting
notes, on disk or printed.This frees the participants from having to take detailed notes.
Everyone knows w)lat was decided, so
next time you sit down there won't be a
debate. Spreadsheets started a revolution
for people who work with numbers. MORE
is starting a revolution for people who
spend time in meetings.

2

Manage people and
projects effectively.

Managing people and projects can be very
difficult. Some managers apply common
sense, others learn by doing, others simply
avoid the problem all together. In an effort
to simplify a complicated subject here are
a few things that will help any manager:
• Managing requires a great deal of
talking and listening. It sounds easy, but
it is a constant job that requires a concentrated effort.

Create a time saving
Center.
3 Status
The first step in becoming more timeefficient is to identify how you spend your
time. Naturally, once you've figured how
and why time is spent, you begin to do
things that give you higher payoffs and
more satisfaction.
For you, MORE becomes a convenient and
powerful electronic notebook and card
file. You collect and organize the details of

•]ob descriptions and boundaries
should be provided for every person's
job.

• Feedback on performance and
encouragement improve motivation.
Doing and saying nothing leads to
stagnation.
• Find the best people you can and
support them.
Now there's a way to manage people and
projects better using MORE. Managers,
executives, corporate plarmers and personnel staff can use MORE to outline their
management ideas and instantly transform
them into a Tree Chart.You can use Tree
Charts for organizational charts, project flowcharts, decision trees, block diagrams or
time lines . MORE also is a powerful tool for
writing job descriptions and preparing
employee reviews. AB a project management tool, MORE is fast and flexible.

The next best thing to having a clock that
runs backwards is having a Macintosh
.that runs MORE.With MORE you can
set up a Status Center to organize the
details ofyour daily work.

~
Jill

.·

Some of the best ideas you have don't always
happen in front of computer. (That could change
after you've used MORE) Fbr example, you can
take your ideas from scraps ofpaper to a finished
presentation in minutes.

daily work in an outline- your
personal Status Center. You keep this
outline up-to-date, using it to:
• List and organize your tasks
• Record names, addresses, and phone
numbers
• Keep your daily calendar
•Write and file notes and memos
• Track your expenses

Now you can prepare a presentation quickly and professionally, even at the last

MORE's power outlining lets you change
and interconnect your lists with ease. You can
use the Templates feature to store "boilerplate" such as an address form and call
it up at any time. The calendar feature will
generate a daily schedule automatically.
Most of your writing and word-processing
work can be done right in MORE. You can
even dial a phone, record the time and
date, and calculate a sum- all by pressing
a key. MORE is the ultimate tool for desktop productivity.

minute. For the first time, MORE
integrates idea processing
with idea presentation. You can
outline your ideas and quickly
transform them into attractive
Bullet Charts. Add Tree Charts
and pictures, and you have a fullfledged slide show. MORE is ideal
for the entrepreneur writing a business plan-and also for anyone who
develops presentations: managers
and decision makers, executives, corporate planners, sales staff, educators.

your ideas,
4 Process
then present them.
If you've ever had to prepare a presentation
in a hurry-you know how frustrating and
time-consuming the task can be.Technique
is an important part of presenting your
ideas effectively. Here are some simple
steps that will tak-e you from rough ideas to
finished presentations:

There's more ...
To receive your free time saving
booklets, fill out the coupon below. To experience the power and speed of MORE in
person, visit your local computer dealer for
a demonstration.

• Make a "laundry-list" outline of basic
ideas.

Suggested retail price $295

• Become uninhibited with your ideasdon't edit on your first pass.

For Your Nearest Dealer Call

•Be generous with headings, callouts, charts and illustrations.

in California call 1-800-443-4310,
in Canada call 415-964-6300.

1-800-822-3700,

• Allow yourself the flexibility to change
your presentation, even at the last
minute.

rYes1-Rush
- me
- the
-following
-----I copies ofyour MORE booklets.
I D Organizing a Status Center in MORE
D Ma.traging a Meeting with MORE
I D Presenting a Business Plan with MORE
D Creating Tree Charts in MORE
I
1
I
Zip
I
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
I

·
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~~--1986 Product of the Year.
- MacUser Magazine

~

Offer good while supplies last. MORE is not copy protected Fbr all Macintosh systems with 512K or more.
MORE, ThinkTank 512, ThinkTunk 128. and ThinkTunk are trademarks of Living Videotext. The names of
the products above may be trademarks or registered trademarks.

Please circle 245 on reader service card .

ake a note to yourself.
You know those sticky ye llow notes you 're
always making to yourselr. Well. now you
can do the same thing electronically. With
Memorandumrn from Target Software:"
Memorandum lets you attach electronic
sticky notes Lo documents and files.
You can use it for spreadsheets. reminding
yourself
of the

deta ils of a specific
expenditure. Memorandum
attaches itself to a spreadsheet cell, so it
stays in place through repeated calculations.
It"s also a great aid in word processing
documents and database files . Because you
don't have to stop work to check a source or
verify data. Just make a note and attach it.
Notes are stored in a separate file. A single
command can show all notes at once. Or a note
on a specific cell.
Make a note to yourself to check out this
invaluable Desk Accessory soon. It:S just $99.95.
And it's compatible with Excel:" Multiplan:"
Jazz:" Works:" and loads of others.
See your local dealer or ca ll us at 1-800622-5483. In Florida (305) 252-0892 . Or.
write Target Software. 14206S.W136th
Street, Miami. F'L 33186.

The note-worthy new program
from Target Software.
Please circle 199 on reader service card .

11
'

Mulll1>lan."' and Works '" arc registered trademarks
solt<I Corporaqon.•Jazz,.. Is a registered trademark
s Development Corpora Lion.

Ten
thousand
pages, take it
or leave it.
For those of you going places, here's a little
something that solves big storage problems in the time
it takes to say "who has the Farnsworth financial files?"
Introducing Totem'."
Arather revolutionary Bering 20 mb Bernoulli
compact disk drive system for Macintosh computers.
And, the first truly portable 5Y4'' system. One
that lets you tote around 10,000 pages of data
on a sleek cartridge about the size of a piece
of bread.
lranslated, that's 25 times the storage
you get on one standard floppy.
Yet unlike floppies, the Totem is no slouch for
speed. It's just as fast as a hard disk. In fact, your computer will think it's a hard disk. You can even share
it with co-workers. And its advanced Bernoulli aerodynamics make it resist head crashing. If you've ever
used hard disks, you know what a pain that can be.
But the real beauty of Totem is that it fits perfectly right under your Mac. No mess. No fuss. And no
extra hardware to buy. To add storage, just pick up
another Totem cartridge.
Last, but certainly not least, there's a whole
family of Totem drives to choose from. They're all
in the brochure. To get yours,
write or call Bering Industries,
Inc., 280 Technology Circle,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. Inside
California, call 800 533-DISK.
Call 800 BERING 1 outside
California. just say''I'll take if'

lbtem is a trademark of Bering Indu stries, In c.
Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple.

Please circle 217 on reader service card.

Introducing DataFrame XP,"'
the SCSI hard disk that eclipses all others.
DataFrame's superiority has been clear
since Apple chose it to introduce the speed
and performance of the M acintosh Plus.
And now, while other manufacturers are
still working to emulate ou r best selling
DataFrame 20, Super M ac Technology T•
is proud to introduce the second generatio11
hard disk that clearly outshines: DataFrame XP.

The fastest SCSI under the sun.
Dataframe XP's advanced SCSI technology delivers virtually twice the speed
of any other full SCSI drive-including
Apple's recent release. Every prog ram
runs fas ter. And the programs that m ake
frequ ent use of the disk run much faster.

Reliability that overshadows
all others.
DataFrame is far and away the critic's
choice. T he MACa z ine gave Data-

Frame its highest rating. And Manvorld
says "DataFram e was one of the few
completel y trouble-free drives tested ."
Unbeatable reliability is the reason
Super Mac offers the only full one- yea r
warranty in the business.

A design so simple, it's brilliant.

How to make your Mac shine.
Just add a DataFrame XP. Or upgrade
your existin g DataFrame to XP performance. Both arc every bit the DataFrame
Th e MACazi11e called "the best buy for
a SCSI hard disk considering price,
product quality, performance, warranty
and technical support."
Compare the rest of the SCSI drives.
Then test the XP. And prepare fo r something overpowering: A total eclipse.

DataFrame XP comes w ith all the features
of the original Data Frame. Prcformatted
for immediate set up and use, just stand
the XP beside yo ur Mac and plug it in .
And it comes with free backup, print
Su8erMac Technology
spooler, and self-test software plus free
95 N . Rengstorff Ave.
li fetime software upg rades.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-8884
DataFrame XP always stays cool
because its ve rtical 'chimney' design efficientl y vents heat without use of a fa n
(that's why it's quiet!). The XP sits beside
your Macintosh, not inside or under it, so
the drive won't heat yo ur system . _.,...,_,_. ...,...
TECHNOLOGY

SUPERMAC

L

Steven Bobker
We 1re always happy to hear from our
readers (well, almost always), so keep sending your comments to Letters to the Editor,
MacUser, 25 West 39th Street, Neiv Y ork,
NY 1001 8 . All letters become the property
of MacUser and ive reserve the right to edit
any letters that we print .

E

T

T

magaz ine to give space to unreconstructed
criticism of the Mac, it's really a matter of
balance. After all, J ohn C. Dvorak is our
anti-editor. A s he said in last month's
column: "MacUser has this anti-editor
concept JJJhereby I am supposed to moan and
groan and get the readers in a frenzy.})
From that standpoint, it looks as if he's
d<Jing his job. - LK

When ive contacted ALS, Mr. N athan
Schulhof was emphatic that all that would
be required would be the SASE . H e made a
point of saying that without it, the transaction would not be completed.
Obviously, ALS has changed policy yet
again. We apologize far them. - SB

YOU KNOW THE TYPE

ON THE SHORT SIDE
n the October Issue of M acUser, Doug
Clapp was featured with a "Thw11bs up/
Thumbs Down" article. In the article
Doug made some sarcastic and unflattering remarks about the Mirror Technologies internal 20 meg hard drive. What
Doug didn't tell you is one of the main
reasons his Macintosh failed . It wasn't
due to the internal drive. Or the Macintosh. It was caused by a broken battery
port, dangling by its wires and finall y
sho rting against the power supply. This,
by the way, might be the reason Doug
previously had numerous H yperDrives
fail in his Macintosh (a fact he did not
mention in his article). Mirror Technologies diagnosed and repaired Doug's
Macintosh ... after which our drive operated successfull y.
In direct reply to Doug's article," Yes,
we'd like the internal drive back. We
have a new 20-meg tape drive and an
40/40 drive/tape combination we want
you to test... but please, du ring your
reviews, distinguish ben veen problems
we can and cannot control."

I

T

his is to object to Neil Shapiro's column in your November 1986 issue,
'The Reek ·of H ot Toner. " What hypocrisy for your columnist to rail against
unreconstructed typographers who don't
believe in the LaserWriter proof copy as
final copy, when neither does M acUser.
Let's see you people put out your entire
magazine at 300 lines/inch resolution!
I think we ought to find a way to
distinguish desktop publishing, where
the laser printer is the printing press,
from desktop publishing, where it's just
the proofing device. When we do, we'll
find that both our avant garde and our
traditionalist segments of publishing can
embrace the Mac and tl1e LaserWriter.
Speaking of typography, in Philip C.
Russell's article, "Bringing PageMaker to
Life," there are nvo rather glaring errors
in one subhead : "Life Ai n't Always
WSYIWYG." Oh, so true! I also appreciate his novel, but erroneous, definiti" n
of the term "leading." Everyone in desktop publishing who writes about leading
seems to invent a new definition, and
this has become my most reliable test of
whether a writer really knows what he or
she is talking about.
D AVID A. SH UGA RTS

CHECK ITOUT
I 'd like information on a program called
IMac-a-Mug by Shaherazam . This program was referred to in a MacUser adve rtisement promoting the magazine.
MRS. GARY PED IGO
GREAT BEND, KS

Sorry you've had to wait so long, but a
quick looli at our MiniFinders Graphics &
Design section should give you the informa-

JOEL R ONN ING
PRESIDENT, MIRROR TECHNOLOGIES

A MATTER OF FUNCTION
must take exception to John C. Dvorak's column in the September 1986
issue of M acUser. I honestly do not know
why you would let him print such a
derogatory article concerning "what is
still wrong with the Mac." Anyone witl1
half a brain knows that no product is
perfect, but to tear down a product that
is obviously the choice of your readers is
pure insanity. I don't mind a little constructive criticism, but to rail about a
product your magazine supports is unproductive and unnecessary. It only encourages a defensive attitude. I also object to tl1e foul language used in the
column. It is unnecessary and unprofessional.
Do yourself a favo r and get another
writer for this space in your magazine.
S UE E. GARBER

I

LIVERMORE, CA

While it might seem odd far a Macintosh

s

R

tion you JJJant. Mac-a-Mug was reviewed in
depth in the May 86 issue. - LK

PATTE RSON, NY

POSTAGE AND WORD HANDLER

HAYDEN/SPINNAKER
n July 27, 1986 I mailed a package

O

recently sent my Word H andler disk
to Advanced Logic Systems for an
upgrade, accompanied by a self-addressed, stan1ped envelope as stipulated
in your New on the Menu section. ALS
replied wi th a for m letter saying I had
"unfo rtunately" not enclosed the $2
shipping and handling fee . For your
further in fo rmation, ALS did not even
return my master disk.
I have no intention of paying tl1e fee,
or even as king for my disk back. I fo und
the program not good enough to be
worth · botl1ering with . (I strongly disagree with the fo ur-mouse rating in your
O ctober issue.) I'll just write me who le
thing off as a loss. And I will not do any
business again wi th ALS.

I

containing the mree original disks
from H ayden Score Improvement System far
the SAT with a letter explaining that the
disks would not boot on my Enhanced
Mac. When I tried to call H ayden, tl1e
operato r told me that Hayden did exist
at the above address, but had no listed
telephone nun1ber. Since H ayden's nwnber was unlisted (note: not discontinued), the only possible means left was to
rely on the mail.
In August my retailer told me tl1at
H ayden had been taken over by Spinnaker. I phoned Spinnaker and was told
that they would not support Hayden's
Macintosh software ; working disks for
the SAT system would not be provided.
When I called my supplier wim this
news, I was relieved to hear that mey

H ERBERT K ROEMER
SANTA BA RBARA, CA
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would accept return of the system for
credit. I sec that the software is still
offered, without disclaimer, in the latest
(November and December) issues of
major Macintosh magazines by both editorial and advertising. This leads me to
hope that Spinnaker will support d1is
software system and will honor Hayden's
warranty.
DAVID K . ANDERSON
BUFFALO, NY

When ive called Spinnaker recently JJJe
JJJere assured that they plan to support
Hayden software products. HoJJJever, there
are no plans at this time to upgrade or
redeJJelop any of them. The Hayden number
is unlisted because there,s really no one there
far other than "caretalm·J' purposes they're not trying to hide out or duck the
bailiff You can get more information about
Spinnalier's plans for Hayden products by
writing to Spinnaker/Hayden, 1 Kendall
Squai'e, Cambridge, .MA 02 139; or call
(617) 494-1220. - LK

BLINDINGLY FAST. By
DOWNLOADED FONTS.
6.5
Time to spool
mln .
'"'
~~a~~~~ spool
4-page "Ready
sending your ptint files
Unlike
most of its comSet Go 3.0"
"Write Now"
document.
document.
to the background and
petitors, SuperLasera combinalion
returning control of your
Spool can handle files
of text
and graphics.
Mac to you, SuperLaserthat have multiple
Spool lets you work and
downloaded fonts.
I min.
print at the same time.
EASY TO USE. With
7.51
6 u c.
And it does this 5 to 40
SuperLaserSpool, you
No
Com11e·
CompcSUPER
Spooler
lASER
LASER
t1!1on
hlion
times faster than its
SPOOL
SPOOL
can view all the jobs in
nearest competitor.
the print queue, change
Look hou• 111ucb
SuperlaserSpoo/'s
SuperLaserSpool
faster SujJl!rl aser·
.files are so small, you their priorities, delete
gets you back to work Spool 1l'ill gimyou r do n"/ bm•e lo WOrlJ' jobs, receive on-screen
fast. You never wait for Mac hack compared about nam ing 0 11/ help, and check on
lo its co111pelilion.
q/ disk space.
the printer, no matter
network activity. Your
how many documents you have queued up
spool files are always safe, even if the
or even if the network is busy. SuperLasersystem crashes.
Spool automatically manages the entire
SuperLaserSpool works with almost all
printing process while you work.
Macintosh applications. You can even leave
and enter different programs without
WORKS WITH ANY APPLE®PRINTER.
disrupting the printing of documents.
SuperLaserSpool can print to the LaserWriter
And it's completely invisible: You can
and ImageWriter'" (either direct-connect or
launch it and forget it's even there.
AppleTalk '~connected).
INCREDIBLY COMPACT. Other spoolers
• SINGLE-USER: $149.95
require so much storage space that a hard
• MULTI-USER: $395.00
disk is essential. Not so with SuperLaserSpool. You can use it with floppy-disk
Get SuperLaserSpool at your local
systems because its files are so compact.
SuperMac dealer today, or order direct.

-

•=

950 N. Rengstorf( Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-8884
Macintosh is a tmdcmark licensed 10 Apple Computer. Inc. by Mcintosh L:ihor:uory. In c.
1.ascrWritcr, lmagcWritcr and ApplcT:tlk arc ir.tdcmarks of Apple Computer, Inc. © 1986 SuperM ;ic Software.
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FOR ART'S SAKE

M

y artistic career recently came to a
grinding halt when SuperPaint failed
to run on my hard disk drive. What's d1e
point of having a HD if you have to
resort to floppies to run a program ?
Needless to say, Silicon Beach Software
recei ved an immediate phone call and
letter documenting the problem.
On receipt of my letter, Eric Zocher
addressed the problem via telephone and
sent a memory check program by next
day air. My problem turned out to be a
third-parry upgrade, not SuperPaint or
my Mac Bottom.
I must rip my hat to Eric and Silicon
Beach for tl1eir concern in determining
where the problem was so other users
could enjoy a bug-free SuperPaint. It's
my hope that other software developers
will adopt the same attitude.
STEPH EN M. S EELING
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX

REDEFINITION

A

fter looking for a computer for some
time, checking our many brands and
reading a great deal, I dropped out,
choosing to wait for something "right. "
Then last year while visiting a friend, I
discovered the Macintosh. Just one afternoon's experience and I knew. This is it.
This is what I've been waiting for.
It is more than the computer for the
. rest of us; it is the computer at last. Born
of all the trials and experiments dut
came before it, the Macintosh is a proto-

---.._
NEWSLETTERS. A11yone i11 your office ca11
create pages with punch! With Ragtime's ease
of use and flexible capabilities, newsletters
like th is are a snap.

FLYERS. Got a creative idea ? Let Rag time
capture it before it gets away. Save th e tim e
and expense of typesetting with Ragtime and
your own initiative.

__

PROPOSALS. Eueryo11e 11eeds a business
advantage. When your presentations include
spreadsheets and graphics to make you r
points, you'll be noticed!

---

Word Processing is Obsolete!
Presenting

]~\l~JII~\ll]~

Page Processing; A New Breed

The Page Processing Advantage

Word Processing has served you well
for over two decades, a nd has now been
replaced by a new, superior applicationPage Processing. It's called Page Processing because it contains all the necessary
tools for creating exciting pages a nd professional documents. Gone are the limitations of words without pictures and
text without number s.
Ragtime, the premier Page Processor
for the Macintosh computer, is the first
to combine the functions of word processing, spreadsheets, page layout
(a lso known as desktop publi shing),
business forms generation and
graphics management all in one complete package . Effective bu sines sm en
need these combined functions to create
truly professional documents such as proposals,
manuals, financial presentations, newsletters,
and advertisements.

If you are using separate software
packages for word processing, spreadsheet and desktop publishing, you are not
achieving your full potential. A new standard in top-quality business documents
has been established with the integrated
power of Ragtime Page Processing.
As an example, consider a typical business proposal, like that pictured above
right. Only with the power of Ragtim e
Page Processing can you create the entire
page layout (including columns, hairlines, headers, and the like) and simultaneously word process all your required
text. Next, you can build in a persuasive
spreadsheet with all the facts and figures
(a requirement in any business proposal),
all without leaving the application. Then
bring in the graph that illustrates your
data (a picture is worth a thousand words
processed). Voila, you and Ragtime have
produced your most professional proposal
ever. All this at a fraction of your previous
efforts and costs. This is the Page Processing advantage.

/

/
/
©Orange Micro. Inc .. 1986

over t he world. To date, we have sold over
500,000 Apple enha ncement products,
and gained the support and respect of
the industry.

Special Opportunity
to 'fry Ragtime
We would like to give you an opportunity to experience the power of Ragtime
Page Processing on your own Macintosh,
at your convenience. Complete the coupon below and discover Page Processing
for yourself.

FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!
Send a check or money order for $10 with th is
completed form and receive:
• Ragtime Eva luation Disk
• Sample Documentation
• $10 Manufacturer's Rebate coupon
redeemable with Ragtime purchase
• Free Mouse pad ($10.00 retai l value)

Nam e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __
Telephone (_ _ ) - - - - - - - - -

I Orange ffiicro

Commitment 1to Innovation
and Excellenk::e
Orange Micro has spent over six years
providing innovation to Apple users all
Plea se circle 16 on reader service card .
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Inc.

I
I

1400 N. Lakeview Ave .. Anaheim. CA 92807
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ty pe of friendly binary synergy. (Thank
you to all those pioneer geniuses who
revealed the power in 0 and 1.)
I'm amazed at people who persist in
believing that a computer is not effective
or powerful unless you have to struggle
to master its use. It's similar to the
concept that if you're cheerful and happy
at work, you're not serious, not really
working.
T his is the new age. It's OK to have
fu n, to make work play, to create and
recreate simultaneously. A toy? You bet!
We are redefining the wor(l)d.
KAlVALYA
HI LO, HI

PRESTIDIGITATION

l

have been waiting for a number of
months for an explanation of an unusual change in your listing of the current
version of Excel in the New on the Menu
section . In your April th rough July '86
issues you listed the current version of
Ex cel as 1.01. This caused me some
concern as I have been a registered
owner of Excel since January 1986. In
the event of an upgrade, I would hope
that Microsoft would notify me.
T he strange part is that since your
August 1986 issue, the current version
has been listed as 1.00. If the original
1.01 was not just a typographical error, I
would expect that your otherwise thorough inquisitiveness would have Jed yo u
to investigate this unique reversal. What
is the story behind this gossamer one
one- hundredths of an update?
STEPHEN D . TI LEY
· CARLISLE, PA

There was a version 1.01. It was meant for
overseas (Great Britain and Europe) buyers.
The only differences between it and version
1.00 is that 1.01 has been "localized)) for the
areas in which it was sold. Unfortunately,
when M icrosoft told us about J1ersion 1.01 ,
they failed to tell us it wouldn't be sold in the
Un ited States. By the way, the current
J1ersion is 1.03. - SB

BY THUNDER!

O

n behalf of Batteries Included and
myself, I would like to thank you fo r
the great Quick Clicks review of Thun der ' in your December 1986 issue. It's
always gratifying to get a great review
fro m your publication.
I must, however, point out an inaccuracy in the review that I feel your readers
should know about. The reviewer mentioned that there is a 32K limit when
checking selections. This is only true in
Please circle 208 on reader service card .
28
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the case of MacWrite. The problem is
not Thunder!'s, but MacWrite 1s inability
to paste a selection greater than 32K into
a document. Apple has been informed
about this bug, and will hopefully be
fixing it in future versions of Mac Write.
When this is done, Thunder! wiU be
modified to take advantage of the
change, and will no longer limit pasting
of MacWrite selections to 32K.
EVAN GROSS
AUTHOR, THUNDER!

NOT SO HOT

W

hat's hot: a software package for
writers, a program that wiU help me
write better. A package that will do some
incredibly difficult (programming-wise)
but very useful things with text documents. Doesn't it sound fun? Neat? It is .
It's just what I need, but. . . .
What's not hot: Vaporware. Like a
software package advertised in the June
1986 MacUser that does all these wonderful things. I tried ordering it again
and again, but every place I tried kept
· telling me they weren't accepting orders
(or that the lead time was so great that it
would be hazardous to my economic
health). Finally, in August, Icon Review
told me that the shipping date for Doug
Clapp 1s Word Tools was September 15.
Good enough ... here, please take my
money! September goes by. October
goes by. Now November has come and
gone. Time for another long distance
call. "The current expected release date is
January." "1987?" (Sarcasm is one of my
more highly developed talents.)
I have now been out of my $79.95 for
three months . Is it time to get upset yet?
If there's a contest to see who can do the
best job of creating vaponvare, my vote
goes to the Aegis Development/Doug
Clapp tean1! But even after ali this, I'm
still waiting. I haven't requested a refund. I still want Doug Clapp 1s Word
Tools! So really, when is it coming out? I
mean really. It is coming out, isn't it?
Let's get serious.
DOUGLAS BRICKETT, JR
JARRETTSVILLE, MD

Frankly, you JVeren 1t the only reader to
hoist Doug on his own petard, so to speak.
And JV& wish IF& could giFe a definite
answer, we really do. But all we can say is
that Word Tools has been undergoing an
increasingly lengthy series of beta tests and
could possibly be out by the time you read
this. If you still haJJen 1t seen a copy, permission granted to become as upset as you like.
-LK
~
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Charles Simonyi, Chief Architect,Applicatio11S, Microsoft Corporation.

We weren't looking for incremental improvements. We were shooting for
a quantum leap. Not a word processor but a document processor. A tool
which would exceed evecy expectation and overwhelm evecy standard.
From now on, when people define what software should do for the
production of documents, they'll point to this: Microsoft®Word version
3.0 for the Apple®Macintosh~M
On Word, everything you need to structure a document is integrated
into the program. Starting up front with the outliner. Followed by style
sheets which you can quickly set up to standardize and recall the formats
you use repeatedly. Then a built-in spelling checker proofreads for you
when you're finished.
Because speed is of the essence, we made Word a rocket. It scrolls faster,
saves faster. And you can't out-type it.
Because there's a big, diverse world out there, Word easily shares and
automatically converts files created with the IBM®PC version of Word. And
supports DCA protocols for exchanging formatted files with minis, mainframes,
and dedicated word processors.
Finally, what you see.on screen will look superb on paper. Word will set text n
to graphics. And exploit the capabilities of laser printers beyond anytlring that
has gone before.
But the most powerful feature of all is its accessibility. Word lets you run its
in either Short or Full mode. The first, a concise, basic menu which gets new
producing instantly. The second, a comprehensive menu which taps into Wo. '
,
capacities.
That's Word for the Macintosh. Not just the best word processor on any: mi~
computer, but the most effective tool of persuasion ever devisgd.
.

~
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Finally.
Desktop
Publishing
Software
Created for
Professional
Communicators

STORYBOARDER™ - Doing film,
television, advertising or A / V
communications? Plan on-screen with
Storyboarder. View output as realtime animatics with zooms, wipes and
dissolves, or print out superb storyboards. Fast, friendly and inexpensive.
Like having a design studio,
animation house and video editor on
your desktop!
SCRIPTWRITER™ - A superlati ve
single- and dual-column word processor
which complements Storyboarder,
and stands on its own to support the
professional writer. Does you r
intelligent page-breaking o r dualcolumn alignments on the fly. Terrific!

INTERACTIVE TEACHER™ Create dynamic, great-looking courseware without any programming. All
materials you create with Interactive
Teacher will become part of your own
learning system for presentation,
testing or publication!

m
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American lntelliware
The Professional Choice

350 S. Crenshaw Blvd.
P.O. Box 6980 D Torrance, CA 90504
(213) 533-4040 I (800) 222-SOFT

Scriptwriter, Storyboarder, Interactive Teacher, and the Al logo are registered trademarks of American lntelliware Co rporation .
Apple, MacWrite , lmageWriter, and Lase rWriter Plu s are trademarks and Mac intosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc .
Copyright© 1986, 1987 American lntelliware Corp. All rights re served . Developed, produced , and printed in U.S.A.

Please c irc le 185 on rea der ser vice c a ra .

11GH1SPEED PASCA1™
1HE FU1URE REPEA1511SE1F.
JANUARY 1984. (Cupertino , California .)-Apple introduces the Macintosh.~ At the press conference, six
software developers , including Microsoft and Lotus, announce their commitment to the new machine. Among them
is THINK Technologies, a start-up devefoper of advanced systems software .
THINK announces Macintosh Pascal. It is a breakthrough . For the first
time, a practical interactive interpreter
is available for Pascal. People can now
learn to program in a whole new way.
They can look inside their program and
get immediate feedback . Incorporating
the Mac interface in this programming
environment, THINK creates a new
future for the Macintosh in education.
Writing in The New York Times, Erik

Sandberg-Diment says " MacPascal
alone might be reason enough for the
college-bound science or engineering
major to purchase" a Mac. The product
becomes a standard in university computer science courses. Users are enthusiastic. But in time they demand even
more from THINK.
AUGUST 1986. (Boston , Massachusetts.)-THINK introduces Lightspeed Pascal at Mac World Expo. It is a
breakthrough. It utilizes new compiling
and linking technology previously available only with THINK 's Lightspeed C.
But it goes even further. Like Macintosh
Pascal , it provides the same ability to
look inside a program , but without the
need for an interpreter. It offers blinding
speed and the ability to build large pro-

grams . The response is overwhelming.
In the first two weeks THINK sells
thousands.
Lightspeed Pascal marks a turning
point in programming the Mac. It has all
the features that made Macintosh Pascal
a standard. And much more. Now users
can create real standalone "doubleclickable" applications and desk accessories . THINK creates a new future for
Macintosh programmers .
Lights peed Pascal is priced at $125 .
It is not copy-protected. The package
includes a 600-page manual with extensive index . It provides complete
Toolbox/OS support. It is compatible
with Macintosh Pascal and Lisa Pascal.
The future is here. Order Lightspeed
Pascal now.

Please send me Lightspeed Pascal today. Enclosed is$ _ _ _ _ for _ _ _ _ copies. ($125 /copy)
NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY

ACCT #

0 MC

Mail to:

0 VISA

0 AMEX

0 CHECK ENCLOSED

EXP. DATE

COM PANY
STATE

ZIP

PHONE

SIGNATURE

Trll1'.."J( Technologies, 420 Bedford Street, Lexington, MA 02173. Or call 617-863-5595

Lightspeed Pascal is a trademark of THINK Technologies. lnc. Macintosh is a trademark of Macintosh Laboratory, Inc. and is used by Apple Computer, Inc. with its express permission.

Please circle 182 on reader service card .
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Here at Warp Nine, we manufacture Macintosh
products that excel in 3 areas: Price, quality and
price. You see we refuse to sell through computer
stores. Instead,we selI direct. Savin§ you about 40%.
But when we left out the dealers mark up,
we didn't sacrifice the quality. For example, every
Warp product comes with our Quality and Assurance Report detailing each step of production,
signed by the person responsible for that step.
Our commitment to quality continues with
our special fans. They keep our drives cool as
a cucumber. Some manu facturers think fa ns are
too expensive to install. That's why you can fry
an egg on their drives. And Warp drives are
delivered preformatted, read}' to go. Just give
them some juice and take off
So if you're hungry for some big savings, roll
up your sleeves, lick your lips and teast your eyes
on these prices. They're awfully easy to swallow.

------

THE PHOTON 30

$795 00

Ourhard
31Mb
external
SCSI
drive.
Faster
access and 50% more
•
storage capacity than a 20Mb. Stores as much
as 9300 double-spaced pages. Best of all the
Photon 30 is priced less than you'd pay for nearly
every 20Mb drive on the market. MacPlus $79S.OO
*S12K with our PlusPort. $94S.OO

COMPARE US.
Photon 20 Data Fmme
Yes
No

Fa n
/\vi!. Seek
Titlle
65
65
SCS I
Co mpa ti ble
Yes
Yes
II FS
Co mpa ti ble
Yes
Yes
lntern<tl /
Extern al
Extern al External
Price
589.00
1095.00

HMB§c

Hyf*~1~'"

Yes

Yes

65

65

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1

Ex tern al Ex ternal
1299.00
1195.00

$58{\ 00

A 2LMb external SCSI
~ard dri"'.e. Store as much
~
information as fifty-two
•
400K floppy disks. HFS and MFS compatible.
Supports all your Macintosh software. Can daisy
chain up to seven SCSI devises. MacPlus $S89.00
*SUK with our PlusPort. $74S.OO

THEWARP20
A 2LMb internal SCSI hard drive for the
MacPlus or 512K. The quiet1 powerful cooling fan
helps insure optimal operation. Ou r intelligent
design and step-by-step manual make installation
very straightforward regardless of your technical
expertise. MacPlus version. $849.00
*SUK with internal PlusPort. $849.00

THE PHASER 800

do:~i;fj~dq~li~~ ~~~~.

$19{\7e00

Compatible with 128K,
.
512K, MacPlus and HFS. No hardware or software modifications necessary. Distinguishes
400K and SOOK diskettes and will read and
write to them accordingly. Features push
button and automatic electronic ejection.
Cable included. All models. $199.00

INTRODUCING OUR
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS.
The Fullback-Called the best back up
program for the Mac. Backs up text and graphics_from your hard drive to floppy disks very
gu1ckly. yolume back up (everything), file-byfile and mcremental (last changes). $39.95
Print Sprint-A print spooler. Allows you to
work on your Macintosh while your Imagewriter is printing. $29.95
Special Bundle Price-Buy any Warp product
and get both The Fullback and Print Sprint on
one disk. $39.95

$1495 00

A 21Mb
drive
and a SCSI
20Mbhard
tape back up in one
•
convenient unit. Store data on the hard drive
then back it up onto your tape. Will back up a
full 20Mb of data in under twelve minutes or
changes in your files in as little as three
minutes. Priced over $1,000 less than the AST
2000. MacPlus version. $1495.00
*512K with our PlusPort. $1645.00

I

IF YOU'RE NOT HAPPY,
WE'RE NOT HAPPY

THE TRANSPORTER 20

$795 00

A 20Mb
drive.
Back SCSI
up andtape
restore the valuable data
•
from your hard drive onto cassette tapes. Ensures
safekeeping of all your apJJlications and data
(both text and graphics). Features volume fileby-file, and incremental back up. With the incremental feature, back up daily files in as little as
three minutes. MacPlus version. $795.00
*512K with our PlusPort. $945.00

TWO NEW MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR THE MACPLUS.
Simply clip on with no modifications necessary. Bo.th the. DataRrun and MonsterRam are fully
compatible with all your software. Both come with
our internal piezo electric fan .
DataRam-2Mb upgrade. Expandable to
4Mb. $259.00
MonsterRam-2.5Mb upgrade for a MacPlus
with an internal hard drive. $545.00
*The Warp Nine PlusPort adapter puts a
Mac Plus type SCSI port on the back of your
Mac 512K. It is included with each 512K price.
This adapter allows you to connect our SCSI hard
drive and tape back up to your 512K and transfer
data at the high speed that the MacPlus does. No
modifications. No soldering. Just Clip on. Very
simple to install.

If you don't absolutely love your Warp product
after 30 days, send it back and receive a full
refund. What's more, if you have problems with
your drive within 90 days, it's completely covered
by our warranty. Return it and we'll send you a
brand new unit. Immediately. And if you'd like a
full one-year warranty, that's avai lable for the
asking, too.
. All our pr9ducts are also backed by a handpicked technical support team. If you run into
problems, just give them a call. Toll free. Each of
them is a Mac expert, and they're here to answer
your questions.

rE"AsnooRi3ER. 'FAsroaiVERY.1
[', :n] i.-i
I
t.-.J
1
I ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____::.]
I CITY_ _ _ __ _ SThTE _ _ ZIP_ __
DAYPHONE
~~
II EVE.PHONE._ _ _ _ EnmnEERmo
me_
Call any of these toll free num bers with your questions or an order. 1-800654-5294 or 1-800-328-6795 ext. 433 . In MN, call collect 612-426-9769.

We accept MasterCard or C.O.D. orders. If you'd

like a copy of our free brochure, send in this
~=~long with your mailing address.

~

~m

I

1751 W County Road B. Suite 107, St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

L...----------Hhrp Nim•, Hfuv 10 and Plwum 30 on' 1mdc111arks r!l Hhrp Nim· E11gim'''ri11g Inc. Macinrosh
and H D JIJSC Off' trmlmwrks f!/ Apple Compwer. Inc. Datr{/ia111e is a tn:uh,mmk qfS11puMac.
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SERIOUS ABOUT POSTSCRIPT
Since the introduction of the
LaserWriter in 1985, many people have been attempting to
learn to program Postscript,
the LaserWriter's built-in language. And Since Apple 's introduction of the LaserWriter, ten
other printer manufacturers have
announced that they plan on
supporting the Postscript language . Now this emerging industry has its own newsletter,
The Postscript Language Journal. Its aim is to allow people to
learn more about Postscript
and the products that support
it.
Features in The Postscript
Language Journal
include

.......•••••••....••....•..•.

ON THE

•..••.....•...••.•...•.......

MENU

••....................•.•.•...

IS YOUR MOUSE INTO LEATHER?

--~rn

Step aside Gucci , this is one
market you missed. Capitalizing
on your oversight, Pilot Enterprises has introduced MouseHide , the designer mouse pad.
This quality , genuine leather
pad doesn 't slip , fray or wear
out. It also adds a classy touch
to any desk top . Mouse-Hide
was designed to permit continuous movement of the cursor
and stop that annoying scratching noise . This mouse pad does
have one drawback, though it spots in the rain. But look at it
this way: It's safe , all natural and it looks good . Availab le for

$15 from Pilot Enterprises ,
Inc ., 5699 Kanan Rd ., Anoura
Hills , CA 91301 , (818) 7061818. - JH

how-to articles , product .reviews , advanced programming
techniques and a regular tips
and tricks column . The premier
issue includes an interview with
Steve MacDonald , Vice President of Marketing for Adobe
Systems , developers of Postscript. This initial issue also
beg ins a Postscript tutorial that
walks a programming novice
through Postscript and its functions . This series will appear in
all issues.
For more information , write
to the The Postscript Language
Journal at PO Box 5763 , Parsippany, NJ 07054 , (201) 4450143 . - DS

JOURNAL
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GETTING MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
(or KEEP THOSE CARDS COMING)
Living Videotext has come up
with an excellent reason to turn
in software registration cards.
Earlier this year the entire registered user base of MORE got a
belated Christmas present: a
free version I.I upgrade. They're
even leaving the door open for
those of you who haven't mailed
the card in yet. As soon as you
send in a 1.0 registration card
your upgrade will be on its
way, too.
MORE has grown to three
disks with version I.I: the sys-

tern disk, which is the same as
the 1.0 version; the program disk
and the !National telephone directory, from General Information, Inc. The upgrade includes
the sorely-missed Undo function,
selective styling, multilevel bullet charts and a more flexible
Dial Phone command. Living Videotext is obviously a company
that listens to users. You can get
in touch with them by writing to
Living Videotext, 2432 Charleston Road, Mountain View, CA
94043. - LK

CAN YOU SPARE A RODIME?
Rodime is a company that
manufactures hard disk systems
for a variety of personal computers, including the Macintosh. Although you may not have heard
much about them, if you use a
hard disk it's possible that you
have one of their products with someone else's name on it.
Until very recently, Rodime has
not sold to consumers, but to
other companies who bought the
drive units, added a controller
and software, then packaged the
drive under their own name. .
In a highly unusual and significant move, Rodime has established a peripherals division to
build and market finished hard
disk systems for the IBM PC and
Macintosh under the Rodime
name. The company is now shipping 20- and 45- megabyte SCSI
drives for the Mac Plus.
36
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The move is unusual because
it puts Rodime in direct competition with the OEMs that buy
the same drive units and repackage them. It is significant because Rodime is a large, wellrespected company that has
decided to plunge full speed
ahead into the Mac market,
thanks to the Mac's strong showing in business. According to
Tim Mahoney at Rodime, the
company feels there is no longer
any question that the Mac will
penetrate the business market
- it's doing so right now.
The reason for the plunge is
that the manufacturer is being
relied on for more and more of
the systems components, and
wants to recoup some of their
investment with the higher margins possible in the consumer
market. - MDW
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WE STAND CORRECTED
Our apologies to Spectrum
HoloByte, the publishers of
Gato, for letting a typo slip into
the MiniFinder section. The
price of the program is $49.95,

not $39.95 as we previously listed it.
This excellent ·submarine
simulation is a bargain no matter how you look at it. - LK
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FROM PROGRAM TO POSTSCRIPT
Postscript seems to be making
inroads everywhere these days.
It's supported by over 200 software programs, from mainframe
to Macintosh. The following list
of Mac programs which support
Postscript was taken from the
October '86 issue of Colophon,
the Adobe Systems News Publication.
WORD PROCESSORS
LaserScript/Plus (Wordstar, Multimate, Displaywrite 3 translator)
Mac Write
WriteNow
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
MacTEX
Glue
JustText
MacPublisher II
Mac Tex
MegaForm
PageMaker
ReadySetGo
ScenicWriter
Tech Tools
LetraPage
PS Compose
Ragtime
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
Cricket Graph
FullPaint
LaserPaint
MacDraw
MacPaint
Microsoft Chart
MORE

RUMOR MANAGER
We hope that you've recov:
erect from the HFS-MFS dislocations of 1986, because now there
are going to be some new worries: screen size and resolution.
This time the programs that
already wrrk will continue to,
but many of them will look
awful, sometimes to the p.oint of
unusability. Programs that rely
on multiple windows to create
their screen image and fixed,
nonresizable windows will need
extensive revision before they'll
be usable on the new screens.
And that doesn't take into account the effect of color. Which
finally seems to be coming ....
dBase Mac is going to be de-

GraphicWorks
SuperPaint
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
Cricket Draw
Easy 3D
EZ,Draft
Mac Draft
MacSpace
Mac3D
MacModel
Mini Cad
Phoenix 3D
Professional CAD for the Mac
Tekalike
Mesa Graphics
DATA MANAGEMENT
FileMaker
Microsoft File
Microsoft Multiplan
Omnis 3
INTEGRATED SOFIWARE
Jazz
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Works
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
MacProject
FONT PRODUCTS
Adobe Type Library
ClickArt LaserLetters
Fluent Laser Fonts
Fontographer
LaserFonts
LaserWorks
EDUCATION
Instructor
MUSIC COMPOSITION
ConcertWare +
Deluxe Music Construction Set
Professional Composer

LIFE IN THE BALANCE

If you find yourself, as I do ,
acting like Al Haig while playing
Balance of Power you might be
happy to know that there is now
a book that teaches you the
intricacies of geopolitics , anct
therefore, the game.
The 300-page book was written by Chris Crawford , the
game 's author. It includes
many discussions of the relationships between the game
and real life, often citing historical events for the situations that
can occur in the game.

In chapters such as "The
Wonderful World of Insurgency" and "Crises " you 'll gain
insight into geopolitical strategies. Other chapters , such as
"Strategy for Balance of Power" and " How Balance of Power
was Created " offer the aspiring
Secretary of State advice of how
to play a better game. This is a
must-have for every Balance of
Power player. No matter how
adept at the game you already
are , this book will make you
better. - DS

layed until late in the year. Its end of the year... . By midyear Of course, the new Macs should
problems will delay all the other AI programs and expeit sYStems be far more powerful than. even
Ashton-Tate Mac products.... worthy of the name will become middle-range Vaxen by then, but
Look for the next great telecom- available. Top of the line Macs t,here are a lot of Vaxen out
munications to come out of will have 4 megs of RAM by there. . . . The pull-down menu,
Southern California very soon ... then, and 2-meg machines will highly graphic, multiple window
A new backup technology is be common .. .. The run of great · Mac interface is going to be
just about ready for release. It games from unknown authors available in some strange places
will be disk-based, but very dif- · and small publishers will contin- soon. MCI Mail and Western
ferent from anything seen so far. ue, although the new color op- Union's EazyLink, for example..
. .. While the next Macs (the tions will Jure some of the big . . Look for a big splash in
ones they should be announcing companies back into a market presentation software, programs
just about·now) will be platinum they had given up on. .... If the that let you skip the traditional
(gray), there's a lot of dissatis- word VAX doesn't mean anything time-consuming methods, · while
faction with that color, both ·to you now, it will by the end of producing higher quality output
inside and outside Apple. Look the year. Vaxen are very power- than is currently available. Deskfor yet another color cha~ge, ful DEC mini and superminicom- top presentations could be a
possibly to something near the · puters, and they are becoming bigger market than desktop pubold beige, but a bit cooler, by the ever more connectable to Macs. lishing.
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YOU NEVER CAN TELL
It probably goes without saying that any piece of software is
appreciated by the company
that publishes it . But once in a
while even corporate pride falls
short in its assess ment of a
product. Case in point: Parameter Manager by Structural Measurement Systems. PM is a
data analysis system that SMS
thought would gladden the
hearts primarily of engineers
and other scientific types who
specialize in gathering data and
arranging it in various arcane
forms . You know , a kind of

vertical application with limited
- if obvious - appeal. Well ,
the returns are coming in from
PM users and at last count SMS
had 24 vertical, applications for
the program. Satisfied users
include a 300-store chain that
uses it to keep an eye on their
ti lls, a stockbroker who uses it
to track stock performance and
a food distributor who uses it to
forecast co mmodities trends .
SMS has even found an imaginative use of their own ; they 're
analysing the frequencies of
winning lottery numbers . - LK

typed at least three lines, each
of over 62 characters , you 'll get
problems when inserting a single letter at the beginning of
each line. This bug , however ,
produces irregular symptoms.
And the symptoms don 't always
appear immediately. But when
they do appear, they are certainly apparent. Bomb ID numbers, when bombs did occur,

seemed to cover all possibilities . At times , everything
locked up and the screen shimmied back and forth . At other
times , the cursor just froze in
place . On a few occasions, information just disappeared from
view and then jumped back in
place . Strange .
For feeding our hungry bug
editors with this bug , Dr. Peter

K. Stys of Willowdale , Ontario
will be receiving a $25 check.
Thanks . When you find your
bugs , send those reports to
Bugsy , c/o MacUser, 25 W.
39th St , NY , NY 10018. Don 't
forget to include all of th e details , such as what Finder/System , what DAs, etc .. and exactly how the bug can be
reproduced. - OS

1.2 NCP.+
Acta
1.06H .1 NCP.+
Aztec C
1.03
GP?,+
Back to Basics
1.03 CP,+
Balance of Power
1.23 NGP , +
BatteryPak
1.1 GP,+
Business Filevision
2.0 NCP,+, S
CalendarMaker
2.3 NGP,+
Chooser
1.3 NCP,+
ColorChart
2.1 NCP,+
ColorMate
2.03
NCP, +
ColorPrint
1.0 NCP,+
Com ic Works
3.1 GP. +
ConcertWare +
6.3 NCP, +
Copy II Mac
6.3 NCP, +
Copy II HD
1.1 NCP,+ ,5
Cricket Graph
Desk Accessory
1.4 NCP ,- ,S
Mover
1.06 NCP, + ,5
Disk Express
1.0.1 NCP, + ,5
Disk First Aid
1.43 NCP, + ,S
Disklnfo
2.6 NCP,+
Disk Ranger
1.4 GP ,+
Dollars & $ense
4.0 NCP,+,S
Dungeons of Doom
1.01 NCP ,+
Easy3D
2.0 NCP,+
Edit
1.1 NCP,+
ExperLogo
2.0 NCP ,+
Fedit Plus
1.0 NCP,+
FileMaker
2.0 NCP, +
FileMaker Plus
1.0 GP,+
Filevision
4.1 NCP,+
Finder (MFS-128K)
5.3 NCP, + ,5
Finder (HFS)
2.6 CP,
1st Base
1.4 NCP,+
FlashBack
1.0 GP ,+
Flight Simulator
1.0 GP,+
Fokker Tri-Plane
2.7
NCP, +
FONTastic
3.2 NCP ,+
Font/DA Mover
2.1 CP.+, 5
Fontographer
3.0 GP.+
Front Desk
1.0 NCP,+, 5
Ful lPaint
1.42 GP,+
Gato
1.4 CP ,+,5
GrayPaint
1.1 NCP,+
Hard Disk 20
1.28 NCP, + ,5
Hard Disk Utility
2.0r11 NCP, + ,5
Helix
DH1r35 NCP,+, 5
Helix, Dou ble
2.0 NCP,+ ,5
HFS Backup
1.4 NCP ,+
HFS Locator Plus
2.3 NCP, +
lmageWriter
lmageWriter, Apple. 2.3 NCP,+
Talk

lnTalk (was inTouch) 2.1 GP ,+
1A CP ,+ ,5
Jazz
1.1 NCP, +. 5
Just Text
3.1 NCP,+
Laser Prep
3.1 NCP, +
LaserWrite
1.5 NCP,+
LightSpeed c
1.0 NCP ,+
LightSpeed Pascal
1.0 CP.+
Lode Runner
2.0 CP,+
Mac-30
2.0 NCP
MacASM
1.0 NCP,MacBase
4.01 NCP, +, S
MacBi llboard
Mac C
5.0 NCP,+
2.0 NCP,+
MOS
Mac Disk Catalog 11 2.1.1 NCP,+
MacDraw
1.9 NCP,+
MacDraft
1.2a CP,+
MacGolf
2.0 CP,+
MaclnTalk
1.1 NCP,+
2.2 GP,+
MacLabeler
Maclightning
2.0 NCP,+
Maclink
1.14 CP,+
MacMoney
2.02 NCP,+
MacNosy V2
2.41 NCP,+
1.5 NCP, +
MacPai nt
MacPalette
1.0 CP, +
MacPascal
2.1 GP,+
Mac + ][
3.0 NCP,+
MacProject
1.1 NCP,+
MacProof
2.0 NCP,+
MacPublisher II
2.7 GP,+
MacServe
2.1 GP,+
MacSpec
1.3 GP,+
MacSpin
1.1 GP,+
MacSpool
2.1 NCP,+
MacTerminal
2.0 NCP,+
MacTools
(MFS/HFS)
6.3 NCP,+
MacWrite
4.5 NCP,+
Mac Zap Copier
4.2 NCP,+
Mail Manager
1.0 CP ,+
Measu re Test
3.8 CP,+, S
Micro Phone
1.0 NCP,+
Micro Planner Plus 5.7 GP,+
MindWrite
1.0 NCP.4.3.4 NCP, + ,S
MockPackage +
1.00A NCP, +
MORE
3.0 NCP ,+
MS BASIC
1.0 GP,+
MS Chart
MS Excel
1.03 NCP,+
MS File
1.02 GP ,+
MS Fortran
2.2 GP,+

BUG OF THE MONTH
Probably the worst kind of
bug is a bug that doesn 't rear
its ugly head all the time . At
first , we found it nearly impossible to get this MORE bug to
reoccur . Finally it started to
show up regularly .
This bug occurs when you
are typing information into a
document window . If you go
back to insert text , after havi ng

UPDATES

Programs ,
like
people ,
change over time. To get the
most out of your programs , you
should be using th e most recent
versions. Here 's a list of the
current version number (as of
press time) of many popular
programs. The version number
of a program can usually be
found by runn ing the program
and checking the About. .. item
at the top of the Apple menu .
Apple System software is
special. Unless you have a
128K Mac, you should be running System 3.2. and Finder
5.3 (128K owners should continue to use System 2.0 and .
Finder 4.1). If you don 't have
the latest System and Finder
you can get them free from an
authorized Apple dealer. Be
sure to bring in a blank disk or
two , though .
The meaning s of the codes in
the right column are as follows :
CP or NCP , copy protected or
not; + , known to be HFS compatible; -, known not to work
under HFS; S, shareware (try
before you buy software); and
5, requires 512K of RAM .
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MS Word
1.05 CP . +
1.0 NCP ,+
MS Works
Multiplan
1.1 GP.+
Mu sicWorks
1.1 GP ,+
myDiskLabeler
2.11 NCP , +
3.22 GP,+
Omnis Ill Plus
Ove rVUE
2. 0d NCP, +
1.2 NCP, +, S
Packlt Ill
PageMaker
1.2 GP,+
PictureBase
1.1 NCP,+
QUED
1.51 NCP,+
Qu ick & Dirty Util .,
Vol. 1
1.6 NCP
Quick & Dirty Util .,
Vol. 2
1.0 NCP ,+
Rags to Riches
2.6 GP,+
RagTime
1.0 GP,+
ReadySetGo
3.0 NCP , +
Record Holder
2. 1 NCP, +
REdit
1.2 NCP,+
Red Ryder
9.4 NCP,+. s·
1.0 NCP,+
Reflex
ResEdit
1.0.1 NCP, +
Sargon Ill
1.0 CP,+
Side Kick
1.11C NCP,+
Si licon Press
1.1 NCP ,+
Slide Show Magician 1.3 GP,+
Smartcom II
2.2B NCP ,+
Sound Cap
4.3 CP ,+
SpellNow
1.0 NCP,+
Spellswell
1.3 NCP,+
StatView 512+
1.0 NCP,+
StatWorks
1.2 NCP,+
STELLA
1.1 GP.+
Studio Session
1.2 CP,+
SuperPaint
1.00 NCP, + ,5
5.1 NCP,+, 5
Switcher
System (MFS-1 28K) 2.0 NCP,+
System
3.2 NCP, +
Tempo
1.1 NCP,+
ThinkTank 512
1.3 NCP,+
Thunder!
1.0.1 NCP,+
Thunderscan
3.2 NCP, +
TML Pascal
2.01 NCP,+
TMON
2.585 NCP, +
Top Desk
1.5 GP,+
TurboCharger
2.0 NCP ,+
Versa Term
2.1 GP, +
Video Works
1.1 NCP,+
Word Handler
1.6 NCP,+
WriteNow
1.0 NCP,+
ZBasic
3.02 NCP, +

"Despite our best efforts to
disrupt MacServe, we failed.
MacServe's automatic
crash
recovery system was able to
recover from the worst network
disasters we could throw at it and
never lost any data. We could
reestablish network connections
quickly and without any elaborate
recovery procedures. This is a
remarkable achievement for such
a complex product with so many
opportunities for data loss."
"We are impressed and can't
imagine what more could be done
to
make
MacServe
bullet
proof."

INFOWORLD
November 17, 1986

MacServe™
Information Sharing Without the Worry

Ask

your
dealer
about our
MacServe System
Rebate Offer!

That's what makes us the
leader in Apple Talk solutions.
Ask your Apple dealer for MacServe,
LaserServe, and ComServe.

4730 SW Macadam Avenue
Portiand, Oregon 97201
503 226-3620
Please circle 110 on reader service card .

NEW ON THE MENU

THE BEST-CONNECTED COMPUTER
Two major events for Macintosh took place in January the MacWorld Expo and the Seybold Desktop Communications
Conference, both in San Francisco. While Apple didn't announce
any new computers (don't panic), the company did show several significant new products in
the desktop communications
area. The most important of
these was AppleShare, Apple's
long-awaited file server.
AppleShare is a 100 percent
software file server, which
means that it can be used with
any Macintosh storage device
instead of being tied to a specific, dedicated hard disk. It allows
several Macs connected on a
network to share the same hard
disk, work on the same files and
share the same data. The Macintosh's lack of this ability in the
beginning certainly had an impact on its slow acceptance in
the corporate community. The
appearance of AppleShare
moves the Macintosh one step

closer to being the ideal desktop
workstation in a business work
group.
Apple also announced and
showed the AppleTalk PC card, a
plug-in card for the IBM PC and
shirttail relations. The AppleTalk PC card lets PCs be hooked
into an AppleTalk . network. A
software utility that goes with
the. card lets the user print
directly from MS-DOS computers
to the Apple LaserWriter. The
AppleTalk PC card is something
of a "crossover" product- besides its importance to desktop
communications, Apple hopes
the PC-LaserWriter link will
help the company maintain its
leadership position in desktop
publishing against some very
stiff competition.
With two other products, one
for DCA file conversion and the
other a link to IBM 3270 computers, Macintosh may well be
the best-connected personal
computer in the business. MDW

Architects • Engineers • Draftsmen
If you need Autocad™ Equivalant software for the Macintosh, you need ....

IMGMStation I

by Micro CAD/CAM, Inc.
Disk & Tutorial: $29
ONLY$799! Demo
Demo VHS VCR: $29

MGMStation has over 140 powerful functions including:
10
9
7
10

Line Tool Options
Arc Tool Options
Fillet Tool Options
Translation & Rotation
Tool Options

8
7
6
4
7

Mirror Tool Options
Point Tool Options
Group Menu Options
Spline Tool Options
Zoom Menu Options

(Refundable w/ Purchase)

8 Intersection Tool Options
26 Plotters, Imagewriter,
and Laserwriter Supported
6 Hatch Menu Options
12 Dimension Tool Options

Splining produces cmpplex smooth curves passing through multiple points .
X, Y and Polar Coordinate Axis Origins may be moved at will.
Cross hatching may be applied to any closed area regardless of its shape.
Symbols may be given their own "Origin Points" for precise Automatic Insertion.
Zoom up to 100 times the original size. Enlarge or reduce objects at any increment.
Snap to Grids available at any spacing desired.
Accuracy to 4 decimal places.

•

M<Jv1CAD

How much ti.me and money are you wasting designing & drafting with less powerful software?
System required: 512K Macintosh, Mac Plus or Mac XL and a External Drive

Distributed by:

Dealer inquires welcome.

CompServCo 800-272-5533

Autocad is a trademark of Autodesk, Inc. MGMStation is a trademark of Micro CAD/Cam, Inc.
40
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800 Freedom Lane
Slidell, LA 70458
USA (504) 649-0484

Please circle 68 on reader service card.

THE BmER NEWSLmER
Some temptations are more
than simple desires - they are
elevated to the status of irresistable force . Chocolate , for example, commands respect , adoration and total submission of
the will. For Macintosh people ,
the newsletter has become the.
latest irresistable force . There
are those who should resist the
temptation to create a newsletter, but these people cannot
help themselves and fall prey to
the overpowering force . The re-

suit is sometimes very good , design principles , or a flair for
but in some cases the final the outrageous .
product is not quite what the
Aldus (the PageMaker commissionaries of desktop pub- pany) has an idea to help - of
lishing promised it would be . course it will cost, but that 's the
Anyone who has assembled a American way. It's a package
newsletter, even using a Macin- called PageMaker Portfolio: Detosh and DTP software (Mac- signs for Newsletters. It inPublisher II, ReadySetGo, Page- cludes two disks with 21 newsMaker) , is lucky to retain any letter templates and a superbly
hair and self identity by the end illustrated 114-page manual
of the process . Newsletters can that explains very nicely how to'
be tough if you don 't have a do a good newsletter and how
pretty good understanding of to use the templates provided .

This is the first of a series of
PageMaker Portfolios intended
to help with specific types of
publications .
Designs for Newsletters is
$79 through authorized PageMaker dealers . If you have a
publishing need that could benefit from a PageMaker template
package , send your suggestion
to: Aldus Corporation , Attention:
Template Marketing Manager,
411 First Avenue South , Seattle ,
WA , 98104 . -MDW

JAZZ. FOR A SONG

MACINTOSH TO SHOW
The English and Americans
may be, as someone once said,
two countries divided by a common language, but they're soon
to be united by a common computer. Or words to that effect.
Quantam Research, a company specializing in organizing machine-specific shows and exhibitions, is
producing
the
Macintosh Independent Conference & Exhibition (MICE) 87.
This three-day conference in

S

Jazz release 1A, a pre
May 1987 will be the first of its users in particular are going to
good program (if you have
kind in the United Kingdom and need a show like this to get to
least a Mac Plus) can be had for
will give American manufactur- grips with the products."
u~d~r a $100 from New York
ers an opportunity to strut their
MICE 87 will run from 14thstuff for a whole new group of 16th of May in London and you City s .47t.h Street Photo. The
low price is the result of a ve
Macintosh users.
can get more information by large volume purchase by 47~
According to Iain Norton, the calling Jain Norton or Frank
Street, .and wi// last only as long
show's director, "By May, the Gouws (if you can pronounce
as copies remain . Other large
Macintosh users in the U.K. may their names) on ( +44) 1-403dealers may have similar prices
have grown as much as 50 per- 1473. Besides all the informaas Lo.tus attempts to breathe lite
cent over the current installed tional benefits of attending,
~nto Jazz. At $100 (or less)
base, if the present growth rate spring is a good time to visit Jack
azz is a superb buy.-sa
is maintained, and those new London. - LK

it down, boot up and find yourself
surrounded by the sights and
sounds of the fairway-with MacGolf,
the premier simulation golf game for
Macintosh"' users .
MacGolf challenges beginners and
experts with 3-dimensional animated

7t

golfers and graphics, realistic (digitized) sound effects, and two 18 hole
golf courses. Up to four people
can play.
MacGolf works on a 512K or
Macintosh Plus and costs only $59.95.
Get MacGolf at your nearest dealer

today. Or call Practical
Computer Applications
at (612) 427-4789.

MacGolf™
tvlacintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple

Computers, Inc. MacGolf is a trademark of
Practical Com pu te r Applicatio ns , Inc.

Please circle 101 on reader service card.
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Ami Green
Manager
Ad Services

MoIJy GJ_easonl!!!:!--Ad Services
Coordinator

Sheila Berigan
Manager
Ad Services

1

. h Mironov
R IC
.
Associate
Ad Services

INTRODUCING APPLESHARE.
You've heard the talk about the
future of personal computing.
About how Desktop Communications will change the waywe work
together. Let us share important documents. And allow us instant access not
only to information, but to each other.
Weil, enough talk.
AppleShare ™is here today.

TI-IE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT.
Every time you create a document,AppleShare lets you decide how
(or if) its to be shared.
Thanks to AppleShare access
control,you can grant rights to specific
individuals, at three different levels:
1) see folder, 2) read documents within
a folder and 3) make changes.
And each folder
will contain the most
recent versions of the
work within. Because
the system is constantly
updating itself.
ALL 1DGETI-IER NOW.
Lisa Ootm
Molly Gleeson
Apple Desktop
Jay Momson
Communications can
Ken Segoll
do wonders for productivity, beyond merely
sharing folders.
Using a program
Allfar one and one far all. With the Apple.Share ~ystem. the
like lnBox, one person can
workgroup's documents areyours far the asking
easily send electronic mail to
Its a new file-serving system
anyone on the network. Or just as easily,
designed to build on the power of the
to a pre-defined list of people. And
AppleTalk®network. So each person
these messages can include complete
can share information with other indi- documents, such as those created by
viduals, groups of people or everyone
Microsoft Word or Excel.
in the organization.
With this new power,Apple
But what's truly revolutionary
Desktop Publishing becomes a whole
is how it works-just like a Macintosh™ new ballgame. Because quickly and
personal computer.
electronically, you can collect the inThe system utilizes a Macintosh formation you want to publish. Even
with virtually any hard disk as a file
from people who don't use Macintosh.
server, so sharing is easy. Simply
lvt;n Horveth

1120S7AM

too can become an active part of the
AppleTalk network.
Then, using a program like
lnBox PC, ideas that are conceived

Now even your MS- DOS computer
can become a card-canying member eftbe
Apple7alk network_

in the MS-DOS world can be painlessly
transferred to a Macintosh.
Where they can be analyzed
more deeply. Studied more insightfully.
And,with the able assistance of
an Apple LaserWriter®printer,presented
far more brilliantly.
TURN KNOWLEDGE IN1D POWER.
Once you've begun sharing
information within the workgroup,
you'll likely thirst for greater power.
Which, as it just so happens, is
readily available.
·
You can bring others into the
group,via AppleTalk cabling, phone
lines or fiber optic cabling. Link a
number of workgroups together with
options like Hayes InterBridge.
Or,with FastPath and EtherSC,
even tie the whole company together
on Ethernet cabling.
The full power of Apple Desktop
Communications can be yours today.
And to get going, theres only
one thing you have to do.

With Apple Desktop Communications,you can share ir!/imnation amongst a group qj'computers, including even those eftbe MS-DOS variety.

put a document into a folder, and its
available on the network. Instantly.
In fact, to use AppleShare, you
need only a fleeting familiarity with
two of the most basic Macintosh skills.
Pointing. And clicking.

INTRODUCING
TI-IE APPLEThLK PC CARD.

Now you can communicate
with other forms of intelligent life.
Just plug our PC Card into
an MS~DOS-based computer, and it

Start communicating:
Call 800-538-9696,Ext. 700,
for the name of a participating 'Apple dealer near you.

The power to be your bes[

© 1987 Apple Compuil!I; Inc.Apple, !be Apple logo, Applellilk and lasl!l'lrfrilf!I' are regislmd lradl!lnarks ofApple Compull!I: Inc. AppleSl1are and Macintosh are tmdl!lnarks ofApple Compull!I;
Inc Microsq/i is a registered tradl!lnark o{Microsqfi C01pomlion lnBax and lnBar PC are h·ademarks of771i11k ll!clmologies, Inc. Hayes is a registmd trademark and l nterBndge
is a tmdemark o{Hco•es Microcomputer Prod11cts. l11c. E'lbemet is a trademark o{Xl!lw: C01poratio11. FastPatb and EtberSC are trademarks a/Kinetics, Inc.
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r.a "t" for a "t. " In fact, any letter
or number you can think of.
Because the Abaton Character
Reader (ACR) gives you the ability to
"read" documents right into your
Macintosh."' From there, using the
appropriate word processing software
such as MacWrite,"' Microsoft®Word
and others, you can create all kinds of
documents, newsletters and reports.
Our new optical character recognition
analysis approach means our ACR system

O

~_::. -

-----·

can read hundreds of typewriter and
printer typefaces and styles, including
proportional typefaces. Plus bold and
underlined characters. And it can read
character sizes anywhere from 6 to 12
points-even if they're on the same line.
There's a sheet-feed ACR system
that allows you to scan up to 10 pages
sequentially. Automatically. And we also
offer a flat-bed unit that allows you to
scan directly from bound documentswithout removing the pages.
Every Abaton ACR comes with our
powerful C-Scan scanning software.
This gives you the ability to scan line
art and half-tones at 300-dot-perinch resolution-images perfect for
use with today's page composition
programs and laser printers.
With the Abaton ACR, you avoid the
time-consuming procedure of manually
typing documents into your computer.
Just queue up the pages and go.
It's that simple.
·

If you'd like more information on
.the Abaton ACR or any of our other highresolution scanning systems, contact
Abaton today at (415) 463-8822.
Or visit your local Abaton dealer
(autliorized IBM, Compaq or Apple
dealer) for details.
The Abaton ACR.
It's just what you need to .give your
Macintosh a little extra character.
Apple is a registered 1radem:.1 rk and ~facinlos h and MacWrire :1re
1rademaric; o[ Apple Co mpu<cr, Inc. IBM is a regis1cred 1rademark of
lntcmalional Business Machines Corporation. Compaq is a registered
lrademark of Compaq Co1~putcr CorporatJon. Microsoft Word Is
a trademark of Mic rosoft Corpor:uion.

Abaton

Abaton Technology Corporation
7901 Stoneridge Drive, Suite 500
Pleasanton, CA 94566 (415) 463-8822
Please circle 46 on reader service card.

Introducing DYNAMAC. Because the world of
information doesn't sit still.
Your Macintosh'" Computer has moved you easily and intelligently
through a full spectrum of desktop so lutions. But, until now, that's
wh ere the movement stopped. Desktop solutions had to stay where
your Macintosh did-on your desk.
With the introduction of Dynamac, however, solutions can go
wherever problems or opportunities are. Not just because
of the Dynamac's small, sleek physical dimensions but
because of its very big performance dimensions.
Up to 40 megabytes of hard disk storage and up to
4 megabytes of main memory are built in. Dynamac's screen is high
resolution gold Electro luminescent-equal to the finest graphics-and
displays 46% more information than the Macintosh. The internal modem, quiet
fan, high-grade surge protector and many other features ensure that Dynamacwill be
an office-quality resource wherever it goes to work.

Where Macintosh leaves off, Dynamac is picked up . ..
packed with features and packaged in a sleek black case. It goes
easily across town or across the country; it comes home with
you as naturally as your briefcase.
Dynamac is a hardy traveler, but also one with savoir fa ire. The
internal 300/ 1200 Baud moder.1 operates on both U.S. and CCITI
international standards; compatibility at 110/ 220 volts, 50/ 60 Hz is built
in ... as is an E-Machine interface for a direct connection to the Big
Picture'" monitor.
Dynamac is available in more than two dozen different configurationswith prices starting at just under $5,000. All options and upgrad es come from a
single point of warranty.
Dynamac. It lets you leave the office without getting left behind.

For additional information, please contact Dynamac Computer Products, Inc.,
1536 Cole Boulevard, Suite 252, Golden, CO 80401. (303) 233-0305.

Dynamac
Because the wo rld of informat ion does n't sit still.

Macintosh is a trade mark of Apple Co mputer, Inc. Big Picture and E-Machin e are trad e marks of E-Mac hin es, In c.
Dynamac is a trademark of Dynamac Computer Products, Inc. Industri al design by\1 ej \

Please circle 273 on reader service card.

GIVE YOUR SOFTWARE AGOOSE.

readability of your
publications.
Use ThunderScan
with Business Filevision~dBASE ® Mac or
~
~""'1
File111aker"' pl us to add 77JllnderScan and Business Fi/el'ision
pictures and photographs to your data, for
n1ore co111plete, 111ore infonnative databases.
It's perfect for research, real estate portfolios,
personnel files - any tin1e you're working
, with n1ore than words or nu111bers.
For those who
view Mac as a blank
canvas, ThunderScan
is an exciting new
artistic tool. Not onlv
can vou create ele- '
Tb1111derSca11 a nd h 1/llt1int
gant WOrkSOf art With
ThunderScan's powerful in1age enhance111ent software, you can really get wild
with Super Paint and FullPaine
And that's just the start.
Visiting the Spruce Goose
ThunderScan can boost
the perforn1ance of
~~:':"
MacDraw,'M
MacDraft;M
~
~
MacPaint~ Mac4V/4TION
Anything! Plus,
-~.._f.ocus
7b1111de.1Sa:m a11d
~
~' """'••s
::,,~
Thunderware's
lt1ge1\lak>.er
.,__j:_~~;~·
new optional
'"Y::~~~~~ ..Progra111s like ~ ~. . . ::--~::~""'
$29 connecto
PaoeMaker'
"
"
;~:it:~
111akes Thunderb
'
:-...
~~~~-.:::.
GraphicWorks"' ..,~-.....- ~
~,,,"'"'
Scan Mac P1us
and ReadySetGo"'
'
co111patible withfor desktop publishing. With
out a wall plug. So
ThunderScan you don't have to rely
, ;
if you want to n1ake
on your own artistic abilities or so111ethe best of Mac software
one else's clip art disk Instead, you can
even better, take a gander at
illustrate your words with just the right
ThunderScan. At just $229
graphics (even one-of-a-kind ite111s like
there's no better way to give
your logo or your own portrait). In1proving
your sofuvare a goose.
both the professional appearance and
Now that software companies have
discovered Mac's graphics interface, their products have bec0111e
a lot n1ore useful. Because now
you can add pictures to your
docu111ents. And you kno-vv
what they
say about
.
one picture. §.._. . . .__
That's
"
where
ThunderScan®really
beco111es valuable. Because ThunderScan can turn inost printed
in1ages into high-resolution Macintosh graphics. Which ineans
you can insert quality graphics
into your files. Making your
progra111s perfonn like
never before.
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Fi lcv ish?n is :1n. :g i...;u::red1 radenu r k of"Jdos Corpor:nion . C r;iphic\\ 'n rb is ; t 1r:1den1:1rk o f .\l i mbcapL'. Inc. .\l:1cDr:ift is a tradem;irk of l lllH J\·:ni n:: IJ:1u Dl..·sign. I nc.
Fitem:tker is ; 1 tr:t l k·m;irk of :\':1sho ha S\·:·llems. Inc. d B:\SE i-. :1 rl'gi:-.terl'd ~
trade mark 1>f A-;h1cm:En e Corpo r:.Hion : FullPaint is :1 rt' gistc rl'd ·
trade nur k of Ann Arbo r Sofr•..u rks . .\ l:ic int os h is tr:1dt..·;11:tr k
I ice nsl' d tu Appk• Cl >lllputt.·r, l 1ic. /\ lac . ~ 1 ac P:.1 int :u1d .\ lac !Jr:t\\":trc
tr:1clc 111 a rks nf App le Com pw e r. Inc. Th unck·r Sca n . Thundcn,·:m.:
and the Thunde r\\':1re logo Jre registered r r:1dem :1r k~ o fThumk r\\·:trc. I nc.

© !9H6 Th undt:rwart: .11 ic.

Please circle 236 on reader service card .
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' Thunderware~

Inc .
21 Orinda Wav
Orinda ,CA 94563
415) 254-6581
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by Robert R. Wiggins

ON POWER
emog raphers sav that high-powered
executives arc spo rts fans. Bur even if
you're nor a high-powered executive
or a sports fan , bv now yo u've probably
seen Apple's new television ad campaign
which began airing during the World
Series. There arc two sets of ads, o ne for
the Apple II series (including the IIGS)
and one for the Macintosh, all created
for Apple bv their nevy advertising agency, BBDO Worldwide, and its creative
head , Philip Duscnbcrrv.
T he IIGS ads stress education and
children, since that is the target market
for the Apple II series. The linchpin of
this campaign is a spot tCaturing the
Graham Nash song "Teach Your C hildren" with shots
children learning all
sorts of thin gs, some of them o n an
Apple computer. There's also the "everv
student's nightmare" commerci al with a
youn g man arriving at school completelv
unprepared, but at the last mo ment
before his academic career is ruined he
wakes up from the dream and dashes
over to his Apple computer. Another ad
shows a voung man drawing with his lefr
hand while so lving equatio ns with his
right hand (a stunning ctkct) to illustrate the combinatio n of graphics capabilit~' with number-crunching ab ilitv of
the IIGS. The campaign is well designed
and well executed .
The Macintosh portion of the campaign is quite different. The "flags hip"
commercial is " Power," an incredible
collage of images associated with power,
with no real message other than that
Apple computers deserve to be in the
" power" category. The rest of the spots
arc designed to show how well the
Macintosh fits into the business world.
One ad has rwo Yuppie-rvpes ta lking
afte r a game of squash or racq uetball
about careers, and one pulls a report out
of his locker that will speed his wav to
the top. His o ppo nent is stunned at the
visual quality that he is assured was done
in -house, and demands to know what
kind of computer produced it. He isn't
to ld, but we are: the Apple Macintosh.
Another commercial has an executive
seeing some ho tshots from fin ance carrying their computers into the building.
When he asks if employees arc allowed to
take company computers home, he is
told no, that these hotshots are bringing
their own computers fi""om home. What
kind of computer? The Apple Macin-
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tosh. Yet another spo t is a look at
Macintoshes in use at an office making
new employees immediately productive
as well as making a star employee o ut of
"that guy you thought retired. "
The campaign is startling and effective, two hallmarks of the work of
BBDO and Mr. Dusenberry. BBDO had
a hard act to follow, too, after the semilcgcndary " 1984" ad and the campaigns
of Chiat/Day. But BBDO under Philip
Dusenberry has a reputatio n for some
ve ry creati ve wo rk, too. Dusenberry is
respo nsible for the very successful PcpsiCola ads featuring Michael J. Fox, Don
Johnson, Michael Jac kso n, and Geraldine Ferraro. The connectio n with Pepsi
mav have helped BBDO win the Apple
business, considering the background of
Apple chairman Jo hn S cull c~' ·
But will the campaign convince businesses that the Macintosh has a place in
the office? I, for o ne, think so . Bv
placing the emphasis o n people and
results, like the LaserWriter output
shown in several of the spots, the ads
highlig ht the power of the Macintosh , as
intended. The campaign also ho lds up
well when compared to the IBM PC
campaigns featuring the whimsical
Chaplincsquc character. For the first
time, Apple appears more businesslike
than IBM.
The ads do have one drawback, as
po inted o ut bv Gene Siske! and Roger
Ebert when they "reviewed" the spots
for an Apple sales meeting: the ads don't
mention the name of the product
enough. In most of the commercials, it is
on lv at the vcrv end that the name of the
pn)duct is mc1itioned at all, and since the
Macintosh itself is not seen in most of
the spots, there is a chance that the
impact of the spots will be lessened . But
this is a mino r point when compared
with the overall quality of the campaign,
which is remarkable.

JUST WHAT'S BEING SOLD HERE?
In a related development, a compan v
is running a print ad in several major
business magazi nes that surelv must
qualifv as th~ commercial tie-iri o f the
vear. featured in the ad is Roger Enrico,

M A C

President and CEO of the Pepsi-Cola
Companv. On the table is a plate of fruit,
a can of Pepsi, a copy of Mr. Enrico's
boo k, The Other Guv Blinlud, and an
Apple Macintosh. The ad is for the Visa
Premier Card, Visa's answer to the
American Ex press Gold Card . But it may
also be the most dkctive print ad for the
Macintosh ever run.

POWER AND PERCEPTION
The new Apple ad campaign focuses
on power. The power to get the jo b
done. The power to excel. But the real
problem with getting the Macintosh into
the business wo rld is not power, it's
perception. The new campaign is designed to counter the perception that
many business peo ple cling to, that the
IBM PC is mo re powerful than the Mac.
Apple is partly responsible for this
perceptio n. When the Macintosh was
introduced , it had o nly 128K of memory, 400K flo ppy disks, and no provision
whatsoever for attaching mass storage
such as hard disks. After all, the Lisa was
the machine for the business market. But
the hoopla surrounding the Macintosh
introduction compelled all the corporate
types to go into the stores and check it
out, only to find a woefully inadequate
machine with a closed architecture that
dfcctivcl~r preve nted any outside companies from fi xing its problems with addons. Not to mention the fact that it was
slow. They came, they saw, they yawned.
Then came the 5 l 2K upg rades, the
Lisa became the Macintosh XL, the
LaserWriter debuted to rave reviews,
and Apple launched a campaign to convince the business world that the Mac
meant business. Bur man y of the minds
thev we re trying to reach were closed .
They had decided that the Mac was a
" tov" and were n't about to be fooled
aga.in . While they were impressed with
the LaserWriter, they knew it was only a

THE PINSTRIPE MAC

*

FREE* FREE
Media-Mate 3

with purchase of any 100 diskettes

*

(Boxed in tens)

SONY

3%" SS/DD ... . 1.15 Ea.
3%" OS/DD ... . 1.69 Ea.

Boxed in tens- minimum order 20 (FREE Media-Mate 3 with each 100)

maxell®

3112" SS/DD ........... . 1.15 Ea.
3112" OS/DD ............ 1.69 Ea.

Boxed in tens- minimum order 20 (FREE Media-Mate 3 with each 100)

[IJ BASVor
3112" SS/ DD.. . .. .. .. .. .
/ONashua. 3112" OS/DD ............

1 .09 Ea.
1.49 Ea.

Boxed in tens- minimum order 20 (FREE Media-Mate 3 with each 100)

MAC PAC's- Boxed in 50's-

SONY

maxelt

g

BA~

or

50+
100+
400+
3112'' SS/DD .. .. 1.14 ea 1 .09 ea 1.04 ea
3112'' DS/ DD . . . . 1.49 ea 1.44 ea 1.39 ea

MAC
PAC's

3112'' SS/DD . ... 1.14 ea 1 .09 ea 1.04 ea
3112'' OS.WO .. . . 1.49 ea 1 .44 ea 1.39 ea

BOXED

3112'' SS/DD .. .. 1 .09 ea 1.04 ea

Includes
Labels

ONashua 3112'' os;oo ....

1.39 ea

1.34 ea

.99 ea
1.29 ea

in 50's

Deluxe Roll-Top File

Holds 30 3.5 "

$8.95

Holds 55 3.5"

Witt) Lock

$15.55

$10.95

With Lock

$17.95

Glare/Guard®

Mouse-Pad

tJvCCU

$5.95
Red- Blue - Gray- Brown

ORDER NOW

lmagewriter Ribbons

• Cuts 94% of Screen Glare
• Enhances Contrast
• Optically Coated Glass

Black (2 -5) 3.45 (6+) 2.95
Color Packs 20. 70

$34.95

1 800 351 · BEST(2378)
1 800 451 ·BEST (in California)
Visa, Mastercard, C.0.D. or Prepaid. Corporations rated 3A2 or better,
government agencies and schools may send in purchase orders on a net
. 30 basis. Minimum order $25.00. Shipping charges are $3.00 per 100
diskettes (minimum sh ipping order $3.00) (within the continental U.S.),
APO, FPO, AK, HI, PR and Canada Orders add 10% to cover PAL and
Insurance. All other countries add 20%. C.O.p . Orders Add $4.00 .
No Sales Tax outside California.
Satisfaction guaranteed on all products.

2148- A Bering Drive
San Jose, CA 9 51 3 1
(408) 43 5-3866 ..
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matter of time before their trusty PCs
could produce similar o utput. And the
H P Lase rJet was much cheaper than the
Apple LaserWriter anyway, even if it
wasn't quite as powertul. Besides, .they
said, hooking up hard disks to a prmter
po rt and usi ng bizarre "drawer" schemes
to get around file system limitations is
not o ur idea of progress.
While all this was going o n, Apple was
acquiring some converts, even with the
perceived deficiencies of the product
line. Corporate art departments were
laying in Macs, especiall y after the LaserWriter was introduced. Apple gets a ve ry
frw big contracts, such as the wellpublicized Peat Marwick deal. Macs
mostly d rib bled into the office.
T hen came the Macintosh Plus. A
megabyte of memory. A SCS I port for
hard disks. Dou ble capacity and do uble
speed floppy d isks . 128K RO Ms that
greatly improve the speed of some operations and that offer a hierarchical fi le
system that makes hard d isks usable . And
the LaserWriter Plus, with mo re built-in
fonts. Not o nl y that, but there was an
upgrade path fo r existing machines ro
get to the new techno logy . And sales
picked up d ram aticall y.
But what about those business people
who had already come out twice to look
at the " new" Macintosh ? Apple had cried
"wolf' before. How were they to be sure
that th is o ne rea lly was d iffe rent? After
all, they had their PC-ATs now, wi th
built-in hard d isks and 1.2 megabyte
half- height floppies. And their ATs were
the fastest things in town. And even if
Excel was the most powerfu l spreadsheet
in the world, all they had to do was wait
and Microsoft would come out with an
IBM PC versio n.
It all comes back to perceptions. Business users perceive IBM as a more. "serious" computer company than the upstart
Apple, even though Apple has close to
$2 billio n in an nual revenues. T hey perceive the Macintosh as a "toy" that Apple
is trying to fo ist off on them as a business
machine, even though there are dozens
of powerful business programs fo r the
Macintosh and some that are available
o nly o n the Mac. Business users perceive
the IBM PC-AT as the most powerful
computer available, even tho ugh the
Mac Plus and the AT have been benchmarked in real-world o peratio n and the
Plus fo und faste r in almost every category.
If Apple's new advertising campaign
doesn't result d irectly in a single sale, but
changes just some of these perceptions, it
will be a success. An open mind is
Apple's greatest ally. ~

Introducing

FileMaker Plus.
Now, the only Mac database ever to get
both Mac User's and l nfoWorld's highest
ra tings does even more, with even
more ease.
Humble , ordinary-but-necessary
form s like mailing labels, purchase
orders, invoices , credit memos or packing lis ts. Pain-in-the-rear forms like
expense repor ts and insurance inventories. Hard selling fo rms like proposals
and quotations . Indispensible fo rms like
phone messages, address books and
sales contact records.
Filemaker '" Plus lets you do these
any way you want, or does the m for you
if you want. An extra disk full of templates
gives you a whole set of typical formats,
so all you have to do is fill in the blanks.
And in addition to doing what a
database is supposed to do - calet1lations ,
summary re ports , sorting - FileMaker
Plus does everything you wish a database
would do . View mul tiple records on a

screen. Pull information from different
files toge ther. Include graphics in your
fields and re ports. Print mailing labels
3 or 4-up , or more.
Your information takes much more
huma n fo rm. It makes more than sense.
It ma kes an impression.
With FileMake r Plus, you can put
info rma tion in any way you want , without
arbitrary limitations. It automatically indexes every word, number and date . You
design your output right on the screen,
so you can see exactly wha t you (and your
clients, staff, suppliers, publishers,
board of di rectors) are going to get.
You can exchange information with
other programs, like MacWrite;· MacPaint ;" MacDraw;· Microsoft"' Word and
Microsoft Excel. You can share applications or formats you've created with
other members of your team, or consolidate group efforts into one database .
And FileMaker takes full advantage of
the Macintosh'" fami ly, including the
Mac Plus , Mac 512 , Imagewriter and
LaserWriter.
So, for a mere $295, you can watch
as your data takes on all kinds of interest-

ing and profitable new fo rms. Call 1 800
MAC WARE today for the name of your
nearest dealer.

We guarantee it.
If FileMaker Plus doesn't 'completely
fulfill your expectations, call 1800 MACWARE and we'll solve your problem or
arrange a refund 7 From Forethought , Inc.
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You do more than spreadsheet calculations. Jazz®does more than that,too. Five times more than
that. More than any other single piece of software made for your Apple®MacintoshT>I personal computer.
Five powerful functions-not just a smattering of this and that- but five functions deep enough
to stand alone: spreadsheet, database, word processing, graphics and communications.
All five so thoroughly integrated that they work beautifully together through a unique Jazz
feature called HotView.
/
With Jazz you can direct your attention to many projects- or many parts of the same projectwithout changing programs. With Jazz you can revise or update information in one document or
several documents instantly. With Jazz you can work the way you work best.
All of which simply means this: you can be more productive, more effective- you can do more,
with Jazz, than you can with any other piece of software.
Go ahead. Get a demonstration at a Lotus authorized dealer.
Your Macintosh is capable of doing a lot more than spreadsheets. For that matter, so are you.

Lotus Jazz
Business softwarefor the Apple Macintosh integrating spreadsheet,
graphics, word processing, database and communications.
(C:, I H;--i'j" I.! 111 1.... J l('Yt•[oplllt'Jll ( '11q111f;I! ion . l.11! II~ and .l; 1z1. itrt. n·,:,!i:-O!l·n·d 1r<1d1·111;1rks or [ ,11111:-, I lt·\ ( ·hqiJlH'lll { 'o rJIf 1r;ll i1 J!I \ l;winl11sl1 is ii
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The new PageMaker
Portfolio gives you the ability
to create professional looking
newsletters on your Macintosh™
with PageMaker" desktop publishing software. Even if you've
never designed anything in
your life.
You'll get disks containing
seven collections of professionally designed newsletter templates, 21 in all, that need only
your masthead, copy and graphics to be complete. Plus a 114page workbook that teaches the
basics of graphic design and gives
you a set of tips for working with
PageMaker, all for just $79.
Call toll free 1-800-33ALDUS for order information,
or see PageMaker Portfolio at
your local Aldus dealer today.
And start making your
newsletters look more
newsworthy.
Aldu s Co rporati on, 411 Fi rst Ave . S., Sui te 200,
Seattle, WA 98104.
PageMake r Po rtfo li o:
Designs fo r Newsletters
wi ll be avail ab le soo n
fo r PC AT "' and co m patibl e co mputers.
PageMaker is a registered tradem ark o f
Aldu s Corporati on.
Macintos h is a tradem ark
of Appl e Computer, Inc.
AT is a tradem ark
of Inte rnational
Business
Machines
Co rporati on.
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ICON, ICON'T
n th e year that would ro ughly equate
to 68020 AD , a team of archaeologists
began to explore a regio n tho ught to
contain artifac ts fro m th e Silicon Age.
T he area, a few miles 'out from the
coastl ine, was believed to have been a
large, bowl-shaped valley o nce, before a
mass ive earthqu ake created th e Great
Western Rift and splintered thousands of
sq uare miles of land into the ocean.
Al th o ugh th ere was as yet no hard
evidence th at a civilizatio n had eve r
ex isted there, some scientists felt th at
there we re enough refe rences to a legendary silicon cultu re to justify a look.
The valley had pro bably been quite
large, but the study team decided to
focus on a small area known as C u Erin o.
H erc a fi erce band of peo ple was said to
have li ved with a societv cente red aro und
a dcitv called " Mac int~s h ." Stories had
been ~o ld o f great battles between th e
"Macs" and a larger, but less develo ped
clan of blue, pin-striped warrio rs. T he
Macs had ap parently been successful in
what lege nd referred to as the C lo ne
Wars, because almost nothing was now
known of the ri val gro up .
T he area to be explo red was seve ral
hundred fee t below th e surface o f the
Pacific Ocean so the arc haeo logists established several underwater base camps
in airtight shells. T hey set o ut each day
in teams to in vesti gate fo rmati o ns identifi ed by their computers. After several
davs of work th e team had uncovered
po,rti ons of w hat looked like a large
building, exposing small secti ons of steel
and other man-made materi als.
Although th e passage of years and
constant erosio n by the ocean had left
ve ry li ttle fo r the stud v team to fi nd , they
were ecstatic to discover small remnants
o f silicon chips, printed circuit boards
and hard disks. T hey were able to assemble eno ugh bits and pieces to prove
witho ut a doubt th at an adva nced silicon
age civilizati on had o nce thri ved here.
The team was about ready to give up
and head ho me when o ne o f the d ivers
fo und a passageway that appeared to
lead to an airtight room, a space abo ut
20 bv 30 fee t th at was completely enclosed . It had apparentl y survived the
earthqu ake, the nuclear ho locaust and
the ocean.
The studv team instantly assembled an
airtight she'!! w ith an airlock around the
roo m. The doo rway was uncovered and
mo unds o f rubble cleared away, then the
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entire team gathered around and
watched breathlessly as the leader
o pened the door. They all gasped as they
realized that thev had uncovered a wo rkshop, with all ' sorts of strange little
computer-like boxes lying about o n tables. One o f the ex plorers examined a
box and almost screamed o ut lo ud when
she read the name "Macintosh."
Stacks o f disks were quickl y in vestigated, and the archaeologists quickl y developed an understanding of the culture
th at had fo rmed aro und this little machine . They fo und th at the culture relied
heavil y o n the use o f icons, small pictures
th at represented ideas and acti ons. Surprised , the team wo ndered if this society
had reall y managed to develo p to such an
advanced state when th cv seemed to be
just o n th e ve rge of moving fro m hierog lyphs to the written wo rd.
O ne radi cal member of the gro up
postulated th at the process mig ht have
been going the other way - perhaps this
culture had grown tired of wo rd.s and
was returnin g to hic roglvphics . His idea
was given some cred ence, but the team
knew th at it would take years of stud ying
to trul v understand the M ac society.

TOWARD A NEW HIEROGLYPHIC
T he use o f icons has simplified o ur
dailv li ves to an eno rmo us degree. We
can now travel around the world and
find o ur way fro m place to place without
bo thering to learn the local lang uage,
thanks to intern ati o nal road signs w ith

icons. We can find an appropriate restroom anywhere in the wo rld by looking
for th e small male and fem ale stick
fi gures. And those o f us \d1 0 use computers extensively can thank Macintosh
fo r icons that make it much easier to
find , save and discard documents on
screen, o r to do anv o f a thousand other
useful tas ks.
·
The Macintosh has changed the way
people look at and think about info rm ati on bv draw in g o n the ancient concept
o f pictogra phs.~ I can't help wo ndering
what th e increasing use o f ico ns in
modern culture reall v signifies abo ut
language, thought and th e search fo r
meaning. This could lead to an interesting in vesti gation, but the real purpose of
this column is to raise the discussio n o f
ico n as symbo l versus wo rd as symbo l.
Ico ns arc great. While a picture mav
no t alwavs b~ worth a tho usand words, ~
clear, well-concei ved picture can o ften
take the place of twe nty, o r a hundred, o r
a hand ful o f wo rds, and is often eas ier to
deal with than the wo rds it replaces .
Sometimes, but not always, a picture is
even dkctivc as a stand-in fo r a single
word (note the reference to restrooms
above ). But it sho uld be remembered
th at an icon is a representation of a thing,
an action o r an idea - not o f wo rds.
Because wo rds arc themselves merely
symbo ls that stand fo r things, actio ns vo u get the idea.
· Wl~at brought this on is the feelin g
th at some icons, while painstakingly

WEST
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o be fast is not enough - the speed must be easy to use. We
set out to make MacCalc fastest in this fullest sense ... and
succeeded . MacCalc is blindingly fast - and that speed is
available to the novice as well as the power user. And not only is
MacCalc easy, we also included the most important "wish list"
features, like cell notes, database search/ sort commands,
complete formatting with variable fonts/ styles / sizes for any
cell, variable row height and variable column width, and more.
With full desk accessory support and Switcher-compatibility,
MacCalc provides access to
Complete formatting
''"'"
your favorite graph and
fo r any cell
s'
"'"'
keystroke macro programs.
to"'
1•'"';;;;•'•1!!!!!!!:;
MacCalc is focused
simply the easiest and
the fastest spreadsheet
available ... and if that's
not enough, MacCalc is
also the lowest cost!
Ease, speed, style and
simplicity. MacCalc.
MacUser Editor's Choice Award
"The Best Spreadsheet"

On-Line Help
Full Undo for all operations
Notes for any cell: create an audit
trail or remember key assumptions
0 Not copy-protected
0 Reads I writes Lotus 1-2-3 files and
SYLKdata

0 Supports Desktop Publishing:
print publication-quality
output or paste formatted
tables directly into your page
layout program
0 Full choice of Format, Font,
Style, & Size for any cell
0 Variable row height & column
width

" · ..[MacCalc] actually runs fa ster than Excel; and it clearly
surpasses Multiplan in both speed and features.. . MacCalc is
the clear value leader in the Macintosh spreadsheet market. ..
it is difficult to rate [MacCalc] anything but excellent."
- Infoworld software review, 3 November 1986
"MacCalc's one of the best programs I've ever bought. .. It has
an excellent manual. .. [Bravo] did a terrific job."
- a Financial Analyst in New York
"MacCalc is a well-designed and powerful product for those
who require a full-featured spreadsheet. .. It is easy to learn,
fast and efficient, and is a very good buy ... "
- MacWorld, December 1986
Call to order, BAM to SPM P.S.T.

$139

800 345-2888

(CA add sales tax)

c/o DPAS P.O. Box T Gilroy, CA 95021-2249

Dealer & Corporate Inquiries: (415) 841-8552

Bravo Technologies, Inc.

Tradem.lrks: MacCak/Bravo;l-2-3/Lotus; SYLK. Multiplan,Excel/Microsoft;Macintosh/ Apple

Please circle 234 on reader service card .
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crafted, arc a pain to figure out. Specifi callv I become concerned when I sec
soft\~arc develo pers (and , truth be
known, road sign makers and other
iconographcrs) stretching their imaginatio ns to fi nd an icon that simply isn't
needed.
A few mo nths ago, one develo per
came to show me a new product, heavy
in its use of icons. At one point I simpl y
stared at the screen fo r several minutes,
trving to make sense out of an icon that
the program used to represent an actio n.
T he icon was an inverted pyramid made
up of five rectangles. I couldn't fa tho m
it, so I asked the develo per what it
meant. He laug hed a bit nervously and
shrugged his sho ulders. It appeared that
I wasn't the fi rst to ask this question.
"We've had a lot of pro blems with that
one," he said. " It's supposed to be a
toolbox, but it's nor a verv good one. We
tho ught about using a pair of pliers or
someth ing like that. I do n't know - if
vou can th ink of a better way to show
"tools" we'd give it a trv."
I tho ught h~ud fo r abo~t a tenth of a
second , then d rew fo r him the symbo l
that I tho ug ht best represented tools. It
looked something li ke this:

TOOLS
T he Macintos h is des igned to be easy
to use. Its interface employs icons because sometimes icons are easier to make
sense of than words . But (and in case
vou had n't noticed I consider this a
~ i gni fica nt but ) sometimes a word is t he
clearest, simp lest, ve ry best symbo l that
you can use to convey meaning. Let's' not
forge t that. Afi:cr all , hieroglyphics died
o ut in the first place at least in part
because you can do some things with
words that you can't do with pictu res .

WHY NOT TRY THIS?
Along the same ve in, an idea came to
me while I was trying to make a sevcnpoi nrcd star with even sized points. I had
a heckuva time doi ng it. W hen I couldn't
make my little star look right o n screen, I
tried to draw the thing by hand o n a
piece of scrap paper and realized that the
easiest way fo r me to do it was to d raw
one point then rotate the page and draw
the same point again in a di ffe rent position. I could n't help wondering whether
some types of draw ing might be easier if
graphics sofnvare would let you rotate
the page o n screen instead of worrying
about rotati ng an object on the page. I
don't think it's been do ne, and it might
be wo rth a try.
·
Sometimes - even in an age of advanced techno logy - the old ways arc
still best. ~

What BMW has done for the automotive industr)\ Mirror Technologies
has done for the hard drive industry. We don't simplycrank out drives
to meet current demands.We carefullyengineer them to exceed yours.
Our products are extremelyquick-taking you from Oto 60
pages in a heartbeat.Theyhandle like a dre<m1 as tl1eywind through
deskloads of information. And their reliability is unmatched. Built to
go full throttle dayafter da)~ So you can overtake the pack. Instead of
just running with them. So don't senle for a hard drive riddled with
compromise. But ratl1e1; choose a drive built bya companythat looks
on compromise as a 4-lener word.

WE'VE GOT AGREAT TRACK RECORD.
Before you buya drive from a com pan)\ you should take a lookat
their history Ours is quite impressive.
We were the fi rst to introduce an 800k drive for the Macintosh.
First with the 20 meg tape backup. And first with the 85 meg,
172 meg and 340 meg hard drives.
Our products are selling to companies li ke Honeywell , AT&T,
_3M and Apple.Yet we've also pleased some companies that you probablyhaven't he<U'Cl of. Li ke Don's Dog Service, Anderson's Nursery
and Himalayan Expeditions. Who knows, maybe now that they have
the right tools, these companies, too, will become household words.

MAGNET 20X, 30X AND INTRODUCING THE 40X.
Here are all the choices for storage
_,,,,. _,,,.
you need (20, 30 and 40Mb). The _,/'.·,,;:::'·

... ..
.:/'.,::/

... ...
. .·/ //

~~'fo~:e~~~~:;~~~-~~~:~~~~e. _;/:;;;;/':/ .:/'~'.::;:>~:~,- ..-.:/.:.:;.://:··

for the price of our competitior's 20 meg drives.
And introducing die 40X,
offers all the storage you
need for power computing.
All cooled byour extraquiet fan. They sit beside
your Mac, so tl1e system won't heat up.
Daisychain up to 7 units.They come with
backup utilities and optional
MacServe networking software
(a $250.00 value).
Preformatted, so just
plug diem in and run.

'

MAGNUM ThPE 20. INTRODUCING THE
MAGNUM ThPE 40.
for theserious user who can't
afford to lose data. These "safety
nets" keep a portable, permanent record of your data. So
reliable, the Libraryof Congress
uses us to backup their most
critical data. Free software
update policy so your tape
drive can be updated as we
update ours.We're the onlyone to
deliver file by file, volume and
incremental backup. With incremental , you backup 01101the data
you've changed since your last backup.These totallysecure systems
run silent and cool.When we designed the new Tape 40, we worked
side byside with Apple and 3M so it would be compatible with any
products released byApple in the future.

I

THE MAGNUM 800.
The first 800k drive introduced for the
Mac.Thousands of satisfied customers
worldwide. Offers great speed and value.
Its quiet and comes with a one-year
wmTanty Push button eject mechanism.
Compatible with the Mac 128, 512 and Plus.
Reads and writes 400K, SOOK diskettes.

THE MAGNET40/40.
Avery fast 40 Meg hard with
a dependable 40 Meg tape
backup as a "safety net." Sits
under your Mac so it doesn't
take up extra space.The premier ·
drive/ tape backup combination in
tl1e market. Backup file byfile, volume
or incrementallyWith incremental,you can usuallybackup your
dailydata in under 4 minutes. Comes standard with MacServe
($250.00 value) to allow you Multiuser, Multitasking. This drive is
based on the NEC drive and the 3M Tape 40- two leaders in tl1eir
respective industries.

9•

WHEN YOU WORK IN THE FAST~+
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BREAK DO w1~ .

To win in today's fast and furious corporate arena, you need a drive
that can survive the grueling pace. You need a well built machine. ·
Well you'll be happyto know that our drives are so well built
that we were tl1e first to introduce a full-year warranty. And of
course this warranty is still policy today Plus each unit comes witl1
a Quality Assurance Report detailing everystepof production.
And finall)\ before a drive is allowed out the front door, it is tested for
24 continuous hours to insure its durability.
Our "pit crew" is equallydependable. If you ever have
a problem, we have trained experts standing by Just give us a call,
toll free. And we'll have you up and running in no time. Flat.

WE'RE REWING UP FOR THE FUI1JRE.
MAGNET 85X, 172X
AND INTRODUCING
THE MAGNET 340X.
Three times faster than standard hard
drives because we use voice coil
· technology These combine blistering
speed, enormous capaci~1 with tape
backup and Multiuser, Multitasking
software (includes MacServe, a
$250.00 value). All 3 are combination
drives with integrated tape backup. Powerful , compact, quiet
alternatives to the AST 4000.The 172 offers twice the capacity for
1/2 tl1e price. (Based on the November 1986 suggested retail pricing. )
,\ST 4000 is a tr.ulclllark of ,\Sr Research Inc. illacimosh is a tr.idclllark of Apple Colllputcrs Inc.

The Macs of tomorrow are just
around the corner. And witl1 Mirror
Technologies, you can hit the ground
running when tl1ey arrive.
Currently, we're shipping
more drives tl1an any otl1er company
except Apple. Like the 85X, 172X,
the MagNet 40/40 and tape drives, too.
. When File Servers hit tl1e streets
in J<muary, we were mere witl1 big
enough hard drives to tie dozens of Macs
togethet'. Otl1er drives would blow an engine tr)~ng to do tl1at.
And it's no secret that Apple is about to introduce bigger and
better machi nes.We're ready for them, too. Because we're not waiting
for the future to come to us.We're goi ng out half way to meet it. That
way, we come back with products that'll let you blow tl1e doors off
all those who remained standingstill.

MomoB TECHNOLOGlllES1nc.
Peripherals Plus, Inc.
50 des E'rables, Lachine,
Quebec, H8S 2P9

(514) 367-3060

f\ND QU'T WH1''T YOUR
M1'C· \S oo\NG\ .
• 1'\]TOMATICALL'i P.ECOP.OS t11C\1 Al'l'LICATION usto NAME. Ql\iE . START TIME. ouAATION. ANO OPTIONAL
• COMMENT.
MAINTAINS USl\Gt INfOP.MATION IN A "TEY-T" flLt EASILY £)'.,l'OR'f£0 TO (JT\1EP. Al'l'LICATIONS.
• INCWOtS TtMl'Ll\TtS ANO MJ\CP.OS FOP. Mf>(»Jf\\TE,'"
MS woRD.'" MULilP\.AN.'" AND EXCEL.'"

Mac\nUse - WHO NEEDS rf?
• PEOPLE woRKING Ai HOME - FOR coNiEM·
pORANEOUS iAX RECORDS .
• coNSULiANiS - FOR cuENi BILLING
• RECORDS.
MANAGERS - FOR EMPLOYEE pRODUCfl\JI·
iY AND RESOURCE \RACKING .
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by Doug Clapp
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ad a great weekend. Managed to
land both the Cessna and the jet in
Flight Simulator (though not on the
runway - jeez that's tough!) And my
eight-year-old got a great wife, wealth,
and three lovely daughters. In Alter Ego,
that is. A great program; too good to be
called a "game."
For both of us, it was "life as simulation."
But let's talk fish.
My living room is walled with bookcases. So's the dining room. And the
study. I haven't read all the books, just
some. Of the books that I have read, I
remember very little. Hardly anything.
The mind as sieve. It's frustrating and
sad. So many books; so little time; so
few brain cells.
But the desire's there, if not the time
or the brainpower.
As witl1 books, so with fish. I've got a
friend with a boat and a snazzy "Fish
Finder." The Fish Finder is marvelous. A
13-inch color display. Lots of knobs on
tl1e front to play with. Put the transducer
under the boat, wire the Fish Finder up
to the boat's battery, and you're off.
The Fish Finder shows the lake bottom. It also shows fish. The fish display
as colored globs on the screen. And
here's a neat thing: the redder the glob,
the bigger the fish.
So you can cruise across a lake and see
fish! You can see schools of fish, big fish
and little fish . You can see how deep they
are and make good guesses about tl1eir
speC1es.
Our family has a cabin on an island, on
Lake of the Woods, in Ontario. It's a
huge lake. Lots of fish.
My favorite fish is the sturgeon.
They're big fish : often 100 pounds or
more. Often 6 feet long. They live on the
bottom, eating sludge, probably.
Some say there are no sturgeon in
Lake of the Woods. Some say they're
down there. That's why I love the Fish
Finder - the "Sturgeon Finder." I don't
want to catch a sturgeon (not an easy
task anyway); I just want to know if
they're there!
But neat as the Fish Finder is, it's not a
Macintosh. The Fish Finder is a simpleminded thing.
The Macintosh is an extraordinary
thing.

MACINTOSH

B 0 U N DA R Y

But it doesn't have a transducer to
look at fish. And it doesn't have wheels.
And it doesn't have arms.
I don't want to do spreadsheets or sort
records. Or even draw pretty pictures or
"flow text" throughout a newsletter.
I want a Macbot. To go off - if not
after sturgeon - and check on the deer
in tl1e woods, the· neighbor down the
street, the corn in the garden. To go off
into the world. To take a few books off
the shelf of the world. To boldly go
where no Macintosh has gone before.
There's already a project to create a
public domain version of UNIX. UNIX?
Do we need a public domain version of
UNIX? This one, trust me, will be lots
more fun.
So, today, let's begin, officially, Macbot.
~
·. -· -

-~
. ·

-~ '

.

--~

Macintosh
he
is an extraordinary thing. But
it doesn't have a transducer to look at fish.

T

To be even more official, let's say that :
"Macbot is a cooperative effort by
Macintosh enthusiasts to design hardware and software to allow the Apple
Macintosh computer to be a mobile,
sensor-equipped robot capable of progran1111able movement, data collection
and a degree of independent decisionmaking.
All hardware and software designs for
Macbot shall be freely placed in tl1e
public domain by their creators."
That oughta do it.
We'll design it, make it, then make it a
kit so everybody can make a Macbot.
So what will we need? First, a Ian-

guage. A Pascal (okay: BASIC) interpreter witl1 extensions for movement and
sensors would be nice. Maybe this: a few
new "libraries" for Microsoft Basic dealing
witl1 robotic control.
Talking Is easy; we'll use MaclnTalk ..
Then there's servo design ... probably
need to ditch the internal drive, because
drives take too much power - or maybe
not: yo u could always plug the drive in
to program the Macbot. A new analog
board, maybe, to allow straight DC
input from a battery ... a charge-coupled
video camera would be great. ...
Well, I'm not the person to do any of
that. What I know about robots could fit
into a few paragraphs - and just did.
Who to head up the project? My first
thought is Doug Sharp. Doug, along
with Michael Johnson, wrote ChipWits
- the game where you "teach" onscreen robots. This time, Doug could
help do ChipWits for real! Or maybe
Chris Crawford. He's smart, and I'd
guess he'd be the perfect "diplomat" to
arbitrate between design conflicts, goal
conflicts and people conflicts.
We'll need a few other geniuses. A
radio wizard to provide a link between
Macbot and (of course) another Macintosh . Real-time video from Macbot ·
would be nice, too. Janek Kaliczak of
MicroGraphic Images could do hardware. Steve Brecher - the ultimate lowlevel programmer - could do low-level
progran1111ing.
Communications
... wonder if Scott Watson, Jean Hess or
Dennis · Brothers is doing anything this
week?
The world is a maze, so maybe Robert
Woodhead (Wizardry) and Richard Garriot (of Ultima fan1e) could help out.
Infocom's Steve Meretzky could give
Macbot a sense of humor.
Isaac Asimov could write the documentation.
My editor, Steve Bobker, could make
sure the project was done on time.
Me? I'd get an easy two columns a year
out of it. And, eventually, a Macbot!
Put it like this: ifonly i llOOOth of all
the people writing public domain Macintosh utilities helped out, we'd be done by
Easter!
If you're interested, write me. The
address is 4808 France Avenue Soutl1,
Edina, MN 55410.
Mention your area of expertise. If you
don't have one, lie and be prepared to
learn fast. I'll catalog names and talents,
then pass the data base along to whomever I can sweet-talk into overseeing the
project. I'm serious about this. I want
one, don't you?
Let's do it. ~
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Programs, Peripherals,
BackuQ & Utiliti'. Software
Apple Computer
Switcher Construction Set

14.00

Central Point Software
Copy II Mac (Includes MacTools)
Dreams Of The Phoenix

20.00

Quick & Dirty Utilities Vol. 1 or 2
FWB Software Hard Disk Util
Ha rd Disk Backup

ldeaform Mac Labeler (Version 2.2)
lnfosphere
MacServe (Network Software)
Laser Serve
MacMaster Systems
Fedit Plus V2 .0 ( H FS Compatible)
MacMemory, Inc.
MaxRam & MaxPrint
MacroMlnd
MUD (MacroMind Utility Disk)
Mainstay
Disk Ranger or MacSpool
N'cryptor
Flashback (Hard Disk Backup Utility)

27.00
57.00
39.00
29.00

Execucom
Mindsight

Nevins Microsystems
TurboCharger (Version 2.0)

39.00

New Canaan MicroCode
Mac Disk Catalog II (512K)
MDCFindcr (512K)

32.00
20.00
PBI Softwore
HD Back-Up ( Backup/or MFS & HFS) 29.00

H FS Loca1or Plus
27 .00

(DA Organizer for HFS)
Softstyle

249.00
125 .00
36.00
37.00

Bluestart, Epsta rt V2.0,
Jetstart, or Toshstan
Lasersta rt
Tl Start or ColorMate V2.I
ColorMate Art

29.00
59.00
49.00
29.00
69.00

Plo tStart w/ Cable

SuperMac Software
32.00

SuperSpool
Williams & Macias

39.00

32.00
26.00
39.00

my Disk Labeler
myDisklabeler w/ Color
my DiskLabeler for Laser Writer

25.00
34.00
35.00

Desk Accessori'. Programs
Affinity Microsystems

Tempo
Batlery Pak (9 Desk Accessories)
Borland
SideKick with PhoneLink

28.00
59.00

Lotus Ja zz (Version I.A)

Top Des k (7 New Desk Accessories)
Imagine Software
Smart Alarms & Appointment Diary
Silicon Beach Software
Accessory Pak #I

Apple Computer MacWrite
Living Vldeotext More
Think Tank 512

Microsoft Microsoft Word 3.0

Development System
Borland Turbo Pascal
Megamax, Inc.
Mcgamax C Compiler
Microsoft
Microsoft Basic Interpreter 3.0
Microsoft Basic Compiler 1.0
Microsoft Fortran Compiler 2.2
Think Technologies Lightspeed C

A.L.P. Systems
MacProof V2 .0

Batteries Included Thunder!
(Interactive Spelling Checker)
Creighton Development
MacSpell+ (Requires 512 K)
EnterSet, Inc
MacGas (w ith Glossary & Thesaurus)

Boston Software Publishers

39.00

The MacPublisher II
Mac-Hy-Phen

21.00

Maclndexer
Manhattan Graphics

89.00
69.00
59.00
65.00
89.00
89.00

Lightspeed Pascal
TML Systems TML Pasca l V2 .0

159 .00
59 .00
175.00
65.00
125.00
169.00
129.00

TML Source Code Library
TML DataBase Toolkit
True Basic, Inc. True Basic
True Basic Runtime
Algebra, Pre-Calculus, Calculu s,
Statistics, Trigonometry, 3D Graphics,
Discrete Math, Probability, &
36.00
Chippendale utilities (each)
65.00
Zedcor, Inc. ZBasic

Communications Software
Apple Computer MacTerminal
Compuserve
Compuserve Starter Kit

99.00
27.00

DataViz

Maclink Plus with Cable
Hayes Microcomputer Smartcom II

139.00
89.00

Software Ventures
59.00
Microphone
Think Technologies, Inc.
lnBox-Startcr Kit
215.00
(3 Personal Connections)
InBox-Additional Personal Connections 59.00

DataBase Management
Ashton-Tate dBase Mac
Blythe Software Omnis 3 Plus

Omnis 3 Multiuse r (2 -5 Users,
Specify MacServe or Corvus)
Borland RcOex
Forethought FileMaker Plus

309 .00
279.00
569.00
59.00
159.00

ProVUE Development OverVUE 2.0d

Telos Software Business FileVision

105.00
28.00

Micro Planning Software
Micro Planner Plus
Microsoft Microsoft Work s 1.0
Microsoft Multiplan I.I
Microsoft Chart 1.0

129.00

Microsoft Excel 1.03
Legiso!t/ Nolo Press Will Writer V2.0

159.00

Cricket Software

Cricket Grap h

··orders .O,nly
1-800-832-3201
Our Polici~s

110.00
105 .00
275.00
149.00
199.00

299.00
189.00
105.00
72.00
225.00
32.00

In Connecticut call 378-3662 or 378-8293
Customer Service (203) 378-3662
Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Saturdays 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. (Eastern Time)

•We Accept MASTERCARD a~d VISA with no added surcharge.

• Your credit card is not charged until we ship.
• 1f we must ship a partial order the shiRment that completes the order is sent freight free.
• Jf you are ordering by mail, we accept privale and company checks. For fast delivery,
send cashier's-check, certified check, or money order. With MASTERCARD and
VISA orders include card number and expiration date. Connecticut residents add 7.5%

sales tax.
' UPS Next Day Air & 2nd Day Air Available.

• Son:y, we cannot accept COD orders.

Shipping
.

99.00
159.00
99.00
239.00

OWL International Guide
Symmetry Acta

Target Software Voila!
T /Maker Company WriteNow

95.00
39.00
53.00
105.00

Greene, Johnson Inc.
99.00
28.00

55.00
55.00

139.00
69.00
62.00

Spellswell (60.000 word Dictiorrary!) .
Lundeen & Associates
WorksPlus Spell

Target Software Mac lightning 2.0
w/ Merriam Webster Dictiona ry
Additional Thesa urus Library
Medical Dictionary or Legal Dictionary

52.00
32.00
53.00
29.00
53.00

37.00

Ready, Set, Go! Desk Design
Orange Micro, Inc.
Ragtime (Int egrated Page Processing)
Solutions, Inc.
Glue ('Print to Disk "Capability)

239.00

Digital, Etc. Turbo Maccountant
Monogram Dollars & Sense
Busi ness Sense (GL/AR/AP)

289.00
81.00
339.00

35.00

169.00

Accounting Packages
BPI

BP I Entry Series-General Accounting
Chang Labs
New Enhanced Version Ill Modules!

129.00

Rags to Riches GL, AR , or AP

125.00

Rags to Riches Three Pack(GL/AR/AP)
Inventory Control
Profess iona l Bill ing
Profess ional Three PackG L/ Professional Billing/ Paya bles
Continental/Arrays
The Home Accountant

Palantlr
299.00
245.00
245 .00
349.00
62.00

GL , AR , or Inve ntory Cont rol (each)
Peachtree
Back To Basics GL , AP, or AR (each)
Back To Basics Three Pack
(GL/AR/AP)
Sierra On-Line
MacOneWrite CD, AR , or GL (each)
MacOneWrite Three Pack
(GL/AR/CD)

59.00
89.00
129.00
39.00
59.00

Statistics Packages
Brain Power
Sta tView 512 Plus

Cricket Software Stat works

179.00
79.00

Allsys Corp. FONTastic
Ann Arbor Softworks

27.00

Full Paint

55.00

Apple Computer Mac Paint
Broderbund
Print Shop

99.00

Toy Shop

Apple Computer

389.00
449.00
75.00
229.00

Bulk Mailer
Bulk Mailer Plus

Statware, Inc.
Stat80 ( Professional)
Systat Systat (Version 3.0)

279.00
459.00

Gra2hics Software
Microsoft
Microsoft File 1.04
Odesta Helix (Version 2.0)
Double Helix

Business Software
Mac Project
Batteries Included
Isgu r Portfolio System
Time Link

259.00

Legal Billing
Project Billing

SQelling Checkers

35.00

Languages
99.00

42.00
179.00

Pro Plus Software Market Pro
Satori Software

Word/Idea Processors

Read y, Set, Go! 3
Apple Computer MacPascal
Macintosh 68000

179.00

DesktoQ Publishing

Cortland
56.00

Batteries Included

Layered
Notes For Jazz, Excel, Page Maker,
or Microsoft Works (each)

• Software Only: Continental US: $3.00 minimum charge for Shipping & Insurance ..
APO/ FPO order.s shipped 1st class mail, add 3% ($5.00 Min.) Hawaii: Add 10% ($15.00
Mirr.) Alioaka: Add 6% ($10.()() Min.) Canada: Add 12% ($15.00 Min.) Forelcn Ordon:
Add 20% ($35.00 Min.)
.
Hardware llellll! Please call.for shipping charges.

• All goods are new and are guaranteed by the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee
machine compatibility. Due tb software copyright lawst all sales arc final. Defective soft-·
ware ~II be re~laced imm.edi~tely by the same item. I?cfective hardware will be replaced
or repaired at our own d1scret1on. Call customer service at (203) 378-3662 to obtain a

Return .Aut.horization Number before returning goods for replacement. Products.purchased 1n error subject to a 20% restocking fee. All items subject to availability. Prices
subject to change without notice.
·
·

Casady Company
Fluent Fonts (Tw o- Disk Set}
Fluent Lase r Fonts
Choice of' Badoni, SanSerif.
Ritz & Right Bonk, MontereJ~
Caligraphy & Regen c;~ or Prelude

49.00
41.00
29.00
49.00

Mac The Knife Volume Ill
or Volume IV
Mlndscape ComicWorks
Grap hicWorks
Silicon Beach Software
SuperPaint
S ilicon Press

27.00
49.00
49.00
55.00
42.00

Springboard

Certificate Maker
Symmetry
Picture Base

36.00
45.00

T / Maker
29.00
59.00

Cli ck Art Letters or Persona l Graphics
Click Art Publications or Effects
Click Art Letters II or

35.00

Click Art Business Image

Duhl-Ciiek Software

World Class Fonts! Vol. I or Vol.
Hayden VideoWorks
Innovative Data Design
Paste-Ease (Volumes I & II)

Miles Computing

Click Art Holida ys

29.00
29.00
29.00
29.00

CAD Products
Apple Computer Mac Draw
BrainPower DesignScope
Challenger Software
Mac 30 (Enhanced Version 2.0)
Cricket Software Cricket Draw
Dreams Of The Phoenix
Ph oenix 3D Level On e

159.00
129.00
129.00
179.00
27.00

Enabling Technologies
Easy 3D

Professional JD
Innovative Data Design
MacDraft (Updated Version 1.2)
MicroSpot MacPlot
MacPlot Professional

69.00
199.00
159.00
119.00
234.00

Educational/Creative Software
Addison Wesley Puppy Love
Baudeville
Ted Bear Discovers... Rainy Day Games
Gu itar Wizard
Broderbund Sensei Ge ometry
Davidson & Associates
Speed Reader II
Math Blaster or Word Attack!
Electronic Arts
Pinball Co nstruction Set
Deluxe Music Construction Set V2.0
First Byte
Kid Talk , Speller Bee, o r Math Talk

14.00
20.00
20.00
65.00
39.00
28.00
27.00
64.00
42.00

First Shapes
·32.00
Great Wave Sofhnre
KidsTime
29.00
Hayden M usicWorks
32.00
Score Improveme nt System for the SAT 59.00
Sco re Improvement-Achievement Tests 59.00

Kette Group Studio Sess ion
Micro: Maps
MacAtlas U.S.A. or MacAtlas World
Microsoft Hands On Excel
Lea rning Multiplan & Chart
Mindscape Perfect Score SAT
w/ The Perfect College

Rubicon Publishing
Dinner at Eight
Silver Palate Collection
Dinner at Eight-Silver Palate Bundle
Simon & Schuster Typing Tuto r III
Pa per Airplane Const ructi on Set
Software Concepts
Concepts Computerized Atlas
Spinnaker Typing Made Easy
Springboa rd
Early Games for Young Children
Easy as ABC

69.00
49.00
32.00
39.00
47.00
35.00
29.00
59.00
35 .00
24.00
39.00
32.00
29.00
29.00

Phenomenal Prices .• •
Game Software

Digitizers
25.00
27.00
32.00
22.00
36.00
29.00
2 1.00
32.00
27.00

Accolade Hard Ball
Acti'vision Shanghai or Hacker

Hacker ll : The Doomsday Papers
Championship Star League Baseball
Alter Ego (Male or Female Ve rsion)
Tass Times In Tonetown
Artworx Bridge 4.0

Avalon Hill Mac Pro Football
Broderbund Ancient Art of War
Bullseye Software
Fokker Tri Plane Flight Simulator
35.00
Ferrari Grand Prix
35.00
34.00
Electronic Arts Autoduel
ChessMaster 2000
31.00
Patton vs Rommel or One-On-One
27.00
SkyFox, Archon, o r Scrabble
27.00
EPYX Winter Games o r Rogue
24.00
24.00
Temple of Apshai Trilogy
Hayden Software Sargon Ill
29.00
Infinity Software, LTD
Grand Slam Tennis
2B.OO
Infocom
Leather Goddesses of Phobos ,
Ballyhoo, Cu tth roats, Hitchh iker's
Guide, Moon Mist , Planetfall. Seas lalker.
Trinity, Wishbringer, Enchanter,
24.00
Zork I, or Witness (each)
Zork II , Zork Ill , Sorcerer,
Suspect, Infidel , or A Mind
26.00
Forever Voyaging (each)
Deadline, Spe llbreaker, Starcross
29.00
or Suspended (each)
6.00
lnvisiclues-Hinr Book/els (each)
32.00
Microsoft F light Simu lator 1.0

Mindscape
Balance of Power
Deja Vu: A Nightmare Comes True
Indiana Jones:
Revenge of the Ancients
James Bond 007: A View To Kill
James Bond 007: Goldfinger
King Of Chicago
Racter
Sinbad, S.D.I., or
Defender of The Crown

The Uninvited

25.00
24.00
24.00
32.00
27.00

Kette Group
MacNifty Aud io Digitizer w/ SoundCap
Koala Technologies Corp.
KAT Graphics Tab let
MacVision (Digitizer)
Magnum
Nalural Sound Ca ble & -Editor
Sound Effect.s
New Image Technology Magic Digitizer

32.00
30.00

Accessories

30.00
33.00

Origin Systems

Exodus: Ultima III

3B.OO

PBI Software

Strategic Conquest Plus
Practical Computer Applications
MacGolf (Version 2.0)
Psi on
P sion Chess (3D & Multi-linguol)
Q Ware, Inc. OrbQuest
Siena On·Line Black Cau ldron
King's Quest I, II , or Ill (each)
Silicon Beach Software
Ench a nted Scepters
Dark Castle
World Builder
Simon & Schuster
Star Trek (The Kobayashi Adventure)
Sir·Tech Mac Wizardry
Spectrum Holobyte GATO
Orbite r
S ubloglc
JET

39.00
36.00
31.00
35.00
25.00
32.00
21.00
2B.OO
42.00
24.00
36.00
26.00
27.00
35.00

Disk Drives/ Hard Disks/ U2grades
MaxPlus (2MB Upgrade

AST Research
AST-2000

1795.00

20 MB External Hard Disk with
20-MB Cartridge-Tape Backup
for the Macintosh Plus.

w/ Max Ram/ Max Print/ MoxChill)

74 MB External Hard Disk wilh
60-MB Cartridge-Tope Backup
for the Macintosh Plus.
Dove Computer Corporation
MacSnap Model 524
(512K to I MB Upgrade)
MacSnap Model 54B

139.00

(512K to 2MB Upgrade)

3B9.00

MacSnap Plus 2

(Moc Plus to 2MB Upgrade)

259.00

MacSnap Plus 2H (Moc Plus

to 2MB Upgrade w/ I MB Ch ips}
MacSnap Plus 4H (Moc Plus
to 4M B Upgrade w/ IM B Chips)

799.00
1599.00

Ehman E ngineering
BOOK Disk Drive
20HD (20MB SCSI Hord Drive)
Iomega

219.00
Call

Sinile Cartridge Drives
Bernoulli Box IOMB w/ SCSI
Bernoulli Box 20MB w/ SCSI

1059.00
1199.00

Dual Cartridge Drives
Bernoulli Box 2-IOMB w/ SCSI
Bernoulli Box 2-20MB w/ SCSI
IOMB Cart ridges (3 Pock)
20MB Cartridges (3 Pock)
Head C leani ng Kil
LoDOWN
LoDown 20 / 20 Combo

(20 MB Hard Disk w/ 20M B Tape)

265.00
4B9.00

MaxSave (Internal Recoverable
4735.00

AST-4000

w/ Max Ram/ Max Print/ MaxChill)
MaxPlus Enhanced (2.5MB

1629.00
IB99.00
159.00
209.00
69.00
1439.00

LoDown-T20

Ram Disk For the MacPlus)
MaxPack (Mox Plus and
MaxSave Bundle)
MaxPort ('SCSI" Port
for your Mac 5/2K)
MDldeas, Inc.
HD-20 (20MB Hard Disk w/SCSJ)
HD-30 (30MB Hard Disk w/SCSJ)
TDBK-20+ (22MB Tope Backup)
Mirror Techno logies
Magnum SOOK External Drive
MagN et 20X (Externol 20M B

79.00
339.00
139.00
B59.00
1199.00
B59.00
229.00

779.00
Hard Drive w/ Cable)
MagNet 30X (Externol 30M B
949.00
Hard Drive w/ Cab le)
MagNe\ 30X (Externol 30M B
995.00
w/ MacServe & Cable)
MagNet 40/ 40 (40MB w/40MB Tape,
2695.00
Mac Serve Included)
MagNet B5X (74MB w/ 40MB Tape,
4495.00
MacServe & Cable)
929.00
Magnum Tape 20 (20M B Backup)
FastPort ('SCSI" Port
139.00
for your Mac 512K)
Personal Computer Peripherals
Ma cBottom HD-21 (20MB

Hard Disk/or MacP/us SCS I)
PKI McD BOOK External Drive
ProAPP

B69.00
IB9.00

World's Fastest High-Capacity
Mac Plus SCSI Hard Disk System:
ProAPP 40S Hard Disk System

(20 Megabyte Tape Drive)

7B9.00

LoDown-20

(Sub-30msec. Voice Coil Technology)

Call

ProAPP 20MB Hard Disk System

(20 Megabyte Hard Disk)
BB9.00
MacMemory, Inc. All Ma cMemory
produCJs carry a full two year warranty!

(Mac 128K.512K,MocP/us SCSI)
Western Automation Labs
Dasch External RAMdisk (2048KBJ

Call
459.00

Modems
Hayes Microcomputing I nlerbridge
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 1200 Mac
w/ Smartcom II & Ca ble
Smartmodem 2400
Transet I000-128 K
Transet I000-512K
Transel 1000 Mac Accesso ry Kit

549.00
379.00

Prometheus
Promod em 1200

429.00
579.00
269.00
359.00
31.00

Mac Pack w/ Procom M and Cable

(Hayes Compatible)

279.00
42.00

(Specify Moc or Moc Plus)
U.S . Robotics
Courier 1200 (Hayes Compatible)
Courier 2400 (Hayes Compatible)

199.00
419.00

Blank Media
Single Si ded 3\1,'' Diskettes
BASF 3W SS / DD Disks (box of 5)
Bulk (Sony)3WSS / DD Disks (10)
Sony 3W SS / DD Disks (box of JO)
Centech 3W SS / DD Color Disks
(box of JO)
Fuji 3W SS / DD Disks (box of 10)
Maxell 3W SS / DD Disks (box of JO)
Verbatim 3W SS / DD Disks (box of /OJ
3M 3W' SS / DD Disks (box of JO)
C.ltoh Color Disks SS / DD (box of 10)

9.00
15.00
16.00
IB.00
16.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
21,.00

Double Sided 31/1" Diskettes
BASF 3W DS / DD Disks (box of 5)
Bulk (Sony) 3W DS / DD (10)
Centech 3W DS / DD Color Disks
(box of JO)
Sony 3W DS / DD Disks (box of 10)
Fuji 3W DS / DD Disks (box of JO)
Maxell 3W DS / DD Disks (box of 10)
Verbatim 3W' DS / DD Disks (box of JO)
3M 3\.1" DS / DD Disks (box of 10)
C.ltoh Co lor Disks DS/DD (box of JO)

Pl ease c irc le 69 on rea der se rvice c.ard .

14.00
21.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
25.00
27.00
29.00

A.M. Products
3Y.z" Head & Computer Cleaning Kit
Bech-Tech Fanny Mac
Cambridge Automation Numeric Turbo
Mac Turbo Touch
Curtis Manufacturing
Diamond-Surge Suppressor-SP I
Emerald-Surge Suppressor-SP2
Ruby-Surge Suppressor-SPF-2
Sapphire-Surge Suppressor-SPF-I
Environmental Software Company

99.00
139.00
175.00
B9.00
26.00
249.00

IB.00
79.00
109.00
B9.00
29.00
36.00
55.00
47.00

Mac Attire: Available in Navy-Blue,
Burgund;: or Silver-Gray.
External Drive or Keypad Cover
7.00
I mageWriter 11 Cover
11.00
13.00
Wide ImagcWriter Cover
Mac & KeyBoa rd Cover
15.00
15 .00
Mac P lus & Keyboard Cover
MacPlus, HD-20, &
IB.00
Keyboard Cover
17.00
LaserWri ter Cover
Ergotron
75.00
MacTilt (with External Drive Bracket)
MacBuffer 512K
369.00
MacBuffcr 1024K
569.00
59.00
Hayes CH Mach IV Joystick
Innovative Concepts
Flip 'n' File / Micro
9.00
Flip 'n' File II / Micro
IB.00
I n novative Technology
9.00
The Pocket Pack (holds 6 disks)
IB.00
The Disk Directo ry (holds 32 disks)
12.00
The Ease l (holds 20 disks)
The Library (Carousel-Holds 80 Disks) 29.00
1/0 Design
69.00
MacPlus Carrying Case
49.00
I mageWriter 11 Ca rrying Case
49.00
l mageWriler Wide Carrying Case
Kalmar Designs

Teakwood Roll-Top Disk Cases:
Micro Cabinet (holds 45 disks)
Double Micro Cabinet (holds 60 disks)
Kensington
System Saver Mac
Turbo Mouse
A/ B Box (Specify Moc or MocP/us)
Disk Case (holds 36 Mac disks)

15.00
22.00
65.00
B9.00
65.00
19 .00

Su mmagraphics
MacTablet 6x9 size
MacTablet 12x 12 size
Thun der Ware
Thunderscan V3.2
Power Port (Required to use

Thunderscan on a Mac Plus)
Power Port to
ImageWriter II Cable

Disk Drive Cleaning Kit
Exlernal Disk Prive Cover
ImageWriter or Image Writer II Cover
Macintosh (Plus) Dust Cover
Mouse C lea ning Kit w / Pocket
Mouse Pocket
Mouseway (Mousepad)
Po larizing Filter
Sta rter Pack (includes Tilr /Swivel)
Surge Protector
Tilt / Swivel
Co ntrol Center
Printer Stand
Copy Stand
Kette Group
MacNifty Stereo Music System
MNS-200
MacNifty Stereo Music System
MNS-300 (Dolby, Bass. Treble)
Kraft QuickStick Ill
MacMemory, Inc .
MaxChill (Internal Piezo-Electric Fan)
Moustrak Mo usePad 7"x9" Size
Mouse Pad 9" x II" Size
MPH Computer Products
MAC-B-COOL
R ibbons Unlimited

2B9.00
379.00
175.00
29.00
19.00

20.00
B.00
9.00
9.00
17.00
B.00
B.00
34.00
59.00
35.00
22.00
65.00
IB .00
22.00
75.00
99.00
49.00
37.00
B.00
9.00
99.00

Available in Black, Blue, Brown, Green,
Orange, Purple, Red. Yellow, Silver & Gold
l magcWriter Ribbon-Black
l mageWritcr Ribbon-Color
lmageWriter Rainbow Pack (6 Colors)
l magcWriter II-Four Color Ribbon
Smith & Bellows

4.50
5.00
25.00
12.00

I/and Crafted Mahogany Disk Case:
Holds up to 90 Diskettes

27.00

Hand Crafted Basswood Disk Case:
Ho ld s up to 90 Diskettes

(Natural or Stain)
Systems Control
MacGard Surge Suppressor
X-10 (USA) Inc.
X-10 Powerhouse Computer Interface
X- 10 Wa ll Switch Module
X-10 Lamp Modu le
X-10 Appliance Module

(Specify 2 or 3 Pin)

Positively A Plus!

19.00
55.00
65.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

The Desktop Publishing
Revolution Continues.

ITUrlx>Sca:i

AST Research Announces The
AST TurboScan:M It's the perfect
addition to your Macintosh™ desktop publishing system.
AST TurboScan optically scans
and digitizes photographs, artwork,
h andwriting, text ... anything that
can be rendered on paper.
It allows you to incorporate
such images into newsletters,
reports, letters, artwork . .. any
type of document.
A Revolution In
Resolution!
AST TurboScan's
300 dots-per-inch
(dpi) resolution
matches your LaserWriter's®dpi for optimal visual clarity. So
you can scan and print
at near h alf-tone quality.
And we've included AST TurboScan
Utility™ software to let you enlarge,
reduce and merge scan ned images

with text and other graphics.
You can scan in either of three
modes: Line Art Mode fo r images
that are black and white without
shading; Halftone Mode for photographs and other
images with continuous shading; and ,
Mixed Mode for a
combination of
Line Art and
Halftone modes.
There's also
resolution ,
con trast, brightness and gray scale
controls. And advanced
data compression reduces
sca nning time and saves disk
storage .
AST-Leading The Revolution!
At AST we're in the vanguard of
creating new solutions. And AST
TurboScan is just one of the many
quality products we offer to imp rove

AST ;md the AST logo registered trade ma rks :md TurboScan a nd Turbo Sc<in Uti li ty trnd e ma rks of A ST Resear ch.
In c. App le :m d L;1scrWr itcr regis te red t r:1 d e mark s o f Apple C o mpu te r. In c. Macint os h trade mark o f Mc ln tos h Labora to ry.
In c .. li ce n sed to A p pl e Co m pute r, In c .. a nd u sed wi th the e xp ress pe rm issi o n of the o wne r. C o pyrig h t l[i 19 8 6 AST
Researc h . Inc. Al l righ ts re se rv ed .

Please circle 213 on reader service card .

or enhance the performance of your
Apple®computer.
Contact your nearest ASTauthorized Apple Products Dealer
today! Or send the coupon to AST
Research, In c., 2121 Alton Ave.,
Irvine, CA 92714-4992. Phone: (714)
553·0340. BBS: (714) 660-9175.
FAX: (714) 660-8063.

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C o m p<lny_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ Stare _ _ Zip _ _

Telep hone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Se nd to: A ST Resea rch , Inc., 21 21 Alto n
Ave., Irvine, CA 9 27 14-4992 ,

AS[
RESEARCH INC.

The Evolution Of
Data Storage.

SCSI. Small Computer - - - System Interface For
Fast Data Transfer And
Plug 'n Play In stallation.

Hard D isk. 20 Megabytes (MB) OfFast-Access
Data Storage .

Tape " D isk'.' Fast 20 - - - - - --,1
MB Tape Drive Can Be
Used For Hard Disk
Backu p Or Direct Read
And Write.

256K Cache. AST's
Exclu sive Memory Cache
Provi des A RAM-Fast
Buffer To Tape.

In The B egi nn ing . .. there were
floppy disk drives. Th ey were slow.
Then came Winchester hard disks
that plugged into a Macintosh™ se rial
or fl o ppy port . These offered
increased storage but were still slow.
And T he n O ne D ay ... so meone
invented SCSI (S mall Computer
System Interface), a much faster interface than fl oppy o r se ri al ports. And
suddenly, hard disks were more than
just lo ts of storage. They were fast.
H ard disks became ve ry popular.
But a new problem arose. Disk
crashes . Tho ugh infrequent, crashes
were very traum atic.
Thus It C ame To B e ... tape
backup was deve loped. And it was
good. Data stored on a hard disk
cou ld now be "backed up " o nto a
tape cartridge and stored. In th e
eve ntuality of a crash, d ata could
then be restored to the hard disk.
T he trauma was ove r.
Tape b ackup was slow, however,
and the engineers at AST Research
cou ld not rest. They labored to create
a better h ard disk/tape backup system . And , thu s, after many months

of toil th ey deve loped a 256K
Cache and a Tape Motion Optimizer
Algorithm. Innovatio ns so un ique ,
pate nts were applied for'.'
A n Unp recede n ted Ad van ce ...
th e Cache was a RAM buffer into
which files could be moved for b ackup to tape. The co mputer would
then be freed up . Work co uld co ntinu e while b ackup was occurring'
And, yes, it was even user friend ly.

--~...

.....

.,._
_

And , if the hard disk sho uld need
m aintenance , the tape cou ld be
used like a floppy diskette - written
to directly via the fas t 256K
RAM Cache.
T he system was complete! The
AST-2000™ was born .

\) Pate n! S rl'ndin g.
AST and the AS T logo registe red and AST-2000 1radcma r ks of AS T RL'SL'a r c h . Inc. Apple registered rradcmark of
App le C omput e r. In c. M:i ci n cos h t r;1dcm ar k o f Mci n tos h La bo ra w ry. In c .. licL'nsed to App le Co mp uter. Inc.. and u sed
wi th th e ex press re r miss io n of th e owner. Cory r ig h1 r- 1986 AST Resear ch . In c. A ll right s rese rved .

Please circle 214 on reader service card .

AST- 2000: The Pi n n a cle of
D ata Stor age Evo lutio n . The AST2000 co mbines a 20 MB Winchester
hard disk, 20 MB Tape, 256K C ache
and SCSI co nnector. It is the ultimate
data storage system for yo ur Apple®
Macintosh Plu s.
Con tac t yo ur nearest ASTautho ri zed Apple Products D eale r
tod ay ! Or se nd the coupon to AST
Resea rch , Inc., 2121 Alton Aven ue ,
Irvine , CA 92714-4992 . Phone: (714 )
553-0340. BBS : (714) 660-9175
FAX : (714) 660-8063.

,---------,
I
I
Name

I
I
I
I

Title

~m~~
Address
C ity

State_

Zip

1

I
I
I

Te le phone

Se nd to: AST Research, In c.,
2 121 Alton Ave nu e, Irvine,
CA 927 14-4992. Attn: Apple
~nh a ncement Products Group

AS[
RESEARCH INC.
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to stay alive lllakes

tliese programs killers.
(lose
Speak
Hit
Consume

Go where computer adventures
have never gone before. But you've
got to be careful.

Deja Vu: A Nightmare Comes
True™and Mindscape's new
Uninvited" put you in the kind of tight
spots that make drop lets of sweat
appear on your mouse.
MacUser Magazine and the
Software Publishers Association
both named Deja Vu: A Nightmare
Comes True the best entertainment
sof:tware program for 1985. And they
had good reason.

Point and shoot. Just click OPERATE, your weapon,
and your target.
·

With close to a megabyte of
involving graphics to manipulate
with the ease of a mouse, you're free
to do your detective work. Not that
your problems are simple. You've
awakened in a drug induced stupor
with the police and a gruesome gang
of hoods on your tail. To make your
plight worse , you don't remember
who you are.
So you've got to be on your toes.
Grab your mouse. Aim your .38. And
deter a threat without wasting time.
(lose
Speak
Hit
Consume

Examine the newest Mindscape
thriller. It's not a sequel. But it is
sensational.
Uninvited lets you take a
terrifying journey of fear through the
eerie confines of a dark, mysterious
mansion. Uninvited really goes bump
in the night with full digitized sound.
Animation puts the locals, a

co llection cif demons and specters,
in an exciting new light as they
step out of the shadows. It won't take
long for you to discover that they
prefer not to have house guests.
You 've got quite a mystery to ·
solve. And your hide to save. So
don't wait for a formal invitation.
(Hamine
Oper11te

Consume the kind of excitement
you would do almost anything to
avoid in the real world. Experience
what Mac User called''. .. a comp lete
breakthrough in gaming'.'

Deja Vu: A Nightmare Comes True
and Uninvited are availab le now
to maximize your Macintosh™for spellbinding action. Enjoy them both.
And discover how much fun
murder and mystery can be.

SoM.ing,~~t~R~ -~
-No-sc-.-,,

De,·doped by !COM Simulations. Inc.

.

THE PAWN !!!.t/2

on your own as yo u proceed. The generally
excellent parser, which will accept long
strings of commands and more alternative
expressions than most parsers . is usually
on you r side . Sometimes . however. the
vocabulary is either obscure or charmingly
British . " You 'll need to get kitted out, " is a
particular favorite of mine . And some solutions are too difficult: "Tie the rake to the
hoe with the shirt. Then lever the boulder
with the rake and the hoe ." Sure .
This interface was not designed for the
Mac and possibly some of the effects work
better on the machines it was designed for.
In particular. the graphics didn't transfer
well. They were originally in color and
should have been improved for the Mac.
There are also some inconsistencies.
When you try to quit, for example, you are
then offered several alternatives, including

the option to quit. When you then type "Q"
as requested . the menus suddenly become
"hot. " If you then type a carriage return
after the "Q". the whole sequence is lost
and must be started all over. If you type "Q"
without a carriage return you still must type
"Y" to exit the game. The correct sequence.
then . is "Qu it (carriage return)." "QY." At
that point you exit cleanly, if slightly frazzled, to the desktop .
Some of The Pawn 's unique features do
work beautifully. Once located, the graphics are superior to the hackeyed alternative
of having graphics and text simultaneously
share the screen space .
The Pawn 's manual consists of a long
and amusing fantasy tale. It is necessary to
read it in order to complete the game. At
the end of the manual are several pages
listing codes you can type in order to obtain
on-screen clues. The codes are difficult to
type correctly and the clues are sometimes
insufficiently helpful. And as a form of
piracy prevention . you must utilize the manual every time you wish to restore a saved
game.
This is a difficult game chock-full of
challenging problems . It is possible to
achieve a maximum of 350 points during
play, although to attain that score you must
sacrifice some goals. There really are some
genuine choices to be made in The Pawn,
as shou Id be the case with a 11 interactive
fiction . - Linda Joan Kaplan

screen are sensitive to different functions.
Headlines themselves can be edited like
normal text; the symbols to the left of the
headlines can be used to open and close
"expanders" (Vo ila!'s name for the document windows associated with headlines);
and the space to the left of the symbols can
be used to move headlines or to expand
and collapse subheads.

No extra keystrokes are needed to accomplish any of these functions . However,
the headline moving function needs some
more work. Where you think you are putting
a headline rarely - no . never - turns out
to be where you are actually putting it.
Anyone used to ThinkTank or MORE will
know this can be done better . Target also
chose not to implement Tab and Shift Tab for moving headlines right and left;
they used COMMAND-RIGHT ARROW and COMMANDLEFT ARROW instead. This is a poor decision,
especially since they don't use the Tab key
for anything else .
Unlike other outliners, Voila! will allow
you to set the font, point size and type style
for individual headlines. Th is is a very nice
touch . Unfortunately, Target missed the
mark on fonVsize/style selection within expander windows. It works just like a text
block in MacDraw: change anything anywhere in the block and you change everything.

List Price: $44.95. Requires Mac Plus .
Firebird Licensees , Inc .. PO Box 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446. (201) 444-5700. Copy
protected.
The Pawn was written in England for
Ataris . Sinclairs and Amigas . So you expect
both the concept and the language used in
this import to be different . Magnetic Scrolls
(the creators) went to a lot of trouble to
design their own , very different interface .
The on -sc reen interface is just the beginning. The manuals don't provide any significant help in working out some of the more
unusual aspects of the interface . For example, you 're entirely on your own when you
attempt to use (or even see) the "scrolldown" menus . You may never quite master
them (you must adroitly click up them while
grabbing), but fortunately , any menu command can be typed in .
Although The Pawn is a graphic game ,
many players are going to ask " Where are
the graphics?" The experimentally inclined
among you might locate them . hidden not
in the scrolls. but in the dowels . Some
players are going to play the entire game
without ever seeing the graphics.
Figuring out what to do about matters like
these will get you into the spirit of the
game. You don't even have a task or goal
when you begin . You must determine these

VOILA!!!!!
List Price : $99 .95. Published

by Target
Software . 14206 SW 136th Street. Miami .
FL 33186. 1-800-622-5483: in Fla . (305)
252-0892 . Requires 512K+ & at least
BOOK disk storage. Mac XL not supported.
Takes up 90K on disk. 40K of memory,
100K extra per application in Switcher. Not
copy protected.
Target Software , of MacLightning fame .
has released yet another power desk accessory, an outliner called Voila! Yes . it's a
desk accessory, but this is a full-featured
outliner - not a stripped-down model.
Target learned from the mistakes Living
Videotext made with ThinkTank , and has
developed an excellent solution to the problem of moving headlines and editing them
with standard Mac editing techniques.
When the text tool is active - which is the
default mode - different regions on the
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MacBottom SCSI Hard Disk Drive
The compact that takes you and your
Macintosh for a ride in the fast lane.

Please circle 50 on reader ser vice card .

QUICKCLICKS ~6Y
Voila! can read Word and MacWrite files
(saved as "text only") and convert them into
outlines ; it can write an outline in text form
as well . It can also read ThinkTank and
MORE documents and its documents can
be read by these other outliners.
A pointer tool allows you to select any
portion of an outline you like for cutting/copying to the Clipboard . You are not restricted to a single headline and its associated
subheads.
Miscellaneous shortcomings : Only one

outline and one expander can be open at a
time (not an unreasonable limitation for a
desk accessory, but still a limitation) . Expanders have rulers , but they default to a 4
inch width and no tabbing is ava ilable .
There is no menu command to bring the Voita! window to the front , which makes it
necessary to resize windows to work effectively with Voila! and another application
simultaneously.
The documentation is adequate; most
functions are explained well. However, the

explanation of the pointer tool, one of the
program's most powerful features . was
practically opaque . It read like it had been
poorly translated from another language.
In sum , if you are looking for the power of
MORE in a desk accessory, you will be
disappointed - but then that is not an
entirely reasonable quest. But Voila! easily
rivals ThinkTank and even goes a little
further . Besides . it's a desk accessory. An
excellent value, even at list price . - Henry
Bartman

MACSAFE !!!!

The use of MacSafe is very intuitive .
Upon entering the program , you can create
a new safe and assign that safe a password . After creating your safe (and entering
your password , if you decide to use one).
you see the special MacSafe desktop . The
black rectangle , encompassing most of the
screen . shows what's been stored in either
the safe or the secret compartment . The
area on the bottom , known as the Set Aside
Region. is where icons symbolizing the
storage areas are shown . Desk accessories
can also be moved to this region (and they
will continue running).
After choosing the files to go into the
safe . you can then encrypt them (giving
ea ch an individual code word ) with one of
two different types of encryption methods.
QuickCrypt, the default encryption type, is
not as powerful as the other, the American
National Standard for Data Encryption
(DES) . but is much faster . Both encryption
types are very rigorous ; however. the DES
type is known to be very close to impossible
to break . I've found that QuickCrypt does
the job more than thoroughly enough . Encryption only works on data files (documents). not applications.
A feature you won 't find in the manual is
the ability to solely encrypt a file. The
procedure for doing this is slightly awkward .

You must place an item in the safe, encrypt
it and the move the encrypted file out. The
procedure for decrypting the file is just as
awkward.
MacSafe also allows you to place a
document in the Secret Compartment without knowing its password. For example, an
assistant can place a sensitive document
inside their boss' secret compartment,
without being able to see what is already
there. Another useful feature is the on-line
help facility . This is an excellent, comprehensive complement to a short, if well
written manual.
MacSafe is copy protected , but the application allows you to " authorize" other protected copies of the program so that it can
be used on a hard disk. - OS

cessing, spreadsheet. graphics and form
design and mail merging. Missing are an
appointment calendar, business graphics
and telecommunications. The Liberty Spell
Checker is available as an option .
Executive Office comes on either a 400K
or an SOOK startup disk . Avoid the 400K
version because the program gobbles so
much room on the disk that you can't put
extra fonts and desk accessories on it .
The manual contains most of the information you'll need , but it's written in a
condescending Mister Rogers' Officestyle . Bad grammar. excessive use of passive voice and tangled sentences make it

difficult to understand . To be fair, the basic
information is there , and it's logically organized.
While no integrated package can include
every type of application . Executive Office
is an especially good collection . It has
many genuine strengths. As a whole, it's
stronger than its individual parts .
The data base manager is the heart of
the program , and it does some amazing
things . Every folder has a large index form
to help you enter and recover information.
In fact. you have a choice of four types of
index forms: Client or Personnel. Invoice,
Dateline and Product or Inventory. Field

List price $69.95. Published by Kent Marsh
Limited, Inc. . 1200 Post Oak Boulevard,
Suite 210, Houston . Texas 77056. (713)
623-8618. HFS compatible , copy protected.

If the on/off switch of your Macintosh is
not enough protection for keeping those
prying eyes away from your important data
files . then MacSafe might be the perfect
solution to your problems . Basica lly, MacSafe is an application that al lows you to
take sensitive files. and place them into a
"locked safe" on your drive. From there ,
only people with the password , may remove
the items from the safe.
MacSafe is unique in that it is one of the
only standalone products on the market
that lets you protect your files a number of
times over. Besides being able to place
your important files in the safe. you can
place your very sensitive files in a "secret
compartment" that requires yet another
password for retrieval. Another feature of
MacSafe is the ability to encrypt the individual files (in the safe) with yet another
password . With your files encrypted and
protected with three passwords , you can
rest assured that these files are in safe
territory.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

!!!1/2
List Price: $249.99. Published by DataPak
Software . Inc .. 14011 Ventura Boulevard.
#507, Sherman Oaks . CA 91423 , (818)
905-6419. Available on either a 400K or
BOOK disk. Copy protected. Version tested:

4 .0 .
For many situations . Executive Office is a
useful tool - the kind of application to
leave running continuously. It integrates
many typical office functions . Among its
capabilities are file management, word pro-
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Be Sure You

Software That Fits™!
There's a lot of Mac software on the market, and more coming
every day. Choosing which program is right for your application
doesn't have to be a gamble.

Try That Program First!
No matter how many reviews you read , no matter how many
experts you consult, there's only one way to know whether a
program will do what you want it to ... run it on your machine,
with your data.
Not just an hour or so in a store, and not with a "demo" disk.
We're talking full-bore , flat-out, pedal-to-the-metal test drive.

FREE For Three!
•

Through March 31 , 1987,
you can try any three of the
programs we offer, and we'll
send along a copy of SMART
ALARMS, free for you to
evaluate.
Think of all the competing
programs you've been wanting
to try ... Superpaint/ Fullpaint,
Macdraft/ Macdraw, Ragtime/ ReadySetGo, Double Helix / Omnis3.
What are you waiting for? Pick your programs from any that we
offer, and call us for prices. Trial prices apply towards purchase, if
you decide to keep a program.

Remember, we have more than
500 software titles in stock, so call
and order the ones you've been
thinking about. Get a hands-on
tryout for a fraction of the
purchase price . . . whichever ones
you decide to keep, all you pay is
the difference. And , remember our
Free-For-Three offer when you
order.
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Software
That FitsTM

a

1-800-972-3018
(713) 540-2300

Save on Sony Disks!

Select From More Than 500 Titles!
We offer the most popular Mac software, under a trial use plan.
We even include manuals. You pick the program, and you only pay
for the trial. You decide whether it's worth buying. If it fits, keep it,
and pay the difference. If it doesn't, send it back. Either way, you'll
know for sure!

MacRENTALS™

Call For Our Winter Catalogue!

(SS)

boxed

(DS)

boxed

$1.12 ·
$1.60

bulk
bulk

$1.04
$1.28

· Why Pay More?
Save on disk drives and ribbons, too! Call us.

P.O. Box 4028 • Humble, TX 77347

Please circle 152 on reader service card .
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names on the forms can be renamed, so
you can adapt the forms to your business .
The File Clerk's sorting and searching
functions locate the information you need
with ease , and the folder index displays an
immense amount of data at a glance . The
name and address portion at the beginning
serves as your address book. The File Clerk
finds the person you want, and shows the
folder index for that person , with a complete list of documents in the folder. When
you do a mail merge , you can change the
order to first name/l ast name and use the
salutation entered in the index form .
In the forms design section , you can
incorporate clip art transferred through the
Clipboard , or draw it yourself. After designing your letterheads , memo forms , invoices
and other types of forms , you store them in
the stockroom to use whenever the need
arises. An automatic date stamp is available , although you can 't see the actual

entry until you close and re-open the document. You can retrieve data from the folder
indexes too . The most useful feature of this
section is the self-calculating form . For
example , you can design an invoice that
does its own extensions and totals - while
you enter the order. Strangely, after you 've
designed a form and saved it. you must Quit
the program and reboot to continue.
The word processor is generally similar to
MacWrite . But it has one capability no other
Mac word processor has: It can word-wrap
between two Tab stops . When you're transferring text from a data base manager, this
is a wonderful feature.
Executive Office can have several documents open at once on the desktop, such
as a letter and a spreadsheet. plus an
invoice . That way, you can write a letter to
answer a customer complaint while looking
at the relevant documents , or even paste
them into the letter.

The spreadsheet is the most limited section , but that actually makes it more useful.
It's a minispreadsheet, with only five columns and 72 rows , but it's exactly the right
tool when you need to do an expense report
or a quick budget projection. You don't have
to quit and · boot up a big application like
Mu/tip/an just to do a few simple calculations . With Executive Office, you simply
take out a worksheet from the stock room,
enter your data, and go back to your previous task. When you need the power of a big
spreadsheet. Executive Office can import
and export data as necessary.
All told, Executive Office is a flexible and
useful office tool. It has exactly the right
functions - connected in logical, obvious
ways - to serve as a general workhorse. In
its present stage of development, it has a
few quirks and deadends that need fixing .
For example, it should have a re-entry into
the application after you 've finished designing a form. DataPak should discontinue the
400K startup disk, or else pare away some
functions to make it usable on a smaller
Mac system . The key disk copy protection
scheme is totally unacceptable for this kind
of application . When you 're running your
business on Executive Office , you can 't
afford the inconvenience of having all your
files inaccessible because the startup disk
became unreadable. And, of course , the
manual should address the user as a professional , not as an airhead . For an individual or a small business, Executive Office
could be a lifesaver. - Steve Birchall

PUPPY LOVE !!!!1/2

amounts of patience and praise you teach
your dog tricks.
Your puppy (name it whatever you want)
is excellent raw material. If you 're good
enough and patient enough , you will be
able to teach your dog to fly by standing on
its forepaws and rapidly revolving its tail.
(That loses something in the aescription .
You really have to see it to believe it. ) And
when you do get your puppy to do what you
want it to, don't forget to reward it with a
bone or two . These dogs live solely for your
praise.
Teaching your puppy basic tricks and
then competing at the lowest and simplest
levels of the dog show is simple , simple
enough even for very young children to
master, although they might need some
spelling help . Even if the dog is never taken
to the show (which it badly wants to go to ,
and it doesn't hesitate to remind you to
take it) the game aspects will give a child
many hours of pleasure .
The real learning comes from competing
at the higher levels of the dog show. Simple
tricks are no longer enough to garner ribbons and medals . You 'll have to create
routines for your puppy. These routines are
prepared in the choreography section of the

program. Routines can be as simple as a
list of tricks or as complicated as a full
blown program . They can take into account
environmental conditions such as a light
(on or off) , a squirrel (watching or not
watching), Norman (who sometimes peeks
out) , wind and the condition of the mailbox
door. You combine these conditions with
tricks with commands like And , Or, While,
Wait. If, Until and If .. . Otherwise . There
are also positioning commands so your dog
can always be center stage, and you must
be aware that puppies get tired after doing
too many tricks in a row .
Since choreography is programming,
there's a built-in debugger, so you can fix
routines that have gone askew. Winning
prizes at the higher levels requires excellent routines . If you compete and fail to
win. the judges will advise you on proper
performance so you have a better shot next
time .
The very best puppies and trainers will
finally win Golden Top Dog award. If you
and your pup ever reach that coveted plateau , you 'll not only have had a lot of fun,
but you 'll likely know a lot more about
programming than when you started .-Tara
Talton

List Price: $19.95. Published by AddisonWesley, Reading, MA 01867. (617) 9443700. Does not run from a hard disk. Copy
protected.

What could be better than a maintenance-free pet? How about one that taught
you about some of the basic concepts of
computer programming and artificial intelligence as you "teach" it? That's exactly what
Puppy Love offers . Th is Tom Snyder-created program lets you "adopt" a poor homeless puppy of your very own. Using good
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Parameter Manager™from SMS

Instant Data Analysis
Without Templates or Macros!
x 11 "plots inadequate?
Get up to 96" x 48"
MacDraw rv-compatible plots
with PM"
811

"Why settle for 100 points?...
PM plots up to 32,000 points
on a single graph"

"Handles unequally-spaced
data!"

"PM Database . .. Flexible
(Allows numbers, graphics, and
text) .. . F.xtensive (Tracks
decimals, integers, times, dates,
cwreru.y, percentages, tex~
Boolean variables, etc.)"

7 : Load i n r eased by 30%.
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"Plot Parameter Condition
Limits or Reference Values
directly on the graph"
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"Select either auto-scaling or
fixed scales for both X and Y
axes"
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"Linear, parabolic & exponential curve fitting is
available for forecasting and parametric
studies"
.........

"Forget macros and
templates . . . Nine
different analysis
functions readily
available at a click
of the mouse!"
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Keepalerllodatatrends wilbuseof Conditionlimils

Compare one parameter to another. Fast.

Better Analysis, Better Decisions. All Made Easier Because of Parameter Manager & Your Macintosh ™.
Collect,store, analyze,and report all your datawhether time,date,or sample-based.At your desk.
Without worrying about writing macros or using
templates'
Whether you're working in science, engineering,manufacturing, finance, or business, you need
to analyze, graph, and chart data. And PM is the
one tool youdon't want to be without. With power
and versatility unmatched anywhere, itsets a new
standard for easy-to-use analysis.
With PM, you avoid wasting valuable time
setting up the database. Simply use PM's built-in
forms to enter data.Or use its Text Import feature.
You can input an unlimited number of"Items"
(like machines, experiments, or sales regions)
into the PM database.And each item can have up

to 64 parameters, with thousands of measurements for each parameter.
Spot significant trends in your data by setting
Condition Limit<; for each parameter. And each
parameter can have its own graph template,
allowing you to plot results exactly as Y2!! want.
Youcaneven include ASCII text and graphics for
each item in vour database.
Analyze your data in ways you've never
imagined before. In addition to the nine built-in
functions, PM's incredible "Calculated Parameters"
feature enables you to sort and analyze data in
ways that best serve your needs.
All in all, you'll find Parameter Manager to be
one of the most productive tools you've ever used
on your Macintosh. And you'll be assured of

o Copyright SMS, Inc. 1986

Panmeter Maiuger is • trademark of SMS, Inc. Macintosh ii a trademark license<I to Apple Computer, Inc. MacDraw ii a trademarl< of Apple Computer, Inc.

Please c ircle 158 on reader service card .

performance and service because it's backed by
SMS, a leader in technical analysis software
programs for over seven years.
Best ofall, PM isonly$495. Put PM to work on
vour data and let SMS take all the risk with its
30-day money-back guarantee. Or try our
complete demo disc for only $10.

651 River Oaks Parkway
San Jose, California 95134
408-263-2200 TELEX: 4990967
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DOCUMENT
MODELER !!!!1/2

List price: $299 .95 . Published by The Model Office Co .. Inc., The Gooderham Flatiron
Building, 49 Wellington St. E, Toronto ,
Ontario M5E 1C9, Canada. (800) 268-8181
or (416) 860-1033. Not copy protected.
Artific ial intelligence is a much-talked
about computer concept. In the microcomputer world , it's still more talk than action.
The area of Al most suitable to micro
applications is expert systems , the intelligent mating of knowledge and a query
stru cture . And no Mac program has come
further as an expert system than Document
•
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Modeler. This program can exhibit amazing
abilities when correctly programmed .
The real work involved is creating the
necessary document "blanks" or templates
in the Template Maker program . Once the
templates are created , they can be filled
using the Document Maker program in by
anyone , even people who neither understand the material particularl y well, nor
anything at all about programming . If the
Document Maker is combined with an automation program such as Tempo , all the
user need do is turn on the Mac, insert the
di sks and follow t he directions that appear.
Templates are created from scripts . The
scripts are simpl y text files written in Tem plate Maker's programming language .
There is no editor provided , you 'll need to
use your own favorite (as long as it can save
text-only fil es). Don't underestimate th is
language . It's both powerful and complex.
In fact. you might be best off hiring an
expert in the language to help create your
initial templates .
The final templates will conta in set (boil erplate) text. prompts (or questions for the
person using th e template to answer), reference material and graphics . The prompts
or questions are the heart of the system .
Virtuall y any type of question can be posed ,

MOCKPACKAGE+ .
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Shareware and prelicense price: $35. Pub-
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lished by CE Software, 801 73rd Street,
Des Moines , IA 50312. (515) 224-1995 .
HFS compatible . Not copy protected.

Hong up
Start Recording ...

Pley bock .. ,
Se nd fil e ...
Reuluerlle ...
Mock
flock.l-

· When the Macintosh was young , way
back in early 1984, a prc..grammer in Iowa
decided that while desk accessories were a
good idea, maybe everyone didn't want to
ui;e exactly the same set of them on every
disk. So he wrote Desk Accessory Mover
(DAM) , the first shareware programs for the
Macintosh. He even included a few desk
accessories which he had written with it.
The rrogrammer was Donald Brown , and
he and his company, CE Software , have
become shareware legends along with
Scott Watson and Red Ryder. Even after
Apple 's FonVDA Mover (it replaced Font
Mover) was introduced , obviating the need
for DAM , CE Software has remained committed to desk accessories.
MockPackage+ (current version at press
time was 4.3.4 - versions prior to 4 .2 do
not support the Mac Plus) is a nifty collection of very handy desk accessories . It
.includes MockTerminal , a simple TIY terminal emulator that can operate full or half
duplex at 300 , 1200 or 2400 baud, and
has full-scale terminal program features
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such as MacBinary XModem file transfer,
text file capture and send, and a phone
book for freq uently dialed numbers .
Perhaps the most useful accessory in the
package is MockWrite , a text editor that
supports tabs, has a find feature , and
allows text files to be inserted into the file
being edited . MockWrite also prints, even
to the LaserWriter. Th e big disadvantage of
MockWrite is that it is limited to text files
that are less than 28K in size . However, you
can still print text files larger than that with
MockPrinter, the final accessory in the
package , which allows printing of text files
to both the lmageWriter or LaserWriter with
many options, su ch as page headers, varied spacing , adjustable margins and tab
settings , and multiple copies .
Also in the package is MockChart, a
simple little charting accessory that will
draw line charts, column charts, overlapped
M
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and calculations can be triggered based on
the answers. Extensive error checking is
possibl e, so that numbers , in particular,
can only be within specified ranges . The
Reference feature (with its own window) is
cru ci al also . Here , the template creator can
supply as much ancillary material as desired. This material can be used to help
answer the prompts , or even (when copied
and pasted) as part of the answers.
Creating final documents is both simple
and straightforward . A template is selected,
previous answers (if desired) are selected ,
and the program begins putting the finished
document into the display window. It stops
wherever user input is required and waits
for it. The only th ing to remember is that no
editing is possible in the display window.
Thus your typed answers should be as
accurate as possible . If errors are made ,
you can rerun the template (if it is short) or
save the end result .as a MacWrite document for further editing .
Overall , Document Modeler is a superb,
high-performance program . The extensive
documentation is both complete and necessary. While the program will greatly improve productivity in offices where it is
used , it requ ires a substantial learning and
set -up investment.-SB

column charts, pie charts or high/low/close
charts of limited amounts of data (three
columns and 100 rows , and numbers must
be between - 15,000 and 15,000) which
can then be copied and pasted into other
applications , such as MacWrite . MockChart
won't do what Excel or Cricket Graph will ,
but for simple charts very quickly, it does
the job .
The final part of the MockPackage+ is
not a desk accessory, but an application
program called MockPackage Utilities ,
which will configure MockTerminal for its
first use (important if the printer port is
where the modem is), strip out the order
forms from the desk accessories to make
them smaller, and install Elmenus, the
final part of the MockPackage+, if desired .
EZmenus causes menus to drop down when
the cursor is over them , eliminating the
need to click and hold down the mouse
button . When you slide down to the item
you want, just click and it's done .
The major problem with the MockPackage+ is that these desk accessories are so
full -featured that it's hard not to compare
them to applications , against which they
come up a bit short, since the limited size
of a desk accessory precludes a lot of bells
and whistles . But compared to other desk
accessories , it's easy to see that there is
value for the $35 here , especially since CE
Software sends a printed manual and the
latest version on disk upon receipt of payment. - Robert R. Wiggins ~
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Laser Author, MindWrite, Microsoft Word 3.0,
Word Handler and WriteNow: head-to-head
comparisons and judgments.
rulers every time you want a section
TO THE WRITER THERE IS NOTHing more exciting, nor more terrify- to look different fro m the block of
ing, than a blank page. A blank page text before it. T hat's a pain. Macposes the ultimate challenge: Begin Write also provides minimal control
with nothing but your skills and over headers and footers, has no
create something magnificent. The ability to create footnotes or indexes,
terror that lurks so near takes the can't hyphenate long words and
shape of a simple question: Am I up won't let you work in a space wider
to the challenge? The fear cannot be than the screen.
Microsoft Word (versions 1.0 and
put away, it must be faced head on
1.05) is d iffe rent. It's the program
and battered into submiss ion.
Creation demands of the writer a. with power, and has a sizeable foltremendous amount of emotional, lowi ng. Word 1. 05 lets you do most
intellectu al and physical energy. Al- of the things that Mac Write doesn't,
though there is no way to make the and even has-some special features of
mental struggle any less painfu l, its own. Many rabid Word 1.05
there are tools available to simpli fy users like its shortcuts that let them
the mechanical process. For the bypass the Clipboard when they
wordsmith, there is no tool more want to move text from one place to
valuable than a word processor. another, the abi lity to have multiple
There is also nothing mo re personal. columns on screen and to format
A word processor that inspires one paragraphs without dropping in a
writer to great heights may fling new ruler.
Word 1.05 doesn't look that much
another into despair. The way a
word processor feels is as important like Macintosh programs, though.
And many people have stuck with
as what it can do.
Mac Write because they aren't willing
BACKTRACKING
to put in the time it takes to learn
MacWrite, the original Mac word
how to make full use of W ord,s
processor, did and does many things
power. It's not as if there aren't other
well. It is very easy to use, lets you
choices; after all, Word 1.05 isn't the
Excel of word processors.
place graphics and tables on the
While MacWrite and Microsoft
written page, and it gave most of us
our first taste of the extraordinary
Word 1.05 hinted at what Macintosh
ways in which Macintosh handles
could do with text, we have been
waiting for a word processor to
text. But Mac Write is missing a lot;
fu lfill the prophecy. Now there are
for instance, an easy way to change
formats from paragraph to paraseveral new word processors for the
graph. Mac Write fo rces you to insert
Macintosh. T hey all go far beyond

BY MICHAEL D . WESLEY
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Mac Write and Word 1.05 in terms of
features and functions. But does any
of them really get it right?

CONTESTANTS TAKE THE FIELD
If you were to throw Laser Author,
MindWrite, WriteNow, Word 3.0
and Word H andler into combat,
w hich would emerge victorious? The
answer, unfortunately, may be none
of them. Each program takes a
unique approach to word processing, with different sets of design
goals and decidedly different styles.
In some -respects, this makes distinctions clear cut, and if you favo r one
approach over another the cho ice
should be easy. The truth is, though,
that none of them really stands out
fro m the rest as the "word processor
of choice."
Word H andler and WriteNow far
Macintosh resemble 1liacWrite, intentio nally, but offer more functions
and increased control over how
pages are put together. Both are easy
to use and fix many of the things
fo und lacking in MacWrite, but both
have significant quirks of their own.
Laser Author and Word 3.0 offer
many more bells and whistles than
anyone has a right to expect. Both
programs also assume the bu rden of
page layout, previously left to programs like PageMalur, R eadySetGo
and MacPublisher, and concern
themselves with simplifying the process of creating lengthy, complex o r
very technical documents. In many
ways they succeed, but they sometimes end up complicating things
even more.
MindWrite is the most unusual
program of the lot, and thereby the
most interesting. MindWrite is an
outliner that grew up to be a word
processor. It sees writing as a process
that begins with simple ideas that are
expanded, reorganized and clarified
into a coherent whole. Because of
this approach, MindWrite may be
the easiest of the new word processors to relate to - or it could be the
most difficult, depending on how
you work.
Whether one of these five is the
best of all possible tools for you may
be a decision best left to you and
your muse. But this article will take a
hard look at what they can do - and
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HEAD TO HEAD
Automatic Pagination
Change font size by points
Change -leading by points
Columns on screen
Command Key options
Footnotes
At end of page
At end of document
Automatic numbering
Glossary
Guttering
Headers/Footers
. Odd/Even page option
· First page only option
Multiple in one document
Horizontal Scrolling
Hyphenation
Manual soft hyphen
Automatic hyphenation
Kerning
Multiple Windows
On same document
Tiling (Auto Sizing)
On-line Help
Outlining
Auto Numbering
Mark and Gather
Reads Formats
Text Only
MacWrite
MS Word
Other
Rulers
Display centimeters
Display picas/points
Global change
· Relative change
Save and restore Clipboard
Searching
Searcti selection only
Search for Tab/Return
Search on attributes
Wildcard search
Select items not together
Sorting
Spell Checking
Word Count
Count Paragraphs
Count Characters .
Writes Formats
Text Only
MacWrite
MS Word
Other
Memory Required
Retail Price
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MacWrite 4.5
Yes
No
No
None
For some actions
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

MindWrite
Yes
No
No
No
For most actions
No
No
No
No
No
Left only
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes - no limit
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

WordHandler
Yes
No
No
No
For many actions
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes - up to 4
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
None
One
No
No
Yes
No
No
Find/Change text
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
ThinkTank
Multiple
No
No
No
No
Yes
Pattern Matching
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
One
No
No
No
No
No
Find/Change text
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

512K
$199 .95

128K
$125 .00

LaserAuthor
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes - no limit
User definable
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes - manual
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Acta , ThinkTank
Format by section
Yes
Yes
No
Yes - by section
' No
Pattern Matching
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
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· 512K
$125.00

512K
$79.00

how they feel - and provide one
writer's opinion of how they match
up against one another.

•

WriteNow
Yes

No

Yes
Yes '.." up to 4
For ·most actions
Yes ·
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes - no limit

No
No
No
No
No
No

Via Translator
Via Translator
Via Translator

No

One

No
No

MS Word 3.0

No
Yes
Yes
Up to 6
For all actions
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Word MS-DOS
One
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No
No
No

Find/Change text

Find/Change text

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

Yes

No

No

Via Translator
Via Translator
Via Translator

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Word MS-DOS

128K
$175.0Q

512K
$395.00

No
No

Yes
Yes

No

LASER AUTHOR
Laser Author began life in Britain
as MacA.uthor a very long time ago,
long even by Macintosh word processor standards. A variety of beta
versions have been floating around
this country since November 1985.
In fact, this program may hold the
record for the longest beta period in
history. People have been asking the
question "Where is MacA.uthor?11 for
over a year. The program was released in Britain as MacAuthor in
April 1986, but in the United States
that name already belonged to an
applications authoring system from
EduDisk. Firebird, the U.S. distributor, has licensed the right to distribute the program in this country
under the name Laser Author. Although some changes have been
made to clean up the program and
make it more American in spots,
Laser Author is essentially the program that was known far and wide as
MacA.uthor.
One reason the program took so
long to finish was that it changed
concept in midstream. It was originally intended to be a word processor for technical documents - scientific and mathematical research, and
so on. But just as the program was
nearing completion, desktop publishing took off and the developers,
Mike Glover and Keith Lander, decided to enhance the product and
include page layout capabilities.
They went back to the drawing
board and came up with a word
processor of some power.
Laser Author uses the concept of
frames, also seen in Ragtime, another
European creation. Frames are rectangular windows on a page that can
be filled with either text or graphics.
The great advantage of frames is that
they can be virtually any size and
occupy any position on the page.
They can be used to pour text into
columns of any width or height, and
since frames can sit next to one
another or be nested within other
frames, you can place text and graphics side by side, wrap text around a
picture, · have columns of varying
M
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sizes on the same page and so on.
Frames are built manually so you
have to size and position columns
yourself, using screen position coordinates that are displayed as the
frame is being drawn.
Laser Author has a unique way of
formatting paragraphs, pages and
text. Instead of attaching rulers to
new formats, you create styles. Let's
say that you like to type your letters
in 12-point plain Geneva, but you
want your company's name to be in
14-point Venice bold every time it's
used. With Laser Author you can
create the style 14-pt. Venice bold,
name it Company, and assign it a
command key, say COMMAND-A. The
name Company now appears in the
Text menu, and if you type COMMAND-A, you automatically begin
typing in 14-pt. Venice bold.
This same concept of styles works
for titles and paragraphs. Type a
command key associated with a particular paragraph format and you
begin typing in that format. Or,
select a piece of text and reformat it
with the press of a single key. What's
more, a set of styles can be saved as a
stationery pad and reused over ~nd
over again, creating style sheets.
The biggest problems with MacAuthor as it was released in Britain
were speed, stability and some oddities with the display. Laser Author
appears to have corrected the stability problem. The version I looked at
is very solid, and its speed has been
improved. Before, the screen was
unable to keep up with a fast typist.
This is no longer a problem unless
there is a lot of graphic information
on the screen.
The display still has difficulties,
though, at least in my version (not,
by the way, Firebird's release version). If there are frames on the page
(you can enter text without creating
frames - just filling the page), the
screen is completely redrawn after
paste operations. With graphics
frames on screen, the redraw is slow
and things jump around a bit as they
try to find the correct place to come
to a halt. They finally do end up in
the right place, but visually the process is painfully distracting. The
screen is also redrawn after lengthy
entries, if you move the cursor away
H
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fro m the point you stopped typing
(to edit another paragraph, for example.)
L aser Author has an impressive list
of features, including manual control
over point size (text can be increased
by points up to 120), leading (line
spacing), and even kerning. You can,
using COMMAND,COMMA and PERIOD, close or expand the space between characters one po int at a time.
This is great, particularly when creating titles and large headlines. You
can subscript or superscript to seven
levels, back the cursor over an existing character and type over it. This is
a leftover fro m the technical word
processor concept, and Laser Author
is ideal fo r anyone who has to place
formulas within text. You can also
change case of text (to all upper, all
lower, or title style, with first letters
in caps and the rest lower case) , and
search for almost anytl1ing using
wild cards and fo rmulas.
If the display problems were fixed,
Laser Author might just be the word
processor of choice, but it is complicated and requires a great deal of
learning time. And there are a lot of
tl1ings it doesn't ·have, like spell
checking and automatic foo tnoting.
If your word processing needs are
fairly simple, or require these missing features, you might want to look
to one of the other products instead.

WRITENOW
I'm putting this one next because,
oddly enough, it was once known as
MacAuthor, too. Th~re was much
confusion several months back when
people threw around mat name. Did
mey mean Mr;i,cAuthor? or Mac
Author? or MacAuthor? EduDisk
made it quite clear m at there was
only one MacAuthor, which is why
the other guys now have new names.
WriteNow was developed by Solaster
Industries, bought by Steve Jobs'
new company, NeXT, and is being
marketed bv T/Maker.
In terms ~f features, WriteNow is a
fairly impressive, basic word processor - basic, because it makes no
pretensions of page layout capabilities. It's reasonably fast, has a pretty
good spelling checker built in, provides a tremendous amount of control over headers and footers, and
·75
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the text offset when ·
you look et It. It prin t s
fine , but the dlspley ls
e bit of e dreg.

Write Now Is en

interesting program. It
hes e quirky wey of
hendling pictures.
Pictures ere mo ve d on
the pege os If they
were peregrephs, by
usfng the ruler.

A graphics frame nested
in a Laser Author text
frame. The text for the
title and the body
paragraph were
formatted with a single
command key.

Three of four columns
that have been set on a
WriteNow page. Each
column is shown offset
slightly above the one to
its left. The columns print
fine , but they always
display this way.
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offers automatic footnoting, hyphenation, horizontal scrolling so
you can have a page wider than the
screen, automatic guttering for left
and right pages, and the ability to
use multiple columns.
These are all good features and
well implemented, for the most part,
but WriteNoiv has some serious definenc1es.
1. WriteNow is fast - until you
have long paragraphs or graphics,
then it slows down dramatically.
2. Columns. I don't think I would
ever work in columns within a word
processor, it gets too weird. You can
always place columns on a page later.
But if you are going to work in
columns, don't do it in WriteNow.
For some reason, the screen displays
columns offset. That means that all
of column two sits slightly higher on
tl1e screen than colunm one. Even
though the manual warns you about
this, when you first see it happen it
makes you crazy. Worse yet, if you
have three columns, the third is
offset above the second by the same
amount, so you are looking at a page
that takes off uphill.
Multiple colunms print just fine,
again as the manual says, but having
the screen display like this is just
plain awful.
3. WriteNow refuses to save a file
as text only. You can't do it. You
have to manipulate the file with a
separate program called Translator.
This is also true when you want to
read text, MacWrite or Word files.
You can't do it directly, they have to
be translated . The Translator is a
pain to use and shouldn't be there.
4. Rulers. The WriteNow ruler
looks pretty much the same as
MacWrite,s, although you can't simply select 1 112-line or double spacing. You can increase leading a point
at a time, which is nice, but you can't
just click on double space, you have
to set it manually - one point at a
time. There are a few quirks in the
ruler, too, like an audible click each
sixteentl1 of an inch (you can turn
this off, tl1m1gh, thankfully).
5. Although you can have many
different headers and footers, attached to the same or different
pages, working with them is not very
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intuitive. The program defaults to a
four-line blank header and foo ter on
every page, and this is a pain unless
you particularly like four-line blank
headers and footers.
The first time you go in to look at
a header or footer, you have to select
"Add H eader/Footer," even though
one is already there and you aren't
actually adding a new o ne. O nce
you've edited or eliminated the default header/footer, selecting Add
H eader/Footer adds a new one. To
edit an existing header/footer, you
select "View" instead of Add. T his
latter process makes sense, so why
have it be different the first time? It's
easy to end up with multiple unwanted headers and footers when all
you want to do is get rid of the
default blank lines.
6. Page Wrap factor. What, you
may ask, is that? Good questio n. T he
page wrap factor is "the height of the
largest line that may continue from
one page to the next ." That's from
the manual, but it didn't tell me
much either. You set the Page Wrap
facto r in Page Setup (the default is
24 - points, presumably) . What I
really love, though, is the warning
the manual gives about being careful
when you set the page wrap factor so
you don't have collisions with the
header and footer region. Come on,
guys, I don't want to have to mess
with this crap, that 's what the computer is fo r.
To be fai r, WriteNows automatic
footnoting feature is nice, as is hyphenation, and the dictio nary is
pretty good. But the way WriteNow
does things goes well beyond quirky
and treads dangerously close to the
bizarre. WriteNow makes you work
too hard and overlook too much for
what it gives in return.
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as an outline. You can use Mind
Write to write letters, memos, reports,
articles, whatever, without ever seeing tl1e outlining fu nctions - but
they're always there. In MindWrite,
every paragraph is a heading in an
outline. T he manual spends one
small chapter of the tutorial o n word
processing, with the bulk of its pages
devoted to outlining.
Many of us work with outlines,
using them to create lists or to
organize ideas before writing. Some
people use Thinlffank or MORE for

MINDWRITE
M indWrite also went through several name changes, having been advertised initially as PreWrite and
then as MultiWrite. MindWrite is
fascinating in concept and operation.
Although it's billed as a power word
processor with integrated outlining,
this is not really accurate. Instead,
M indWrite is an outliner tlu t does
full word processing. What's the distinction? MindWrite sees everything
78
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all their word processm~, even
though neither progran1 1s really
intended for that purpose. It is often
easier to work fro m an outline th an
fro m scratch. T he idea behind
MindWrite is that you use an outline
to generate. ideas, categorize and
organize them, then stay in Mind
Write to do your letter, report o r
article, and · have available all tl1e
editing features of a true word processor.
As an outliner, MindWrite is very
easy to use, and very true to the Mac

interface. It resembles ThinkTank, gms than the ones you see on the
but editing and manipulating head- screen.
lines and subheads is easier in
You can embed graphics in text in
MindWrite. A hand cursor is used to MindWrite, but selecting them is
move headlines to the left or right, rather awkward. You click in the left
and command key combinations margin next to a graphic, rather than
give you full control over headlines clicking on the graphic itself. This is
at any level.
a trivial annoyance, but it's a distracOnce an outline is created, you tion. And sometimes the display
can sort and even scramble sections doesn't behave properly, with odd
of it as a way to help bring ideas characters left hanging about, espetogether or generate new ideas. You cially after backspacing or paste opcan add body paragraphs at any erations.
MindWrite does have some excelpoint so that you gradually expand
the outline into a document. It is lent features, though. Its selecting
then easy to reformat the outline and searching options are among the
into paragraph style, using the head- most powerful I've seen, because it's
lin<;:s as section headings if you want, based on outlines. Selection affects
the moving and manipulating of
or removing them altogether.
MindWrite lets you open multiple headlines or paragraphs, as well as
windows on the same document, so format changes and printing.
you can look at your text as an
MindWrite has a Launch comoutline in one window, and in para- mand in the File menu that quits
graph style in another. This is very MindWrite, properly closes any open
handy. In addition, you can set the documents, then launches another
program to word wrap on the win- application without quitting to the
dow, so that you can see all of a Finder. This is a great little timedocument even in a window narrow- saver.
You can time- and date-stamp
er than the page. This only affects
the screen display - the document paragraphs and have the program
will still print according to ruler remember the last time something
settings.
was changed, and select all items
Which brings me to the first of changed since a certain date. Nifty.
several problems with MindWrite. And MindWrite does a superior job
MindWrite makes you insert new of handling word counts, recording
rulers to change formatting, a la every character, every word separatMacWrite. And there is no horizon- ed by a space and every paragraph
tal scrolling in MindWrite. To ex- (separated by a carriage return) . In
tend the right margin beyond the addition, it tells you the average
default setting (6 1/16 inches, with word length, and will do a word
the left edge of the page at 0) you count based on a set number of
have to move the window to the left characters per word (you can set the
edge of the screen, resize the win- number), if you want.
MindWrite's faults are more andow to show more of the page, and
then adjust the margin marker (I noying than they are truly troublecouldn't find this in the manual, but some, but they are there and can't be
discovered it by experimenting). If overlooked. Whether MindWrite is
you want a wide margin, you may the program for you depends to a
have tu move and resize the window large extent on how you think and
several times. That's a drag.
write. If you like writing from an
When you work on a page with outline, MindWrite is an excellent
margins that extend past the screen, program. But if you don't work this
you won't be able to see what you way normally, it might drive you
are typing outside the range of the crazy.
screen unless you set the program to
Wrap to Window instead of Wrap to WORD HANDLER
Ruler. Of course, once you've done
Word Handler is a good little
that you're no longer really in a program. It was the first word proWYSIWYG mode, because the doc- cessor to come out for the Mac other
ument will print with different mar- than MacWrite and Word, but ran
M
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into some problems early on for two
reasons. First, the original release
version didn't support the Clipboard
and couldn't handle graphics. Second, in order to get a quick start, the
publisher, Applied Logic Systems,
offered a special promotion in the
first three months of release.
If you sent the company your
copy of MacWrite, you got Word.
Handler for $29.95, $50 off the
retail price. The company's ads
weren't very clear at first about the
details of the arrangement, though.
Many people thought they could
return Word Handler if they didn't
like it, get their MacWrite back and
get a refund. They could return Word
Handler, get a copy of MacWrite
back, but there was initially no plan
to give a refund - in fact, there was
a substantial extra charge for shipping and handling. After a bit of an
outcry from the concerned users and
the Macintosh press, the company
resolved the problem.
Now, this introductory offer is no
longer in place. Word Handler is a
straight $79.95 and it handles
graphics and the Clipboard just fine.
As a result, Word Handler should be
considered seriously as an alternative
to MacWrite~
Word Handler is not exceptionally
powerful, but it is more capable than
Mac Write in many ways. Word Handler lets you work in an area wider
than the screen and provides horizontal scrolling. It formats text by
section, so you don't have rulers
dropped in all over your page. It lets
you change the case of selected text,
from upper to lower or vice versa.
Word Handler has a glossary
where you can store abbreviations
for words or phrases that you use a
lot. And there is a superb set of file
management utilities that let you
append one document to another,
rename or delete a file without quitting to the Finder, open MacWrite
documents and save or open text
only files.
Word Handler has its oddities, of
course. Documents are saved automatically on creation, and also when
you close them or quit the program.
You don't have the option of returning a document unchanged - no
(continued on page 184)
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SOFTWARE
NCP denotes not copy-protected .
CP denotes copy-protected .
Affinity Microsystems ... NCP
Tempo (power user's macro utility) . .
$69 .
Altsys ... NCP
Fantastic (create your own fonts) .
27 .
Ann Arbor .. . NCP
Full Paint (open four documents at once) . 55 .
ATI ... CP
Teach Yourself Multiplan or Excel .
39 .
Batteries Included . . . NCP
The Mac BatteryPak (9 desk accessories) 27 .
HomePak or Time Link . . . . . . . . .
29.
Thunder! (50,000 word spelling checker) . 29.
Borland International . . . NCP
Sidekick w/Phonelink.
59.
Reflex (information management analysis) 59.
65.
Turbo Pascal .
BPI Systems . . . NCP
229.
General Accounting (full-featured) .
BrainPower ... NCP
Think Fast (improves recall) . . . . . . . . . . . 23.
59.
StatView (statistics package) .
Graphidex (DA graphics organizer) .
75.
Designscope (electronic circuit design)
129.
179.
StatView 512 + (req. external drive, 512k) .
Broderbund . . . CP
Print Shop (create cards and memos) .
49.
Geometry (over 350 proble(J1s!) .
69.
CAMDE .. . CP
Nutricalc (diet &nutrition analysis) .
49.
Nutricalc Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175.
Casady Company . . . NCP
29.
Fluent Fonis (two-disk set) .
Fluent Laser Fonts (Badoni, Calligraphy,
Monterrey, Prelude, Ritz, & Sans Seri~ . each 49.
Central Point Software ... NCP
Copy II Mac (includes Mac Tools).
20.
Challenger Software .. . NCP
Mac3D (3D graphics, CAD features) .
129.
Chang Labs . . . CP
Rags to Riches Ledger .
125.
Rags to Riches Receivables (req. 512k).
125.
Rags to Riches Payables (req. 512k) .
125.
Rags to Riches Three Pak.
299 .
Inventory Control .
245.
Professional Billing .
245.
Cortland . .. CP
TopDesk (7 new desk accessories) .
39.
Creighton Development . . . NCP
MacSpell + (spell checker, req. 512k) .
55.
Cricket Software . . . NCP
79.
Statworks (statistical package).
129.
Cricket Graph (multiple windows)
Data Viz .. . NCP
159.
Maclink Plus (transfer Mac/IBM data) .
Desktop Graphics . . . NCP
DrawArt (MacDraw artwork, req. 512k)
29.
30.
DrawForms (requires MacDraw) .
Digital, etc . ... NCP
99.
Maccountant (integrated accounting) .
Turbo Maccountant . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 275.
Includes GL, AR, AP, Payroll, & Invoicing.
Dow Jones . . . CP
Straight Talk (access News/Retrieval) .
62 .
Spreadsheet Link.
·
65.
. Market Manager PLU S · .
129.

Dreams of the Phoenix . . . NCP
Day Keeper Calendar .
$35.
Quick & Dirty Utilities Vol. 1 or Vol. 2 .
35.
Twelve-C Financial Desk Accessory .
35.
Phoenix 3D (3D graphics) .
65.
Dub I-Click Software . .. NCP
29.
World-Class Fonts! Vol. One or Vol. Two .
World·Class Fonts! (both Volumes)
49.
Calculator Construction Set. .
39.
EDO Communications . . . CP
229.
Laserworks (requires 512k, Laserwriter).
Electronic Arts . . . CP
32.
Delu xe Music Construction Set .
Enabling Technologies .. . NCP
Easy3D (create solid 3D objects) .
79.
1st Byte ... CP
First Shapes (preschool learning toolj .
32.
Speller Bee, KidTalk, or Mathtalk .
42.
52.
Smoothtalker (speech synthesis).
Forethought .. . NCP
Factfinder (free-form in fo organizer).
49.
FileMaker (custom forms & rr;ports) .
79.
FileMaker Plus (feature-packed database) 159.
Fort nu m/Southern
21 .
Maclnooga Choo-Choo (512k, NCP) .
89.
MacChemistry (GP) .
FWB Software . . . NCP
Hard Disk Backup (protect hard disk info) . 39.
Hard Disk Partition (speeds up hard disk) . 39.
Hard Disk Util (program backup) .
59.
Great Wave Software .. . NCP
29.
KidsTime (educational, ages 3-8) .
LOC (strategy game)
29.
ConcertWare + (music composition).
29.
75.
ConcertWare + MIDI .
Greene, Johnson .. . CP
Sp.ellswell (spelling checker) .
special
Hayden Software .. . CP
I Know It's Here Somewhere (handy filer).
20.
27.
Hayden:Speller (for Word & Mac Write) .
MusicWorks (songs for your Mac) .
32.
46.
DaVinci Building Blocks (NCP) .
Home Design (NCP).
49.
Score Improvement System for the SAT .
59.
VideoWor~s & MusicWorks Bundle .
59 .
ldeaform . . . CP
MacLabeler (print disk labels) .
29.
Imagine .. . NCP
Smart Alarms (DA reminder system) .
39.
Impulse ... NCP
65.
Comic Strip Factory (crea te cartoons) .
Industrial Computations . . . NCP
52.
Powermath (equation solving tool).
lnfosphere .. . CP
125.
LaserServe (network software).
250.
MacServe (network software) .
Innovative Data Design . . . NCP
Paste-Ease (requires Paint program) .
35.
MacDraft (new updated version, 512k) .
179.
Kensington . . . NCP
29.
Graphic Accents (req. Paint program) .
Type Fonts for Text (16 new fonts).
29.
Type Fonts for Headlines (req . 512k) .
42.
Layered ... CP
...............
42.
Notes ... For Excel .
75.
Front Desk .
Legisoft/Nolo Press . . . NCP
Wil lWriter 2.0 (prepare your own will) .
32.
Linguist's Software . . . NCP
Tech (1000 different symbols) .
59.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FONTS
MacCyrillic .
$39.
SuperFrench/German/Spanish.
39.
MacHieroglyphics, MacKana/Basic Kanji ,
MacSemitic/Coptic/Devanagari, MacKorean ,
MacArabic, MacGreek, MacHebrew
each 59.
79.
SuperGreek New or Old Testament .
MacGreek/Hebrew/Phonetics . .
89.
LaserGreek. . . . . . . . .
.........
79.
LaserFrench/German/S panish .
79.
LaserCyrillic .
115.
Living Videotext . . . NCP
ThinkTank 512k (outline processor) .
99.
More (outlines, windows, & tree charts) . 159.
Mac Memory . . . NCP
MaxRam & MaxPrint (Ramdisk, spooler) . 39.
Magnum ... NCP
Natural Sound Effects .
27 .
Natural Sound Cable & Editor Disk .
89.
McPic - Volume 1 or Volume 2 . .
29.
The Slide Show Magician 1.3 (GP) .
35 .
Manhattan Graphics ... NCP
Desk Design (2 volume set).
37.
Ready,Set, Go!3 (desktop publishing) .
175.
Microsoft
33.
Flight Simulator (the Mac takes flight, GP)
Learning Multi plan and Chart (2 disks, CP) 39.
Basic Interpreter 3.0 (NCP) .
59.
72 .
Chart 1.0 (42 chart styles, GP) .
Multiplan 1. 1 (63 col. by 255 rows, GP) .
11 1.
File 1.04 (flexible data manager, NCP) .
111 .
Word 1.05 (word processor, GP).
111.
Basic Compiler 1.0 (NCP) . . . . . . . . . . . 125 .
Fortran 2.2 (compiler, NCP) ........ _ . 169.
Works 1.0 (integrated tool, NCP) .
189.
Excel 1.03 (power spreadsheet, NCP) .
225.
Miles Computing ... NCP
Mac the Ripper (req. Paint program) .
27 .
Mindscape ... CP
24 .
The Luscher Profile (personality profile) .
47 .
The Perfect Score: SAT.
ComicWorks (create your own comics). . . 49.
49.
GraphicWorks (newsletters , ads, posters)
Monogram . . . NCP
Forecast (tax p lanning)
41.
Dollars &Sense (home, small business) .
81 .
Nevins Microsystems .. . NCP
Tu rbocharger (disk cache, req. 512k) .
39.
New Canaan MicroCode · . . . NCP
MDCFinder (requires 512k) .
20.
Mac Disk Catalog II (requires 512k) .
32.
Odesta .. . NCP
105.
Heli x (req. 512k, external drive)
Double Heli x (relational, custom menus) . 289.
Palantir .. . CP
Math Flash or Word Play .
26.
26.
Mac Type (typing instruction) . .
Inventory Control , GL, or AR.
.each 69 .
in Talk (communica tion to emulation, NCP) 79 .
PBI Software . . . NCP
Icon Switcher (customized icons) .
14.
Icon Fun & Games or Busi ness Libraries . 14.
HFS Locater (DA organizer for HFS).
27 .
Hard Disk Backup (supports MFS, HFS)
29.
Peachtree . . . CP
each 89.
Back to Basics GL, AP, or AR
Personal Computer Peripherals
NCP
HFS Backup.
.
39.
ProVUE Development .. . NCP
OverVUE 2.0 (power-packed database). 149.

Power sers.
Becky Joseph uses her Mac to help power the
Chula Vista Harley Owners Group. They
meet on the first Wednesday of the month1
7 PM at South Coast Harley Davidson.

Name: Becky Jo s ep~1 .
HarleiJ 0\·1 ner~; Group, Chula Vi sta

S gste m: Mac Pl u:3
App 1i cations: HOG ne1.·1s letter/
data base; ant hro po 1ogi ca 1
research.

The Righteous Brothers
(and Sisters).
ur latest contest winner is
Becky Joseph1 the one in
the middle plugged into
that lean mean micro machine.
Becky wrote to inform us that
she7d consulted with her picturesque

0

colleagues and 11we all think I
should get one of your prizes!1 We
all tend to agree. Who are we to
question the wisdom of the Chula
Vista1 CA Chapter of the Harley
Owners Croup? HOC is the largest motorcycle club in the world:
Frankly1 their powers of persuasion
were just too obvious to ignore.
But do they use Macs?
Of course they use Macs. How
could a motorcycle club ride their
organizational beast without one?

It takes a lot of planning to get 50
odd bikers and their families together for a Poker Run. (During a
Poker Run you are handed playing
cards at several checkpoints. By
the time you get to the destination
- a pub - you may have a
royal flush.)
Becky uses Thunderscan to
digitize Harley art into their newsletteri ReadySetCo! to put it togetheri and Excel to manage the
group 1s database. And1 in Fi.er spare
time1 she uses her Mac for analyzing Indonesian textiles. (She first
found out about the Mac from the
Apple dealer in Java).
Look1 she deserves the prize.
So what if the Chapter President
11
doesdt know a database from a
bale of computer papern?
And1 what about you? Do
you run your Mac full throttle?
Your story could be worth five
bones ($500) in
-""
free add-ons and _;:
software.
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a
Mail Manager Template .
Personal Finance Template .

$29.
29.

Rubicon Publishing ... CP
Silver Palate Collection (NY's finest').
Dinner At Ei g ht (recipes to wines)
Dinner At Eight·Sil ver Palate Bu nd le

29 .
35.
59.

Satori ... NCP
BulkMai ler (mailing lists)
75.
225.
BulkMai ler Plus (up to 90, 000 names) .
Legal Bi lling (attorneys to accountants) . 439.
Project Billing (architects to engineers).
519.
Silicon Beach Software ... NCP
Accesso ry Pak 1 (useful utilities).
21 .
42.
Silicon Press (printer utility. 512k) .
SuperPai nt (advanced graphics program) 59.
Simon & Schuster . . . NCP
Mac Art Department (req. Paint program)
24.
Pape r Airplane Construction Kit.
Typing Tutor Ill (learn to type!).

24.
35.

SoftStyle . . . NCP
Colo rmate Art (Colormate images).
Colo rmate (color printing utility) .
Laserstart (Hewlett-Packard Laserjet).
Decision Map (make better decisions, CP).

Software Discoveries . . . NCP
Reco rd Holder (data manager) .
Software Ventures ... NCP
Microphone (communications) .
Solutions, Inc. . .. NCP
Glue (creates "print to disk" capability) .
Springboard
Art a la Mac Vol. 1-People & Pl aces (NCP)
Art a la Mac Vol. 2-Variety Pack (NCP) .
Easy as ABC (ages 3-6, letters, CP).
Early Games (ages 2-6, counting, CP).
State of the Art . . . CP
El ectric Checkbook (print checks) .
Survivor Software . . . NCP
MacMoney (financial planner) .
Symmetry . . . NCP
Acta (outline/writing desk accessory) . .
Pictu reBase (clip art manager, 512k) .
T/Maker ... NCP

through March 31, 1987

GREENE, JOHNSON
Spellswell
Effective and easy to use spelling checker.
Checks capital izations, hyphenations,
homonyms and duplicate words like "the
the." Includes 93 ,000 word user modifiable
d ictionary.
• Powerfu l stand-alone program
• Not copy-protected
• Requires 512k Mac
Spellswell 1.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$49.

65.

Telos Software . . . CP
Business Filevision (512k, external drive)
Think Educational . . . CP
MacEdge II (math & reading).
Mind Over Mac (5 challenging games)
Think Technologies ... NCP
Lightspeed Pascal (includes debugger) .
Lightspeed C (top-rated C Compiler) .
TML Systems ... NCP

45.

TML Source Code Library.
........
TML Pascal (compiler, req . 512k).

29.
49.
59.
85.
45.

199.
28.
28.
89.
129.
59.
69.

True Basic . . . NCP
23.
23.
29.
29.
29.

True BAS IC (fast, flexible &portable) .
Algebra 11 , Pre-calculus, Calcu lus,
Trigonometry, 3D Graphics, Discrete Math,
Probabi lity & Chippendale utilities ... .each
TrueSTAT (statistics) .
Runtime (create stand-alone applications) .

89.

36.
59.
59.

Unicorn ... CP
49.
39.
45.

ClickArt Personal Graphics.
29.
ClickArt Effects.
29.
ClickArt Publications.
29.
Cl ickArt Letters Vol. 1 or Vol. 2.
29.
ClickArt Holidays (Valentine's Day. Easter) . 29.
29.
ClickArt Business Image .
59.
Bombay, Plymouth, or Seville Laser font .
119.
Write Now (word processor) .

Target Software . . . NCP
Merriam Webster's Thesaurus .
MacLightning (interactive spell checker)
Medical or Legal Dictionary .
Voil al (desk accessory outliner)

Borrowed Ti me (murder mystery).
Shanghai (Mah Jongg strategy).
Alter Ego (male or female version) .

MacConnection
Special of the Month

29.
53.
53.
53.

Animal Kingdom (ages 6-12) .
Decimal Dungeon (math, ages 9 and up) .
Fraction Action (arcade style math game)
Mac Robots (pre-school program) .
Math Wizard (math games, ages 5-10).
Read-A-Rama (reading, ages 5-8) .
William & Macias . .. NCP
myDiskLabeler (design & print labels) .
myDiskLabeler w/Color (req. lmagewriter II) .
myDiskLabeler w/Laserwriter option .

29.
29.
29.
29.
29 .
35.
25.
34.
39.

GAMES
Accolade . . . CP
Hardball (baseball simulation) . . . . . . . . .
Activi si on . . . CP
Mind Shadow (Who am I?).
Hacker (you 're on your own!).
Hacker II (breach Russian computer).

27.
27 .
27.
30.

1-800/ Mac&Lisa

Addison-Wesley ... CP
Puppy Love (your dog will love it! .
15.
Ann Arbor Softworks . . . CP
Grid Wars (30 graphic arcade)
22.
Artworx ... CP
Bri dge 4.0 (sharpen your skills) .
21
Avalon Hill .. . CP
MacPro Football (req. 512k).
32.
Blue Chip . . . CP
Mill ionaire (stock market).
35.
. ... - 35.
Tycoon (commodities) .
Baron (real estate) .
35.
Squire (personal finance, req. 512k) .
35.
Broderbund Software .. . CP
Lode Runner (over 150 levels) ....... . . 24.
Ancient Art of War (military strategy).
27.
Toy Shop (create working models) .
39.
Bullseye ... CP
Ferrari Grand Prix (Formula One racing).
35.
Fokker Tri Plane Fl ight Simulator.

Electronic Arts . . . CP
Archon (arcade stra tegy. req. 512k).
Skyfox (30 graphics).
One on One/Dr J vs Larry Bird (req. 512k) .
Patton-vs-Rommel (req. 512k) . . .
Pinball Construction Set. .

27.
27.
. 27.
27.
27.

Leather Goddesses of Phobos, Moonmist,
Ball yhoo, Cutthroats, Hitchhiker's Guide,
Planetfall, Wishbri nger, Enchanter. Trinity,
Zork 1, The Witness (standard) .
each
Zork 11 , Zork 111 , Sorcerer, Suspect,
Mind Forever Voyaging (advanced)
each
Spellbreaker (expert) .
each
lnvisiclues (hint booklets).

MacroMind ... NCP
Maze Wars+ (play via modem or network)
Miles Computing ... CP
Fusillade (arcade maze) .
MacAttack (30 tank simulation).
Harrier Strike Mission (30 flight simulation)
MacWars (30 space simulation). .
Mindscape ... CP
Rambo: First Blood Part II

680U

800/622 -5472

603/446-7711
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35.

Epyx ... CP
Rogue (strategy dungeon classic!).
Temple of Apshai (4 levels).
Winter Games (Olympic events) ..
Hayden Software . . . CP
Perplexx (scrabble-type game)
Sargon 111 (9 levels of chess).
Infinity Software . . . CP
Grand Slam (tennis, req. 512k).
lnfocom ... CP

MacConnectiorf
MacConnection, 14 Mill Str eet, Marlow, NH 03456

$27.
27.
36.

24.
24.
24.
24.
29.
28.

24.
26.
29.
6.
32.
21
27.
27.
27.
24.

•
Racter (converse with your Mac!).
Balance of Power (world politics) .
King of Chicago (req. minimum 512E) .
Brataccus (great graphics, req. 512k)
Uninvited (mystery adventure) .
Deja Vu (murder mystery).

$27.
30.
30.
30.
30.
33.

Origin Systems . . . CP
Exodus: Ultima Ill (fantasy adventure)

38.

PBI Software . . . CP
Strategic Conquest (multi-user) .

35.

Psion . .. CP
Psion Chess (30 and multi-lingual).
QWare ... CP

31.

Orb Quest (graphic fantasy adventure)

29.

Sierra On-Line ... CP
Championship Boxing (knock 'em out!).

25.

Silicon Beach Software
Airborne! (CP, the Classic!).
20.
Enchanted Scepters (CP, over 200 scenes) 21.
Dark Castle (NCP, arcade action).
28.
World Builder (NCP, program creator)
42.

Simon & Schuster ... CP
Star Trek- The Kobayash i Adventure. .

24.

Sir-Tech ... CP
Mac Wizardry (high-rated fantasy) .

36.

Spectrum Holobyte .. . NCP
GATO (submarine simulation).
26.
27.
Orbiter (space shuttle simulation).
Tellstar II (No. & So. hemispheres, req. 512k) 32.

XOR ... NCP
NFL Challenge (be the coach!) .

79.

$6.
8.
8.

Travelling Disk Case.
Mouseway (mouse tracking pad) .
Mouse Pocket (for your idle mouse) .
Mac Pl us System Saver Cove r .
lmagewriter (I I) Dust Cover
Mouse Cleani ng Kit wlMouse Pocket ..
Disk Case (holds 36 Mac disks) .
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit ... . ...... . .
Tilt/Swivel
....... . . ... . . . .
Universal Copy Stand .
Polarizing Fi lter .
. .... . . .
Surge Suppressor .......... .
A-B Box (for the Mac Plus) .
Control Center ...
System Saver Mac (complete with fan).

Koala Technologies

9.
9.
17.
19.
20.
22.
24 .
34.
35.
65.
65.
65.

90 days
139.
175.

KAT Graphics Tablet.
MacVision (digitizer).
Kraft . . . 1 year
3 Button OuickStick ..

49.
139.
849.
929.
995.
2695.

Personal Computer Peripherals . . . 1 year
MacBottom Hard Disk 20MB (SCSI)

879.

Summagraphics ... 90 days
Mac Tablet 6" x 9" (stylus driven).
MacTablet 12" x 12" (sketching).
MacGard (surge protection) .

55.

Thunderware ... 90 days
Manufacturer's minimum limited warranty
period is listed after each company name.
Some products in their line may have longer
warranty periods.

Clean Image Ri bbon Kit.

Thunderscan (high -resolution digitizer)
Power Port ..
Western Automation . . . 1 year
DASC H RAMdisk 1000k .
DASC H RAMd isk 2000k .

External Disk Drive Cover
lm agewriter (II) Cover
Mac (Pl us) & Keyboard (two covers) . .

Underware Ribbon (iron-on black transfer). 9.
Multi-colo r Transfe r Ribbon
19.
ColorPack (includes Colorpens).
19.

Environmental Software Company
lmagewriter II Cover .
Mac (Plus) & Keyboard Cove r

11.
15.

1/0 Design
lmageware II (lmagewriter II carry case).
Macinware Plu s (Mac Plus carry case) .

59.
69.

Innovative Concepts
Flip & Fi le M ic ro (holds 25 disks) . . . . . . . . 9.
Fl ip & Fil e (holds 40 disks) .
18.
The
The
The
The

Poc ket Pak (holds 6 disks).
Easel (holds 20 disks) .
Disk Directory (holds 32 disks)
Li brary (carousel, holds 80 disks) .

10.
15.
18.
29.

Kalmar Designs
Teakwood Roll-top Case (holds 45 disks) .
Teakwood Roll-top Case (holds 90 disks).

15.
22.

Mouse Mover (let your mouse ride!) .

14.

Moustrak
Moustrak Pad (standard 7" x 9'')
Moustrak Pad (large 9" x 11 '').

8.
9.

Ribbons Unlimited
lmagewriter Black or Color Ribbons.
lmagewri ter Ri bbons Six Pack .
lmagewriter Rainbow Six Pack.

349.
399.

Smith & Bellows
Mahogany Disk Case (holds 90 disks) .
Mac Plus Pack (covers & disk case) .

5.
25.
25.
28.
39.

DISKS

ApriCord Mac (Mac Plus parallel interface). 75 .

OUR POLICY

Cambridge Automation . . . 90 days
M IDI Conductor.

69.

Curtis Manufacturing .. . lifetime
Diamond (6 outlets) .
Emerald (6 outlets; 6 ft cord) ..
Sapphire (3 outlets, EMl/RFI filtered)
Ruby (6 outlets; EMllRFI filtered, 6 ft cord)

29.
36.
47.
55.

Single-sided Diskettes
Sony 3112" Disks (box of 10) .
MAXELL 3112" Disks (box of 10) .
Fuji 3112'' Disks (box of 10) ......... .
Verbatim 3112" Disks (box of 10).
3M 3V2" Disks (box of 10).

Dove Computer . . . 90 days
Memory Expansion Units
Mac Snap 524 (512k to 1 Meg).
Mac Snap Plus 2 (Mac Plus to 2 Meg) .
Mac Snap 548 (512k to 2 Meg)
Mac Snap Plus 4 (Mac Plus to 4 Meg)
Ehman Engineering ... 1 year
800k External Di sk Drive

15.
15.

• We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
• No surcharge added for credit card orders.

15 .

• Your card is not charged until we ship.

159.
309.
469.
1549.

Sony 3V2" Disks (box of 10) .
MAXELL 3112" Disks (box of 10).
Verbatim 3 112" Disks (box of 10).
Fuji 3112" Disks (box of 10) ... . ...... .
3M 3112'' Disks (box of 10).

23.
23.
24 .
24.
.
25

225.

INFORMATION SERVICES

Mac Tilt (includes external drive bracket).
Mac Buffer 512k.
MacBuffer 1024k ..

75.
369.
569.

Hayes . . . 2 years

:::;h~~~\~~i~~g~:~~~/~he;t ~~~~:~ ~~:;r~er

16 . •
18 · • No sales ta x.

Double-sided Diskettes

Ergotron . . . 1 year

• All U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge.
• APO/FPO orders usually shipped 1st Class Mail.
• Allow 1 week for personal and company checks to
clear.
• UPS Next-Day-Air available.
• COD max. $1000. Cash or certified check.
• 120 day limited warranty on all products.·
• To order. call us anytime Monday thru Friday 9:00 to
9:00. or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30. You can call ou r
business offices at 603 /446- 7711 Monday through
Friday 9:00 to 5:30.

Compuserve
Compuserve Information Service.

24.

SHIPPING

24.

Note: Accounts on net terms pay actual shipping.
Continental US: For printers and drives add 2% for
UPS ground shipping (call for UPS Blue or UPS
Next-Day-Air). For all other items, add $2 per order to
cover UPS shipping. We will automatical ly use UPS
2nd-Day-Air at no extra charge if you are more than 2
days from us by UPS ground. Hawaii : For printers
and drives. actual UPS Blue charge will be added. For
all other items. add $2 per order Alaska and Outside
Continental US: Call 603/446-7711 for information.

Dow Jones
89.
cal l
call

Dow Jones News/Retrieval Membership Kit

Source Telecomputing
The Source (subscription & manual)

30.

IOMEGA . . . 90 days
Bernoulli Box (dual 10 MB w/SCSI).
Bernou lli Box (dual 20 MB w/SCSI)
Bernoulli Box (dual 10 MB, Appletalk).
Kensington . .. 1 year
Appletalk Cable Clips or Connecto rs.

4.
8.
10.

Diversions

175.
29.

Apricorn . . . 1 yea r

Smartcom II (communications software)
Smartmodem 1200 or 2400.
Smartmodem 1200 or 2400 package

12.

Computer Coverup

Magnum
299.
399.

Systems Control . . . 2 years

HARDWARE

$29.

Innovative Technologies

Mirror Technologies ... 1 year
FastPort ("SCSI" for your 512k Mac)
MagNet 20x (w/MacServe)
Magnum 20 Tape Backup .
MagNet 30x (w/MacServe)
MagNet 40/40 (40MB, 40MB tape) .

MacPak Complete Ca re System

Clean Image Ribbon Co .

1695.
1995 .
2195.
each 1.

ACCESSORIES
Automation Facilities
Floppiclene Drive Care Kit
Floppiclene Refi ll (ten cleaning disks).

15.
10.

COMPUTING

P 0 W E R

IBEWORD
ACCORDING TO AKER
A piece by piece review
of Word 3.0. The long
wait was worth it.
[Editors Note: Both this review and the one
by Doug Clapp were written from stable
beta copies dated 11110186. These betas have
1
· run virtually flawlessly, and the only expected changes are to improve the already high
speed of operation and cosmetic cleanup.
Both the authors and editors at MacUser
have been using Word falltime since receipt. We just SA VE a lot.}

the menus display only the basic
necessities of formatting. For some
strange reason, the program also
opens in the confusing "Show Paragraph" mode that shows symbols for
tabs, paragraphs and spaces.
Short Menus is adequate for
memos, letters, reports, and other
quick jobs, but not much more.
When you switch to Full Menus via
an Edit menu command, the full
contents of the menus appear, as do
the horizontal scroll bar and the
window splitter. Word remembers
which menu mode you were in when
you quit, and opens automatically
into that mode the next time you run
it.

MICROSOITS NEW RELEASE OF

Word comfortably straddles the
word processor/page layout fence:
it's a powerful writing tool with
strong "document-processor" features.
Word 3.0 is a program of extremes. It bends over backwards to
be friendly to the beginner while
providing for nearly every wish of
the power junkie. It adds some welcome new twists to the Mac user
interface, yet sometimes falls short of
"friendly," revealing its made-forIBM-PC origins.

EASY DOES IT
Word originally opens in a "Short
Menus" mode, a Mac Write-like environment that's easy on the beginner:

WORD PLUS
In addition to dozens of new
features, this new Word addresses
some of the smaller problems that
plagued users of the old Word:
•The repagination function is
much quicker, and does not repaginate the entire document if you've
only made changes to the latter part.
Printing a document from some
place other than the first page also
takes much less time.
•Everything's faster: scrolling,
even with lots of graphics; screen
refreshes after dismissing a dialog
box; Save operations.
•Headers and footers are created
in their own windows, with icons
that provide time, date and page

BY SHARON ZARDETTO AKER
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number. (Times and dates stay at
' their original values; they don't
change with each printing.) Headers
and footers still don't show in the
document window - which is preferable to having to scroll through
them for every page.
•The ruler has icons for tabs,
spacing and justification, with more
extensive controls available in the
Full Menus ruler than in the Short
Menus ruler.
•The Mac Plus numeric key pad
toggles between number entry and
cursor control at a press of the Clear
key. An "N" is displayed in the
corner of the menu bar when numbers are available.

STYLISH FORMATTING
You can format your heart out
with this program, on both the character and paragraph level. There's a
wide variety of styles, including the
hiaden format, which hides text
from view (and from printing) unless the "Show Hidden Text" option
is active. The uses of hidden text
range from notes to yourself to index/table of contents markers to
PostScript commands - anything
you don't want printed.
You can also format text so it's
condensed or expanded, defining
how many pixels you want subtracted or added to the spaces between
characters. Superscript and subscript
offsets can also be defined, giving
you multi-level superscript and subscript capability.

Paragraph formatting includes
special controls like Keep Lines Together, Keep With Next Paragraph
and Page Break Before. You can
number paragraphs according to various schemes, and you can frame
them, or put a bar above, below, or
to the left side. The special Side-bySide paragraph format is invaluable
in designing page layout.
The big news for many users is the
addition of Style Sheets to Word.
The Style Sheet is a template that
defines both character and paragraph
formats.
Defining styles can be done on a
simple or a sophisticated level. The
sophistication comes in when you
define a new style based on a preexisting one; when you change the
original style, the "core" of the new
one is also changed. Another power
option is using the Next Style command, which defines the style to be
applied after you press the Return
key for a paragraph in the current
style. So, if you need a right-aligned
return address for every letter you
type, followed by a left-aligned salutation and then normally-indented
text, you can define each style to be
followed by the next and have your
letter automatically formatted as you
type.

GRAPHICS
While the new Word doesn't handle graphics the way Works does (in
a two-layer approach that lets you
type right across an inserted graph·

THE FIRST TIP
Let me be the first to offer a tip on using the new Word. The method of entering index
or table of contents markers is cumbersome to say the least, but you can fix that with a
Tempo macro.
First, create a Glossary entry for the index marker" .i.", making sure you format it as
hidden text , and store it under the name " i". Create another Glossary entry for the
hidden-text semicolon that ends an entry, using "e" as its name .
To create the Tempo macro, first select a word or phrase in the document that will be
marked for indexing, then record the following keystrokes:
• COMMAND x (cut the index item)
• COMMAND-BACKSPACE, i, Return (put the Glossary entry ".i." into the document)
• COMMAND-v (paste the index item back in the document)
• COMMAND-BACKSPACE, e, Return (put the Glossary entry ";" into the document)
Stop the recording, and store the macro under an easy key combination: OPTION-I , for
instance. To invoke the macro, select the item you want indexed and press OPTION-I. The
playback takes less than 2 seconds, and you'll have your index item surrounded by the
correct characters .
A table of contents macro can be created in the same way .
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ic), it gives you options enough for
both simple embedded graphics and
more complicated page layouts.
A graphic is pasted in Word in a
"graphics frame. " The frame is treated like any character, so you can type
to the left or right of it. When a
graphic frame is selected, you can
resize it by dragging its handles. You

he
Outliner
mode is intrinsically uncomfortable - the people at
living Videotext have
nothing to fear from
this version of Word.
have a choice as to whether the
resizing also alters the graphic, or
just crops it as you shrink the frame.
Word also has its own built-in
graphics
capabilities,
although
they're nothing like Works, Draw
function . You can create horizontal
lines by a special use of Tabs; vertical
lines can be inserted by clicking on
the vertical line icon on the rulerdragging the line marker repositions
the line in the selected paragraphs.
For boxes of various sizes and
shapes, you can format a framed
paragraph but not type anything in
it; or, you can use a series of graphics
frames sized any way you want.

PAGE LAYOUT
The original Word wasn't a total
wimp when it came to page design
(it had, for instance, gutter margins
and odd-even headers/footers for
facing pages), but this version leaves
it in the dust.
First, of course, there's the improved graphics handling. Next is
the fact that you can switch from
single to multicolumn mode within a
single page. There is also the simple
but effective option of defining separate headers or footers for the first
H
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THE WORD ACCORDING TO AKER
page of every section.
Then, there are the more sophisticated techniques, such as assigning
negative margin definitions to get
margin notes, or margin figures;
setting up a header to print in the
vertical margin of every page; and,
using the Side by Side paragraph
fo rmat to place graphics and text (or
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Copy
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Quit
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ord 3.0 is a
program of
extremes. It
bends over backwards
to be friendly to the
beginner while providing for nearly every
wish of the power
junkie.
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Nor mal/Open paragr aphs

Just ificat ions
.Spacing

different blocks of text) nearly anywhere on a page in relation to each
other. Clever use of the Side by Side
format also overcomes the normal
multicolumn restriction of columns
having to be the same size.
Then, to top it all off, there is
Page Preview. In the Preview window, you can take a look at the
overall page layout, including headers, footers, page numbers, and formatting that does not show in the
document window. You can use the
magnifying glass to zoom in on any
part of the displayed pages, although
y~:m can't edit even in this close-up
view.
Page Preview provides an easy
way to change page margins, move
page breaks, and reposition headers,
footers and page numbers: all you
have to do is click on the margin
icon and then drag the lines around
on the miniature page.

Vert ical line marker
.Status box

i

Cur~ent .Style

roq e 1

1Normo1

Regular Underline
Word Underline
Dou ble Underline

D..Qttiu:1J).n!;1.!fl.r.:Li.!1fil.
5tri k et1:1ru

IO I

IOJ

Word goes beyond the
standard style options for
characters. Hidden text
appears with a dotted
underline when it is
displayed.

ALL CAPS

There a.re ma.ny 1>4ra.cro.ph
f orrna.ts a. va.ila.bl• in the
new W ord
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There a.re rna.ny pa.ra.cro.ph
f orma..\ s a.va.ila.ble in th•
new Word

There a.re mo.n y pa.r o.cra.ph
forma.ts a.va.ila.ble in th•
new Word

There a.re mo.ny pClra.cra.ph
formats availabl• in th•
new Word

There a.re mo.ny po.ro.cro.ph

There o.re rno.ny po.ra.cro.ph
formats a vo.ilable in the
. new Word

There a.re m o.ny po.ro.cro.ph
f orma. ts o. va.ilo.ble in the
new Word
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Th•r• o.r• mo.ny para.cra.ph
formats ava!labl• in th•

There a.re many po.ra.cra.ph
for ma t s a. vo.ila.ble i n the
new W ord

t ormo.t s o. vo.ilo.bll' in the

OUTLINER
The O utliner mode in Word 3.0 is
its weak point, unless you believe
M

The ruler has various
fo rmatting options in Full
Menus mode; there are
preset tabs every half
inch. The X al the right
cancels formatting in the
current paragraph ,
returning it to Normal
style. The status box
gives various
information; besides
showing the current page
number, ii is used for
entering Glossary names,
call ing up Styles,
displaying calculation
results and lots more.

SMALL CAPS
t:JJ~.Q.fil.!1.I.lilXt

new Word

86

Word's menus: the
bulleted items appear
only in Full Menus mode.
The lower area of the
Window menu keeps
track of open windows;
the New Window
command opens a
second window for the
current document. There
is an additional Work
menu that appears when
you create commands for
ii.
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There a.re mo.ny po.ra.cro.ph
f ormo. ts o. vo.ilo.bl• in the
new Word

Paragraph formatting
includes a variety of
frames and lines.

When a graphic frame is
resized, it can crop or
resize its contents. Each
of the smaller graphics is
66% the size of the
original; the percentage
of shrinkage or expansion
is printed in the Status
Box as you alter the
graphic frame .
Page Preview lets you
check your page layout
and change some of it.
The icons at the left are
for zoom view, page
numbers, margin
adjustments and
single/double page
display. Here, margins
are shown on the first
page; the lines can be
dragged on the picture to
new spots and the
document is reformatted
accordingly.

Po e Preul ew: Hmos2

Pog es 1-2

Printers (See Hard.ware)
Programmin&
algorithms 5-7
flow charts B
loops 10
P r ogramminr langua&:;es
BASIC 3,20
64
COBOL 53
FORTH 3 6

Word can compile an
index like this for you
once you've coded all the
entries within the
document.

c

Fortran 42
Pascal

27

Raster scannin g 11 2, 134
RS-232

93

_o
D

Any rectangular area of a
document can be
selected; this is useful
for column manipulation
- selecting a column to
be formatted , erased ,
moved, sorted , or added
up.

tabular columns
2

0
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Title
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Over the Rainbow
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Patton
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POWER PLAYS
T hree special features of the new
Word are its spelling checker, indexing capability and table of contents
command.
T he checker is not interactive-it's
not watching as you type, but you
can use it to check a specific selection
or an entire docwnent. There is an
80,000-word main dictionary, and
you can create additional "user" dictionaries. The speller is smart
enough to suggest alternatives fo r
misspelled words tliat are not always
the nearest alphabetic equivalent. So,
if you type "hte," the spelling checker will suggest "the;" on the other
hand, if you try "picnicing," leaving

MAKING WORD YOUR OWN
Word 3.0 gives you the power to format not only characters , paragraphs , and
documents , but also to configure the application itself.
You can set default values in the Page Layout box, and change the default "style"
that Word begins within a new window. Even better is the chance to configure Word's
menus the way you want them .
·
You can add or subtract items in the Format and Font menus; these include not only
items available in the formatting dialog boxes , but also items that appear on the rulers .
And , if you want to add styles or other major items to a menu , Word creates a special
Work menu to hold your choices.
All that's missing is the added ability to change the Command key options as well as
the menu contents .
M

A

R

that it's the thought that counts.
You can start your work in the
Outliner, or move into it after your
document's under way. You can
work in the O utliner with "titles"
that have "body text" associated with
them, or just collapse existing paragraphs so only their first lines show.
Paragraphs can be assigned a level of
indentation from 1 to 9; you can
shift paragraphs (collapsed or
opened ) to the left or right, or up or
down, with a press of the cursor key,
or a click on an arrow in the Outliner's ruler.
T he use of the cursor keys for
paragraph shifting is one of the
O utliner's many problems; although
the numeric keypad moves the cursor, it's confusing to remember the
change in cursor controls fro m the
regular text mode.
Another big problem is that shifting a paragraph sometimes moves its
subordinate paragraphs with it and
sometimes leaves them behind altogether. The paragraphs on ly travel as
a group if the lower ones are "hidden" under tl1e main one. Adding to
the confusion is the fact that indentations indicating levels in the Outline mode no longer apply when you
switch back to regular mode.
There are too many di ffe rences
between the O utliner mode and regular mode for a user to be comfortable switching between them; in
fact, the O utliner mode is intrinsically uncomfortable. In short, the people at Living Videotext have nothing
to fear fro m this version of Word.
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out the "k," the suggested replace- make multiple selections in a dialog
box with a niouse than with the
ment is "bicycling."
There are two problems with the keyboard options; however, a single
speller. First, there's no easy way to quick selection from the keyboard
enter the "unknown" word into the can be faster than reaching fo r the
edit field if you just want to alter a . mouse for a menu selection.
Microsoft has also introduced entypo-you have to retype the who le
thing. And, every occurrence of an tirely new ways of selecting text in a
unknown word is selected, even if document. The exciting one is the
you pressed the "Ignore" button the "free rectangle" selection: with the
first time the word came up. [Editor's Option key held down, you can drag
Note: M icrosoft has informed us that and select any rectangu lar area and
proceed to edit as you would any
this bug has been fixed.]
The way Word compiles an index selected text. T his is made fo r easy
o r a table of contents fo r a document column manipulation, but you can
is fantastic; the way you have to select a block of text an ywhere in the
mark an entry to be included in an document if you want to . Letters
index o r table is terrible.
that are only partially selected are
An index item has to be preceded included in the selectio n.
by a hidden-text ". i." and ended by a
hidden-text se1nicolon if it's not at AD INFINITUM .. .
the end of a paragraph . Table of
Word comes with a 140-page
contents items are handled similarly. tutorial manual and a 400-page refT hese leading and trailing symbols erence guide. (Really!) I mention the
have to be entered individually, an numbers to show that there's no way
extremely clumsy operation. But, a review of this length can describe
o nce you get past the marking of the all of Word,s features-never mind
entries (see the sidebar "The First how well or how poorly they are
T ip"), Word does both operations implemented. Some of its other feabeautifully. [Editor's Note: See D oug's tures are:
•Alphabetic o r numeric sorting
article for the proper historical perspec(ascending and descending) of setive on these features.]
lected text : paragraphs, lists, colINTERFACE
umns. Sorting a column in a tabbed
Microsoft made contributions to table sorts the rest of the columns
the Macintosh user interface in the alo ng with it.
first version of Word, but this ver• T he data merge capabilities o f
sion goes even further. First, there is the original Word, fo r fo rm letters,
total keyboard control for every- mai ling labels and so on.
thing: any item in a dialog box can
• Easy printing of any size "pabe selected or activated from the per," including mailing labels, inkeyboard, and you can even pull cluding multiple-across mailing ladown and select fro m menus with bels.
the keyboard . Selecting an item in a
• Linking documents fo r printing,
dialog box involves using command and fo r multidocument table of conkeys to cycle around the box, with tents and/or indexes. (Page numbers
each item being momentarily under- are not automatically adjusted lined; O PTION-SPACE BA R or COM- you still have to set the starting page
MAND-SPACE BAR selects that item.
number fo r each document.)
Pressing the period on the keypad,
• Lines in a document can be
or COMMAND-TAB selects the menu numbered, singly or in any increbar, and subsequent key presses (let- ment.
ters, numbers or cursor keys) select
• T he contents of the Clipboard
menus. The cursor keys then select can be the replace text in a Search
from the menu that's displayed, with and Replace.
Return activating the selection, or
• Calculations can be performed
COMMAND-PERIOD
closing
the on anv selected numbers: addition,
menu.
subtra~ti on, division and multiplicaI wouldn't give up my mouse fo r tio n are suppo rted . T he result is
anything, and it's certainly faster to displayed in the status box and
88
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placed on the Clipboard for quick
pasting into the document.
•Specific fo rmats can be searched
fo r, such as the next underlined item .
•A "mathematical typesetting language" is included, as is the special
Symbol fo nt, fo r creation of the
most intricate mathematical fo rmulas.
• A H yphenate command will hyphenate long words in your document so the text wi ll fill the lines
mo re evenly.
That's not all, but those are the
highlights.
Word 3.0 isn't perfect, but it is
extremely powerful. It can be fo rgiven some of its lapses, but others are
hard to understand : a spelling checker and a hyphenator, but no word
counter?
Microsoft had the advantage fo r a
long time of having the only other
Mac word processor around - some
might say the only word processor,
relegating MacWrite to the rank of
memo processor. Now there's lots of
competition, and Microsoft still has
an advantage: having the most powerful Mac word processor around.

~
A.

WORD3.0
Overall Rating
Follows Mac Interface
Printed Documentation
On-Screen Help
Performance
Support
Consumer Value
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Comments: In all , a power user's dream .
The documentation goes from explaining
the basics to a beginner to a full reference
guide , with little in between . The on-screen
help is exhaustive, but exhausting to look
through. The consumer value rating would
be higher if the price were a little lower.
Best Features: The power options-index,
table of contents , configurable menus,
menu modes and page layout capabilities.
Worst Feature: The less-than -intuitive outliner, the awkward method of tagging index
and table of contents items , absence of a
word count , inability to edit in multicolumn
view . List Price: $395 . Requires 512 +,
one double and one single drive minimum .
Published by Microsoft,16011 NE 36th
Way , Redmond , WA 98073. (206) 8828080 . Not copy protected .

Prints

arming

A storybook romance Printworks®for the Mac and
your printer
Printworks for the Mac is the first
color, high performance ImageWriter
driver to walk down the aisle with a Mac.
Print faster. Print while you work. Print
color. Print previews of pages to the
screen, then skip or print. Print near
letter-quality. Print merged printer text
with graphics. Printworks works!

Wake up the beauty sleeping in
your Mac
A kiss of color! On the ImageWriter II ,
print vivid color graphics directly from
MacDraw, MacDraft, Excel, Jazz or other
drawing and charting applications-each
graphic pattern will be colored
automatically.
;;." [;;' !""\ mm ~ .
~r:;J ~Wlli t=J~

OD ~
hgln.llon:

Printworks built-in spooler weaves its
own magic. Work while you print . You 're
back to your application quickly, as soon
as your print job is spooled to memory.

Who's the fairest of them all?
Your letters and memos will look great ,
and print faster, using your printer 's
built-in fonts combined with Printworks'
enhanced word spacing. Printworks also
supports the near letter-quality font on

•

the ImageWriter II . Even better, in one
pass you can merge graphics with the
text printed from the printer's fonts.

Essential Software™
When you marry into SoftStyle's famil y
of utilities, yo u inherit ease of use,
power, speed, color and expandability.
Discover how much better your applications can work. Our software is so basic
and critical to performance, your computer
will feel sluggish and incomplete
without it.
We call it Essent ial Software.
You 'll call it indispensable'

Foretell the future by previewing each
page before printing. If a page displeases
you , skip it and only print those you want.

Love everlasting
A completely compatible marriage. With
a click, install your Printworks driver for
good on your application or hard disks.
You 'll print happily ever after, and as
easily as with Apple's standard ImageWriter
driver. Only better!
You're all invited to the wedding
Everyone with a Macintosh 512K, 512K
Enhanced, or Plus using Finder 5.3 or
equivalent. Includes high performance
ImageWriter I and II drivers, desk
accessories, and four printer-spaced
fonts. Color printing works with any
standard object-oriented application and
the ImageWriter II. Non-lmageWriter
printer drivers are available at no charge,
supporting popular dot matrix printers
from Epson , Hewlett-Packard, IBM , NEC,
Star Micronics, Texas Instruments and
Toshiba. Chooser compatible, Printworks works with MacPaint , MacWrite,
MacDraw, Microsoft Word , Microsoft
Excel and virtually all other software
using Macintosh printing standards.
Merely $75.

Get hitched quick
Call 1-800-367-5600 to order. 30-day
Money-Back Guarantee on direct orders.
If within 30 days you find that the
product does not perform in accordance
with our claims, call us and we will
glad!y arrange a refund .
SoftStyle, Inc., 7192 Kalanianaole Hwy.,
Suite 205 , Honolulu , Hawaii 96825.
Phone : (808) 396-6368.
Buy SoftStyle products at quality dealers
who carry Essential Software.

r- ~!:.I

!.id SoftStyle®

SoftStylc and Prim works are regis1ered trademarks and Essenti;:il Software is a 1rademark of SofrStr k . Inc. Appll' is a registered trademark and MacDraw. i\IJcPl im . MacWritc:, lrn agtWri1 er.

are 1radema rks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark li censed to Apple. Microsoft and Excel are registered trademarks. and Microsoft Word. Microsoft Ch:i rt are trademarks of Mi crosoft
·corporati on. IBM , Epson, Hewlet1·Packlrd , NEC. Sta r Micronics, Texas Instruments. and Toshiba are registered trademarks of their respective companies. © 1987 SoftSt}'le. Inc.
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BY DOUG CLAPP

THE WORD
ACCORDING TO CLAPP
Word 3.0 is clearly the
result of events in the
IBM world. But in spite
of its pedigree, it
shines brightly.
"THAT WHICH

DOES

NOT DE-

stroy us makes us stronger."
You probably remember that line
from Nietzsche's Also Spracht Zarathustra. I remember it from a movie:
Conan the Barbarian.
It also applies to Microsoft Word
3.0 - because of a word process.o r
called WordPerfect.

A HISTORY LESSON
Here's the story. A long time ago,
there was a fairly good word processor called WordPerfect. It was created
by Satellite Software International, a
small company in Orem, Utah - an
area not known for super programmers or super word processors, or
even software.
Time passes. WordPerfect sells
some copies. WordPerfect users send
in their registration cards and requests for new features .
Now the story gets weird. Satellite
Software listens to its customers.
The company adds the requested
features (I told you it gets weird).
WordPerfect gets better. And better.
Satellite Software International becomes "SSL"
Microsoft, meanwhile, releases
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Word for the IBM. It's a killer word
processor. Slow at times, granted,
and odd at times, and quirky in
places, but a killer nonetheless.
WordPeifect keeps adding features: spellers, sorting, boxes and
lines in text (we're still talking IBM,
remember), and keyboard command
upon keyboard command upon keyboard command. And speed W ordPeifect really rips.
WordPeifect)s market share goes
up and up and up. Microsoft is in a
dogfight. Rumors of wholesale buttkicking leak out from Microsoft. "If
they can do this, why can't we?"
"Why aren't we as fast as WordPerfect?))
When the next major Word revision (Word 3.0) appears for the
IBM, it, too, has feature upon feature upon feature. And, at last, it's
fast - or fast enough, anyway.
Even now you can open the sash
on a quiet day and hear the distant
booms of software warfare, as Microsoft and SSI lob feature after
feature into the marketplace.
So what? So this: Microsoft Word
3.0 for Macintosh is Microsoft Word
for the IBM. What we've got here
are the spoils of the WordPeifect
wars.
Word has a sort feature because betcha anything - of WordPeifect.
And so on.
If you like features, are you gonna
like Word 3.0! Word has features like
the Amiga has bugs. Thank God
Sharon Aker also has a Word article
in this issue - the thought of cataloging even some of Word)s features
makes me swoon. But to be brief,
let's just say that Command-anything and Command-Shift-anything
and Option-anything and OptionShift-anything all do something.
And if that's not enough, there's also
Option-drag and Shift-drag to implement yet more strange and handy
features.
[My favorite, this hour, is ShiftRepaginate. The Help file describes
the command as "Special Repaginate
(for font transfers)." I have no idea
what that means, and I can't get it to
work - I think - but it sounds
neat, doesn't it?)
And hyphenation! Typesetters will
kill for a word processor that does

WHY IT'S SO FAST
We can kick Word 3.0 around for this and that, but we can't kick about the speed Word 3.0 rips.
It rips because of clever programming and common sense: "Gee whiz" stuff and
"Why doesn't everybody do it" notions. Here's a sampling:
•When most dialogs are called up, the image of the screen under the dialog is
saved . When the dialog is closed, the underlying text is instantly replaced, not slowly
redrawn. You've seen this impressive "saving the bits" before, whenever a menu
disappears.
•word works even when you don't. As you gaze at the screen, Word is cleverly
formatting the next (or previous) screen in an "off-screen bit-map ." One click in the
gray area of the scroll bar and - ZAP - instant update. It's so fast that you may not
realize you've scrolled! (Word gives away its cleverness by a slight flicker of the pointer
as it formats.)
•This one's common sense: The Preferences menu lets you keep the Word program,
your document, or both completely in RAM. Electrons are fast, disk drives are slow.
Think of it as a built-in RAM disk. It is.
•And here's one that's not common sense: Word 3.0 has something called a "Fast
Save" option . It works like this: instead of saving your entire file, only your changes are
saved - at the end of the file . In practice, the "new stuff" is minuscule compared to
the entire file's length . Needless to say, one Fast Save after another results in a
complicated disk file, even for Word. When that happens, Fast Save is dimmed and it's
saving as usual to clean things up.

hyphenation. Now they don't have
to.
Or how about this : raw PostScript
commands, embedded in text? Anything the LaserWriter can do, you
can command from within a document! So much for Just Text.
Or how about this: 1/4.55
(234.44*34)/2 .3? I select the equation, choose CALCULATE from the
Document menu (or hit COMMANDEQUAL SIGN) and voila! The number
3465.85 appears in a status area of
the window frame (and on the Clipboard).
About all it won't do is macros.
Excel does macros, so why doesn't
Word? Maybe Microsoft wanted to
keep Word under 300K (which it
did, barely). Or maybe I just haven't
found the right key sequence yet. I

did find the kitchen sink, though; it's
OPTION - COMMAND- SHIFT - BACKSPACE.. ..

THE NEW WORDSTAR
What we have here is WordStar
for the 80s. In the old days, we used
to make fun of WordStar's Control
key combinations.Things like, K:O. A
Control key sequence for everything
- if you could just remember what
it was.
Then there were dot commands.
As I remember, when a period was
the first character in a paragraph, the
character that followed specified
what WordStar would do from then
on; maybe double space, or right
justify, or whatever.
Kludgy, huh? But they're back!
Word 3.0 has dot commands. They
Word 3.0's Fu.II Menus
option gives you more
choices than a menu in a
Chinese restaurant.

Edit Seorch Formot Font Document Window ./
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THE WORD ACCORDING TO CLAPP
don't call them that, but they're
there. One way to make a table of
contents is to begin Word paragraphs with ".C." - that tells Word
what to "collect" for a table of
contents.
Dot commands. WordStar. It's
back.
Never mind that WordStar had
three - count 'em: three! - layers
of Help menus. We made fun anyway.
And so with Word. It has 73
topics in the Help file! (Unless I
counted wrong.) And, of course,
you can use COMMAND-QUESTION
MARK to create a· "question mark
pointer." Now click on what you
don't understand, and the appropriate Help topic is whisked into view.
But Word)ll get jibed at anyway.
No matter that there're "Short
Menus" for MacWrite wimps. No
matter that you can even delete
menu items, for the ultimate in
"don't get nervous" word processors. It'll get picked on.

SAVING WAYS
Word 3.0 offers seven - count 'em, seven - ways to save documents . Or nine, if
you count "Fast Save" and "Make Backup." But let's say seven . They are:
•Normal. The unique Word 3.0 file, with all formatting intact.
•Text Only. The traditional Macintosh ASCII-only format, with carriage returns
signifying paragraphs.
•Text Only with Line Breaks. A new one, sure to be loved by anyone with a modem.
An invisible character, called a "Line Feed" is inserted at the end of lines. With line
feeds, things look right when uploaded to MCI or other information services.
MicroPhone also has this handy option , and Smartcom II does it when pasting from the
Clipboard or when its preferences are set.
•Word 1.00 (also Microsoft Works) . Of course, only formatting offered in Word
1.00(or1 .05) or Works will show up on the other end (no dotted underlines and such) ,
but still a great convenience, especially considering the popularity of Works.
•Microsoft Word (MS-DOS). See above . Pretty much all formatting retained, though
I don't think IBM Word offers Venice 14.
•MacWrite. A humble and smart move on Microsoft's part. Word 3.0 also opens
MacWrite files, without so much as a " MacWrite document being converted" message.
It just does it. Why anybody would want to, though .. ..
·
•RTF. For Microsoft, this is the big one. RTF stands for "Rich Text Format." It's a
standard invented by Microsoft for use with Microsoft Windows on MS-DOS machines.
If developers follow the RTF rules, any Windows application can read RTF files, with all
(or most, anyway) formatting intact, including fonts, styles and sizes . Now where's that
IBM AppleTalk card?

Multiple columns on-screen1
Sorta. You can only see multiple
columns on-screen in Page Preview.
It's "look but don't touch." To edit,
you've got to close Page Preview
first.
Wrapping text around graphics1
Again: sorta. How Microsoft does
this one is too weird, for me anyway,
to explain. Wanna take this one,
Sharon1
What's the problem1 Other word
processors can do it, why can't
Word? Beats me. It must just be pigheadedness. Or arrogance.

AND SHOULD, TOO
Whyr Because, like all Microsoft
Words, it's odd and quirky in places.
Baffling in other places. Nonstandard at unexpected times.
Charles Simonyi designed it. Simonyi is a genius. A great software
designer. The man who's implementing Bill Gate's dictum of"softer
software."
Still, when using Full Menus,
you'll find dialogs like this:
I don't know about you, but that
dialog makes my mind kinda ... fuzz
out. USA Today is better than Word
3.0 at focusing our attentioi1. Even
Charles Simonyi has bad days, I
guess.
And there's also a dollop of arrogance in this Word. Granted that
we've now got an integrated speller.
We wanted it, we've got it. And
pagination is now blisteringly fast.
Not automatic, which we really
wanted, but fast. And Page Preview,
the "Show Page"-like feature, is
wonderful.
But what about the big two1
Showing multiple columns onscreen and wrapping text around
graphics1 Word 3.0 gives both.
Sorta.
92
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STILL...
Despite the kvetches, it must be
said that this is the greatest word
processor in the world. Ever. Period.
For any computer, small, medium,
or big. Period.
The Macintosh is the best computer. Word 3.0 is the best word
processor. That's all there is to it.
It can do damn near anything. It
makes paying an extra $495 for
PageMaker a silly investment. It
makes buying an IBM to crunch
words a dumb idea.
It's the fastest, slickest, most powerful text editor ever created. It flies.
If you need to pump out words
quick, get this one. If you need a text
formatter to make documents look
H
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just so, get this one. Best of all, if
you like to clink around with great
programs, get this one. With only a
few maddening exceptions, it's a
"Word Processor Construction Set."
Word 3.0 is an amazing achievement and a wonderful word processor. It makes me want to write a
computer book.
Unfortunately, it's probably going
to make lots of people want to write
computer books.. .. ~
DOUG CLAPP IS A WELL-KNOWN MAC RACONTEUR AND A CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
OF MACUSER.

WORD3.0
Overall Rating
Follows Mac Interface
Printed Documentation
On-Screen Help
Performance
Support
Consumer Value
Comments: For now , the ultimate Mac
word processor. Best Feature: Millions of
features. Worst Feature: Millions of features . List Price: $395. Requires 512+,
one double and one single drive minimum .
Published by Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th
Way, Redmond, WA 98073. (206) 8828080. Not copy protected.

KNOWLEDGE + INFERENCE
INTELLIGENCE
Knowledge is a strategic resource of individuals and of
corporations. Properly managed the impact can be
tremendous. The substantial investment in developing expert
systems has paid of in corporate savings of many millions of
dollars to such companies as Digital Equipment, Westinghouse
Corporation and Texas Instruments.
MacSMARTST", the Intelligence Amplifying Software for the Apple Macintosh, was designed
to facilitate similar successes in a wide range of businesses and professions \JSing the new
knowledge management
techniques but with a much
reduced investment.
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EASY TO USE
The innovative Logic Worksheet of MacSMARTS is laid out like a spreadsheet, with
columns for FACTS, RULES and CONCLUSIONS.
In its operations, users of Excel, Jazz or other
Macintosh spreadsheet processors will feel quite
at home. You don't need to master. a complex
syntax just to get started. And with the click of a
mouse and a menu selection you can link graphics
and text to rules and conclusions to elaborate
and advise with geological maps, engine diagrams, or architectural plans; key contract paragraphs, laboratory protocols or balance sheets.
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Technical Specifications
and Features
• Up lo 4000 rules per knowledge base
• Up lo 1000 examples per schematic rule
• Linkage of multiple knowledge bases
•
•
•
•

PRODUCTIVE
By making it easy to construct a knowledge
base-consisting of facts, rules and examplesin the Logic Worksheet you can use deductive
and inductive inferericing techniques to diagnose
and advise, plan or troubie-shoot.
Some typical applications include:
•

•

A partner in a major low firm is using MacSMARTS to advise a junior associate on the
finer points of corporate law.
A real estate developer used a MacSMARTS
program to make certain no considerations
were missed in the decision to build a new
office complex.

•

A medical laboratory director found that a
MocSMARTS program could assist new technicians in performing diagnostic tests .

•

A marketing director will use a MacSMARTS
program to configure the best components
to meet a customer's requirements.

~~

+ :cognition Technology,.
The Intelligence Amplifying Software'"
55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Copyright c 1986 Cognition Technology Corporation
Apple is a registered trademark of; and Macintosh is o trodemork
licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. Jazz is a trodemark of lotus
Development Corporation. MacSMARlS, the MocSMARTS icon,
the Cognition Technology logo and Intelligence Amplifying
Software ore trodemorks of Cognition Technology Corporation,
55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, {617) 492-0246.

~l oqanAUPDfl

• Prolog Inference engine
• Integrates both logical rules and examples

•

Editor for easy revision of knowledge bases
Context-sensitive he lp screens available at all times
Import/ export gateways
Modular compilation o f knowledge bases

A financial consultant saw that a MacSMARTS program could assist him in strategic portfolio planning for more clients.

•

An MIS director uses a MacSMARTS program to assist programmers to track down
problems in systems software.

•

A doctor is using a MacSMARTS program to
analyze the implications of tests on his
visually-impaired patients.

•

The possibilities are bounded only by logic
and human imagination. Our customer base
spans two continents and a wide range of
professions and businesses from individual
consultants to the Fortune 500.

i YES~

• Password protection of sensitive knowledge

• Query-the-user facility linked lo text and graphics files
• Works on hard disks for faste r operation

• Compatible with HFS and the Macintosh Plus

AFFORDABLE
Artificial intelligence is one of the most significant developments in the history of computer
technology. Now.you can access the power of
this new technology and put it to work with
MacSMARTS. MacSMARTS has the features of
programs costing hundreds or even thousands
of dollars more yet costs only $149.95. As a
limited introductory offer order MocSMARTS
direct risk-free now for only $99.95. A small
price lo put you ahead of the competition and
into the 21st Century. If MacSMARTS does not
boost your personal productivity over the first
60 days, send it back for a full refund-no
questions asked . We guarantee your satisfaction!

want to innovat~oday. Pleas~end-m-;MacSMARTS™!- - - - - - MacSMARTS Not Copy-Protected Quantity:__

@

$99.95 = _ _

I 60-Day
MA res. add $5.00 sales tax per copy = _ _
I Maney-Back Guarantee Shipping and Handling Canodo
$ 5.00 per copy = _ _
I Payment:
Other
$10.00 per copy = _ _
I D Check D Money Order D MC D VISA
Total Amount = _ _
I To order by Credit Card call toll-free (800) 255-5550, Ext. 353
Card Expiration Date _ / _ _
I Credit
Cord# I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I
I Signoture:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name'--------------------------------Shipping Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
City: -----------------------Stote :__lip~
· _ _ __
I
Telephone: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! CODs and Purchase Orders WILL NOT be accepted. For the Sl2K Mac, MacXL and Macintolh Plus.
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Mire than 3 years in dewlopmeni 1, Write No•
Fo r MM:i nlos h was designed es .. p1rform&r1ce word
p'1)ctssor intendd lor the majority o/ ~ intosh users . It
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mt.de the Mt.cintosh unique. WriteNow For Ma.c i ft tosh
can be described in two words ; WYSIWYG and FAST.
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''This is the wordprocessor
that we designed and built
Macintosh for."
SteveJobs

Performance
Word Processing
is here...
WriteNow,.
For Macintosh
Introducing WriteNow For Macintosh,
the next step in word processing. WriteNow
For Macintosh combines the power you
would expect from a dedicated word processing system with the ease of operation that
you're used to with MacWrite'."'
o Performance_
This program is fast. Very fast. Especially with
large documents. Saving, scrolling, finding
and replaci ng, and printing happen lightning.fast. Regardless of document size, repagination
is automatic and refonnatting is instant.
o On-Screen Multiple Columns_
You can do true WrSIWYG (What-You-SeeIs-What-You-Get) editing in one, two, three,
01jour columns directly on-screen. Page
breaks and characters from 4-127 points are
displayed on-screen as well.

o 50,000-Word Spelling Checker.
Afast, on-line 50,000-word spelling checker
is included.You can add or delete words and
create "personalized" dictionaries. The
spelling checker also has a handy "guess"
feature that recommends the correct spelling
of misspelled words.
o Headers, Footers, and Footnotes.
Now you can display a unique header and
footer fo r each page. Footnotes can be automatically numbered and edited on-screen
as well.
o Unlimited Open Documents.
Open as many documents as memory allows,
making cutting, pasting, or reviewing between
windows a breeze.
o Embedded Graphics.
Graphic images can be part of a sentence,

part of a paragraph, or a separate paragraph,
and can be proportionally or freely sized.
And Much More.
To learn more, contact your local computer
dealer today.
Suggested Retail: S/75
Min Requirement: R1111s 011 auy Macintosb. (Macintosh
512Kor lm~~er reco111111e11tletifiJ/' spell cbeckiug.)

T/ MakerCompany
1973 Landings Drive,
Mt. View, CA 94043
(415) 962-0195

T/ Makcr is a r~is tc rcd tr.ulcmark ofT/ Maker Co. WriteNow is a trJdcmark of AIRUS, Inc. .\\:tcintush is a tr:i<lcmark licensed to:\pple Computer. Inc. .\ lacWrilc b ;1 tr:ldtnmkof Appll' Computer, Inc.

Please circle 29 on reader service card.
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IT'S HEREWRITE NOW
WRITENOW FOR MACINTOSH, THE

A built-in spelling

word processor that wants to replace
MacWrite, has traveled one of the
more interesting roads to market.
The name on its box is T/Maker
Company, but WriteNow is actually
the property of NeXT Corp. As you
may know, NeXT is the employer of
Steven Jobs, who had a thing or two
to do with the Mac. However, neither NeXT nor Jobs had too much
to do with the development of Write
Now. This was done by a triumvirate of programmers for a small
independent company that was acquired by NeXT, largely on the
strength of this program. Due to
their previous Mac experience,
T/Maker was given the task of bringing WriteNow to market. (I know
that you don't read MacUser just to
be kept abreast of such corporate
machinations. But bear with me.)
Given that NeXT acquired a company to obtain the rights to this
program, the question becomes:
Does WriteNow warrant thjs sort of
diversion of attention and capital?
The answer is yes.
WriteNmv,
a general-purpose
word processor suitable for any size
Mac, combines a full set of text
manipulation functions with a variety of power features, such as a builtin spelling checker and simple but
adequate page layout capability. Although WriteNow may not be everyone's idea of a perfect word processor, it is a highly competent,
powerful, easy-to-use writing tool
which could lead you to reevaluate
the program you a~e currently using.

checker and a slew of
power features makes
WriteNow a worthy
replacement for
MacWrite as the Mac's
basic word processor.

BY CARLOS DOMINGO MARTINEZ
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OFF TO THE WRITE START
The first order of business is to
make back-ups of WriteNows original disks. Since the program is not
copy protected, simply drag to a
new disk in the Finder.
WriteNow is optimized for use
with the current System 3.2 and
Finder 5.3 installed on the program
disks. T/Maker recommends using
only these or later versions of the
System and Finder, especially for Mac
Plus and 512E Macs with the new
ROMs. Original 128K machines are
exceptions. If you are still operating
a "thin" Mac, use an older System
(2.0) and Finder 4 .1.
·
GETIING WRITE TO IT
When you launch WriteNow, you
get a Document window where you
can begin entering text (which is
strictly WYSIWYG). Document
windows look into a portion of the
Page View. Vertical and horizontal
scroll bars move you through the
document. WriteNow moves quickly
and smoothly through a full range of
text entry and editing functions .
WriteNow also supports any number
of open documents up to the limits
of available memory.
RULERS AND SUBJECTS
Basic formatting is done with the
ruler stretching across the top of the
screen, which only exposes its controls when you click on it. You can
specify margins, any number of left,
center and right tabs, text justification as desired and fine tune line
spacing from 1 to 99 points.
The main organizational component of a WriteN01v document is the
paragraph, defined as any characters
followed by a carriage return. When
a ruler is called, the specified settings
are linked with the active paragraph
- the one where the cursor is currently resting.· You can format the
document as a whole, or each paragraph can be formatted individually.
HEADERS , FOOTERS AND FOOTNOTES
Only the body of the manuscript
may be edited within document windows headers, footers and footnotes

must be entered, edited and formatted in their respective windows. You
can insert them anywhere in the
document by clicking on that location and choosing the proper selection from the Format menu.
WriteNow lets you specify more
than one header or footer in a document, and to . restrict their appearance on either odd or even numbered pages. Footnotes appear in
their own area at the bottom of the
page above the footer region: (If the
body of the footnote is larger than
the space provided, its contents will

spill over to the next page, although,
in common with all Mac word processors, very long footnotes are usually handled awkwardly. It's perfectly
possible to have a one-word spillover.) Options in the View menu
brings Header/Footer and Footnote
windows to the sceen for editing.
WriteNow places an identifying
icon anywhere you have a header,
footer or footnote. Using Page
Breaks, Keep Paragraphs on the
Same Page commands, inserting
dates, time and page numbers, and
hyphenation commands also gener-
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ate markers. The markers for date,
time, and page number cause these
features to be displayed and printed
wherever they are placed. The Show
Markers command in the View
menu will show you everywhere a
marker has been inserted in the text.
Show/Hide Spaces performs the
same function for all the nonprinting
characters. Carriage returns, tabs,
space bar inputs, page break characters, as well as the delineation of the
header and footer regions, the rectangle denoting the size of the page,
and characters preventing the break-
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WriteNow's Document
window with the text of
this article displayed.
Hidden beneath the
window at the top of the
screen is the formatting
ruler. Although the ruler
is not active , the margin
settings are still visible
for reference .
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font

Font Slze

WriteNow's
Header/Footer View
shows two windows. At
the top is a footer
intended to display the
page number. Beneath ii
is a new window wailing
for another footer to be
entered . WriteNow
allows multiple headers
and footers. View Spaces
has been turned on to aid
formatting.

Style

WrlteNow

~--~· Pe g e - l!l +'

the text. The only exceptions are
pictures which arc larger than the
current "page wrap factor" as specifi ed in the Page Setup dialog box.
WriteNoJJJ treats such "tall" images as
distinct
paragraphs.
H owever,
changing the page wrap factor will
permit you to full y integrate tall
pictures as well.
Images can be positioned within a

up o f paragraphs are all made visible
by this optio n.

WRITE WHERE YOU WANT THEM
M acPaint images and those in
MacD raw,s PICT fo rmat can be incorporated into WriteNow documents. Images can be pasted directly
at the current insertio n po ii1t, allowing you to embed the graphic within

A DISSENTING VIEW
WriteNow is a fine program . I've used it extensively over the last few weeks , and
while I can appreciate Jts power and features , I th ink I'll stick to MacWrite right now
(gad . this program is going to set off a slew of bad puns). I'd rate WriteNow a 3112-,
maybe 4-mouse program. No more . Why?
Well , I'm primarily an editor and writer and I also do a lot of telecommunications . I
don 't do multicolumn work and graphics embedded in documents are simply a nuisance
to me . I need the ability to generate text files and move between formats (we get articles
written on everything imaginable-including PageMaker) . We send our own coded
(text) files to our typesetter. WriteNow's inability to generate text files from withi n itself
is a fatal flaw for me .
The basic concept of a Translator is good- it allows an easy way to keep the program
fairly current , but it has to better integrate into the main program than this one .
My other major need is a world-class spelling checker. WriteNow's checker is OK,
but it doesn 't begin to stand up to Thunder! , Spellswell or MacLightning .
MacWrite, with Thunder! runni ng automatically every time MacWrite is launched ,
fills all my ed itorial needs . If there's a lesson to be learned here , it' s that you should
pick your wo rd processor based on what you are going to be doing with it. not on its
feature list-SB
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document by inserting returns,
spaces or tabs, and by changing the
settings of margins, line spacing or
alignment boxes on the ruler. Very
fine positioning, shifting the image
one point at a time, is possible with
the Sub and Superscript commands.
WriteNow can also alter the scaling
of the picture o nce it has been pasted
into a document. Double-clicking
selects the image and outlines it.
Dragging diagonally to the left
changes the size of the image. Do
this while using the o ption key and it
will have the effect of altering the
proportions of the picture.
WriteNoJJJ,S Undo command is
implemented in an exceptionally
comprehensive manner: almost every
action may be reversed with Undo.
Depending on your last action, the
menu choice changes to reflect the
operation which may be perfo rmed.
Also, every U ndo itself may be reversed . Immediately after an undo
operation, the menu item changes to
a Redo command. In those rare cases
where your last action is irreversible,
a Can't Undo status is displayed
instead.

SAVING GRACES
WriteNow even carries this capability to your disk file . When you
have made changes to your file but
not saved them, the Revert To Saved
command will resto re the text to its
state at the time of the last Save
o peration. After you have conunitted your changes to disk, you may
still restore your text to its previously
saved state by choosing Revert To
Backup . WriteNow retains a copy of
the versio n just prior to your last
changes. If you inadvertently choose
either of these o ptio ns, the Undo
command will reverse them as well.
Although WriteNow maintains
two copies of your work in the disk
file, it does not consume twice the
storage space. By sharing the common text between the two copies
and merely keeping track of the
changes, WriteNow provides this insurance while taking up the least
possible disk space.
After you've finished a work session, WriteNow compacts the data
on the disk, reclaiming unused
space. This cuts down on fragmenta-

tion of your files and optimizes the
management of disk resources. If
you try to close a document without
saving the most recent changes, Write
Now will call this to your attention.
At that time you may explicitly
choose Save/Compact to clean up
your file . H owever, be advised that
this operation deletes the backup
copy normally available to the Revert commands.

SEEK AND YOU SHALL FIND
Like most full- featured word processors, WriteNow is able to search
for, and replace, strings of text. T he
Find/Replace command triggers a
dialog box fro m which the search
may be conducted. This dialog box
may be moved about the screen and
left on desktop to be activated as
needed . A check.mark next to the
command on the menu reminds you
that the command has been deployed.
Find/Replace will search for text
strings of up to 255 characters, moving either fo rward or backwards
through the text. Unless the "whole
word" option is specified, it will
match sequences wherever they are
found. You can also match characters in either upper or lower case.
SPELL IT WRITE
WriteNow)s spelling checker has a
50,000-word d ictionary. T he Check
Spelling command opens a combination wi ndow/di alog box tlu t can
remain on the desktop fo r ready
reference. Find begins searches fro m
the point of the cursor. Guess will
give you · the program's suggestions
for proper spelling. Clicking on the
suggested correction substitutes it
for the misspelled word in the text.
Ignore bypasses a word, Learn adds
it to tJ1e dictionary, and Forget deletes it.
Separate customized dictionaries
can be maintained under different
names. If you decide to do this, be
sure that you duplicate the WriteNow dictio nary before customizing
the renamed file. Any dictionary can
be loaded directly into memory from
a separate floppy, conserving space
on your work disk. Due to the
memory constraints imposed by
128K Macs, the Check Spelling op-

Rulers may be used to
format each paragraph
individually. Pulling
down the ruler highlights
the paragraph to be
formatted.
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The combination
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enabled by the
Find/Replace command ,
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on the screen. Buttons
control search
operations.
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The Page Setup dialog
box offers extensive
layout capabilities for a
word processor.

Style
x2 3

®US Letter
O US Legal
O Computer Paper
Special Effects:
Orien ta tion

Number of columns:

O A4 Letter
O International Fanfold

D Tall Adjusted
D 50 '!. Reduction
D No Gaps Betweeq Pages

0

® I

2

0

3

0

4

[iij]

Starting page number.
181 Number footnotes nutomatlcnlly
Binding margi ns: Left ~ In. Right ~ In.
D Al ternat e binding margins D Use printer spacing
Page wrap facto r.

~

~ '!.

Rul er r eduction:

When text is organized
into columns, the header
region may be used to
create headlines.
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e Wr i teNow

The Translator utility,
shown converting a text
file into a WriteNow
document, is the
program's connection to
the outside world . As a
separate program,
Translator is capable of
launching WriteNow after
converting a file .

ti: Conuert Tran sf er Help

to be displ aye d end printed wh~rever'they ere placed. The SHO W MARKERS
commend 1n t he View menu g1ves visu al lnd1cet1on or where every morker
has been Inserted In the text. SHOW/HIDE SPACE S perfor ms the same

fun ction for ell the non- printing cherecters. Carri age returns , tabs ,
specebl!lr Inputs, page breeik cherecters, es well 1s, the delineetion of the
heoder and footer regions , t he rect angl e denoting the size of the page, and

chereclers preventing t he breakup of poregrtiphs, ere ell mede vis tble by
this option.

Binding margins can be alternated
for printing on both sides of a page.
And if your Mac has the 128K
ROMs, WriteNow gives you the
option of variable spacing between
characters.
WriteNow also gives you control
over the page wrap factor, the point
size of the largest element (text o r
graphics) that will wrap from one
page to the next. If an element larger
than the specified factor is included
in a paragraph that falls across a page
break, WriteNow will automatically
refo rmat to keep that paragraph on a
single page.

tion is considerably slower on those
machines.

PAGE LAYOUT
The Page Setup.. . gives you an
exceptional degree of control over
how your document will look on the
printed page. First of all, you can
alter the scaling of the ruler. Ruler
Reduction is used to reduce or enlarge your document to match the
dimensions of the paper on which it
will be printed.
Page Setup. .. also allows you to
shift the body of the document to
either side to allow for binding.
100
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And finally, WriteNow lets you set
up--and see on screen - as many as
fo ur columns per page. Essentially
the program scales down the dimensions of a full page to fit the dimensions of the columns. The ruler settings within each column remain the
same and the body of text flows from
one column to the next. Graphics
embedded in the text may have to be
resized to sit properly within columns, and spacing between columns
will vary according to the margins
set for the paragraphs.
H eaders or footers, however, do
not conform to the columns. These,
unlike footnotes, will continue to
stretch across the page regardless of
how it is set up. Although at first
glance this may appear to be a drawback, it's actually a page layout bonus. Since columnization shrinks the
scale of the ruler settings, text headings cannot be retained as headlines
in multicolumn documents. H owever, the header region may be utilized
to create banners across more than
one column.
For best results, Page Setup options should be selected before formatting the document with the ruler. Although either sequence is
acceptable, doing the page setup first
preserves the dimensional integrity
of the ruler on the screen.
Despite these many features, Write
Now only approximates true page
layout. If you must regularly lay out
complex documents most of these
can be done better with a bona fide
page layout program. But for simpler documents, WriteNow gives you
layout control that is unprecedented
in a word processor.

PRINTING WHILE YOU WORK
Printing is the other side of the
WYSIWYG equation and, whether
you print to an ImageWriter or a
LaserWriter, what you get is a precise reproduction of what you see on
your screen.
If you're usmg an ImageWriter,
W riteN ow can print your document
"in the background." If T all Adjusted is selected with all other options
at their normal setting in the Page
Setup dialog, and medium quality
(Faster) is chosen you can continue
editing or writing as a document is

prmtmg. Naturally, the pnntmg
speed is slower; the program pauses
every half page to transfer data to the
printer. But this "quasi-multitasking" can come in handy.

WRITE AGAIN?
With your first word processor,
editing and writing power is probably your most important consideration. But after you've collected even
a few disks full of documents, a
program's ability to utilize those files
can overshadow everything else.
WriteNow's Translator utility will
convert documents saved in MacW rite or Word format into files that
WriteNow can access. However,
there is no way to make formatted
WriteNow files accessible to any other word processor, except by the text
file translation route. Although the
Translator reconstructs converted
files as closely as possible to their
original form, various exceptions are
listed in the WriteNow manual in
Appendix A. Translator is speedy
and works well, giving a graphic
indication of the conversion. When
the process is finished, you may Quit
to the Finder or use the Transfer
command to launch WriteNow and
open the converted file into a Docu- .
ment window. Unfortunately, the
Translator cannot be accessed from
within WriteNow; it is a separate
program. If you want to use an alien
file, the Translator must convert it
before entering WriteNow.
WRITE FROM THE START
WriteNow,s supporting documents serve their function well.
Nicely conceived and smartly executed, the 175-page, spiral-bound manual is the logical place to begin your
relationship with the program.
The manual leads off with an
introductory discussion of the proper System files and the management
of disk resources. There's also a stepby-step tutorial which will painlessly
bring you up to speed. Other chapters discuss each menu option and
keyboard command as well as troubleshooting potential problems.
Two appendices, one detailing the
particulars of Translator file conversions and the second summarizing
the special features of the program,

plus a Glossary and an Index, bring
up the rear.
No on-line help is provided. But
locating information in this manual
is easy enough that you won't miss
it. As with most Macintosh documents, the emphasis is on the novice
than the experienced user, so some
of the complexities get shortchanged a little bit. For example, a
more thorough explanation of Write .
Now,s columnization feature, with
some examples on how to best utilize it, could have been added. But,
· on balance, the manual is excellent.

then copy from one disk to another
in the Finder. But I know that if a
disk is ever chewed up, a days work
could go up in smoke. I would
surely rest easier if I could backup to
two disks efficiently from within a
Mac word processor. Maybe someday.

WRITE TO THE POINT
At the outset I intimated that
WriteNoiv does not represent my
idea of the perfect word processor.
Perfection, of course, is an elusive
thing and anyone who writes extensively is going to have very definite
(and often idiosyncratic) ideas about
what a program should do and how
it should do it.
However, WriteNow presents a
highly capable and versatile writing
environment. Coded in assembly
language, the program performs
crisply. Its many features do not
burden it with excess baggage nor
the user with needless complexity.
According to T/Maker, WriteNow
was three years in development; the
time and effort were well spent.
Everything works as expected and
nothing surfaces to surprise the unwary. The finished product is simply
solid. After working with it for several weeks, I doubt I will very often
return to MacWrite. ~

WRITE AND WRONG
Even when a program has as much
going for it as WriteNow, there are
always things that could be improved.
The first and most obvious is the
Translator. Continually having to
exit the program to make a file
conversion could become annoying.
Naturally the trick is to make the
translations beforehand, but this is
not always possible. If spell checking
functions can be accessed from within the program, why not the importation and exportation of data?
Also, I was disappointed to discover that the cursor keys on my
Mac Plus were still useless. I confess
that the more I work on the Mac, the
more accustomed I have become to
reaching for the mouse. But for
many operations keyboard cursor
movements would be simpler and
more elegant. As a second generation word processor for the Mac,
WriteNow should support cursor key
use.
Another disappointment is that
WriteNow retains one of my least
favorite features of the Mac system.
If, like me, you are a little paranoid
about your disk files, you might like
to frequently save your text to two
separate disks. This is how I trained
myself to behave when the Mac was
but a gleam in Steve Jobs' eye.
However, if you wish to back up
your Saves to another disk most
programs, and unfortunately Write
Now is no exception, make you
swap disks a dozen times. A megabyte of memory in my Mac Plus and
I need 13 swaps to back up a 30K
file. Sure, I make frequent saves and
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WRITENOW
Overall Rating
Follows Mac Interface
Documentation
On-Screen Help
Performance
Support
Consumer Value

!!!!%
! ! ! ! !
! ! ! !
None

! ! ! ! !
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !

Comments: An excellent word processor
with built-in spell check and simple page
layout capability. Best Feature: Crisp,
clean , operation and ease of use. Worst
Feature: File translator is separate from
main program . List Price: $175 . Runs on
any Mac. Published by T/Maker Company,
1973 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA
94043 . (415) 962-0195. Not copy protected .
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P E R S 0 N A L

FINANCE

AMARRIAGE
OF CONVENIENCE
ONE DAY IN THE NOT-TOO-DIS-

tant future Jan and Jim Smithwick
will have their employers transmit
their salaries electronically directly
into their personal bank accounts.
They will be able to download their
bank records into their personal financial software. That program can
then pass the information to a tax
preparation program.
Jan and Jim will then send the
electronic version of their tax return
to their accountant via modem and
the accountant can electronically file
the tax return with the I.R.S. All of
this will be accomplished without
the Smithwick's having to re-enter
any data, without the use of a pocket
calculator, and without the necessity
of any paper.
Does this sound too pie in the
sky? A few Mac users will probably
use exactly this electronic path to file
their 1987 taxes (still a year away).
But even now, thousands of Mac
users use a portion of this path in
handling their personal finances. All
of these options are available now to
a certain extent, and most of us will
gradually increase the number of
electronic links that we use in our
daily lives.

GETTING TOGETHER
Perhaps the most valuable electronic link this tax season will be
between a home accounting program and a tax preparation program.
If you used your Mac to keep track
of finances last year (and you should
have), you may be able to transfer
much of your personal information

Join MaclnTax to either

Tax (for 1986) already includes an
interface that will allow it to open
ASCII text files as a separate window
from within MacinTax. You can
select data in the window, then point
to where you want the data entered
in the tax forms, permitting the
quick transfer of information from
MacMoney to MacinTax.
SoftView contacted many other
companies with financial management software for the Mac, and
some of them also will be able to use
this new link. Most notable among
them is Dollars & Sense. Although
Dollars & Sense files can't be saved as
ASCII text, they can be used after
being run through a special converter that will be included with the
MacinTax disk.
Next year, several companies expect to have new versions of their
products that will invisibly tag files .
In this way data from the year end
report can be transferred automatically to MacinTax

MacMoney or Dollars &
Sense and make short
work of your taxes even on the long form.
directly onto your tax forms in Ma InTax, using an interface MacinTax
expects to include in this year's package. The option will certainly be
available for 1987 tax preparation.
SoftView, the company that publishes MacinTax, has for some time
expressed an interest in providing
this type of link for their customers
- with mixed success until recently.
Then Survivor Software's MacA1oney
became the first personal financial
management program on the Mac to
save report files as ASCII text. Before this, it seemed that the home
accounting software companies felt
they could compel customer loyalty
by making it necessary to rekey all
your data files if you wanted to
switch to a competitor's program.
Fortunately, that kind of thinking
seems to be going the way of copy
protection and the 128K Mac.
Survivor Software contacted SoftView about the feasibility of an
electronic link between their programs. And now, as a result, Macin-

TAX PREPARATION
MacinTax is the tax preparation
program of choice. It works extremely well and customer satisfaction is very high. The only significant customer complaint is that
SoftView has been very late issuing
the updated versions of their program the past 2 years. SoftView is
aware of this problem and has made
it a priority not to let it happen this
year.
By now, the new version of the
product should be out with a variety
of ways to relieve you of the drudg-
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A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE
a
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MacMoney data entry.
Just type the fi rst letter of
the payee's name. The
names list scrolls to that
letter. Click on payee and
it appears in the data
entry form along with the
linked category.
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ery of keying ii1 data. If you used
MaclnTax to prepare last year's taxes, the . program will update your
previous forms so they can be read
by this year's application. It will also
automatically fill out as much information as possible on this year's
forms from the previous year's, such
as name, social security number,
number of dependents, capital loss
carry over, income averaging information and depreciation.
If you kept track of your personal
fi nances in 1986 with a home accounting program, MaclnTax,s new
interface may further reduce the
need to key in data by hand. You
will have to select the previous year's
data and identify where you want it
to go in this year's form, but that
should be significantly less work
than manual data entry. Whole lists
of items and numbers can be transferred at once using one of MaclnTax,s itemization windows.
Itemization windows are one of
the best features in MaclnTax. Most
lines on the tax forms can be itemized in windows. T he results can be
104
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available for your area, it should
speed up the refund process on 1987
returns.
To take best advantage of this
forthcoming revolution, you'll need
to have kept your books on your
Mac. Let's briefly examine two of
the best programs for that purpose.

ii!i!
'lli

printed out and fi led with your return. T he itemizations can be several
layers deep. Itemization windows
also offer a useful place to leave
notes to remind you of why you did
something in a particular manner.
Sometime during the summer of
1987, SoftView plans to release a
professional version of MaclnTax.
There will be a dual data entry
mode, allowing the preparer to
choose between the MaclnTax type
screen or an accountant's worksheet.
T his will let the preparer consider
alternate tax strategies simultaneously. The client data base will be cross
linked, allowing the extraction of
information across files .
The reason this package is of interest to ordinary taxpayers is that its
existence will increase the likelihood
that your accountant will be able to
file your tax returns for 1987 electronically. Right now, the I.R.S. has
th is system available only in certain
pilot cities. The list of cities is growing, but only professional preparers
are allowed to file returns in this
way. If the option does become
H
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MacMoney is an excellent home
accounting program. It has a fu ll list
of features with fast, easy and intuitive data entry and advanced data
manipulation capabi lities. Its report
generating ability is easily the strongest available. MacMoney is also
among the least expensive personal
finance programs.
MacMonC)' has a few drawbacks,
includi ng its size: it is so large that it
is slow to open and MacMoney files
take up a lot of disk space. Its report
generating menu is so complex that
it will take several tries to learn to
print out a decent report. Fortunately you can save a customized report
as a template.
The manual for MacMoney is very
good and has an excellent description of how to organize your account categories to faci litate fi lling
o ut your income taxes. This works
well whether you prepare your taxes
by hand or with tax preparation
software.
There is an extra ID code attached
to every transaction that can be used
to tag an item for a specific page of
the tax return. The tag can be added
as you enter data or later - even at
tax time - or both. This will allow
you to have a list of all the information for a specific page of a tax return
on hand and already organized while
fi ll ing out the actual forms.

DOLLARS & SENSE
Dollars & Sense is the best selling
personal fi nance management program for every type of microcomputer. One of its best features is its
ability to link with other Monogram
products, though these products
cannot yet share fi les among different types of computers . Monogram's
product line includes Forecast, a tax
planner; Money/inc, allowing a computer link between Dollars & Sense
files and your bank's electronic fi les;

and Business Sense, a professional accounting package.
Forecast is a standalone planning
tool that can be used to assist you in
tax preparation. It will not fill out
your tax forms. As a tax planning
aid, it will allow you to look at up to
five scenarios simultaneously. You
can also look at your financial picture up to 5 years in the future.
Forecast will allow you to select
items from a Dollars & Sense data
base to fill in amounts on your
Forecast version of your tax forms. If
at some point in the year you wish to
see what your projected taxes will be,
Forecast can look at less than a full
year's Dollar & Sense data and automatically extend the current figures
to the expected full year amounts.
The new version containing the
1987 and 1988 tax code revisions
should be available by the time you
read this.
Moneyline allows you to communicate directly with your bank's computer system. Many transactions can
be directly fed by the bank's computer into Dollars & Sense accounts.
This reduces the drudgery of retyping data, increases accuracy and gives
convenient access to bank information at any time, not just when the
statement arrives.
This is a powerful example of how
easily information can be transferred
between dissimilar computers, let
alone dissimilar programs. The service is currently available only
through Citibank, on the east coast.
It is expected that it will become
available through Bank of America
on the west coast around mid - year.
Business Sense is a professional accounting package. If you decide at
some point that it is time to move up
from a personal accounting package
to a professional program, you can
take data directly from Dollars &
Sense to Business Sense. Or you can
use Dollars & Sense at home for
personal financial management and
Business Sense at the office, and move
data back and forth as appropriate.
Monogram expects to have version 2.0 of Dollars & Sense, a major
rewrite, done sometime this year. It
should remedy some of the program's drawbacks and add new features. Relevant here is that version
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you have created a category you can't
remove it, even if you remove all the
entries in it. You can only remove it
when you begin a new year, and
then only if it is empty.
The first few times you use a home
accounting program, keep a notepad
nearby. When you don't know
which category to put something in,
put it in "Misc." and make a note of
where you think it might fit. That
way, at the end of the session, you
can see if your statement balances,
then close the files and add new
categories if needed. It is easy to edit
your data later and move it into a
new category.
Remember above all, BACK UP
YOUR FILES! I actually use a
three-disk backup system ever since a
bad experience in which I lost 5
months data. I always work on my
master data disk and alternate backing up from one disk to another.
Once my files were damaged but
they hung up only in certain situations. I didn't learn of the problem
until after I had made a backup. The
backup was a perfect replica of the
master: they both hung in the same
way.
It helps to have a couple of
months of entries up on the screen
when you are entering transactions.
This way, you can look back and see
how you entered something like an
ATM transaction the last time. Being consistent with data entry is
extremely important. You won't be
able to sort your files accurately if
vou aren't consistent.
· Little errors pop up frequently. If
an error is major, say for instance
you entered a deposit as a withdrawal or vice versa, the account won't

aclnTax (for
1986) already
includes an
interface that will allow
it to open ASCII text
files, permitting the
quick transfer of information from MacMoney
to MaclnTax.
2.0 will have the accounts data base
tagged to allow automatic file transfer to MacinTax.

HOW TO GET STARTED
If this article has been at all interesting to you, start using a home
accounting program now - don't
wait for newer software to come out.
Now is the time to begin entering
personal financial data on a regular
basis and you can always upgrade
when new versions are released.
The biggest problem the novice
faces in getting started is how to
organize account categories. Don't
worry about it. Use the plain vanilla
list of categories from the manual
(Dollars & Sense has a set of accounts
built in .) If you want to be more
organized before you start, look at a
few months of canceled checks and
credit card receipts. You can add to
the list as you go along, but once
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A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE
Every line with data on it in last
year's for m should have an entry this
year, and vice versa, or you'd better
know why it doesn't.
Before printing out a final version,
take a few extra moments and have
your accountant go over the forms
with you. Go over any majo r
changes fro m last year to this, and
any significant changes in yo ur fiscal
life. T his is also a good time to
review the categories you use to keep
records in yo ur home accounting
program.

balance and you'll know about it
right away. Whenever your accounts
don't balance, be careful not to save
the unbalanced version over last
month's balanced version. Save it to
a new disk and mark it as the unbalanced one. By going back over it
again at a later session you can often
find the error and avoid having to reenter the data. If you absolutely can't
make the thing balance, you can at
least use your backup to start over
from the previous month when the
thing did balance. T hen you will
only have to re-enter 1 month's data
to get things right.
Grooming your files at the end of
the year is a must. If your accounts
balance at the end of the year, you
are in pretty good shape but transactions can still be in the wrong categories. At tax time it is necessary to
review all transactions one by one,
making sure that each is in the
correct category and correctly
marked as taxable or nontaxable. It is
best to empty out the "Misc." and
"Cash" accounts as much as possible.
H opefully, before tax time rolls
around you will have been practicing
with report templates all year. T his is
the most difficult part of using these
programs, especially with MacMoney, because there are so many
variables to deal with. You must
make a year end repo rt that will
correctly summarize the tax data
from your files. If you have been
using the suggested tax accounts
from the program, this shouldn't be
too hard.
When it is time to prepare your
taxes, open MaclnTax and_have it fill
in the info rmation from last year's
fo rms automatically. Then open the
interface window with the text file of
your year end financial report. Move
the data from the text file into the
correct locations on the tax fo rms
and your returns should be pretty
well filled out.
A word of warning when you
prepare your taxes with your Mac:
don't take the machine's word fo r it
- the l.R.S: won't. Your most valuable tool at this point is last year's tax
return. If the l.R.S. hasn't complained about last year's taxes then
you probably want this year's to look
as much like last year's as possible.
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anything to bring our financial situation under control.
By beginning to use one of these
programs now we can do a great
deal to improve our lives, both emo tionally and fin ancially. If you balance your accounts even once a
month, in a kw mo nths a sense of
order will begin to replace the disar~
ray. As your records become organized, there is a sense that intelligent
decisions can be made because you
are now well-in fo rmed.
Who knows? You might actually
begin to approach your fi nancial
record keeping with enthusiasm .
When it comes to MaclnTax, I have
occasionally heard the word "fun "
used. ~

he first few
times you use a
home accounting SCOlT BEAMER WORKS O UT Of AN OFl'l CE AT HOME. MAN AG I NG H IS INVESTprogram, keep a note- MENT PORTl'OLIO.
pad nearby. When you
MACINTAX
don't know which cate- Overall Rating
Follows Mac Interface
Printed Documentation
gory to put something On-Screen
Help
Performance
1n, put it in "Misc." Support
Consumer Value

It is much easier to print o ut the Comments: Updates at reduced rates
entire form than trying to line up an ($45/year) . California state returns also
actual I.R.S. fo rm in the printer. If available ($45/$25 update) . Best Feature:
you do use the latter technique, Realism and completeness of forms on
make sure you have plenty of extra screen . Worst Feature: Releasing product
fo rms on hand, and be very careful late. List Price: $99 . Will work on 128K
Mac with one disk drive . Published by
that the entries are going o n the SoftView, Inc ., 4820 Adohr Lane , Suite F,
correct line. It is easy to overlook a Camarillo , CA 93010 . 1-800-MACNTAX, in
mistake when there are only a couple · CA call 1-800-MACVIEW. Not copy protectof entries on a fo rm.
ed .
Forms printed on a LaserWriter
look terrifi c. If you don't have access
to a LaserWriter, try to rent time on MACMONEY
! ! ! ! !
one at a local copy center or ask the Overall Rating
List Price: $ 74 .95 . Requires 512K + .
help line of the local user group.

START NOW
At this time of year, most of us
have negative emotio ns about our
personal fin ances and tax returns.
Even during the rest of the year the
subject seems about as interesting as
flea powder. These negative emotions are caused to a large degree by
our feelings of powerlessness, even
guilt, that we haven't done much of
H
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Published by Survivor Software Ltd ., 11222
La Cienega Blvd ., Inglewood , CA 90304 .
(213) 410-9527 . Not copy protected .

DOLLARS & SENSE
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Overall Rating
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List Price: $149 .95 . Will work on 128K.
Published by Monogram , 8295 South La
Cienega Blvd ., Inglewood , CA 90301 . (213)
215-0529. Not copy protected .

See what you've
beenmissin
Full page views of your documents, for example.
Unobstructed displays of several windows simultaneously. And dozens of other applications for
:which the Macintosh"' has been able to give you only
art of the story. Until now, that is.

Introducing the Radius Full Page Display.
e Radius FPD"' works side by side with your
Macintosh to make creating, editing, and laying out
documents easier than ever- by letting you see a
full SW by 11" page.
That means less scrolling. Less enlarging and reducing.
!And, because your Macintosh doesn't sit idle, a much
more useful way to work.
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ergonomics. The screen is flicker free under all
lighting conditions. Rear and front tilt are
independently adjustable.
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The FPD extends your investment in the Macintosh.

Lay out a page on the FPD, fo.r example, while the
Macintosh holds tools, palettes, desk accessories, and
other windows. Or treat the two screens as a single,
contiguous display, viewing large, horizontal documents.
Even drag text or graphics between the two.
The FPD is in every way an extension of your Macintosh,
from the electronics to the aesthetics. But then,
there's a good reason for that.
The team that developed the Radius FPD is the same
group of experts that designed and built the original
Macintosh. Which means you're assured of the highestquality product, from top to bottom.
Want to find out more? Contact your nearest authorized Radius dealer to get the full story. (Or call us at
408-732-1010 for the name of the dealer nearest you.)
d see what you've been missing.
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LaserWriter users will find the Full Page Display a
natural . complement to
their
current
configurations. The Radius Full Paga Display will
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Hardware print buffers

ANYONE WITH ANY REAL INTER-

est in computers as easy to use
general purpose devices respects the
Macintosh. You're reading this magazine because you agree, right? But
let's face it: the Mac, like virtually all
other personal computers on · the
market today, suffers from one truly
woeful problem - printing delays.
And while each passing year reveals
new computers with ever faster microprocessors, hard disks, and modems, all this speed is to no avail
when the computing is finished and
the printing begins. Printers - even
dot-matrix printers - are limited to
numbing lassitude because they are
largely mechanical rather than electronic beasts. So we wait at the
keyboard. And wait. And wait.
Only three solutions have been
offered so far: multitasking, spoolers
and buffers. Multitasking refers to a
computer's ability to perform more
than one job at one time, but it
requires a lot of design forethought
and special circuitry to achieve. The
Lisa had it; the Mac lamentably does
not.
Spoolers are software utilities that
.segregate an area of RAM in the
computer to hold data for the printer
while the remainder of memory
holds your program. When you start
to print, the data (or "print stream")
goes to this spool memory and is fed
from there to the printer while you
go on about your computing business. But spoolers rely heavily on the

are the ultimate
solution for the "wait
for it to print" problem.
We compare five units.
microprocessor to monitor things; if
the microprocessor is tied up say,
calculating a spreadsheet, then
spooling - and printing - stops.
Worse, spoolers cut the amount of
memory available to programs
(which can be crucial to packages
such as Excel) .
Thus, printer buffers: hardware devices that connect between the computer and printer, acting as reservoirs for the print stream. Buffers per
se are little more than additional
external memory, occasionally with
some intelligence in the form of a
microprocessor. They have been
around for years, often for other
output devices (like video displays,
where they are called screen buffers),
and come with a range of features.
Recently a number of printer buffers
have finally appeared for the Macintosh family, most sharing a handful
of identical features such as the
printing of multiple copies and paus-

BY ROBB ALEY ALLAN
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ing the printer to add cut, or single,
sheets.
Some come with software to replace the Image Writer printer driver,
in order to take advantage of the
maximum speed of the printer port
and get data into the buffer as quickly as possible. But unlike other hardware accessories, many of these units
bear little physical or functional resemblance to each other. In this
article we will look at five buffers
available for use with the Mac Plus
and the ImageWriter II.

MACBUFFER
MacBuffer (by Ergotron, Inc. of
Minneapolis) is a tall, slender box
with a fistful of idiot lights and front
panel switches that reveal its versatility. Among its main features : handling two Macs with differing print
jobs at one time, independent printing of single-sheet cut paper and
printing of multiple copies. Setup of
the MacBuffer is simple. The rear
panel contains three Apple standard
9-pin plugs, and normal printer cables will work (the Mac Plus and the
ImageWriter II, of course, require
the new "mini-DIN" round-plug
adaptors) . Hook the Mac to the
MacBuffer and the MacBuffer to the
printer. Find the power cord, plug it
in, and flip the MacBuffer's rear
panel power switch.
The front panel has six distinct
control sections:
1. Memory has four LEDs with
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icons to indicate how much of the
buffer's overall memory (in quarters,
usually) has been filled with incoming data.
2. Mode has a single switch, labeled "one" and "two." Its purpose
is to tell the MacBuffer that it will
receive data from just one Mac or a
pair, and to segment memory accordingly. When the mode is set to
"two," the Memory indicator lights
work in pairs to tell how much of
each segment (in halves) is filled.
3. The Status LED lights indicate
that the buffer is receiving data or
sending it to the printer.
4. Single-Sheet uses both an LED
and a switch to stop the printer at
the end of each page so a new cut
sheet can be fed in; use it when
continuous-feed forms are not being
used. This lets you set any print job
as "continuous" in the Mac's Page
Setup box so the computer itself
doesn't constantly interrupt and ask
for a new sheet.
5. Copy also uses a light and a
switch to arrange for multiple print
copies of the downloaded document( s). You simply choose the
copy mode; additional presses tell
the buffer how many to make.
6. Power is .. .power.
MacBuffer uses software to speed
up the transfer of print data from the
Mac. A disk with several modified
printer drivers comes with the device, and all you need do is replace
the Image Writer system file on your

master disk with one of these modified drivers on the MacBuffer disk.
(They are provided with different
names in case you are still using a
System without a Chooser desk accessory.) This change alone speeds up
data transfer from the Mac to 57.6
kilobaud (thousands of bits per second) - six times faster than the
standard ImageWriter driver.
Ergotron offers three different
versions of the buffer, with 256K,
512K or a full 1 megabyte of buffer
memory. (Upgrading of the smaller
versions must be done at the factory.) A simple self-test routine verifies that memory is functioning
properly.

MAX really shines: speed is increased 24 times to 230.4 kilobaud!
The front panel has a flexiblemembrane finish with three functional sections: a group of four "gas
gauge" LEDs to indicate how much
buffer memory is filled (in quarters);
a single-sheet feed selection light;
and a ready button/light for use with
single-sheet printing and self-tests.
The rear panel holds two 9-pin plugs
(so usually just a single Mac can be
connected to a single printer), the
power plug and power switch, and
- hallelujah - a reset button for
aborting a print job immediately.
MAX doesn't have quite the same
versatility as MacBuffer, but it comes
pretty close. Single-sheet printing is
MAX
chosen in the normal way using the
MAX comes from our northern Page Setup dialog box on the Mac's
friends, DataSpace, Inc. of Ontario, screen; but in fact MAX pulls all the
Canada, and is another in a series of pages (if possible) immediately into
products that they have released in its buffer and releases the Mac. The
the past few years for the Macintosh. single-sheet LED lights up and the
Like MacBuffer, MAX is Mac-specif- buffer prompts for additional single
ic, and as such is exceptionally easy sheets when the printer is ready by
to install and use: plug in all the lighting the ready LED/button. Feed
appropriate cables and turn it on. the sheet, press the button, and go.
Again like MacBuffer, MAX comes
One nice touch is that single-sheet
with driver software (which, as sup- and continuous-feed jobs can be
plied, requires the Chooser desk ac- buffered on top of one another; just
cessory) to speed the downloading keep downloading the data and the
of data to tl1e buffer - and here, buffer keeps track of which is which.

BUFFER ZONE
After the cut-sheet document is finished printing, the buffer waits for
you to press the ready button (after
you have changed your paper) before proceeding.
There is, however, no provision
for printing multiple copies, no r for
interrupting printing once it has begun (say, to clear paper jams); for
this you must rely on the printer's
Select button. On the other hand,
MAX is thoughtfully designed to
function well in an AppleTalk netwo rk. This allows many Macintoshes
to share a single printer. Better yet,
several MAXes can be distributed
about, each to a different printer,
and (since identical devices in an

As shown on the back
of the Universal Printer Buller, the buffer Is
equipped with both
serial and parallel
ports.

JUST SEND A CABLE
There was a commercial on television in New York a few years ago for Barney 's
mens' store . Young Barney is on a lower Manhattan sidewalk stoop , batting the breeze
with some friends . " I want to be a baseball star," says one . " I'm going to be
president," says another. " I'll be a rich and famous actor," adds a third . " Well, "
muses Barney , " you 're all gonna need clothes."
I have a nightmare like this. I dream of some young kids sitting on a California beach .
Maybe they've just fin ished surfing . They look cool. " I want to make something that
you can play games in color with ," says the electronics genius . " Yeah? " says the math
wiz. " I want to make an electronic slide rule ." The writer adds, " Not me. I wanna
invent a typewriter that knows how to spell ." They turn to their chum. " Well ," says he,
" you 're all gonna need cables."
Yep . We all need cables , all right. And that's wher: my nightmare really begins.
It's not overstating the case to say that computer manufacturers have done their
customers a shocking disservice by requiring them to buy altogether too many cables
with too many plugs - RS232, mini-DIN , DB9 , Centronics , etc., etc.
Unfortunately, Apple has helped to make this a problem . The Macintosh and its
components have used at least four different plug types (min i-DIN , DB-9, DB-19, and
DB-25 on the lmageWriter) , some of which resemble each other but don't contain the
same wiring (lmageWriter and modem cables , for example) . At least Apple makes and
markets the correct cable for each connection - if your dealer chooses to carry them .
Writing this story was a true exercise in frustration . Each buffer (save for the
MacBuffer and the Max) used a different type of cable , and some used more than one.
Some manufacturers carried the necessary cables as accessories. Others recommended
using an existing cable on the market (not always from Apple) . One didn't make such a
cable , nor could it recommend one (Hayes: they had to custom-build a cable to hook up
to my lmageWriter II.) None of the manufacturers had adequate information for a
novice to connect their buffer to a Macintosh Plus , although some did explain hookups
to a straight Macintosh with the old DB-9 plugs . Two buffers (the Optimizer and the
Universal Printer Buffer) even had DIP switches and jumper boxes (inside the cabinet,
of course) to enable a user to correct the wiring circuitry to work with different cablesbut this was far , far from easy and should be totally ignored if not inescapably
necessary. Unless, that is , you have a degree in electrical engineering or like to make
your own cables for fun.
Users, unite! This is unforgivable . It's like having to buy a different lightbulb for every
lamp - without knowing exactly which one to get. Manufacturers nod dutifully to
" standards ", then proceed to make their cables with jumped wires , switched wires hell , no wires at all sometimes .
In the meantime, to save wear and tear on your temper, see the accompanying box
on cables , DIP switches , and jumper positions for each buffer. And remember: these
only work with the Macintosh Plus and the lmageWriter II. If you have something
else ... call the manufacturer.
If only Barney had known .
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AppleTalk network are distinguished
by network "names") each can be
"named" distinctly, using software
supplied on MAX's printer driver
disk. Obviously, hooking MAXes
into such a network requires special
AppleTalk connectors, available
from dealers.

UNIVERSAL PRINTER BUFFER
The U niversal Printer Buffer
(UPB) from Johnathon Freeman
Designs in California is meant to be
used, not just with the Macintosh,
but with virtually any computer and
printer combination on the market.
Thus, it comes equipped with two
pairs of ports:
serial connectors and Centronics parallel connecto rs. These can be linked in a.11y
combination: serial to either serial or
parallel, or (useless to owners of the
serial-equipped Mac) parallel to serial o r parallel.
Such a broad design mandate requires that the UPB work with any
number of differently wired serial
cables, and to overcome the inevitable incompatibilities, Freeman and
group have included within the
UPB's cabinet a number of DIP
switches and two jumper blocks, by
which the connection between the
input or output serial ports' pin
assignments and the internal circuitry can be rerouted.
If that last sentence doesn't make
any sense to you, then neither will
the task of moving these jumpers,
no r the manual's explanation of it.
This is definitely not a pursuit for

a:

~
~

g

beginners. While obviously a good
idea (not to mention giving the
product the broadest possible market), the UPB is quite un-Maclike
(i.e., not simple) m concept and
execution.
One missing component of the
UPB as a printer buffering system is
software - there 1s no alternate
ImageWriter driver to maximize the
speed of the Mac's serial port. While
the unit works fine in execution
(after you finally figure out which
jumper blocks to use and how to set
DIP switches), nevertheless it
doesn't have the speed of some of
the other buffers. It saves little to no
time when printing graphic images
(see the performance chart) . However, one advantage of relying on the
Apple-standard driver is that revisions with newer features (such as
bidirectional printing) can be used.

PRINTER OPTIMIZER
Applied Creative Technologies'
Printer Optimizer gave me pause
when I first saw it. Like the UPB, it
is meant to be used with most computers and printers available, not just
the Mac. It is marketed in an expandable fashion, the basic unit

MacBuffer MAX
1 Mb)

.~-.~~-No_r_
m_
al __(1 Mb)

Excel {5 pg .J
start
finish
percent of Normal
pages printed

0:00:11
0:07:08

0:00:14
0:03:03
41%
1.5

0:00:14
0:03:00
40%

MacWrite faster' 5pg .)
start
0:00:09
finish
0:05:36
percent of Normal
pages printed
5

0:00:09
0:01 :55
32%
1.25

0:00:08
0:01 :54
32%
1.5

MacWrite'dra ' 5 pg .
start
finish
percent of Normal
pages printed

5

0:00:06
0:00:37
30%
1.25

0:00:04
0:00:39
34%
1.5

QUED (5 pg .)
start
finish
percent of Normal
pages printed

5
immed.
0:03:12
62%
1

1mmed.
0:03:00
58%
1

FullPaint 1 pg .
start
finish
percent of Normal
pages printed

5

0:00:05
0:01 :49

immed.
0:05:11

0:00:14
0:06:27
89%
3.5

0:00:13
0:06:27
90%
4.25

0:00:08
0:02:06
36%
1.5

0:00:10
0:04:39
82%
3

0:00:08
0:04:38
83%
3.5

immed.
0:03:17
63%
1

immed .
0:05:10
100%
1

immed.
0:05:10
100%
1

1'.5

PERCENT OF NORMAL PRINT TIME
Excel
(5 pg.)

MacWrite 'faster'
(5 pg.)

.acV' te
(5 pg.)

aft'

QUED
(5 pg.)

Full Paint
(1 pg.)

80%---60%

1-----

40%
20%
0%
•
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BUFFER ZONE
equipped with a single pair of parallel ports (useless to Mac users, since
the Mac only transmits a serial signal
and the Optimizer cannot make the
translation internally), but with an
option to add an internal circuit
board containing two (or more) serial ports with 25-pin plugs.
Again like the UPB, the Optimizer comes with DIP switches and
jumper blocks to reroute the serial
signals from port to chip appropriately. ACT has made the process just
slightly easier (mainly by supplying
detailed instruction sheets for most
printers and computers on the market), but it still leaves a lot to be
desired. The documentation is a bit
disorganized and difficult to use, but
it's the only one whose documents
explain what the various handshaking protocols actually mean - perhaps of dubious worth for a simple
device like a printer buffer.
On the other hand, the Printer
Optimizer goes far beyond mere
buffering in design and capability.
Using a numeric keypad on the front
panel, you can enter any of a series of
commands to alter the operation of
the buffer or printer or, more significantly, to modify the contents of the
print stream itself. In addition, mul-

printer
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tiple internal storage areas allow sep- entire mess to the printer. No need
arate print jobs to be downloaded for special software!
So, even though it practically reand later merged into a single print
quires a degree in electrical engineerrun.
Say you wanted to perform a mail ing to fully understand, the Optimizmerge, in which the same letter will er offers capabilities unmatched by
be sent to a number of recipients. the other printer buffers for the Mac.
You can download the letter con- If you need it, there is nothing to
tents one time into a storage area of replace it. But be prepared to study.
the buffer, and download the names
and addresses into another, each sep- TRANS ET 1000
Hayes' Transet 1000 is also
arated by a special control character
that you have previously defined something more than a printer buffwith the numeric keypad. The buffer er, combining a printer buffer, a
will automatically interleave the modem buffer and a multiport
names and the text and send the switching center. As such, it can be

FEATURES TABLE
Ports
Serial
Parallel
Switchable?
Capacity
Printers
Copy function
Reset function
Pause function
Single sheet function
Software
Speed
Features
Warranty
Idiot lights
Power
Buffer full
Processing/ busy
Single sheet
Copy
Self-test
Breakout box/jumpers
Other features
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MacBuffer

MAX

Optimizer

Transet

UPB

2 in, 1 out
no

1 in, 1 out
no

1 in, 2 out
1 in , 1 out

256K, 512K, 1Mb
lmageWriters
yes
no
no
yes

256K, 1Mb
lmageWriters
no
yes
no
yes

65K, 1 Mb
any
yes
yes
yes
no

1 in , 2 out
1 out
yes
128K, 512K
any
yes
yes
yes
with software

1in,1out
1 in, 1 out
yes
64K,256K
any
yes
yes
yes
somewhat

56 .7 kbd driver

23.4 kbd driver

37.5 kbd driver

1 year

1 year

90 days

configures unit
2 years

1 year

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
can share two
Macs with one
printer

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
can connect to an
AppleTalk network to share
Macs and printers

yes
with LED
with LED
no
with LED
yes
yes
translation of data, control
of printer through numeric
keypad, port switcher

yes
no
yes
no
yes
error light
no
also acts as
modem buffer,
port switcher

yes
yes
no
no
yes (ready light)
yes
yes
serial and
parallel ports
can be linked
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SCORECARD
Mal:Buffer
Documentation ••
Performance
•••••
Consumer Value •••••
Best Featu re
design and ease
of use

MAX

Optimizer

• ••
• ••••
• •••
speed and ease
of use

Worst Feature

no simple reset
switch

no multiple copy
function

Price
Manufacturer

1 meg , $699.95
Ergotron, Inc
PO Box 17013
Minneapolis,
MN 55417
(612) 854-9116

1 meg, $698
DataSpace Corp.
205 Riviera Drive
Markham , Ontario
Canada L36 2L6
(416) 474-0113

used to speed up printing and capture and hold electronic mail received by modem - all at the same
time.
Essentially, Hayes has equipped
the Transet with several separate
internal buffer areas, each independently addressable. In addition, the
various ports can be interconnected
virtually at will, to allow the Transet
to act as a sort of electronic traffic
center between any serial or parallel
devices. Finally, the unit is designed
to integrate with Hayes modems,
and can be programmed while using
standard telecommunications software just as though you were sending commands to the modem. For
example, using commands from the
keyboard or a program, you can alter
the routing of internal data from
port to port, change page numbers
in a print job, define page margins,
time or date stamp pages and so
forth. Meanwhile, the unit continues
to function simultaneously as a modem buffer, so you can also take
advantage of its ability to receive
electronic mail and replay it over the
phone when prompted. .
Physically the Transet resembles
many of the other products in the
Hayes family: a low-slung aluminum
box with a black translucent front
panel and ridged roof for stacking.
The front panel has a host of LEDs,
and three push-button switches that
work in combination with each other to perform a variety of functions .
One unfortunate design aspect
concerns the rear panel plugs: Hayes

••••
••••
••••

custom control
of virtually all
print related
functions
difficult to
master

UPB

Transet

• ••••

• ••
• ••
• ••

• ••
• •••

can act as
modem buffer

internal jumpers
allows customization to
any serial printer
and cable
odd plugs
limited memory and no driver
require custom
software makes unit relatively
cables; slow
sluggish
1 meg , $1,085
128K, $399 512K.$549 64 K, $269 256K I $329
Applied Creative
Hayes Microcomputer Johnathon Freeman
Technology, Inc.
Products, Inc.
Designs, Inc.
10529 Olympic Dr. 705 Westech Or.
Hunters Point #11 O
Dallas, TX 75220 Norcross, GA 30092
San Francisco, CA 94135
(800) 433-5373
(404) 449-8791
(415) 822-8451

has chosen to provide the Transet
with a rather unusual set. Two plugs
are familiar 9-pin serial types - but
one is female and one is male. Of
course no cable made by Apple will
fit the male plug. Further, the other
port is a 15-pin serial or parallel
type, and there simply is no cable
available anywhere to connect from
that to the round DIN port of the
ImageWriter II. Expect to consult
your local custom electronics shop;
they may be able to create one for
you.

FINAL PRINTOUT
Obviously, these five devices
a great deal in their designs
capabilities. Two are simple to
three quite complex; several

vary
and
use,
use

high-speed drivers, another adds
power in hardware that no software
driver for the Mac can match. To get
a feel for the operational differences,
see the accompanying charts and
tables (be forewarned that each buffer requires different cables - see the
sidebar). Oddly, even those that
don't take advantage of special software still helped speed up some
printing tasks. With some thought
about your needs, there is certainly
one amongst the group that can free
you from the tyranny of the scratchy
sound of a slow printer. ~

ROBB ALEY ALLEN IS A NEW YORK AREA
COMPUTER WRITER AND REAL ESTATE
EXPERT.
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only can't you play the game without
them, a clever but annoying keyword
scheme forces you to have the main
manual at the ready in order to begin
play.
The Team File disk contains 38
Super Bowl teams. Legendary teams
like the Pittsburgh Steelers of '74,
'75, '78 and '79; the Joe Namath-led
New York Jets of '68; the feared
Dallas Cowboy squads of '70, '71,
'75, and '78; and the goonish Oakland Raiders of '67, '76, '80 and '83.
Recent Super Bowl opponents like
the '85 Chicago Bears and New
England Patriots and the '84 San
Francisco Forty-Niners and Miami
Dolphins connect the past to the
present.
The statistical simulation of MPF
is rooted in the numerical rankings
(from 0 to 100) of each team's
offensive and defensive units in their
effectiveness for and against the run
and the pass. Specific individual ratings in running, passing, kicking and
throwing are given to the team's
named offensive players and are used
to determine play results.
The list of features will boggle the
mind of the most fanatical football
fan. How do three levels of coaching
skill sound? Being able to call up an
on-screen statistics report that tells
you how many tackles or sacks a

Mac Pro Football takes

the Chicago 28 ... 12 seconds left in
the game ... the . Forty-Niners, trailing by 5 and with no time-outs,
come out of the huddle. Montana
brings them to the line. He waves his
arms to silence the partisan San
Francisco crowd, chilled by the December winds. The Bears drop back
into a nickel defense. There's the producing the gan1e of our dreams.
snap. Montana rolls to his right. It still wouldn't have happened had
He's looking - looking - throws. not David Holt spent 4 long years
Dwight Clark has it at the 15. He's porting his dream into reality with
down to the 10, the 5, he's tackled at Mac Pro Football.
the 2-yard line as the gun goes off!
Holt's love of the game clearly
Chicago wins 24-19."
shows in this truly fascinating statisExciting? You bet! A dream tical simulation of NFL football.
match-up of two great Super Bowl Mac Pro Football offers not only an
teams: the 1985 Chicago Bears play- intriguing entertainment but also a
ing the 1984 San Francisco Forty- learning base about the strategies
Niners on a windy day at Candle- and tactics of coaching. And his
stick Park. All brought to you by clearly written analysis of past Super
Mac Pro Football from Avalon Hill, Bowl games is a bonus to the
the first truly interesting sports sim- thoughtfully written manual that exulation for the Macintosh.
plains Mac Pro Football. Add to this
When the Macintosh first came his creation of a computer coach as
out many sports fans, bored with resourceful as the team it coaches
years of being slavish bookkeepers to for times when you can't find a
table-top statistical games like Strat- human opponent.
0-Matic or APBA, fantasized about
The game comes in an attractive
the great simulations we were sure to bookcase-style box on two 400K
see Real Soon Now. The mix of floppy disks. You'd better plan on
graphics, sound and the Macintosh spending some time with the manuser interface seemed to be a "sure ual, the MSFL Coach,s Playbook, and
thing" to lure some developer into its addendum, the Tech Manual. Not

you out of the armchair
and onto the field.

BY HARRY CONOVER
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PUNT, PASS AND CLICK
player made? Ever play a game
where you can design the pass routes
for a receiver? Designate the holes
for the runner? Select from four
different passing positions for your
quarterback? Even have him run the
bootleg?
Mac Pro Football hasn't slouched
on the other side of the line either.

he list of features will boggle the mind of
the most fanatical football fan. How do three
levels of coaching skill
sound?
The defense has at its disposal packages like the Blitz, Short Yardage
and Nickel as well as three standard
4-3-4 defenses. The defensive coordinator can set the line's alignment
and the speed of its pursuit of a ball
carrier. Pass defense is not restricted
to simple man-to-man or zone coverage, but goes the extra step in allowing you to select the type of coverage
on the receivers as well as to choose a
double team assignment.
Everybody talks about the weather. Now you can do something
about it. Based on the venue of the
home team and the time of the year
you can set the temperature, add
wind and stir in rain or snow. Or let
the computer do it. Depending upon
the severity of weather factoring the
elements might play a significant
role in determining the outcome of
the game. There is a reason the
Super Bowls are played at warm
weather sites.
A truly unique feature, something
akin to the Ultimate What If, is the
Set Game Situation. You can recreate any game situation and replay
it to see if different offensive and
defensive calls would have affected
the outcome of the original play.
The MPF manual includes some
116
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McMahon has rolled to
the right and, under
heavy pressure from
three Forty-Niner
linemen, throws a
completion to McKinnon
at the 20-yard line .

Payton, using a block
from the split end on the
right outside linebacker,
heads upfield after his
sweep around left end .

Atypical page from Mac
Pro Football's Stat Report
file after the Miami
Dolphins have barely
edged the San Francisco
Forty-Niners 26-21 .

classic what-if scenarios that are
yours for the replaying.
Rounding out this football lover's
package is the all important Save
Game feature ("Dinner ? Already ?")
and a separate program called MSFL
Stats. The Stat Report is automatically saved at the conclusion of every
game and contains three pages of
statistics that can be viewed on
screen or printed out.
AlJ this and you get to watch the
play unfold on your screen as the
H
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players, represented as X's (defense)
and O's (offense), execute the play.
You will see that great block spring a
running back. Or that cut by a pass
receiver leave a defensive back eating
turf. Or your quarterback being
swarmed by an all-out blitz.

LETS GO DOWN TO THE FIELD
Let's say you're coaching the '85
Chicago Bears against the computer's '84 San Francisco Forty-Niners.
You've won the coin toss (you actu-

This is the second of the
three pages in Mac Pro
Football's Stat Report.
Note the interesting stats
in the bottom lour rows.

fighting off a block to stop Payton at
the 20.
Now it's second and a long 7
yards for the first down. An obvious
passing down? Maybe. But the "Niners might try a blitz, hoping to pin
you down further. One way to stop
that is either a draw play or a quick
pass over the middle. After consult-

he defense has
at its disposal
packages like
the Blitz, Short Yardage
and Nickel as well as
three standard 4-3-4
defenses.

The direction and type of
running plays are
selected by clicking on
the numbers in the menu
at the lower right.

ing the Scouting Report pull-down
menu to see who your best receiver
is, you design a 7-yard pass that will
take McKinnon up field 2 yards, and
towards the middle of the field 5
yards. You also make sure that McMahon uses a roll-out drop-back to
buy him some passing time.
As the play unfolds you smile as
you see McMahon's 0 roll to his
right, avoiding the Nlners' blitz.
McKinnon completes his pattern
over the middle and grabs the pass
for a 5-yard gain. Bringing up third
and 2 from the 25.
Pass or run ? Put on the headphones and call the scouts sitting in
the press box by looking at Mac Pro
Football's running game commentary
that's sent to your ImageWriter after
every play. It not only gives you the
result of the play but also the various
levels of coverage the defense was
employing. That's very helpful in
spotting tendencies, but keep in
mind that the computer has its
scouts too.
On a third down and short yardage you reason the Niners will be
looking for Payton to run the 2
yards but might protect themselves
against a short pass (3 to 9 yards) by
calling a man-to-man defense. So

The third page of the Stat
Report shows the
individual defensive
player statistics.

ally can call and see whether it's
heads or tails) and elect to receive.
You run the kickoff back to your
own 17. The defense makes its secret
selection first (if you're playing faceto-face you'll have to settle on some
sort of No Peeking method with
your opponent) then it's your turn
to huddle. You decide to send Walter Payton on a sweep around your
left end, but need some misdirection
to give him an extra step. You can
choose Counter from the running

play option menu if you ant1C1pate
the Niners will be pursuing quickly.
You click on RUN, click on Payton's
name then, click on the hole number
the play is directed towards, click on
COUNTER and click on EXECUTE.
The play unfolds on your screen.
You watch as the running backs take
a false step then Payton's 0 sprints
to his left. The offensive line is
holding up well as he makes his cut
up field, but wait a minute! Here
comes the right outside linebacker,
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PUNT, PASS AND CLICK
faster, but is nowhere near as compelling o r as challenging.
On offense there is no provision
fo r plays that originate or have part
of their action behind the line of
scrimmage or are designed to go out
of bounds. T herefore you'll have to
"fake" screen passes, quick outs, reverses, running back o ption plays
and the clock-stopping intentio nal
sideline overthrows.
Real foo tball games are won and
lost on the ability of injured starters
and their substitutes to perform. In
what appears to be a simplistic solutio n to this situation there are no
injuries or substitutions except for
the insertion of a "specialty back."
Which means that, good day or bad,
you 're stuck with the starting quarterback.
One wonders abo ut the choice of
the standard 4-3-4 defense in Mac
Pro Football. T his may have been the
less pro blematic choice in terms of
gam e design (which the Mac Pro
Football Tech Manual coolly alludes
to) but many NFL teams use either a
3-4-4 defense or some variation.
Since the gan1e's defensive ratings
are based on a team's real-life type of
defense (not necessarily the 4-3-4)
this omission seems somewhat curious and cannot be explained away by
stating that it's only the difference of
a linebacker. Would you, as coach,
sit down an effective fo urth linebacker for another defensive lineman?
Penalties are handled clumsily. They are whistled before a play
can be called, are identified only by
the offending tean1 and distance, and
are always accepted. There are situations where a team might benefit by
not accepting a penalty but you can't
do this in Mac Pro Football. So you
won't see any pass interference, clipping, roughing the kicker o r offsetting penalties.

you'll try and surprise them by selecting the speedy Willie Gault to
catch a medium pass (10 _to 19
yards) and design a two-move pass
route that will shake off all but those
defenders back pedaling before the
ball is snapped. McMahon will use
the standard 7-yard drop and hope
for enough time to get the pass off.
Some teams will blitz in this situation. Will the Forty-Niners?
Click. McMahon's little 0 drops
back, the Niner's defensive line is
tight, looking fo r Payton to run.
Gault, who has drawn single coverage, makes his first cut, then his
second. McMahon waits until the
last minute and throws. Complete to
Gault at the 37. H e breaks one tackle
and is finally hauled down at the
Bear 43. An 18-yard pass and run
play on a third and two. Nice call,
coach.
Just for the fun of it, you could
use the Set Game Situatio n menu
bar function and run that third
down play again to see what would
have happened if Payton had run a
counter trap to the right. By answering a series of questions you can
recreate the score, field position,
down, distance, time remaining and
team in possession prio r to the last
play. This feature can come in very
handy to replay critical po ints of a
game or as a learning aid in mastering your understanding of the game.

NOTHING'S PERFECT
MPF is so rich in detail that you
might be tempted to overlook any
flaws. And, unfo rtunately, it has
some annoying shortcomings. H olding onto something? Good. M ac Pro
Football was written in Microsoft BA SI C 2.1, and despite the inclusion of
a special R unTime BASIC package
on the disk (meaning you don't have
to own Microsoft BASI C) the games
tend to take well over an hour.
Part of the problem is the method
of play selection which, at the Championship coaching level, can include
up to nine decisions and mouseclicks before the play is executed.
And that's playing against the computer. Imagine face-to-face play. At
the Playoff or Contender coaching
levels, where you have fewer play
decisions to make, the game moves
11 8
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READ THIS MANUAL
You cannot expect to have any
success without first absorbing the
Mac Pro Football manual called the
MSFL Coaches Playbook. T his 52page primer, written in the style of a
real N FL playbook, contains an explanation of the underlying offensive
and defensive philosophies of the
game. Diagrams of running and
H
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passing plays, defensive formations
and a chart showing the correlation
between all offensive and defensive
plays provide information critical to
forming a basic understanding of
Mac Pro Football.
A backup pamphlet called M ac Pro
Football T ech M anual is the next
must-read document as it amplifies
some of the game's less salient features and includes important Macintosh specific operating instructions.

SUMMING IT UP
Without a doubt, M ac Pro Football is
the best sports simulation that ever
ran on a Macintosh. Its multileveled
coaching options allow you to step
up from eager participant to clipboard waving fanatic. The dynamics
of offensive and defensive play selection are true-to-life and fascinating.
While the appeal of watching little
X's and O 's may be lost on some, the
graphic display does give one the feel
of being part of the game and not
just a spectator. Throw in the ingame running commentary, the endof-game statistics report, package it
all with great documentation and
you have yourself the answer to your
Dream Sports Game quest. ~
HARRY CONOVER IS T HE CEO OF COMPUTER SIMULATED SPORTS, INC. , AND A
MAUG STAFF MEMBER.

MAC PRO FOOTBALL
Overall Rating
Mac Interface
Printed Documentation
On -Screen Help
Performance
Support
Consumer Value

! ! ! !
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !

NIA

! ! ! !
! !
! ! ! ! !

Comments: The first statistical simulation
of NFL football for the Mac . Comes with 38
Super Bowl teams . Best Features: Multilevel coaching options ; graphic display of
plays; superb documentation . Worst Features: Cumbersome play selection process;
no provision for injuries or in-game substitutions ; handling of penalties . List Price:
$49 .95 . Published by the Avalon Hill Game
Company , 4517 Harford Rd ., Baltimore ,
MD 21214. (800) 638-9292 . Password
protected .

Anlm1l1 (•180,A170)
Animal MacPaint pie1urff volume 1
and 2.
Nud.. (• 171,• 172) VokJme 1 and
2.
Apple Schomotlc1 (•100,A101)
PinoolB lrom Apple lie.lie &
MacintoshTV.
No11 Schomotlc1 (4102) Detailed
MacO raw sketches ol Space
Station, Pump, Thrus1ers ...

Word Processing
Printer Utllltl11 (4102) Wordstar
to Macwrhe. PageSotup (Create your

own page sizes on your printer.)
Spollchock (4104) A speller and

ex1ensive dk:1ionary for Macwrite
and textfiles.

Business
BualnoH Progrom1 (•108)
Ottloa Manager (Accounts Receivable :
prints ledgers, deletes inventory)
Also lncUded are Excerrw templates :
Depreciation , Revenue .
Excellent Exchangen1 templ1t ..
The lollowlng require MS Excef"' to run .
Included are great tutorials IOI lea ming

to work with Macros.
Excel tomplot11 (4164)
LW• Planner. About Exoo llent
Exchango,Cotalog , &Tip Sh .. t
Database Macros, 1st. and 2nd.
Mongago, Time Weighted IRA, Roots ol
Euqations, Steam Volume , Triangles ,
Monthly Galondar, Truth in Lending,
Lailing Label II , Tax Templates, Macro
Function Tutor & Trawl Expense
W-ly.
Ex col tomplot11 (• 168)
1986 Gali!. Payroll and Checkbook
organizer with documentation.
Also lnckJded: ProgrammeroSaW, a
programmerSllinanclal planners
calrulator . This program will allow you
print yoor Slops onto yoo r
lmagewntol"".
(•167) dMAC 111 Domo &
E11mpl11
Relational Database program.

RIBBONS

(Minimum 3) :

Music

Utlllty Programs

Roel Ryder OA (•111) Latest
update. It has an autodial feature and
can store up to 80 telephone numbers.
It also allows you to receive files automatically in any ol 3 roodes : ASCI I,
XMOOEM, and KERMIT.
Red Ryder Micros (4090)
Contains Dow JonesTW & E. F. Hutton
Quotes. Also conta ins a listing of area
codes.
Tormworo 1.2 (4112) Supports
MacBinary & Macro capabilhy lor
storing lllmbers & protocol settings.
Also inckJded are Freeterm 1.8,
Packhlll and FModem.
Communication Utlla (4107)
BinHex 5.0. Suppons the new .BIN protocol, as well as tho old .HEX, .HCX &
. HOX protoools. Pack It Ill 1.2
(Compress your data lor faster
transmission) . Compact , Apple Tak
Chat and more.

MacNllty (•12•)
This disk ex>ntains realistic dtgitized
soonds that may be anered by changing
the sampling rate . Soonds incl.Jded.
Muatcworb"' eongs (•122)
Includes Musicworl<s Demo which plays
back songs. You can't write your O'M"I
songs unless you have the commercial
Musicworks. Songs inckJded:
"Invention #1" , "Ballet de la Royno" ,
"Bom Free", "For Yoor Eyes Only",
• Raiders ol the Lost Ark", "The
Gambler", •..I.Imp" and many more.
Mu1tcworb"' eongt1 (•128)
Pop Music songs.
Conc.rtworo+"' Songe (•123)
A varied selection ol classical as well
as contemporary songs.

Syltem UtllKIH (4192)
BootEdM (Alter the Weloqme to
Macintosh measago),Ch1ngo 1pplication tont, Inst.all Qn!Jlall resouroos
to yoor system that will RESUME yoor
program 1ttor many system bombs),
Window Changer (Iota yoo customize tho Savo A1 & Open dUllog boxos)
Dt1k Utllltle1 (•113)
Disk Cit Disk cat1loglng program.
Disk Test, DlspUiy (texl file ruder),
& Scavenger Mac ( rooover tiles) .
Dl1gnolltc UtlllllH (•114)
DlskTo!JI, Speed Chock, Ram ToM
1.7, Dlr-Acia-ry ( R - dr8Clory ot &
disk then oonverts n to an ootllne document 1or use wnh the Acta DA.),
Remount HD20 (Remount an Apple
HD20 that has been 1ocidentty thrown
into tho trash).

Ke~ard .

Updated Disks

Hacker Tools

Midi Torm (• 117) Midi 2, Midi
Mouse, 7th Heaven
CZodlt Demo (4119) CZlibrarian
(For use wnh the Casio CZ101"'

Rodlt 1.2 (•168)
European Resource odhor. Thia
program Is oxoollont lor tranaUltlng
Macintosh programs to other
languagea. It does nor oner any of
the reaourcn.

H. Toots (4100) DrawPaint 1.0
(Conver1 MacDraw files to MacPaint.)
TabUtil. (Text File procossor: add or
remove tabs.) Icon Exchanger, Icon
Collector, Cktanup, lconer & more.
H. Tools (4108) Patchd isk (Get into
any secior ol a disk and modWy h!),
Purgeloons. Dl9k Te!ll , Answering
machine and more.
Progrommor Utllltloe (4162)
SohoolsTW
(Draw many standard software
engln. . nng drawings such as Datallow
diagrams, llowchans etc.). Fast Eddie
A power1ul programmers' texl editor.
Includes documentation .
Progrommor Utllttl11 (• 163)
MemTost. MightFinder, FOBT Format,
PRAM 2, Font -FKEY-DA sampler. (This
very useful program will open any lont,
Desk Accessory or Function Key
without having 10 Install them onto the
System . Also lnckJded : Cleanup, Mac
ID , Hex & Ascli Strings.
Dovelopor Stuff (4087)
ResDecomp ilo. (A Macintosh
application which can oonvert certa in
types of resrurces in a resource fiie,
Into soorco oode suhable lor oomplllng
wnh RosEdh (Apple's Resooroo Edlto~ .
Dovoloper Stuff (•OH)
Obi , S Siems Ill's. archiwr & mora.

THE " CARETAKERS"

Apple lmagewriter,1,11 , Prowriter 2 .39
Apple lmagewriter Muh icolor
11.99

10 pack library case 3 .5"
.99
40 disk storage case 3 .5 " w / lock 7.99

3.5" DISKETTES (Minimum 30)
ss/dd-Blue/ Beige/Grey
ds/dd- Blue/Beige/Grey
ds/dd color pack
(red,orange,yellow,green, blue)

1.39
1 .59
1.69

ACCESSORIES
Drive head cleaning disk 3 .5"
Printer sland

soo-992-1992
NATIONAL

•

• •

• • !

12.99
29.99
-

Midi Music Applications
These programs req.Jire

a MIDI

Ke~ard) .

Educational
Swttchor 8.0.1 (• 11&)
FU.chcord (• 138) Orbhal Mixing &
Grades !older.
Meth Mlator (4130) Ve nn,
Confonnal Mapa, Automata, Tree and
Tangent.
SpMch Syntheel1 (•1•0)
The following programs demonstrate
Speech Sybthosls: Rona.Taking Eliza
whh demo lilos & Instructions, Speak
Easy and La Limerick Machine. (Th is
one will road limericks that are t~d .
Moth Tutor (•181)
We inberg. This program facilitates
drawing math !unctions Ike
Integrals, summations etc. Equation ,
Math Drill & Camera tutorial.

Engineering:
D11lgnScopo
(•119)
SllT'lJlatlon Program that helps design
component Circuitry .(Derno Version)
Dl9K1t StmuUltor (•120)
Dlghol Logic SllT'lJlator. Build & test
electrical circuits.

Languages
B11lc Compllor (4101) Complete
whh documeni.tlon 1nd e11mple1.
Sm1ltt1• (.il90) Disk 11ao Incl.Ides
Ada and 1 68000 dlll-mbler.
Xll1p U (•037)
McAam (•033) 68000 Aaaembler
and Linker.

!Our llbrory conteln1 the moll current
public dom1ln eoflwore. ti I• upd1ted
dally 1nd we 1ro conll1ntly expending
our soloctlon. A tr.. c1llllo9 ts 1v1I~
able upon requoot. We tnvKe .,lhore
to send In now progr1m1. For technlcol support, teal trH to c1ll our
llbrarl1n-lull camblro• .

Lifetime warran1y on disk•. Satl1factlon gu1ranteed or
your money refunded within 30 days, Disks packagad
in 10'• • Min . 30 disk•.
Check• (allow 10 day• to
claar), money order•, MC, Vlaa, AX, C.O.D.(add
$1 . 90) .
P.0.'1 accepted
from quallfled public
institution•, gov't. agencl•• and well-rated companlee,
net 30. CA. rHldente add 6%.
For Information and

(619) 942-91198.

•

U• S/DISKI INC •

511-104 Encinitas Boulevard. Encinitas. Cal1forn1a 92024 •

619-942-9998
CALIFORNIA

Hours : Mon.- Sat. 6 .00 am - 4:30 pm

Please circle 252 on reader service card.

Stop Rape!

Network Specialties
Stretch Screen
TM

No soldering, welding, cutting, chip sucking or sockets!
Don't Rape You r
Macintosh ! Stretch
Screen™ Display requ ires
no jumpers, solderi ng ,
cutting or chip sucking .
This elegant design
requires none of the
complex installati on of
other manufactures. Just
snap it into your Mac
512kE or Mac Plus and
you've quadrupled your
display! The on ly tool
needed is a screwdriver
which is provided . Ten
minutes. That's all it takes
to install our revolutionary
user-installable multi-page
display.

Doesn't Violate your Mac!

The Stretch Screen display
comes with simple snap in
connections that mount in
the secu rity port in the
back of you r Mac!

30 Day Money Back
Guarantee
We're so sure that ou r
displays can make you r
work easier that we're
giving you a full 30-day
money back guarantee. If
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Some people show you
things and don't ship for
three months ! Shipment
within 10 days of your
order.
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Shipping Today!
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fo r any reason you are not
completely satisfied with
one of ou r screens , just
ship it back in its original
box for a full refund . In
add ition , each machine
comes with a full one-year
limited warranty.
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Displa.1
C hara clt'ristii.:'
P1w l

No Messy Wires

impossible for your reg ular
Apple dealer to service
you r Mac if it needs
servicing or upgrading .

Does not alter you r Mac in
any way. Comes off as
easily as it goes on ,
allowing extreme ease of
servicing. Other scree n
venders req ui re complex
installations and/or factory
installation that requ ires
chip removal , soldering ,
trace cutting and gluing
- all of which make it
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VISA, Master Card, add 2%
Prepaid-shipping free
Cal iforn ia residents add 8%
sales tax. Dealer and
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welcome .
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Apple and Macintosh are lrademarks of Apple Compulcr. Big
Piciure, Megasaeen , and Radius FPO are lrademaril.s ol EMachines, McmGraphic Images, and Radius, Inc, rcspcclivety.

Network Specialties• 1500 Sixth Avenue •San Francisco, CA 94122 • 415-681-1030/0631
Please ci rcle 184 on reader serv ice card .

XEROX FULL-PAGE DISPLAY
now available for the
MACINTOSH@Computer

Compare to the others and
yo.u'I see why we developed
tins product.
Higher Resolution - 90 dpi
More Compact - Small footprint
Easier Installation - A single clip
is all that is required. No sofdering or
cutting on any board. The user can
install this.

Clearer Picture - The. image is sharp
from edge to edge. No fuzziness.
Ery:onomic Design - Attractive package
which swivels and tilts to aid in comfortable
viewing.
Video Controls - Brightness and
Contrast controls are conveniently located
on the front of the monitor.
Service on the monitor is available from
Nutmeg Systems, of course, and also from
over l 00 Xerox service centers nationwide.

Dealer or User installed
Crisp image edge to edge
8112 " x 11" vertical format
720 x 900 pixels
3.7 times Mac screen size
Toggle to Mac Screen

Exclusively from Nutmeg Systems, Inc. • 25 South Avenue • New Canaan, CT 06840 • 203-966-3226
Please circle 250 on rea der service ca rd .
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the micro-based AI work going on
around them. And more and more
people are beginning to explore this
burgeoning field with computers on
their desktops at work and at home.
Although AI programming can be
done in any language, the two which
are at the forefront are LISP and
Prolog. LISP comes from LISt Processor, that's appropriate since lists
are the fundamental data structure
involved in AI progranuning.
Prolog derives its name from the
fact that it was specifically designed
for PROgramming in LOGic. It's a
good language in which to develop
programs that emulate the logic of
human thought and problem-solving
p'rocesses.
Until early 1986, virtually all
United States AI research and exploration was done in .LISP. Prolog was
widely used in both Europe and
Asia. It had been invented in France,
and the basic standard syntax
(known as Edinburgh Standard) was
developed in Scotland. Japan even
adopted Prolog as the official language of its highly touted Fifth
Generation Project. But in this country, Prolog was a poor relative of
LISP.
Borland
International
changed all of that in early 1986 by
announcing that it would soon deliver a Prolog for the IBM PC. Turbo
Prolog sold over 60,000 copies in its
first few weeks on tl1e market and
inunediately made Borland the largest single supplier of AI programming languages in the world. Prolog

Five new language
programs bring Al
power to the Macintosh.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. THE

very words conjure up images of
computers taking over the world, of
robots reproducing themselves, people subjugated and enslaved. Despite
all the publicity of the past halfdecade and all of the unspectacular
successes and well-known failures,
artificial intelligence - or AI as it is
more often called - retains an aura
of mystery and mysticism.
Up to now, programming in AI
has been almost exclusively in the
domain of mainframes and minicomputers. Until the past year or so,
anyone who maintained that a personal computer could be a viable
environment in which to develop a
really "useful" AI program would
have been laughed out of the room
by the vast majority of workers in
the field. Micros were thought to be
too small and too slow to be practical in an application as m_emoryhungry as AI. But all of that has
changed. The tools for meaningful
AI development have migrated to
the micro world. Some of the leading researchers and journals have
even begun to pay real attention to

BY DAN SHAFER
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had become an instant success in the
United States. And it had gained a
great many new adherents as well.

PROLOG A LA MAC
Before Turbo Prolog came along,
there were perhaps a half-dozen implementations of that language in
the IBM world and none on the
Macintosh. By the fall of 1986, no
fewer than six versions of Prolog
were available for the Mac and rumors had it that there were more in
development. These Prologs ranged
from a low-cost, well-documented
version aimed at those interested in
learning the language to a $495
development environment in the latest international "standard" dialect.
Here, I'll take a brief look at each
of these Prologs for the Macintosh,
comparing and contrasting them
with one another. The objective is to
make your decision whether to buy a
Prolog or not, as well as the selection
of an appropriate version, easier.
First, though, a bit of background
about this strange and in many ways
exciting "new" language is in order.
Prolog is a declarative language.
This is in contrast to BASIC, Pascal,
C and other popular programming
languages which are procedural. .In
most of these languages, a computer
program consists of a kind of recipe:
a step-by-step procedure that tells
the computer how to solve the problem at hand. A Prolog program, by
contrast, provides a description of
the problem to be solved and lets the

language supply the procedural instructions inherent in its design. As a
result, a Prolog program consists of
statements of fact describing a problem and rules about how to deal
with such facts. But it has no FORNEXT loops, DO instructions or
other "commands." Figure 1 combines a listing of a sample Prolog
program with a typical user interaction session with it. If you are an
experienced programmer in a more
traditional language, it may not look
much like a computer program at all!
The part of the computer program
that solves the problems posed by
the programmer is built into Prolog.
The heart of the language is an
"inference engine" which draws conclusions from facts which are not
explicitly given in the program itself.
This is, of course, the very essence of
Logic with a capital "L." In logic, we
encounter this traditional thought
sequence:
All men are mortal.
Socrates is a man.
Socrates is mortal.
In Prolog, we convey the first two
facts. Then we ask the computer
whether it is true that Socrates is
mortal. Notice that if we wanted to
draw that conclusion in a program
like BASIC or Pascal, we'd have to
provide the information explicitly or
write a routine that would analyze
the information logically and draw
the conclusion. Prolog is a conclusion-drawing language by design.
Five of tl1e six Prologs on the
market wue available for review at
press time. In evaluating and comparing these Prologs, overly technical issues have been avoided. A serious Prolog developer would find
many additional strengilis and weaknesses in each of these products. The
goal here is to provide the user who
is an experienced programmer and
interested in exploring AI on the
Macintosh witl1 some basic information about these products and their
relative merits.
One of the most significant aspects of this comparison is the degree to which the implementations
adhere to the de facto Prolog standard. It can be - and often is argued tlrnt there really is no such
standard yet. But many Prolog pro-

grammers and researchers would
agree that the Edinburgh standard
(also referred to as the C&M standard after the authors of one of the
classic works in the field, Clocksin
and Mellish) is fairly established as a
yardstick. That standard has been
used here.
Now let's turn our attention to the
five Prologs that are really the subject of this article. They are: AAIS
Prolog from Advanced AI Solutions;
· ExperProlog II, distributed on tl1e
Mac in the United States by ExperTelligence; LPA Mac Prolog, distributed in tl1e United States by Programming Logic Systems; Personal
Prolog from Optimized System Software; and Prologlm from Chalcedony
Software.
The chart provides my evaluations
M

A

R

C

of these products as they are compared to one another and to what
should be expected of a solid Prolog
implementation in the richness of
the Mac environment.

AAIS PROLOG
This Prolog is the fastest of the
four somewhat standard Prologs
that were put through their timing
paces. It is also chock full of excellent
debugging facilities and adheres
closely to the . Edinburgh standard
syntax (though it offers an alternative AAIS syntax with some advanced features). You will find that
most of the examples in any popular
book on Prolog will run without
modification in AAIS Prolog.
Debugging is one ofAAIS Prolog,s
real strong suits. Not only is there
H
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PROLOG - JUST THE BEGINNING
s

the usual complement of tracing,
stepping and "spy points" (in effect,
break points), there is also the ability
to igno re certain commands (called
goals or predicates in Prolog parlance) during the debugging cycle.
Error-handling is another aspect
of AAIS Prolog which appears to be
particularly well-done. For example,
in most versions of the language, an
attempt to redefine an existing predicate which is built into the language
will result in an error. AAIS Prolog
sin1ply asks if you wish to redefine
the predicate.
T he only major weakness in AAIS
Prolog is the documentation, which
is sparse, dense and not always very
clearly written. W hile this disadvantage becomes significant primarily
when one is trying to learn Prolog, it
is even something of a hind rance in
working with the language after it
has been mastered to some degree.
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Fig . 1
Prolog's ability to draw
inferences from facts that
are not explicit in the
program allows it to
emulate human thought
processes. This
illustration shows a
sample Prolog program
with typical user
interaction.
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387•60
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v e nu s
sot.urn

An add-on to Prologlm,
Toybox contains four
puzzle programs which
utilize Prolog 's special
abilities , so you can
learn from someone
else's code.

001 1 • 0 0
YES

one so l ution is -

ExperProlog II is ExperTelligence's
implementation of the "new" Prolog
II standard developed a couple of
years ago in Marseilles by Prof. Alain
Colmerauer and his associates. Colmerauer is the acknowledged "Father of Prolog" and when he declares
that he has designed the "ultimate
Prolog," the boast is not to be taken
lightly. Most important among ExperProlog IPs enhancements over the
earlier Edinburgh syntax are its ability to handle infinite trees, its "freeze"
operator and its adaptability to modular program design.
Infinite trees are specialized data
structures tl1at arise when a Prolog
predicate or rule statement tries to
join (the Pro log term is "unify'') two
terms which share a common unknown variable. The result is an
infinite loop which eventually causes
the Mac to run out of memory and
the predicate to fail. ExperProlog II
permits the user to define a program
or s,egment as containing infinite
trees and handles them without
overflowing memory. This feature
will probably be most advantageous
to those interested in using Prolog
fo r natural language processing.
The "freeze" operator permits the
user to define functions that will
only be executed when all of the
M

Fonnot

Pro r am

EXPERPROLOG II

1 24

Edit

-

-

-

-- -

- - -- --

v • n u s
sat.urn

• $ 0 3
2 0 I 6 3
3$ 860 1
6 0 5 1 63

n e p t. u n e

10 7 8 6 1 0

YES
>

information tl1ey need is available.
Because Prolog has built-in abi lity to
infer and draw conclusions, this process of waiting until everything is
known is not a normal part of the
way Prolog works. T he feature
comes in quite handy when we want
to define a predicate to work only in
a specific way and when it only has
certain of its arguments "known."
ExperProlog II uses the concept of
"worlds" to permit the modular development and debugging of programs. This concept enables the designer to break a task into smaller
sub-tasks more easily than with other

implementations of t11e language.
Because Prolog IPs syntax is rad ically differe nt from the "older" Prologs, T iming tests were not run on
it. Timing without some measure of
standardization among the products
being tested is not very useful. From
what casual timings were run, however, it appears ExperProlog II will
fall near the middle of tl1e speed
spectrum .
Among the Prologs reviewed fo r
this article, ExperProlog II is the most
expensive, nearly twice as pricey as
its nearest competitor. It does have
some advantages over the other ver-

COMING INTO ITS OWN
" Artifical intelligen ce is an emerging market that can drive the sale of the Macintosh.
In its lifecycle , I think that Al is where desktop publi shing was in 1984. " That' s how
Apple 's Guy Kawaski describes his views of the fi eld of which Prolog is so important a
part .
" To continue the metaphor," he says , " we worked hard in 1984 to make sure that
languages and tools like C and Pascal were available for the Alduses and Manhattan
Graphics of the world . Now we are doing the same thing to ensure that languages like
Prolog and LISP are avai lable for the Al community . Sprinkle a few seed , add water,
and presto !"
.
" Like desktop publishing , Al offers a way to radically differentiate the Macintosh from
other personal computers ," Kawasaki concludes .
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sions of the language, but whether
these advantages truly justify the
higher price tag is at least debatable.
Besides the price issue, there are
two other down sides to ExperProlog
II. First, like AAJS Prolog, its documentation is not very good. It is
better and more complete than AAIS
Prolog's, but it is often confusing and
the user's manual to the Mac implementation does not have an index.
The product is shipped with a copy
of the book Prolog by four members
of Colmeraurer's team in Marseilles
on the Prolog II project. It is dense
in the early going and not a particularly good book from which to learn
Prolog. Second, its Mac interface is
non-standard, leading to a great deal
of potential user confusion. For example, one does not Load a file into
ExperProlog II. Instead, one Inserts a
file into the World window. This is
further complicated by the fact that
when ExperProlog II first comes up,
it does not put the user in a position
to begin immediately entering or
editing information. A separate window must be opened. This can be
quite frustrating until you become
accustomed to this different interface
environment.

LPA MACPROLOG
Flexibility is the keyword in LPA
MacProlog, developed in England by
some of the earliest adopters of Prolog and recently adapted to the Mac.
Several major syntaxes of Prolog are
supported and can be interchanged
dynamically with some limitations.
Even more impressive, users can define their own syntax to some degree, which makes for a very rich
programming environment.
Although LPA MacProlog falls
near the low end of the speed range
in its interpreted form, an optional
Optimizing Compiler speeds execution noticeably. If you are going to
be using LPA MacProlog for serious
development, you will definitely
want the compiler. If it were not for
its very serious implementation
flaws, LPA MacProlog would be the
choice as a powerful development
tool for Mac Prolog designers.
Unfortunately, the product is
flawed by a c:ombination of overly
complex implementation and docu-

RATING THE PROLOGS (Scale of l=Poorto S=Excellent)
AAIS
Pro log
Ease of Use
Execution Speed
Follows Mac Interface
Follows Prolog Standards
Richness of Built-Ins
Documentation
Error-Handling
Toolbox Access
Graphics
Editing

Exper
Prolog II

4.3
4.7

LPA
MacProlog

Personal
Prolog

2.7
3
3

4.7
3
4
4

4. 7
4.3
2.7

5

3
(A)
3
2.7 (8)

5
5
5

5
5+

5

2
4.7
NA
NA (D)
4

3
4
4.3

2.7
1.7
5
NA
4.7

5
4

Prolog/m

5

4.3

4.7 (C)
3.7

5

5

3

NA
NA
2 (E)

5
3

NOTES:
A. Time trials not conducted because of radical syntax differences between Prolog II a,nd other versions.
B. Follows Prolog II standard very well. Prolog II is not compatible with Edinburgh syntax. A translator program
is planned and will be available around the time this review is published.
C. Rating assumes the $29.95 Toolbox access is being used .
D. Free graphics upgrade is promised . Scheduled to be available by the end of 1986.
E. All editing and printing must be do~e outside Protoglm.

mentation which is often difficult to the low price and ease of learning ot
follow. For example, I encountered a . Turbo Prolog but who prefer the Mac
situation where simple menu choices environment. This Prolog is easily
caused the system to go into an the best documented of the lot; in
endless series of error dialog boxes fact, it's one of the best-documented
from which the only escape was a programming languages I've seen for
hard machine reset. After several the Mac yet, including a well-contransoceanic conversations and let- ceived and well - written tutorial.
ters, the problem turned out to be This, coupled with the program's
the loading of a specific file at an clean design and strong adherence to
inappropriate point. The documen- the Mac interface standard, makes
tation, however, was ambiguous on this a solid choice for people who
this matter and it's a mistake many want to learn Prolog on the Mac.
Prolog neophytes and veterans may
Personal Prolog is the slowest of
well make. Where error dialog boxes those tested, but for the most part it
do appear and go away as desired, is not unacceptably slow, particularly
they often fail to redraw the text they for people who are just starting out.
covered up, resulting in obliterated Interestingly, it is also one of only
program listings.
two of these products (the other
In addition, the documentation is being AAIS Prolog) which manages
dense, unindexed and quite confus- memory well enough to be able to
ing. It intermixes all the syntax types handle a relatively large recursive
in such a way that you practically task. All three of the others ran out
have to know the answer before of memory on a 512K Mac trying to
solve the famous Towers of Hanoi
looking it up in the manual.
The net result is that I cannot puzzle with 10 rings. That's a stanrecommend LPA MacProlog in its dard test program for AI languages.
The only major lack in Personal
present form, though the product
shows great promise if its publishers Prolog is in the area of debugging. It
can get the problems cleaned up and has virtually no debugging tools at
improve the documentation.
all, although it will permit the user
to turn the printer on during program execution and thus get a hardPERSONAL PROLOG
Positioned at the low end of the copy transcript. This missing comprice range, Personal Prolog is aimed ponent is only slightly aggravating
squarely at those people who want to the student of Prolog; to the
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PROLOG - JUST THE BEGINNING
RECOMMENDED READING
Here are some books I recommend to people who ask me, " Where can I learn more
about this Prolog?"
Primers
Bharath , Ramachandran·, An Introduction to Prolog (1986), Blue Ridge Summit, PA:
Tab Books.
Clocksin, W. F. and C. S. Mellish, Programming in Prolog (2nd edition , 1984) , New
York: Springer-Verlag.
Shafer, Dan, Turbo Prolog Primer (1986), Indianapolis , IN: Howard W. Sams & Co .
Advanced Books
Bratko , Ivan , Prolog Programming for Artificial Intelligence (1986), New York: AddisonWesley.
Burnham , W. D. and A. R. Hall , Prolog Programming and Applications (1985), New
York: John Wiley & Sons.
Kluzniak , Feliks and Stansilaw Szpakowicz , Prolog for Programmers (1985), Orlando,
FL: Academic Press.

uncanny accuracy (depending to
some degree, of course, on how
knowledgeable the user is).
The only serious drawback of Prolog!m is the fact that it does not
incorporate any true program editing or printing facilities. The assumption is that you will use your
favorite word processor or editor to
write and print the code and simply
load it into Prolog!m to run it. This is
consistent with Prologlm's IBM
counterpart, but an unfortunate design decision on the Mac.

serious developer, it is a major difficulty. There is another minor but
aggravating omission, as well.
Search and replace functions are not
available, which means that program
editing is severely limited.

PROLOG/M
Chalcedony · Software's entry to
the Mac Prolog market is solid,
works generally well and adheres
closely to the Edinburgh standard.
In addition, it has an IBM PC counterpart, Prologli, which permits the
porting of applications between the
two systems with great reliability.
Prolog!m also features extensive and
easy-to-use debugging facilities.
While the built-in predicates
which come with Prolog!m are certainly adequate, a serious exploration
of the language will be easier with
the purchase of the separately available Toolbox program disk from
Chalcedony. This $29.95 disk contains 58 predicates which are normally not available in Prolog but
which the user will generally build as
needed. The disk contains the complete source code for all of these
predicates, which makes it valuable
not only as a utility tool but also as a
learning device.
Chalcedony offers two other addon items as part of its growing
library of Prolog products. The
$29.95 Toybox contains four game/puzzle programs. The $49.95 NFL
X-pert is an expert system written in
Prolog!i which forecasts the outcome
of professional football games with
126
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GRAPHICS IN PROLOG
Interestingly enough, only the
highest-priced (ExperProlog II) and
the lowest-priced (Personal Prolog)
implement QuickDraw graphics in
their first release. AAIS promises
that buyers of its program prior to
November 1986 will receive a free
graphic toolbox upgrade within a
few weeks after purchase. After November, these features will be built
into the program, but we did not
have the opportunity of testing
them.
LPA MacProlog implements windows, dialog boxes and mouse control quite powerfully. Both AAIS
Prolog and Personal Prolog offer subsets of these features .
RECOMMENDATIONS
If you are only interested in a lowcost way to explore Prolog and have
no plans to do serious program
development on the Mac in this
powerful and elegant language, then
H
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Personal Prolog is your best buy,
followed closely by Prolog/m.
On the other hand, if you know
you're going to be doing serious
program development at some point
down the road and are willing to
invest a fair amount of time and
energy learning the language, AAIS
Prolog is your best bet, followed
somewhat distantly by Prolog!m.
Should you be interested in natural language processing applications
or if vou need some of the other
featur~s of Prolog II, then you will
want to look at ExperProlog II closely. ~
DAN SHAFER IS A WELL KNOWN AUTHOR
OF COMPUTER BOOKS. HIS MOST RECENT
IS TURBO PROLOG PRIMER.

AAIS PROLOG
Overall Rating
! ! ! !
List Price: $150 . Published by Advanced Al
Systems, PO Box 39-0360, Mountain View ,
CA 94039-0360 . (415) 961-1121 . Not copy
protected.

EXPERPROLOG II

~

Overall Rating
! ! !
List Price: $495 . Published by ExperTelligence , 559 San Ysidro Boulevard , Santa
Barbara, CA 93108 . (805) 969-7874 . Not
copy protected .

LPA MACPROLOG

~

Overall Rating
! !
List Price: $295. Optimizing compiler
($100 extra) recommended . Published by
Programming Logic Systems , 31 Crescent
Dr., Milford , CT 06460 . (203) 877-7988 .
Not copy protected .

PERSONAL PROLOG

~

Overall Rating
! ! ! !
List Price: $64.95. Published by Optimized
Systems Software , 1221 B Kentwood Avenue, San Jose , CA 95129 . (408) 446-3099 .
Not copy protected.

PPROLOG/M

~

Overall Rating
! ! ! !
List Price: $99.95 ; Toolbox accessory ,
$29.95. Chalcedony Software , 5580 LaJolla
Blvd ., Suite 126, LaJolla, CA 92037. (619)
483-8513. Not copy protected.
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Customire delivered reports
Create your own reports
Extrut report data from up to 10 files
Create calculated fields on reports
Mask record selection with your own criteria
Create your own data files
Use the File Editor to edit any file including your own
W>rk on multiple files in multiple windows
Print any report to screen, printer, or text file
Text files can be read into most Mac applications
Data records can be physically or logically deleted
Make a mass change to any selected group of records
Make a mass change from another data file
Move data from one file to another
Printa description of any data file
Optional password protection
FJScal year can be defined starting with any month
Sarne expression syntax in Mass Change, Report
Buildei; etc.
Expressions encompass full if/and/or logic plus
wild carding
When prompted for a file, just click and a selection
box will appear
Up to 50 fields per file
Multiple indexes per file
File Dump allows for printing of contents of specific
fields
Date created and last modified tracked for every record
All System Manager functions work with your own
data files
Custom.ire your Financial Statements
Create new Financial Statements
Print Statements at any time during the month
Have as many different statements as you like
Both comparative and standard statements
Compare against either last year or a budget
Have as many different budgets as you wish
Print statements for a specific department
Or print statements for a range of departments
Standard, recurring and accrual-type journals

36 Post journals to previous closed months in same year
37 Post journals to next month even if current month
is open
38 \ear-end audit adjustments
39 Allocate balance in one account to other accounts
automatically
40 Allocate either as a fixed amount or on a percentage
basis
41 Complete General Ledger-1\ial Balance reports
42 Inquire into all transactions for a specific account
43 Inquire into the balances of any account
44 Define multiple profit centers besides multiple
departments
45 Inquire into account transaction for entire year
46 No limits on number of accounts, departments,
budgets, etc.
47 Accounts can be declared inactive to stop future use
48 Account numbers can be alpha or numeric
49 Delivered with predefined chart of accounts and
statements
50 Complete pre-closing month-end reconciliation
51 Customize yourown check forms
52 Delivered with predefined check form
53 Unlimited number of check forms allowed
54 Unlimited number of banks and checking accounts
allowed
55 Complete bank statement reconciliation
56 Complete processing of stop payments
57 \bid a single check or a range of checks
58 Inquire into a specific vendor or range of vendors
59 Complete check generation
6o Also, posting of handwritten checks
61 Miscellaneous cash disbursements
62 'kndor and voucher info available by just pointing
and clicking
63 Complete voucher entry
64 Unlimited numberof terms codes
65 Complete debit-memo processing
66 Multiple payments allowed
67 Complete discount handling and calculating

68 Both Aging and Past Due Reports

69 Custom aging periods
70
71
72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81

82

83
84
85

86
87
88

89
90

91
92

93
94
95
96

97
98
99

1099 Form Reporting
Project Cost Reporting
Complete cash requirements reporting
Both standard and recurring vouchers allowed
Unlimited number of vendors, transactions, etc.
Complete month-end processing
All modules run under one program
Specifically written for the Macintosh
All functions operate in separate windows
Multiple windows may be on the screen at one time
All open windows appear in the windows menu
W>rks with all standard desk accessories
All modules and functions are separate icons on disk
Full cut, copy and paste capabilities
Data from your own files may be transferred into
General Ledger
Defaults can be set up in a parameter file
All screens are clear and easy to understand
All functions follow consistent formats
All customizable features are delivered predefined
for easy startup
Customizing instructions in documentation
Supports both lmage\lliters and Laser\lliter
All modules sold separately, so you only buy what
you need
All modules run independently with the System
Manager or integrated
Runs on Macintosh 512k, Macintosh XL and Macintosh
Plus
Hard disk required (Unless running on two SOOk drives)
'krsion 2.1 now shipping
Available Soon: Accounts Receivable and Inventory
Control
Available in either single-sided or double-sided
formats
Unlimited yearly support contract available for a fee
For a limited time, only $99 per module
And many, many more!

Accountant's Choice for the Mac.

fuatures, not fluff. For a limited time, only $99 per module.
Now you can make your accounting software fit your
business instead of the other way around. Because,
whether your company is big or small, Accountant's
Choice grows as your business grows. So, if you'd
rather spend your money on features instead of flashy
brochures and packaging, call us today at 1-800-654-6795.
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
Accountant's Choice is a trademark licensed to Enchanted Software, Inc.

+

Enchanted Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 21507
Albuquerque, NM 87154

Accountant's Choice. For the way your business does business.
Please circle 186 on reader service card.

To order by phone or for a dealer nearest you:
~----------------------CALL 1-.8 00-654-6795. In New Mexico, (505) 291-8465.
Send to:

Please send me:
QTY.

_
_
_

$99t _ __
$99t _ __
$99t _ __

General Ledger
System Manager*
Accounts Payable
Subtotal
Postage and Handling _ __
Total _ __

Enchanted Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 21507
Albuquerque, NM 87154-1507

Indicate
Format:

D 400K D BOOK
D AMEX D Visa D M/C

*---------

*System Manager is required to run any of the other modules.
Exp. Date _ _ _ _ __
tlntroductory Price. good for a limited time only.
Please add $2.50 per module postage and handling. New Mexico residents add 4.875% state sales tax.

Ccmpany/Tltte _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addres•-------------------------City.State, Z i P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P h o n e · - - - - - - - -

COMPUTING
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DIPPING INTO dBASE
dBase Mac may realize the fondest dreams of
developers and power users - if they can ever
get their hands on a copy.
screens on which fields from different files can sit comfortably side by
side, and all related files are automatically updated when data is entered
or modified. Likewise, reports requiring data from multiple files can
be created as easily as reports from
single files. You will find that if you
stay with the default setups AshtonTate has provided, you can create
files, entry screens and reports with
very little effort.
Beyond this "non-procedural" interface, there is also a powerful "procedural" language that developers
and serious power users will have a
field day with. It includes facilities
for creating custom dialog boxes,
alerts, menus and command palette
icons. The command palette, a single-click alternative to menus or
command keys, is context sensitive
(it changes depending on what
you're doing.) The standard palette
select_ions duplicate the most commonly used menu commands, but
they can be modified to execute
whatever commands you would like
them to - including your own routines.
Having said all this, a word of
caution is in order. This is a complex
product. It lets you do a lot: much of
it can be done easily and a lot of it
can't. dBASE Mac is not a simple

[THIS IS NOT A PRODUCT REVIEW.]

With any luck, by the time you
read this Ashtof'-Tate should have
finally released its Macintosh data
base product, dBASE Mac. When
this item was written (early December 1986), there was not yet a beta
version stable enough to base a full
review on. But we thought you'd
like a taste of what's in store. A more
detailed look will follow as soon as
possible.
dBASE Mac expands on the standard Macintosh interface to provide
more "click-of-the-mouse" power
than is available in any other data
base product on the market. Creating and modifying file structures is a
breeze. One of the most welcome
enhancements is the ability to add
pop-up menus, radio buttons and
check boxes as data fields to your
entry screens. It is as easy to create
these fields as it is to create a text or
numeric field.
It is equally easy to establish true
relational links among several files.
The relational aspect of the system
has been handled so smoothly that
when you have learned to handle
single files, you have learned most of
what you need to know in order to
handle multiple related files as well.
dBASE Mac lets you build entry

BY HENRY BOATMAN
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filing system. If you approach it as
one you will quickly get frustrated.
Rather it is a full-featured relational
data base management system.
That is not just a set of buzzwords. Ashton-Tate has made a serious effort to give the user the functional power of a programmable
relational data base with a Macintosh
front end - no easy task. If you
intend to go beyond the most basic
functions, deciding for instance that
you want to create custom screens
and reports, employ sophisticated
error checking, have one screen
(known as a "view" in dBASE Mac
parlance) call another, etc., you are
going to have to make a commitment to some hard learning. As I
said, developers will love it. It remains to be seen how end users will
react.
I have three major complaints so
far with dBASE Mac. Number one: I
think Ashton-Tate made some errors
in deciding which functions were
going to be part of the "click-andeasy" interface, and which ones
would require programming. For
example, you have to write a procedure simply to count the records in a
file . No big deal, you say. But because of the way dBASE Mac is
structured - it is actually based on
object-oriented programming - fig-
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DIPPING INTO dBASE
•.

uring out exactly how to do it is not
as simple as it might seem. There is
no dot prompt here, where you can
just type a simple command like
"count" and be done with it.
Number two: As mentioned
above, data is accessed via views.
Every screen or report is a separate
view. Every time a view is accessed
for the first time in a work session,
or a view is modified, dBASE Mac
dBase Mac allows the
user to create radio
must read through the entire data
buttons, check boxes and
base, one record at a time, before
pop-up fields as well as
displaying or printing any data.
the standard text,
With large files, that's a lot of waitnumber, date and graphic
ing. According to Ashton-Tate, this
fields, common in other
Mac data bases. (A) The
was done to ensure data integrity,
field definition screen.
but it unf~rtunately also ensures end
(B) An entry fo rm using
ennm.
user
several different field
Number three : As usual with Ashtypes.
ton-Tate, the product comes with
reams - well, really only one ream
- of documentation; but it's a
mixed blessing. The "Learning"
manual, which covers the basics, is
well done. But there is next to nothing about the hows and whys of the
rich procedural language wherein
much of the power of the program
lies. (Ashton-Tate is promising a free
set of four sample applications, toRelationships between
gether with additional documentadata base fil es are easily
tion, for those who return their
created in the Structure
window by dragging from
registration cards, but as of this
a field in one file to a
writing these were not available.)
field in another file .
Nor is there an adequate explanation
of how to convert from a dBASE III
system to a dBASE Mac system. This
is a particularly serious omission because - PC users, beware! - only
dBASE II/III/III+ data files are compatible with dBASE Mac. All pro. gramming functions have to be rebuilt from the ground up.
Before you go out and buy th is
one - particularly if you are not an
dBase Mac provides the
experienced data base user - think
unique ability to create
seriously about what you want to
data entry screen using
accomplish with a data base system,
fields from multiple
linked files.
both now and in the future . Consider also, particularly if you're going to
set up your data base system yourself, whether you are willing to put
in the energy required to master a
complex product in order to enjoy
the benefits of its power. ~
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MacUSER MAGAZINE!
for naming

-

................

"STUDIO SESSION™"
Best Music Program for 1986.
- BOGAS PRODUCTIONS -

PS.

For the latest news on "Studio Session™" - upgrades & supplements - please call us at 1-800-328-0184

~~-····················································--~~~

NOW HEAR THIS!I
FOR THOSE OF YOU
WHO HAVE NOT YET HEARD
THE REALISTIC SIX-VOICE SOUND
OF

STUDIO SESSION™
We invite you to send a self-addressed stamped (No. 10) envelope to:
Bogas Productions

· 1520 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco. CA
94109

rmemmmeemeeul

and we will send you a FREE AUDIO CASSETIE entitled

®E®

l , ••• 9\ l

II

I

STUDIO SESSIONS GREATEST HITS!

II

re11;mm1111mm1

®E®

l , ••• 9\ l

, , .Featuring the actual sounds of music composed on Studio Session™ and
fully utilizing the many instrument sounds incorporated in the Studio Session software.
Studio Session™ is a registered trademark of Bogas Productions.

(Offer good until July 1, 1987)

Please circle 253 on reader service card .
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PREMIER
Jazz vs. Excel· Balance of Power· Terminal programs ·
Making Mac music·
Icon Cookbook Pt.
1 • DA's with assembly language
listing ·The front
DA juggling act

NOVEMBER '85
Hard Disks· Mastering MacDraw ·
PageMaker review·
OverVUE an overview· Animating
with VideoWorks .
Basic Pt. 1 • Delivering a Fat Mac · Icon
Cookbook Pt. 2

JANUARY '86
Best products of
1985 · ThinkTank
the creative way ·
Deja Vu review· The
Great Language
Face-Off· MUG
Line-users group ·
Crunch· Beyond tile
lmageWriter · Basic
Pt. 3

FEBRUARY '86
Power User's Manual· The LaserWriter Revealed •
Function Keys· Apple's HD20 & HFS •
MacDraft vs. MacDraw· Business Filevision • Rogue · 3
flight simulators reviewed· Basic Pt. 4

MARCH '86
The Mac Plus· Helix
· Sargon Ill vs.
Psion Chess· Omnis 3 • MacProject
and Micro Planner
review· Mu/tip/an·
CPt. 1 ·Clipboard ,
Note Pad and
Scrapbook revelations

APR IL '86
Softstrip reader ·
ReadySefGo 2.O•
Astronomy software
roundup· The Home
Accountant · The
Cheat Sheet· The
Ancient Art of War ·
Interlace - a relational Bargain · C
Pt. 2

MAY '86
Upgrading your
Mac · Secrets of
Word· Sta/Works
&StatView ·Easy 30
·Tee off with MacGoff ·Borrowed
Time· Kids games
with Slide Show
Magician and VideoWorks · C Pt. 3

JUNE '86
Special Desktop
Publishing Issue ·
Newsletters · Fontographer and LaserWriter fonts · PageMaker 1.2 •
Directory· MacSpin
· Switcher and RAM
disks · TML Pascal ·
Wizardry · C Pt. 4

JULY "86
Tempo· MicroPhone, Smartcom
and Red Ryder·
CLR Libraries •
Games that let you
make games · Quartet and Ensemble ·
Mac-a-Mug· Pascal
Pt. 1

AUGUST '86
Mac systems in the
office· Your First
Utilities · Radio
Shack Model 100
and Mac · Software
print spoolers · The
colors of Silicon
Press · On-line services · Pascal Pt. 2

SEPTEMBER '86
Professional Desktop Publishing Issue · Effective
Charting · Power
Word Processing ·
The Linotronic Connection · MacPubfisher fl· SCSI hard
disk roundup·
MORE· Uninvited

OCTOBER ·as
Microsoft Works·
As the Double Helix
twists· Nine spell
checkers reviewed •
Archon · Word
games galore· Exploring MAUG ·FullPainting · Finder basics · Pascal Pt. 3

NOVEMBER '86
Radiu s monitor·
Works · Power PageMaker techniques
• Beginners telecommunications ·
Cricket Graphing ·
Flight Simulator/Orbiter · StoryBoarder
·Shanghai surprise •
Pascal Pt . 4

DECEMBER '86
MacUser looks at
the llGS · fnBox Apple Talk Electronic
Mail · Inside Insight
· Studio Session ·
PhoneNET · OrbOuest · Secrets of
Pascal · ZBasic ·
StatView512K+ ·
Smart Games

JAN UARY ·37
Special Desktop
Productivity Issue ·
Jazz vs . Microsoft
Works · 2nd Annual
Editor's Awards·
Desktop Publisher
of the Year · MapMaker • GrayPaint •
Dungeon of Doom

FEBRUARY '87
Dynamac preview·
ts SuperPaint super·
HardBaff, a great
baseball game· Get
more out of MORE·
SCSI drive comparison • Design your
own Mac screen ·
LightSpeed Pascal

M4CUser

MAC G£TS DOWN TO BUSINESS

MacUser

DECEMBER '85
Accounting software· Excel Macros
· Is it Just Text? ·
Novels of the Mind •
Beginners guide to
telecommunications
· MIDI to the Macs·
Basic Pt. 2 · OuickSet, Sidekick & BatteryPak reviewed

Back

Issues .
Now you can finally round out your necessar-Y Macintosh documentation with those
missing issues of MacUser. Order soon , because once these back issues are gone , they're
MacHistory, and quantities are limited.
If you order any 6 issues or more, you'll
receive a froo MacUser Binder, a $6. 95 value.
The Binder protects 12 issues of MacUser with
a classy brown leatherette covering, and the
MacUser logo stamped in gold. What better
way to keep your precious MacUsers safe from
jelly-coated fingers?
For more "hands-on " Macintosh information, get your hands on the entire MacUser
collection. At $4 each, they're probably the
best investment you can make for your Mac.

•••••••
HOW TO ORDER

Send $4.00 for each back issue, plus $2.00
shipping for the first issue , $1.00 for each
additional issue. Payment must accompany
your order. Check the free binder box for
orders of six or more issues.
MacUser Back Issues
831 Federal Road
Brookfield, CT 06084

NAME---,-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY---------STATE

----~IP

__

October 85 (Premiere)D
November 85
D
December 85
D
February 86
D
March 86
D
April 86
D
May 86
D
June 86
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

July 86
August 86
September 86
October 86
November 86
December 87
January 87
February 87

D Yes , I've ordered 6 or more issues,
so send me my FREE MacUser binder.
Sub Total _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Shipping----------1Total _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I'd like to pay with:
D Check D Money Order D Credit Card

Charge to:
D Visa

D MasterCard

I
1

See What
You've Been Missing!
M

A

R

C

Exp. Date

nterbank No.

!~I~--~---- DD
Mo. Yr.
': Signature ___________
_
I

:

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery_

I
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"It's too easy to use'.'

''They make a big deal out of
features we can't find on the standard
comparison charts'. '
"And at $125, it's suspiciously inexpensive. How can we take MindWrite
seriously?"

If you make up your mind about
MindWrite"' software without looking
beyond the obvious conventional
criteria, you'll miss the point, too.

The more you write, the
more you'll like MindWrite.
like no word processor before,
MindWrite focuses
the power of the
Macintosh"' on the
" ~ • i'•
··' ;·,t· "-' ,
creative part of the writ·,.>.~(£ ·
ing process.
~q.· ' ;t '"""
MindWrite goes farther than
any product since the Macintosh itself
to simplify and speed up the process
of turning nebulous notions into
matchless manuscripts.
Unlike any other sofrwareincluding any other that touts "integrated outlining"-MindWrite lets
your finished piece evolve smoothly
and naturally from ymir outline.
Because whether you like to
work from a quick list of catchwords
or a precisely detailed blueprint, you
can move effortlessly between outline
and draft at any time. It's a simple
matter of selecting a display option.
So if an effervescent phrase
flashes off your fingertips , you're
word processing. If you need to note
three ideas for the ending, you're
outlining.

•

And if you think nothing can be
this simple, you're almost right.
Nothing else is this simple.

The more you rewrite, the
more you'll like MindWrite.
If you want to move a Mind Write
paragraph, for example, just select
it with the mouse and drag it to its
new location.
If you want to make identical
changes to several headings or paragraphs, just select them all at once even if they're separated by other
text- and make them italic or bold
or whatever.
Or drag them to a new location
-where they'll appear in the order
you selected them.
Nothing else is this foolproof,
either. MindWrite's exclusive "accumulating clipboard" stores everything
you've cut until you're sure you won't
need it.
Numbered sections are
automatically renumbered when you
move them.
If you're writing to fill a certain
space, the word-count feature keeps
you posted.
And time-and-date stamping lets
you mark changed paragraphs, so it's
now much easier to review complex
revisions. Speaking of which:

The longer you write, the
more you'll like MindWrite.
Now you can navigate through
long or complex (or long and complex)•
documents faster than ever before.
No more tedious scrolling.
A tap on the mouse-button shows the .
entire manuscript in outline form .
Click on the chapter, section or subsection you want and it opens. Work,
click back to the outline, and move on.
Of course, you can view outline
and text in separate windows, too.
And have as many windows as
you want.

Don't let the low $125 price
pull the wool over your eyes.
MindWrite is full-strength
Macintosh word processing. With easy
learning. Integrated graphics. Its
own unique features. Plus more we
don't have space for here.
It's guaranteed , too: if within
30 d ays of purchase you find it doesn't
live up to our claims, you can call us
for a refund .
So ask for MindWrite at your
d ealer. Or order directly from us at
800-367-4334. (800-654-5599 in
CA. ) We accept Visa and MasterCard.
And if you must pay more
fo r a word processor, that's okay. We'll
take more.

MINDWRITE
Macintosh word processing
for creative individuals

MindWork Software, P. 0 . Box 222280, Carmel, C A 93922 . MindWrite is a trademark of MindWork Software. Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Com puter, Inc.

Please circle 78 on reader service card.

TIP SHEET
one built into the keyboard),
hitting the asterisk(*) will select the character to the right
of the insertion point (or if
some text is already selected,
the selection will be extended
one character to the right).
The plus key(+) will do the
same, but to the left, instead
of right.
You may hold down these
keys for extending the selection very quickly.
OWEN SCHMIDT
PORTLAND, OR

WORD
Microsoft Word (version I.OX) allows a
'
number of commands to be aborted within
Word using the COMMANDPERIOD combination. Most
people already know that this
conunand sequence will abort
printing, but Find, Change
and Repagination can also be
aborted. This tip can save you
a lot of time if you incorrectly
choose a menu item.
SUSAN HELGESON
HOUSTON, TX

~

Within
Word,
choosing
Superscript or Subscript
from the menu will result in a
smaller font being used and
then it will be Super/Subscripted. However, choosing
~

An undocumented
feature of Word,
version 1.05, gives
you the ability to select characters with the new keypad.
Using the new keypad (the
r,

j

·For the Save As ... Diatog:1
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Word allows you to For All OK/Cancel Dialogs::'r

'

use command key

'
combinations for all
of the dialog boxes within it.
Shown here are the different
types 'o f dialogs and their associated command equivalents. All dialog boxes can be
canceled by COMMAND-W or
COMMANP-PERIOD.
CHARLES R. VASS
FT. LEAVENWORTH, KS
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Found a trick, shortcut or
smarter way to get something
done with a program? Share
your hints (and maybe make a
few bucks) by sending them to
The Tip Sheet, c/o MacUser,

compiled by David Schawel
Superscript or Subscript from
Format under the Character
menu will not automatically
change the font size.
DAVID WILCOX
CHICAGO, IL

FILEMAKER PLUS
This tip won't make
you a better user,
but it might just
produce a quick laugh. Hold
down Shift and Option while
choosing "About FileMaker
Plus .. ." from the Apple menu
for some humorous credits
from the authors of FileMaker
Plus.
PAUL FRIEDMAN
SARASOTA, FL
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SUPER PAINT
You can get a very
interesting "spattering" effect within
SuperPaint. First, choose the
paintbrush pattern that you
wish to spatter. Then select
the spraycan tool and, while
painting, hold down the Option key. The faster you move
the mouse, the further apart
the spattering will occur.
DAVID BIEDNY
BROOKLYN, NY

.

You can preview an
OverVUE report by
first saving the report to disk, and then opening it with a desk accessory
text processor (such as
MockWrite or miniWriter) .
Not only can you see and
print your report, but you can
even make changes without
going back to OverVUE.
BETTY MCCARTHY
CHICAGO, IL

A good way to
avoid getting envelopes stuck in the
LaserWriter while manually
feeding them, is to place a
little down-curve onto the envelope. This is most easily
done by drawing the envelope over the edge of a desk
or table. It also helps to run a
fingernail along the upper
edge to make the envelope
flatter and smoother.
OWEN SCHMIDT
PORTLAND, OR

EXCEL

SLEEP DA

OVERVUE

-

Instead of having to
go to the menu each
time to select INSERT (to insert a new row or
column) , you can hold down
the Option key and click on
the row or column where you
wish for the new one to. be
added.
ED HOLLINGSWORTH
WARMINSTER, PA

0

\1 I

(

~

The public domain
Sleep desk accessory,
when in use, can be
temporarily deactivated by
merely holding down the Option key. The screen will be in
full view until the Option key
is released.
RICHARD BACKUS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

lJ!!.JJ

SMARTCOM II

Ch11nge All

1

This program does
not allow you to get
a screen dump by
using (the usual)
COMMAND-SHIFT-3 . However, COMMAND-ENTER will
take a screen snapshot just the
same as COMMAND-SHIFT-3
does. You can then take that

~

For tlie Change ... Dialog:

136

screen snapshot and edit it
with any paint application.
MATTHEW SMITH
MEMPHIS, TN

LASERWRITER

ANCIENT ART OF WAR

nrind NeHtD (Ch11nge, then Find) (change) (

25 West 39th St., New York,
NY 10018. We pay at least $25
for every hint we publish, plus
we'll print your name and
hometown (so you get all local
bragging rights).

9

8

7

If you PASTE material from the Clipboard (as opposed
to SENDing a file), Smartcom
II will use a text protocol,
even if MacBinary or Hayes
Verification protocol is selected.
CAROL MYERS
GOOSE CREEK, SC
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Chonge these chnracters
to 'PANT'

I

SYSTEM
The screen dumps
created using COM·
MAND-SHIFT-3 are
placed onto your disk as
MacPaint files. If you are using FullPaint, which uses the
same file format as MacPaint,
you will find that you cannot
open up your screen dumps
directly from the Finder. The
following modification to the
System file corrects this "problem."
Use ResEdit and open up
your System file. Within the

System file, open up FKEY 3.
Find (on the right, or ASCII
side) the characters MPNT.
Change these characters to
PANT and close and save the
System file.
From then on, all of your
screen snapshots will, when
opened from the desktop, enter directly into FullPaint.
Always remember to work
on a backup of your System
file!!
MICHAEL COREN
DRESHER, PA

MINIWRITER DA

into the TMPL resources of a
copy of ResEdit (ResEdit uses
these to tailor me way you
view the resources of various
applications and tl1e author
was thoughtful enough to
provide a template for editing
miniWriter's default settings) .
•Next, using the modified
ResEdit, (by quitting and reentering) open tl1e mWRT
resource in miniWriter, scroll
down to the various default
options; e.g., Smart Quotes
and set them according to
your needs ( 0 =off, 1 =on).
TOM DEFAZIO
NEW YORK, NY

·

~

To get past the
Lm!J) opening screen via
tl1e -keyboard, hit
COMMAND-N while the DA is
loading. This will start you
with a blank document.
You can also hit COMMAND-0 (for Open) while the
DA is loading to access other
text-only docs. This will open
the standard file selection dialog box.
TOM DEFAZIO
NEW YORK, NY
~
~

miniWriter always
defaults into certain
settings that can
then be changed by using
choosing Options in theminiWriter menu. It is possible
for you to customize the de·
fault settings in miniWriter to
your own liking. You have to
know ResEdit in order to do
this.
Using ResEdit:
•Open the original miniWriter DA (standard DA
Icon). Do not open the DA
within the System file.
• Copy the TMPL resource
you find there and Paste it

DASCH RAMDISK

0

Have an DASCH
external RAMdisk
connected
to
a
512K Mac with me old
ROMs? Want to keep the
RAMdisk organized under
me MPS file system, witl10ut
giving up the c-apability to use
HFS? There's a way. A Mac
with the old ROMs and no
hard disk can only be booted
from an MPS floppy, but if
me Hard Disk 20 file is on me
boot floppy, it will try to

initialize any disk SOOK or
larger (including an external
RAMdisk) as HFS. In the
case of the DASCH external
RAMdisk, mis means that
you lose the folder information as files are copied from
MFS floppies to the HFS
DASCH during the bootup
procedure. Bummer. Solution?
-Keep the Hard Disk 20 file
off your initial boot floppyj
then me Mac doesn't know
about HFS at bootup and
initializes the external RAMdisk as MPS, faithfully keeping track of all the folder
information as it loads up tl1e
RAMdisk. Then, after you've
filled the RAMdisk with everything you want from MFS
floppies, push the progran1mers reset switch (which
doesn't affect the external
RAMdisk), and reboot wim a
different floppy that has
whatever you need to boot up
the Mac and recognize the
external RAMdisk, plus me
Hard Disk 20. Since tl1e
RAMdisk is already up and
loaded, no more file copying
needs to occur, and tl1e HFS
file system automatically gets
loaded into memory (not
onto me RAMdisk) and is
available until the next shut·
down, reset, or system crash.
You can read or create HFS
floppies to your heart's content.
DAN HENDERSON
HOUSTON, TX

DISKS
It is sometimes possible to clear up
some space on a
work disk (that is used a lot)
by using tl1e Finder and copy·
ing me disk to another one.
This sometimes frees up the
fragmentation of the files on
me disk, and will hopefully
produce more disk space for
you to use.
· PAUL RINGSMITH
WAITE PARK, MN

g]1

If you need to bring
heavily
formatted
and tabbed information into ReadySetGo 2.1, use
a screen-to-Clipboard accessory like the Clippy FKEY or
A
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MACWRITE
If you need to leave.
a space of a given
size (for example, a
3-inch space after a test ques·
tion in which the student can
write a response), when using
MacWrite, don't fool around
witl1 witl1 counting how
many times to press Return.
Instead, draw a line in MacDraw of tl1e desired height,
make it invisible (by either
selecting tl1e dashed line on
the Lines menu or NONE on
me Pen menu), copy it, and
paste continually it into tl1e
appropriate place in your
MacWrite document.
TOM ROCKLIN
IOWA CITY, IA
7.

An easy way to get
larger top and bottom margins in your
MacWrite document, choose
Open Header for the top
margin (or Open Footer for
me bottom) and insert a few
blank lines . You will find that
MacWrite will now hold the
top ·and/or bottom margins
while you go ahead and type
or edit.
K. KIRSTEN McDONALD
CHAPEL HILL, NC
7

DISK LIBRARIAN
If you do not want
the public domain
Disk Librarian to
process all mounted volumes
as soon as it's launched (very
frustrating if you have a hard
disk) , hold down the mouse
button until you hear a beep.
GARY ARON
SAN MARCOS, TX

READYSETGO

M

the Quick Grab DA (Quick &
Dirty Utilities, Vol. 2) and
bring in your information as a
picture or series of pictures
(bitmaps of your word processor screen.) Matching the
MacWrite ruler wim ReadySetGo,s block layout in a
Switcher combination makes
mis very easy. Note mat any
correcting will have to be
done in Mac Write and re·
imported. This process also
works with ThinkTank 512,
and should work with any
program that accepts Clip·
board graphics.
MICHAEL R. TOLLEFSON
HANAHAN, SC
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' IMAGEWRITER II

,I

00
p If yo~ are rurtning
into problems with
' """ '

·
·smudging
while
printing, you might find you
· cart correct the problem in
one of three ways.
The first thing to try is the
paper thickness lever as mentioned in the ImageWriter II
Owners Manual. It is possible
that the print head (and
therefore the ribbon) is simply too close to the platen
f (and, of course, the paper).
If that doesn't help, it is
possible that the print head
has a.. buildup of gurik. The
print head is removed by pulling upwards on the print
head while ·moving the white
print head holder to the right.
It is possible that you may
have to shift the print head
from side ro side to get it out.
Clean the print head using
alcohol and a Q-tip. Be very
careful re-inserting the print
ORIGINAL

GRAPH

PASTED

""'

(/)

:::>
-'

""'z
<(

a:

u..

Clean the pins on the·
print head using a O·tip
moistened with alcohol.

Push the white tab to the
right as you gentry rock
the print head upwards.

head making sure. it is
placed straight into its slot.
If that doesn't correct anything, there · is a. possibility
that the Paper, Guide is either
dirty or broken.· The Paper
Guide is the. plastic piece that
wraps partiaJJy arotllld the
platen, surrounding the print
head. To remove t.his1 piece,
first remove the print head
and then. use a small Phillips
FRO M

MICROSOFT

CHART

If you're just getting
B start~d _in telecommu111cat1ons,
or
breaking in a new telecom
program, there's no need to
pay the expensive connect
charges of the commercial
services while you're learning
how to upload and download. Contact your local Mac
users' group, dealer or knowledgable friend, and get the
phone number of one of your
local free bulletin board systems. Practice uploading and
downloading on the local
board, where it should cost
you nothing.
Local boards usually have
lists of others in the area, and
you might also find there a lot
of the shareware and public
domain stuff you would have
paid to get from the national
nets.
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MACDRAW
When a graph made
in Microsoft Chart is
cut and pasted into
MacDraw, each piece of the
chart is an Individual Draw
"object." A lot of touching up
can be done to your docu-

~
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ment. Fonts can be changed, .
boxes or pie pieces can be
stretched or given a shadow.
You. can be very inventive
with your new chart.
SUE KNOPF
LA CROSSE, WI
A

R

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
~

,SALES

Dollar•

head screwdriver · to romove
th_e two screws holding in the
Paper Guide. After removing .
the Paper Guide, check that
the metal attachment is not
crac::ked or ripped. If it is, you
need a new Paper . Guide
(available at Apple dealers for
· around $10). , Cleaning the
Paper Guide, however, may
just do the trick. Again, use
alcohol ~ith a Q-tip for best

C

H

1
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8
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How often has line
noise messed up
your carefully programmed macro while running your favorite telecommunications program? This
can get expensive if you're
connected to a commercial

You must remove two
screws in order to .
withdraw the Paper Guide.

results. Placing the Paper
Guide back into the printer
must be done perfectly. Feed
three sheets of paper into the
printer and then screw in the
Paper Guide, pressing it
against the paper.
If these tips fail, you may
have to bring your printer
into a dealer for repair.
LENNY SACHS
VALENCIA, CA

network system and you've
left to make a turkey sandwich. The problem is that
when the system prompts you
for your next conllnand, it
sees the line noise garbage
characters that have accumulated since your last command
in addition to whatever your
macro sends it. The solution?
Make the first character in
each 'typing' command in
your macro the control character that says to the network
"ignore whatever I've typed
so far." On CompuServe, it's
a Control-U (often represented as /\ U) . If there was garbage on the line, this tells the
service to ignore it; if there
wasn't any, no harm done. It
works!
DAN HENDERSON
HOUSTON , TX '
Don't just sit there waiting for us to get around
to your problem or question . Copies of the
deluxe, spira1 bound edition of The Power
User's Manual : Over 1,000 Hints and Tips for
the Macintosh are now available for a mere
$19.95, which includes shippfng and handling .
The manual has two cross-referenced indexes
to help find tips fast and covers over 100 of the
most popular Mac programs and peripherals.
It's worth its weight in gold mice, and just
happens to be published by MacUser Make your
check payable to MacUser Publications , Inc.
and send the order to: Powers Users Manual
Offer. MacUser Magazine, 25 West 39th St.,
New York, NY 10018. Bulk rates for clubs,
organizations and schools are available from the
same address. The manual is currently available
only from MacUser.
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WorksPlus·M
Spell

!

Spelling Checker

Lundeen & Associates

I

I

and even for those who d
You bought Microsoft®Works to save time
and unnecessary effort. So, let WorksPlus
Spell track words for your Works!
WorksPlus Spell is the fastest spelling
checker on the market-10 times faster
than any other. Spell checks a two-page
memo in 1 second; a 50-page proposal
in less than 30 seconds!
Ever have trouble remembering the
spelling exceptions?"/ beforee .. ."???
Spell doesn't. It knows all those endless
rules as well as verb tenses, plurals,
adjectives, and adverbs.
Can't remember a word's spelling?
Spell can look it up for you. Simply type a
command key and the first few letters and
Spell will insert the correct word right into
your document.
Spell can also check each word as you
type without slowing your speed. A gentle
beep warns you of a misspelling or typo.
Just choose the correct alternative and
continue typing!
Its main directory contains 70, 000
words. If you need more, you can add
WorksPlus'" is a trademark of Lundeen & Associates © 1986 .
Macintosh™ is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
Microsoft®is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

For those who
didn't place first in
the Spelling Bee ...
words to either the main dictionary or a
document's personal dictionary. Or, you
can delete words.
But Spell is more than a spelling
checker. Its Glossary feature saves you
typing the same phrases over and over.
Just abbreviate those frequently-used
phrases. Spell will automatically insert the
complete phrase for you. You can also use
its automatic hyphenation feature to give
your documents a compact, professional
appearance.
WorksPlus Spell is the spelling
checker to use with your Macintosh"' and
Microsoft Works program. Spell is so
well integrated that even the Works Help

file is updated to include it. Now you
can write, check, and print a document
without ever leaving the Works
progran1.
We're so sure that you'll win every
time you use Spell that we'll include a blue
ribbon with your purchase! In addition,
Spell comes with a 30-day money-back
guarantee so you can't lose.

Lundeen & Associates
P. 0. Box 30038
Oakland, CA 94604
Please circle ·l 73 on reader service card .

WorksPlus Spell
TM

Method of payment:

0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 Check
Send me _ copies of
WorksPlus'" Spell at $59. 95 each $ _ _ __
In the USA & Canada, add $3.00
per copy for shipping and handling
Outside the USNCanada, add
$10. 00 per copy for shipping and
handling
CA residents add sales tax
Amount enclosed
$ ----'--To order by phone, call (800) 233-6851
in CA, call (800) 922-PL US

account number

exp. date

signature

Ship to:
name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
city _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
state _ _ _ _ _ zip code _ _ _ __

Mac Zap

Don't let a crashed
disk ruin your day.

Mac Zap
Protection Book
MFS/ HFS Struct.
Shipping
Overseas

SCSI Support Also!
Mac Zap comes with the programs described below PLUS Micro Analyst Inc.
a Bit Copier, Fast Disk Duplication Program and a 55
P.O. Box 15003
Austin, Tx 78761
page Manual. 24 HR Bulletin Board Support Available.

\~
l!faJ

$60
$30
$20
$03
$10

Phone
(512) 926-4527
Visa/ MC COD

Books by
Micro Analyst

Software Protection
on Micro Computers

Mac Zap Recover

Mac Zap Tools

Mac Zap Patcher

Recover Files from crashed
Floppies, Hard Disks, and
SCSI Disks. We support
MFS, HFS and SCSI disk
drives. We also support
logical File Volumes such
as Mac Serve™. Every HFS
Hard Disk should have Zap .

The most powerful File
and Disk Utility available
for the Mac. HFS & MFS.
Disk & File & Memory
Editor, Maps, Dissasembly,
Resource List & Map,
Graphics, Edit File Attrib.
Full SCSI Access .

Unlock the power of
your Hard Disk. Install
Protected Programs to a
Hard disk. No Master
disk is needed after
the program is installed.
Point to a patch file and
Click, easy to use.

A 180 page book that details
how software protection is
implemented and removed.
Mac, Apple II and IBM.

MFS and HFS
Disk Structures
Disk Structures. Reference
Material, sector allocation,
file allocation, directory
storage space . Memory
resident disk structures.

Please circle 143 on reader servic e card .

32 Million Bytes: S898
WhisperDrive'" can
dramatically accelerate
the performance of your
Macintosh.

Features:

Th e mass storage so lu tio n yo u have
been waiting fo r h as arrived . Now
w ith up to 32 megabytes of fas t ,
re liable hard dis k mem ory at an
affo rdable low p rice. Engineered w ith
superio r plated media techn o logy fo r
an ul tra-d urabl e record ing surface
that w ill keep your fil es safe fro m
harm . W hi sperD rive comes convenientl y preformatted , wi th Appl e's
latest HFS sys te m software plus
utili ties alread y o n the disk . Simpl y
plug it into the Mac's SCSI port.
When yo u turn yo ur Mac on , it w ill
auto matically startu p fast . .. di rectly
fro m the Whisper Drive!

O th er WhisperDri ve"' Sys tems:
S998 32 -megabyte internal
849 21-megabyte internal
749 21-megaby te external

Palo Alto Microsystems

Risk Free Guarantee
If yo u are not completely happy
with yo ur p urc hase re turn it
w ithin 30 days for a full refund .

ENG INEE RI NG EXCELLENCE FOR Tl-IE FL' T U RE
569 Christop her Co u rt • Pa lo Al to. C:difo rnia 9~.106

(415) 424-8740
Please circle 248 on reader service card.
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• Q ui et , fas t , ru gged and compact
• Full o ne-yea r limited war ranty
• Sophisticated softwa re full y
supp orts Hierarchi cal File Syste m
• Disk heads are lifted auto mat icall y
w henever p ower is d isconnected
• SCS I expansio n po rt built-in
• Inte rnal power supply, no fa n
• Six-foo t SCSI cable included
• Optimized secto r inte rleave for
fas t , efficient data tra nsfer
• Cont ro ll e r fi rmware custo mi zed
fo r the Maci ntos h SCS I p rotocol
• Uses fas t ra mped step mode for
accele rated trac k access
• Inpu t surge pro tecti on built-in
• Exclusive defect trac ki ng fo rmatter
permanentl y deallocates
marginall y bad trac ks

Save with
factory-direct pricing!
,\ l ac Plu s and Apple :irt· 1r~H.h::mark s of Apple.: Comp u ter. Inc.
\'\'h isperDr i\'e :mll Humm ingbird ;ire trademark s of Pa lo A lit >
1\l icn>systt'ms.

SYSTAT

LESS BULK
MORE STATISTICS!
Now on the Macintosh ...

Mac Features:

•Linear, polynomial , multiple , stepwise,

•Clipboard
•Cut, Paste, Scroll
•Mouse control of spreadsheet

•Extended regression diagnostics

•Pull-down menus

..•

Desk Accessories

400K, SOOK, HFS compatibility

SYSTAT Capabilities:

•Full screen spreadsheet data editor

•Missing data, arrays, character variables

weighted regression

•Multivariate general linear model
•Multi-way ANOVA, ANOCOVA, MANOVA,

•Merge and append large files

•Unlimited numeric and character
transformations

•Interactive or batch

•Read and write text and external files
•Subgroup processing in statistical modules
with SELECT and BY

•Value labels
•RECODE statements for quick multiple
codes

•Scatterplots, contours, histograms, stemand -leaf, boxplots, bar charts, quantile,
probability plots

•Basic statistics, frequencies

•T-tests

•Mu lti-way crosstabs with log-linear modeling ,
association coefficients, PRE statistics,
asymptotic standard errors

•Pairwise/listwise missing value correlation ,
SSCP, covariance, Spearman , Gamma,
Kendall Tau , Euclidean distances
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Bayesian classification

average , complete median , centroid
linkage, k-means, cases, variables)

•Character, numeric, and nested sorts

"-'-'
OX•'

•Multidimensional scaling
•Multiple and canonical discriminant an alysis,

length records

report generation

; :,

•Post-hoc tests
•Principal components with rotations

•Canonical correlation

•Relational database management and

(JI))
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repeated measures

•Unlimited cases
•Process hierarchical files and variable

•Rectangu lar and triangular files

u
•,~

•Cluster analysis (hierarchical , single,
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•Nonparametric statistics (sign , Runs ,
Wilcoxon, Kruskal -Wallis, Friedman two-way
ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U, KolmogorovSmirnov, Lill iefors, Kendall coefficient of
concordance)

•Time Series (smoothing , seasonal and

nonseasonal ARIMA, ACF, PACF, Crosscorrelation function , transform ations,
forecasting , Fourier analysis)

•Nonlinear estimation (non-linear regression,
least absolute values regression , logit, probit,
maxi mum likelihood estimation, iteratively
reweighted least squares)
SYSTAT operates on the following machines :
IBM-PC XTIAT," Apple II ,'" Apple Macintosh .'" Kaypro," HP 150,'" HP 9000 .'" DEC
Rainbow ,'" VAX,'" Alpha Micro ."" MS-DOS ,'"
CPIM '" and UNI X.'"
Single copy price:
$595 USA and Canada
$695 Foreign
Site licenses and quantity prices available
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Call or write for additional information
SYSTAT, Inc.
2902 Central Street
Evanston , IL 60201
312 864.5670

SYSTAT
The system fo r 's tatistics
Pl ease Circle 36 On Reader Service Card.
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Beat the clock.

On your
Macintosh
Plus, it's the
one thing that
comes between you and a finished job.
You can win , though. With the Rodime 20
Plus TM hard disk.
Data retrieval is eight times faster on the
Rodime 20 Plus and its SCSI connection than
with the Mac Pius's regular diskette drive. And
six times faster than with ar.y hard disk that
uses the floppy port.
So you'll be doing spreadsheet recalculations and database sorts in seconds.
RQl;lllli

And, of course, there's storage. 20 megabytes
- that's 25 floppy disks' worth - on the 20 Plus.
And over twice as much on the Rodime 45 Plus TM
All in a package that fits right under your Mac Plus.
Best of all, it's made by Rodime. The acknowledged leader in hard disk technology and reliability.
There is more. Like software that makes it easy
to back up an entire disk, or any documents,
onto floppies. And the one-year limited warranty.
But those things will seem like extras after
you see the speed.
Because the Rodime 20 Plus lets you work
instead of wait.
And that beats all.

SYSTEMSRODIME, INC. PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION• 29525 CHAGRIN BLVD. • PEPPER PIKE, OH 44122 • 216-765-8414

Please circle 10 on reader service card .

T H E

by Dan Cochran

ANSWERS
FROM THE
MAC TEAM
Got a Mac problem ? Something that
you'd like explained? Something you can't
find the ansJVer far anywhere else? Apple's
Dan Cochran JVill ansive1· your questions
every month in this space. When the questions are too tough far him, he'll get the
anrn 1ers from other members of the Mac
team. So ask what you need to know and get
your ansipers straight from the source!
Send your questions to Dan care of
MacUser, 25 West 39th Street, New York
City, NY 10018. Dan will .read all ofyour
questions, but, unfortunately, he may not be
able to answer indii>idual queries.
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LINE UP MONOSPACED FONTS

Q

When I print to my LaserWriter
• from MacDraJJJ using Courier font I
find that the printed lines aren't always
aligned correctly on the right, even if
they arc perfectly aligned on t11e screen.
For instance, I may have several lines
on the screen that align perfectly:
MacUser is a great magazine
MacUser is a great magazine
MacUser is a great magazine
But when I print to the LaserWriter,
the last line will not align properly:
·
....great magazine.
..great magazine.
Is there· any workaround?

GRAPHICS QUALITY ON THE
LASERWRITER
We just purchased a Macintosh Plus
Q• and
the latest
graphics pro-

FullPaint
gram. Anxious to test the near typescttil}g capabilities of the LascrWriter, we
produced a wonderful text and graphics
design in FullPaint. We then rushed to
the nearest print shop and fed it into a
LaserWritcr. To our surprise and utter
disappointment, the fonts produced
were, well ..."computerish." Where were
those incredible, smooth and graceful
fonts that just weeks before pushed us
over th'c edge into computers and Macintosh land? It was suggested tl1at we do
tl1e art work in FullPaint and import it
into MacDraw to add the fonts since
MacDra1v apparently produces superior
font output on the LaserWriter. But
MacDraw is such a MacBear compared
to such user friendly and manipulative
programs as MacPaint and FullPaint.
How can we produce good font design in FullPaint alone? Why is MacDraw so much better at producing fonts
tl1rough the LaserWriter?

IRVING CARLSON
MUSKOGEE, OK

A

I wasn't able to duplicate your problem
. but Apple's Technical Communications
Group knew about your problem. Here's
their ansiver:
Courier is a monospaced, ROM-based
font and MacDraw needs to know where
IMAGEWRITER II PROBLEMS
the tex t starts and ends in order to space
i'Fe recei11ed many letters describing Image- Courier correctly. The beginning of a line is
Writer II printing problems. All of the simple to find but the end must be defined
problems inFolJle similar sy1nptoms: one of by a Carriage R eturn. If a Carriage
the first feJV lines from a MacWritc or Return is inserted at the end ofthe last line,
Microsoft Word ImageWriter printout is all lines align properly. In the event that
compressed or "scrunched.,,
this text will be placed over any pattern, the
Apple Technical Communications sup- last Carriage Retum 1vill have to be hidplies the fallowing ansiver and suggestions: den . This is accomplished by filling the text
This problem can often be reduced by raising box ii>ith N ONE from the Fill menu.
the paper bail to the upper position. Most of
this difficulty is mechanical, but it is actu- USING THE WIDE CARRIAGE
ated by the rei1erse line feeding the driJler IMAGEWRITER
supplies. The paper can often catch on the
Please tell me how I can fully utilize
paper bail and buclde when it is rolled
• my 15-inch ImagcWritcr. I want to
backward and then fonvard at the begin- print MacPaint images 14 x 20 inches or
ning of each page. This moves the paper 14 x 16 inches without having to moraJJJay from the platen. The print head will tice nvo or more pages together. Do I
make a first pass. When the paper advances need a new printer driver? Is there an
and the paper m011es closer to the platen, the authoritative source for how to fully
second pass to complete the line isn't posi- utilize this undcrappreciated device? My
attempts to obtain information through
tioned JVell relative to the first pass.
The reverse line feeding can be mini- local vendors have been unsuccessful.
mized by not having tex t too close to the top DON JOHNSON
of the page. If the application lmoJVs that ORLANDO, FL
there is text there, it will tell the driver to
The ImagcWriter print drivers can
ensure it is at the top of the page, J11hich
•already handle printing across perforaresults in the reperse line feeds intended to
reduce the slack in the paper. Lowering the tions and printing nonstandard page sizes.
top of the paper TI>ill result in moi>ing the However, most programs including Macentire page ofprinted text loJVer J11hich is an Paint, don't take advantage of this capability. The limitations on printable page size
unacceptable solution.
This reverse line feeding action is in the are generally imposed b)' the application, not
2.3 driFer and isn't caused by a specific the printer or the printer drivers. Very few
application. It often helps to start on the software packages take advantage of the
second page and to raise the paper bail. If ImageWriter 15 capabilities.

TOM AND LORI RUBARTH
CHANDLER, AZ

A

There is a major philosophical difference
. between "painting" programs like MacPaint and FullPaint, and "draJ11ing" programs like MacDraw. The heart of this
difference manifests itself in the way these
two program families store and represent
information.
Both MacPaint and FullPaint store the
contents of their documents as compressed
bit-maps. When you create a circle in
MacPaint or type in some text from the
keyboard, MacPaint does not remember
that you1ve drawn a circle or that you've
typed in some text. It only remembers the
black dots which define the document you've
created and their position ivithin the document. So the Helvetica letter A is not stored
as a character code, but rather as the
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the perforation falls under the paper bail
when printing starts, the problem ivill almost always show up.
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sequence of dots which define that character
in its screen representation.
MacDraw, on the other hand, knows and
cares little about bit-maps. MacDraw internally represents geometric graphics mathematically and represents text based on character codes, font, style, type and size. A circle
is stored as a center point, with a radius and
line width. Text is stored as a series of
character codes.
These different ways to store graphics and
text are often referred to ·as "bit-mapped
representation" (MacPaint), and "objectrepresentation" (MacDraw). If you wish to
move a graphic or text from one place to
another in a MacPaint document, you must
use the Lasso to specijj the bits of black dots
you wish to move. With MacDraw you need
only click and select the object you wish to
move and then drag it to its new position
within your document.
There are many peiformance tradeo.ffi
inherent in bit-mapped versus object representation ofgraphics and text. Bit-mapped
representations can redraw themselves on the
screen very quickly. All they need to do is
throw the black dots up on the screen.
Object-representations take more time to
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redraw. To put up an object representation
of a circle the program must mathematically
calculate all the points and dots which
comprise the circle, and then draw them.
But bit-mapped representation requires
much more memory than object representation. A MacPaint document consisting of
ten lines of text needs to remember all the
dots necessary to redraw the text. An identical MacDraw document need only remember the character codes that correspond to
each individual text character. MacDraw
allows you to work with much larger document sizes than MacPaint because of this.
Your printing problem represents y~t another trade-off The LaserWriter can print
both graphics and text at a resolution of300
dots per inch. The Macintosh screen displays
graphics and text at 72 dots per inch. A
MacPaint or FullPaint document is only
described at this lower screen resolution, and
the resultant graphics output on the LaserW riter is restricted to the same lowerquality resolution. MacDraw, on the other
hand, prints text by sending character codes
to the LaserWriter and prints graphics by
sending similar mathematical descriptions of
circles, squares, arcs and lines. Thus the

E

R

LaserWriter (or Linotronic) output from a
MacDraw document is not limited by the
screen resolution of the Macintosh but rather by the limitations of the printer.
Ifyou don't want to sacrifice the flexibility of painting type programs. but want the
higher quality output of MacDraw, you
might look at SuperPaint from Silicon
Beach Software. SuperPaint has all of the
features of MacPaint but also allows you to
enter and print graphics and text as objects,
just like MacDraw. SuperPaint also has a
"LaserBits" feature that allows you to create
300 dot-per-inch bit-mapped graphics even
within the limitations of the 72 dot-per-inch
Macintosh display.

WRONG DEFAULT FONT
I've been experiencing a problem
. with my Mac 512K. I am running a
stock Fat Mac with an external 400K
drive and the latest System 3.2. The
problem with MacWrite is that the default font comes up Monaco rather than
Geneva. Other applications also have a
similar problem. This has developed
within the past 2 months; before that
everything was fine .
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Kee p your copies of MacUser in these special ly designed binders or
library file cases. Binder holds 12 issues . Box f il e holds 10-12
issues. Binder and box fi le are constructed of heavy bookbinder
board with leatherette cove r. MacUser's logo is hotstamped in gold. Very attractive!
Please send me:
Box FllesD 1 for $6.95
0 3 for $20.00
0 6 for $36 .00

BlndersD 1 for $8.50
D 3 for $24 . 75
D 6 for $48.00

MacUser Binders
831 Federal Road
Brookfi eld , CT 06804

address
city

state

zip
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Call us! It's a toll-free call and a real live MacUser human being will
answer between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. (Eastern
Standard Time) to process your new information and confirm the
details.
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Subscribe! You can also dial this number to order a subscription to
MacUser. You'll get a whopping 48% discount off the newsstand price
as described in our regular subscription card.

-1

1

Unconditionally guaranteed! Add $2.50 for each unit outsi de U.S.A.
U.S. funds only. Al low 4 to 6 weeks for de livery. B J /8 7
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Subscription query? And if you have a query or complaint relating to
your subscription, we'll do our best to solve it for you while you're online. If you call outside of "human hours," an answering machine will
take details.

name

144

8

Moving? If you're moving house soon and you're a subscriber, please
try to let our subscriptions department know six weeks in advance
so that we can ensure you don't miss a single copy of MacUser. Just
dial ...
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'Connecticut and Canadian residents only, please call (203) 853·
1858 for all subscription inquiries.

IF YOU NEED $5,000 ... $20,000 EVEN UP TO $500,000 TO
START A NEW BUSINESS OR TO EXPAND AN EXISTING
FIRM-THEN READ WHY YOU TOO WILL CALL THIS
INCREDIBLE MONEY RAISING

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY SEEKERS' LOANS MANUAL
"The Small Business Borrower's Bible"
Practically prepares the loan application for you line-by·line ... the "proper" way.
All properly prepared applications are processed faster ... no red tape!

EVERY
LOAN DOLLAR
YOU GET
YOU KEEP
ANO USE TO
OPERATE
YOUR BUSINESS

Guaranteed Loans ... Direct Loans ... and Immediate Loans are availab e now!
Most men and women seriously interested in starting the11 own business are eligible to apply - including those who already own a business and need
capital last for expansion or to stay afloat .even 11 they 've been flatly refused by banks and turned down elsewhere' Yet too many never qualify. simply
because they do not know how lo ""properly·· prepare the loan apphcat1on
In order to help lhose people
applying for lhese quaranleed and
direcl loans fi ll out lheir loan applications the "right way" our business
researche rs. with their diligent com -

pilation and effective efforts, have
successfully assembled and published a comprehensive, easy-tofolloo seminar manual: The Business
Opportunity Seekers' Loans Manual,
thal will quickly show you practi cally
everything you 'll need to know to prepare
a loan applicalion to get tede rally
Guaranteed and Direct Loans.
Here are 1ust aome of t he m•ny
lmporl•nt benefit• the Business
Qppor1 un11y Seekers' Loans Manual
provides you wit h :

• •completely fllled in ••mple set

ot ac:tu•t SBA lo•n •ppllca tlon
form1 , •II proper1y lltl•d In for
you to tHily tottow-1id1 you in
quickly

preparing your own
lo•n •pplic atlon the right way .
Each line on the sampte applicallon form• 11 e 1 ~a i ned and
Illustrated In ea1y -t o - under -

1t1nd t•ngu191.
• fast application preparation
procedures for getting loans tor
both new start up bu1 ine11
wenture1 and e1tabll1hed firms .
• adwi1e1 you on how to properl y
an1wer key questions nec e11ary tor loan approval and in
order to help 1woid hawing your
appl icati on turned down-g ives
you .c:twice on what you should
not do undtH' any circumstances.
• what simple steps you t1ke to

guor•ntee t llglbillty-no milter
If you do not presently quality .
• where you can file your appli cation lor f1ste1t proce11ing.
At this po1nl lhe mos! 1mpor1an1
q uestion you w an! answered is
Jusl where 1s all this loan money
co m ing from? Incredible as 1t may
sound-lhese Guaranteed Lo ans.
01rec1 Loans and Immediate
Loan s are 1nC1eed availab le nght
now - from !he best . and yet . !he
most overtooked and freouenlly
the most ignored and sometimes
ou tnght ridiculed ·made-fun-of"
source al ready money last
cao11a1 . 1n America THE

UNITED ST ATES GOVERNMENT
Of cou rse there are those who
upon hearing !he woros "UNITED

ST ATES

GOVERNMENT

woll

1ns1antly freeze up and frown and

say
only minorities can get small
business loan money from the
government.'"

Yel on the other hand (and most
puzzling) others will rant on and on
and on that
don 't even try. it's just impossible - all those Business Loans
Programs are strictly for the Chryslers.
the Lockheeds, the big corporations, not tor the little guy or small
companies" etc.

Stlll the re are th o se who
dec lare
.. . I need mo ne y ngh t now .. and
small business government loans
take too darn long Ir 's 1mposs1ble
to qua/lfy. No one ever ge ts one of
thos e loans ··
Or you m ay hear these
co m ments
·'. .. My accountant's 1unior
assistant says he thinks 1t might be
a wa ste ol my time' · ··Heck. there 's
too much worrisome paperwork
and red tape to wade through ."
Frankly - such rantings and
ravings are ju st a lot of "bu ll "
without any real basis - and on ly
serve to clearly show that lack of
knowledge
misinformation

and not quite fully understanding
the UNITED STATES GOV ERN-MEN T' S Small Business Ad m1 n1 s·
t rati o n ·s (S BA ) Proqrams have
un fo rt u nately c aused a lot of
people to ignore what 1s wttho ul a
doubl not o nl y the most
1m po rt an1 and generous sou rce of
fin ancing lor ne w busi n ess start
ups and exis t ing b u s iness
expa nsions in this cou ntry - bu!
ol lhe enlire world '
Now th at you ·ve heard the .. bull"
aboul lhe United States Govern·
menfs SBA Lo an Program - take
a few mo re moments and read the
lollow1ng facts
• Only 9 .6'/o of •pprowed lo•n•
were actu•llY made to mlnori tet
l11t year
• Wh•t SBA recogn izes n 1
" small bu1 l ne11 .. •ctually

1ppllH

to

97 •~

ol

111

the

companies In the n1llon
• Red tape comes 1bout only
when tM loan 1ppllcatlon 11
sent back due to applican t nol

providing the requeated inlor·
matlon ...o r prowk:Slng the wrong
lnform1tlon

• Tht

SBA

11

requ i red

by

Con9r111 toprowlde a minlmlan
doll1r amount in busine11 lo1n1
each fi scal yeu in order t o law·

fully comply with 1trict quot11.
(Almost 5 bill ion this year )
Ye !. despite the m1lhons who
miss out - there are stil l li terally
thousands of amb111ous men •nd
w omen nationw ide who are prop-

erly applying -

being approved

- and obt• lning sufficient funds
10 ei t her start a new business. a
franchise . or buy out or expand an
ex1st1ng one Moslly !hey are all
1ust typ1ca1 Americans with no
fancy f1fles . Who used essentially
the ••me effec ti ve k now· how to
hit out their appl 1ca tro ns that you ·11
find 1n the Business Opportunl!y
Seekers' Loans Manual.
So don 1 you dare oe shy aboul
app lyi ng tor and acceptin g these
guaranteed ana direct governmen t
lo ans Currously enough
lhe
governmenl is ac1ually very much

GUARANTEED YOUR LOAN MUST BE APPROVED
SMALL PRICE TO PAY FOR THE LOAN YOU CAN GET

•••••••••••••••••••
GUARANTEE •1
Simply - took over this most
elfec11ve money raising loan
preparation ass1s1ance manual
tor 15 days - and !hen if you
are not conv1nce1 thal 11 can
actually help you Obtain !he
Business Loan you need right
away - 1us1 return 11 tor a full
and promp! re fund

••••••••••••••••••
1nteres1ed 1n nelp1 ng you st art a
bu smess that w ill make a lot of
money Ifs to !heir advant age the more money you m ake !he

:o,::c:e~9~~n~u~o ~~:~~<;~ i~~e~d
generous .. u ncle .. wtll either lend
direclly or guarantee billions of
dolLIB 1n loan req ues1s. along w1m
tech n ic al ass istan ce an d ev en
sa tes pr ocu remen t ass ist an c e
Remem be r. If you don't app ly !or
l h e se a v a1 : ab l e S B A f u nds
aomebody .... cert•ln ly wil l.

Don't iote out - now os the best
lome 10 pl ace your order Tor lhos
co mprehensive manual it os no1
1otd in 1tore1. Avaoiable only by

~~·~ ~~r1~~gF~~~ ~~~· ~ ~~~ ~h~ 0,~.
1

1

GUARANTEE t2
Even alter 15 days ·- here·s how
you are still strongly protected
1f you dee 1de to keep the
manu al - and you apply to r an
SBA Loan anytime w1th1n I
year
your loan must t:>e
approved and you mus! act:..i ally
receive lhe funds or your money
will be refunded 1n fu11

••••••••••••••••••

Only because we are so confiden! Iha! th is is a fact do we dare
make such a strong bi nding
seldom·heard·of
Do ub le
Guarantee .
No
stronger

guarantM pos1lble!
Of course. no one can guaran tee
t hat eve ry req uest wi ll be ap·
proved-bu! clearly we are firmly con·
vinced !hat any sound bu si ness request properly prepared-showing a
reasonable chance ol repayment and
submitted to SBA -wi ll be approved.

THOUSANDS ARE
PROPERLY APPLYING
AND BEING APPROVED.
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
TO JOIN THEM!

elu si ve publisher, at JUSI a small (iiij=~~~~~~miiiiiiiiil
fr action of what ii would cost for
the serv ic es of a private loan
advisor or to attend a seminar.
For example:
Initially. this amazing Guaranteed and Direct Loans Ma nu al was
spec ially designed to be rne basis
o f a Small Business Loan Semina r
- where each registrant would
100% tu: deductible 11 • a
pay an adm1ss10n fee of $450 But
bulinnl HpenM. Don't dlfly our company lelt rhar since the
Olde< your copy todoy!
manual's qualify instruc tions wer~
so exceptlon•lly cry•l•l-clear mar rNO RISK LOAN OPPORTUNITY FORM-•
anyone who could re ad. could
Detach and rush lor
aucceu lufly use Its techniques
COMPLETE PREPARATION
without f'lavmg to attend a seminar
er pay tor costly pflv ate lo an
ASSISTANCE FOR LOAN APPROVAL
advisory ass is tance services
Please rush me _ _ _ copies of
Theref o re . tor thos e purchasing
" Busi ness O pport un ity Seeker s'
!he manual t:>y mall . no 3 day class
Loans Manual " each at a $20 fee
no course and accommodations
plus $3.00 handling and shipping.
are requ1red And rather than $450
I am fu lly pro1ected by the two strong
we could slash the p,nce all !he
guarantees above. J'm orderi ng today
way down to 1ust a mere $20 - a
- so Ican receive FREE - the valuable
sm.ill portion of a 1yp1ca1 se ~ 1nar
treasury of last, easy, low-capital and
attendan ce fee - prov1d1ng you
highly
profitable business program s
promptly till 1n and marl coupon
worth forty-live dollars - mine free
below w1 1h fee while !hrs spec iat
to
keep
even if I decide to return the
·sem1nar·1n-pnnr· manual offer •S
manu al !or a full refund .
still avallat:>te b{ mail al this rela·
1
Enclosed is Fu ll Payme nt
lively low prtce
Cash
Check
Mon ey Order
Rememoer . lh1 s most un1oue
Send payment with order.
manual Quickly provides you w1tri
actual sam pl e copi es of SB A Loan
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ~
app1tca1 1on and all other reQuired
Please Print Clearly
torms-aire ady properly fdt ed 1n
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
tor you to eas rly use as re11ao1y
accurate step-Oy·steo gu1desthus oller1ng you comple1e
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
assur anc e that your app11ca11on
wdt t:>e prope rl y prep ared and
State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
lheret:>y 1mm ed1ate ty putting you
MAIL TO:
on !he r19h! ro ad 10 ot:>ta1n1ng last
no ~eo- t aoe toan approva l
Flnanclal Freedom Publishers

OR MONEY BACK - ONLY A
NO RISK AND NO HASSLES.

Please circle 263
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on reader service card.

110 W. 5th St .
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
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My dealer suggested that I had been
playing aro und inside the software and
could have caused these problems. True,
I do enjoy getting inside and finding our
"what makes Johnny ru11," but never o n
my original program disks. They have
never been altered in anv wav. Furthermore, all mv software ru;1s ju~t fine o n a
friend's Mac with exactlv the same configuratio n, and his sofuvare screws up
when booted in mv Mac. Is this a
problem with hardw~re, software, firmware or should I have mv eves examined .
Also,. if the mother boa.rd· needs replacing, wo uld this be the right time for
upgrading to a 5 l 2K Enhanced or Macintosh Plus?
A ND.REW B ACC HI
SH AFTS BU RY . VT

A

I thinll you can fix your p1·oblem by
• tuniin;._q offyour machine and rem0Pi11g
the small battel)' fro m the bacll of your
J\.1 acintosh. f( eep the batte1·)' out far about
JO to 15 minutes and then ffplace it JJJith a
new one. Boot up your Macintosh, 1·cset yo11r
cloclt and date fi'om the control panel 01'
alann cloclr D IA and then boot up Mac-

H

E

L

P

F

0

L

Write. You should find that M acWrite is
noJJJ bacll in Geneva default mode.
" W/~y?)) you ask. Various settings, su,ch as
time, date and the other things you set via
the cont1'ol panel, need to be preserv£!!llwhen
tbt M acintosh is off so that they will be
prcsmt nex t time the machine is booted.
This infonnation is stm·ed in what is called
parameter RAM, a few bytes of memory
that are stored in the clock chip. This clock
chip is poJJJered by your battery when the
M ac is off, thereby prese11Jing all the setti11gs.
One of the stored parameter RAM values, not usually accessible to the user, is the
JJalue of the defau lt application font. This
JJalue should be set to the desired default
application font number minus 1.
Since Gene11a is the M acintosh default
application fo nt the default JJalue far this
parametei· is 2 (GeneJJa ID = 3, minus 1,
equals 2) . Although t/m·e are many values
i11 paranieter RAM that aren't ordinarily
accessible to the user, a rogue application or
DA can write to PRAM and inadJJertently
01' delibe1'ately change a value.
Some applications, lille MacWrite, use
tin default system font ID stored in parame-

D

E

R

ter RAM to detennine which font they will
use. In your case I suspect that somehow your
application font parameter has been
changed to 3 (Monaco ID
4, minus 1,
equals 3) . Removing your battery will destroy the contents of parameter RAM and
when you reinstall it and reboot your Macintosh it will revert to default values for all
of the parameter RAM data, including "2 ))
far Geneva.
Another way to change the default font
back to Geneva, or from Geneva to any font
in your System file, is to use the Default
Font DA that comes with the Duhl-Click
Software World Class Font packages. There
are other DAs and applications that will
also do the trick. At least two of the
applications are available Ji'om national
electronic services, local BBSs and user
groups. They are PRAM2 written by Ken
Winograd and distributed by the Boston
Computer Society and Default Font, by
Emerging T echnology, publishers of MacOffix .
If this doesn't work you most likely haJJe a
defective clock-chip. Your dealer should have
appropriate software to help farther diagnose
the problem. ~

=

"MacSpin [is] an incredible
data analysis program ..."
John C. Dvorak
MacUser , November 1986

•••••••••

MACSPIN can help any-

When two dimensions leave
you flat, enter the world of
MACSPIN, and discover the
hidden depths of your data!
C11rs

one who needs to analyze
and understand complex
numerical data.

1-800-MacUser
Moving? If you're moving house soon and you're a subscriber,
please try to let our subscriptions department know six weeks
in advance so that we can ensure you don't miss a single copy
of MacUser. Just dial . .

1-800-MacUse r
Call us! It's a toll-free call and a real live MacUser human
be ing will answer between the hour> of 9:00 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. (Easte rn Standard Time) to process your new infonna·
tion and confirm the details.

1-800-MacUser
Subscribe! You can also dial this number to order a

subscription to MacUser. You'll get a whopping 48% discount
off the newsstand price as described in our regular subscrip·

$199.95

lion card.

1-800-MacUser

Visa/MC/Amex, COD, POs
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Subscription query ? And if you have a query or complaint

relating to your subsc ription, we'll do our best to solve it for
you while you're on·line. Ir you call outside or "human hours,"
an answering machine will take details.

D 2 SOFTWARE
3001 N. Lamar Blvd. #110
Austin, TX. 78705
(512) 482-8933

1·800-MacUser

MACSP IN is a trademark of o 2 Sofl warc. Inc.

The only way you'll ever look at data again!
Please circle 176 on reader service card .
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Last, please help us to help you by not calling ou r editorial
offices on the East or West Coast with subscription inquiries.
We do not have the records available on screen there and
can't give you any se nsible answers to questions about
subscriptions. Conversely, our subsc ription J>P.Ople aren't set
up to handle ed itorial brickbats and roses. Thank you for
subscribing to MacUser!
'Connecticut and Canadian resident$ only, please call (203)
853·1858 for all subscriptio11 inquiries.

Nobody does it better . • •
The Mac was designed for the rest of us. Nothing
complicated. No archaic language. Elegant simplicity.
Then something happened. Users are asked to
solder, open boxes and become technicians. In the
SCSI drive market, Jasmine finally put an end to that.

There's a Jasmine right for you.

20 MB $589* BO MB $1380*
The Direct Drive 20
This sleek attractive 2" high box is only 10" by 10"
and does not stick out behind the Mac

Precision German
made switches

Our first product has met with resounding success
and we're proud to put our name on it. The Direct
Drive will satisfy your hunger for power and we know
it fits your pocket book. And you can still get it for less
than S600 delivered!

The Direct Drive 80
A true performance breakthrough! This sleek drive
designed by Quantum blazes away with an amazing
30 millisecond access time. It features error correction
and media defect handling to ensure Jong life and
perfect performance. This drive is so intelligent it
constantly scans and locates any defective sectors and
locks them out . . . automatically. It fits into the same
slim 2" high box as the Direct Drive 20. It just may be
the best drive offered for the Macintosh yet! This drive
would cost S300o.from anyone else, but Jasmine offers
it for only st 380 complete. If you're a power user, call
direct and we'll get you running fast.

Technical Support
The Jasmine technical support line answers all your
questions about using your drive-no matter how
simple or technical.
To add three or more SCSI devices some small plugs
called terminating resistors must be removed from
the middle units. Jasmine designed this small panel so
you never need to play technician and open our box.

Our ultra quiet fan pulls
air through the drive and
sends it out the bottom

In a world full of experts and overpriced product lines, Mac enthusiasts
dream of a company that will give them quality engineering at a price the
rest of us can afford. Here's how Jasmine fulfills that dream:

Only Jasmine
adds shock absorbers to protect your drive.
ships your drive with a full P.O. and shareware library.
tests each drive in real time before shipping.
includes full 3-way electronic surge protection.
adds two switched·AC outlets at no extra charge.
features the SCSI device select switch.
never requires you to open the box to daisy chain multiple drives.
includes a 1-year replacement warranty & 30-day money back guarantee.
offers air delivery service in the Continental U.S.
offers you the choice of 2-ft. or 6-ft. cables.

Service a Consideration?

The Direct Drive series is so easy to service that we
can promise a maximum 48 hour turnaround on any
drive that needs repair. We will recover any data if
possible in the event you have forgotten to back-up
your files.
Explore the exciting world of Jasmine and find out
why we are the fastest growing manufacturer of
SCSI drives for the Mac. Easy to use. Easy to order.
Dial direct.

•Prices clfective Januar)' I, 1987 and include our 4% prepaid cash discount. MIC and V'asa add 3%. COD orders add 5%.
Direct Drive is a registered trademark of Jasmine Computer Systems: Mac is a licensed trademarlc of Apple Computers, Inc.

Please circle 53 on reader service card .
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J!!!Nv~!r
Quality you can afford

555 De Haro Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

415/621-4339

Intelligent Graphics for
Intelligent Solutions

I don't want to spend
30 hou rs lea rning
WORD

design_,
Imagine a drawing progn1m,,,th.rtprovide~ structured
-.~
techniques to help you soJv,e"your pr91ilegis g~pJljcally.
A program that lets yo~forlpect gq1phical objects visµally
and logically, redr~wihg the relationships as necessary . •,
A program that lets. you develop successively detailed
"
descriptions by creatihg a se'ries of hierarchical pages.
Now add full text capabilify, irrlported graphics from other
programs, and hypertext to link text anywhere in the
diagram. Imagine a drawing progra!Jl that does all that...
Stop imagining, it's here.
· "'. .,
· ·

design

,

The Thinker's Tool

rHl

'

'),

r-·1y. . ,.,. , /

~.-~""--·
$200

Meta Software

~ 55 Wheeler Street

Cambridge MA 02138 USA
617. 576.6920

design is expandable tor simulators, analyzers, and OEM
products. It is available for the Apple" Macintosh" 512K
and Plus, and is HFS compatible.

"trademarks owned by, or licensed to , Apple Computer, Inc.
O 19S6 Meta Software Corp.

Please circle 268 on reader service card.

APL. 68000
for the Macintosh
APL. 68000 is a highly optimized 68000
Assembler based APL Interpreter which
takes full advantage of the Macintosh features
includinguser -definedpu/1- down menus, Dialog
and Alert boxes and a complete interface to
Quick draw graphics. All of this along with
a lllk APL Workspace (MacPlus), are
the reasons that APL.68000 on the
Mac sets the industry standard for
performance and capabilities.

Available Courses:
Learn Word Series
1
2
3

Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced

Excellerate Series
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fundamentals of Excel
Creating Business Graphs
Adding power to your Spreadsheet
Building & Using Oat<.bases
Building & Using Macros
Linking and Consolid ating Spreadsheets

$295
Order direct for $295 +s hipping ($7 US, $1O Canada ).
VI SA / MC / AME X add 4 %. Check, M O or COD. Demo
Disk available fo r $15 +sh ippi ng ($2.50 US, $6 Canada )
May be applied to f ull version purchase.

~Personal

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

fiTraining Systems

SPENCER ORGANIZATION,
INC.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Viorel I', .t !l ,l(l! •tt1.1rl.. u! f.11cro:,01! CoqJl/l,![IClll
.t tr.uh·r!l.trlo. ol Per-.on.t! Jr ,un u1q Sv<.,!Plll\

Please circle
1 48
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P.O. Box 248

u~.trll \r.Jorc1 •..,

60 on reader service card .
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Westwood, N.J. 07675
(201) 666-6011
Please circle 56 on reader service card.
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NOW! TRANSFER DATA PROGRAM TO PROGRAM WITH
SOFTSTRIP®

•

Now you can move data between programs quickly and easily using
SOFTSTRIP data strips .

Using the Softstrip System, you can move data between computers and
such programs as WordStar and MacWrite, dBASE and AppleWorks ,
Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel and ReadySetGo and many others.
We've created a series of several dozen Application Notes on Softs trip data
strips. These lead you through simple steps to make the file transfer as
easy as possible , adding even more versatility to your personal computer
when you purchase the SOFTS TRIP SYSTEM. The advanced system you've
been hearing so much about.
All you need to move data between programs is STRIPPER
$19.95 and the Softstrip System Reader at $199.95.

TM

software at

For a complete lis t of Application Notes, contact your dealer or call Cauzin.

MARCH CASE HISTORY
A major manufacturer and distributor of yachting products is putting
SOFTSTRIP data strips to good use moving information from its
headquarters to a branch office.
The company has a large mainframe system in operation.
However, a substantial amount of internal information is generated
off-line using Macintosh and Apple II computers. That information can
include memos, spreadsheet data, sales leads and simi lar
information. Some of that information is needed by another office
about 50 miles away.
Until the company installed the SOFTSTRIP System, all information
had to be sent to the branch offic;e in hardcopy form, where it was
rekeyed into the branch's computer.
Now, however, information destined for the branch office is stored
during the day and printed out on SOFTSTRIP data strips at the end of
the day. Then it is mailed to the branch where its loaded into
computers using the SOFTSTRIP reader.
According to the company, the system works extremely well, saving
the considerable personnel time required to rekey the data, and it also
reduces the chance of errors occurring.

Users ' Groups: Call fo r S p ecia l Use r Group Discoun ts.

ACT NOW! Don't delay. See your local Softstrip dealer or call us at
1-800-533-7323. In Connecticut: 203-573-0150.
For Europe and Asia Contact:

CAUZIN

Softstrip International, Ltd.

835 South Main Street
Waterbury, CT 06706
(203) 573-0150

53 Bedford Square
London, WC1 B3DP England
01-631-3775 Telex: 263874SOFTST G
Please circle 151 on reader service card .

I
This d ata strip conta ins
IBM2MAC, a utili ty tha t
runs on th e IBM and
con ve r ts a n IBM fil e to
Ma cintosh form at.

MINIFINDERS
Have you often wished for a personal assistant to help in picking
software? These Mlnlfinders may not breathe and move, but they do tell
you what products are hot and, better, what these products do. Each of
these items has been carefully reviewed and selected by the MacUser
editorial staff. Each has been rated from l to 5 mice. Ratings are
relative within categories, and they can change as categories eJCpand
and new products advance the state of the art. You won't see many low
ratings or bombs, since we're telling you about the cream of the crop,
but we will warn you about the really bad products so that you don't
spend your money on them. Red names Indicate this month's additions.
The letters at the end of the entries Indicate whether a product is copy
protected (CPJ or not (NCPJ. CP? indicates that we don't know. If a
product has been reviewed or QulckClicked in MacUser, the date of the
review is shown. NeJCt time you have to find products you can count on,

count on MacUser!

MINIFINDER INDEX
BUSINESS ACCOUNTING ............................... 150
COMMUNICATIONS •••.••....••••••••••••••••.............. 154
DATABASES ................................................... 151
DESK MANAGERS.......................................... 159

EDUCATIC)N.................................................... 166
ENTERTAINMENT ........................................... 168
GRAPHICS & DESIGN ................................... 152
HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES ........................ 174
INTEGRATED sonwARE ............................... 150
lA.NGUAGES................................................... 163
MUSIC ..•....•................................................... 171

NUMBER CRUNCHING ...........·........................ 151
ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS .............................. 158
PERSONAL FINANCE ..................................... 150
UTILmES....................................................... 159
WORD PROCESSING ..............................-........ 154
INTEGRATED sonwARE
Crunch is an icon-driven relational spreadsheet that features
!!!! versatile charting and database capabilities. Strong financial logic , date and mathematical functions . Spreadsheets
can be linked . The manual is clear and concisely written .
Macros are not supported . $195. Paladin, 2895 Zanker Rd .,
San Jose, CA 95134. CP (Jan 86)
Excel is THE power spreadsheet. Of the Mac , of the world . Has
. !!!!! 256-column by 16,384-row , capability. Features include a
powerful macro function (with a recorder to make creation
simple) and elaborate charting facilities. 512K+ Mac artd
external drive required . $395. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th
Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399. CP (Prem)
Jazz provides well integrated modules for word processing, graphs ,
!!!! worksheets, databases and communications. HotView is
best feature . Requires 512K+ and external drive . Version 1A
. requires BOOK drive . $595 . Lotus, 55 Cambridge Parkway,
Cambridge, MA 02142. CP (Prem)
Microsoft Works is an integrated application that includes word
!!!!"2processing, database , spreadsheet and telecommunications functions . The telecommunications module includes
background uploading and downloading. $295 . Microsoft,
16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond , WA 98052 . NCP (Oct 86)
150
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Quartet is an integrated program that works on a 128K Mac, built
!!!! around a powerful spreadsheet with a full range of functions .
It can also be used as a database and provides good quality
charts from spreadsheet data . Documentation is adequate,
but not too well organized. $199. Haba Systems, 6711
Valjean Ave ., Van Nuys, CA 91406. CP

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
BPI General Accounting is an easy to use system . Six journals ,
!!!! AR, AP, Payroll and GL on one disk. Offset amounts automatically post to ledgers. Up to 8000 accounts. Detailed
records , wide range of reports. Switcher and HFS compatible . $425 . Requires 512K+ . BPI Systems, 3001 Bee Cave
Rd ., Austin, TX 78746. NCP (Aug 86)
CheckMark is a Ledger with five preset journals: Cash Disburse!!!! ments, Receipts, General , Sales, and Purchases. Menus and
data entry are very straightforward. Flexible summary reports
are built in , but customer and vendor information is very
minimal. $295 . CheckMark Software , PO Box 860, Fort
Collins, CO 80522 . CP
Gallery Finance is a one-write system with General Ledger, Cash
!!!! Disbursements, Payables and Receivables in a single package . Data entered in a journal is automatically posted to
appropriate records. Excellent manual includes tutorial on
basic accounting principles . Requires 512K+ , printer and
external drive . $795 . Micromax Systems, 6868 Nancy Ridge
Dr., San Diego, CA 92121. CP (Dec 85)
Hardlsk is a complex integrated hard disk system that does not
!!!"2 use Mac interface . Manual is detailed but comp licated , with
a few pages that make it Mac-specific . Requires hard disk
and printer. $695 per module . Great Plains, Box 9739 ,
Fargo, ND 58109. CP (Dec 85)
Insight is a high-powered accounting program for the · small to
!!!!"2medium size business. At present, two modules are available : Accounts Receivable and General Ledger; others are in
the works. Requires 512K and hard disk . $595 . Layered , 85
Merrimac St., Boston , MA 02114 . NCP (Dec 86)
Rags to Riches integrated accounting modules (General Ledger•
!!!!"2and Accounts Receivable) uses Mac interface to the hilt.
Information entered in one window automatically transfers .
No deta iled or flexible reporting . Very easy to use, but it can ·
be confusing with several windows on screen . Requires
512K+ and printer. $199.95 per module . Chang Labs, 5300
Stevens Creek Blvd ., San Jose, CA 95129 . CP (Dec 85)
Rags to Riches Professlonal Bllllng tracks and bills profession!!!! al services . Batches activities for individual timekeepers .
Use as standalone , or integrate with R to R modules.
$399 .95 . Chang Labs, 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd ., San Jose,
CA 95129 . 512K+, printer, 2 disk drives required . HFS
compatible . NCP (Feb 87)
Strlctly Business General Ledger features clear, well-outlined
!!!! set-up procedures and operations. Very flexible , up to 99
profit centers with up to 100 departments each ; and
customized reports. Program print spools. Requires 512K+ ,
printer and external drive . $395 . Future Design, 13681
Williamette Dr., Westminster, CA 92683 . NCP (Dec 85)

PERSONAL FINANCE
Dollars & Sense is a bookkeeping program . Easy to use, with a
!!! good manual and excellent on-screen help . Will handle up to
120 separate accounts or money categories. Uses standard
double-entry accounting techniques. Will work on 128K.
$149 .95 . Monogram , 8295 S. La Cienega Blvd. , Inglewood ,
CA 90301 . CP (Mar 87)
Electrlc Checkbook keeps a running account of checkbook
!!!"2 transactions, balances checkbook to bank statements,
tracks bills , and prints out checks. Provides detailed financial statements, calculates net worth, lists expenses by
category and tracks personal cash flow . $79 .95 . State of the
Art, 3191-C Airport Loop, Costa Mesa , CA 92626 . CP

Forecast is a tax estimating and what-if program designed to work
!!! with and use Dollars & Sense files . Straightforward , easy to
use program. $69.95 . Monogram, 8295 S. La Cienega
Blvd ., Inglewood , CA 90301. CP
MaclnTax is an excellent tool for preparing tax forms . Intuitive,
!!!!!easy to use . Accepts data from leading personal finance
programs . Good built-in help. Liberal upgrade policy for
current owner.s. California forms set also ava ilable . $99
federal ; $45 California . SoftView, 4820 Adohr Lane , Suite F.
Camarillo , CA 93010 . NCP (Mar 87)
MacMoney is a complete and easy to use personal financial
!!!!!system . Intuitive data entry. Integrates with MaclnTax.
Requires 512K+ . $74 .95. Survivor Software , 11222 La
Cienega Blvd ., Inglewood , CA 90304. NCP (Mar 87)
Market Pro is a comprehensive portfolio managemeAt program for
!!!! the generation of fundamental data as well as technical
charts and graphs . Requires 512K+ . external drive and
Hayes-compatible modem . $395. Pro Plus Software, 2830
E. Brown Rd .. Mesa. AZ. 85203 . NCP (Nov 86)

DATABASES
Business Fllevlslon is a masterpiece of Macintosh programming,
!!!! the only true graphic database on any micro . Much more
powerful than the original. accepts MacPaint graphics.
$395. Telos Software . 3420 Ocean Park Blvd. Santa Monica. CA 90405 . CP (Feb 86)
dMaclll is a dBase compatible data base . It's semi-useful for
!!!"2 converting already existing PC dBase files, not recommended for creating Mac data bases from scratch. Documentationis lacking, program is buggy. $495. Format, 11770 Bernardo Plaza Ct. , San Diego, CA 92128 . CP (Nov 86)
Double Hellx is an environment to generate custom applications
!!!! built around a data base-type framework . Contains enhancements to Helix 2.0 . Includes custom menus. sub form
windows, password protection , and a universal dump and
load parser. $495 .
Odesta . 4084 Commercial Blvd .,
Northbr9ok. IL 60062 . NCP
(Oct 86)
Fiie is a flexible data manager. Creates files for a variety of data , ·
!!!! including simple graphics . Files .are created in simple
row/column format , but reports and forms are easily customized by moving field names around on a blank form . $195 .
Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond , WA 98052 . CP
FlleMaker Plus retains features of FileMaker and reads FileMaker
!!!!!data, also displays up to 8 files , uses " lookup" to retrieve
data from other files . Enhanced calculation with many
additional functions . Scripts automate a sequence of actions . Mac Plus compatible . $295. Requires 512K+. Forethought, 250 Sobrante Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 . NCP
(Nov 86)
Fllevlslon is a simple database that can change the way you think
!!! about data and data organization . Records are based around
user created graphics screens . Screens and records can be
linked in complex ways . $195 . Telos Software . 3420 Ocean
Park Blvd ., Santa Monica . CA 90405 . CP
Hellx is a relational database that makes extensive use of icons.
!!!! Setup is easy due to adherance to the Mac interface . The
manual is clear. thorough and well-indexed . Complicated for
simple database applications. excellent where a relational
power is needed . Requires 512K+ and external drive . $395 .
Odesta, 4084 Commercial Blvd ., Northbrook, IL 60062. NCP
(Mar 86)
MacRelax is a relational list manager that stores data in a column
!!
format. Files can be .related by sharing a common field .
Flexible design for reports . Screen display is sometimes
strange . Easy to use but not obvious to learn . $99.95. 512K
required . Arrays , 6711 Valjean Ave .. Van Nuys, CA 91406.
NCP (Jan 87)
MegaFller is a simple file manager. Its limited capab ilities have
!!
been far surpassed by cheaper and easier to use programs.
Va luable only in conjunction with MegaForm . $195 . Megahaus . 5703 Oberlin Dr .. San Diego, CA 92121 . CP

Omnia 3 is a power database , featuring concurrent multiple file
!!!! management. Can handle 24 files , 12 at a time, and is fully
relational. Create custom environments including u ser-defined menus , commands· and dialo'gs. $495 . Blyth, 2655
Campus Dr., San Mateo , CA 94403 . CP (Mar 86)
OverVUE is a power~packed relational database that has extensive
!!!!"2sorting, summarizing and report generation capacity. Has
macros and a charting function . Good manual. It can
exchange files with a very wide variety of other programs
(including IBM software) . $295 . ProVUE , 222 22nd St. ,
Huntington Beach . CA 92648 . NCP (Nov 85)
Professional Blbllographlc System is a specialized data base
!!!! storing and retrieving bibliographies. Redesigned templates
(20) simplify creation . Version 2 .6 offers improved speed,
flexible formatting . $295 . Personal Bibliographic Software ,
Box 4250 , Ann Arbor. Ml 48106 . CP (Feb 87)
Record Holder is a flexible . easy-to-use form-oriented data
!!! manager. Set up is particularly simple and the search
features are powerful. $49.95 . Software Discoveries. 99
Crestwood . Rd ., Tolland , CT 06084 . NCP (Apr 86)
Reflex For The Mac is a flexible relationa l database . Excellent
!!!!"2report generator gives full control over appearance, style of
output. Requires 512K+ . second drive or hard disk, highly
recommended. $99.95 . Borland international, 4585' Scotts
Valley Dr .. Scotts Valley, CA 95066 . NCP (Nov 86)
Writer's Workshop maintains orderly records for writers. It can
!!!"2 track manuscripts. income and publisher. Based on and
'includes Runtime Helix. $99.95. Futuresoft System Designs , PO Box 132. New York, NY 10012. NCP

NUMBER CRUNCHING
DeslgnScope is a construction kit for digital and analog circuits.
!!!! Up to 254 components can be utilized in a single circuit, and
the equivalent of a dual trace oscilliscope plots output in
real-time . Good for testing basic (and not-so-basic) circuitry
without touching a breadboard . $249 .95 . BrainPower,
24009 Ventura Blvd. , Calabasas, CA 91302 . NCP
MacCalc is a fast , competent, full-featured spreadsheet with
!!!! impressive bu ilt-in functions . font control , on-line help,
ability to expand columns and rows and read/write SYLK or
WKS files . The worksheet is 125 columns by 999 rows. Cell
names . printing power make MacCa/c a very flexible pure
spreadsheet. $99 .95 . Bravo Technologies , c/o DPAS, PO Box
T, Gilroy, CA 95021. NCP (Sep 86)
MacSpln is a unique and powerful graphic data analysis program .
!!!! Handles multivariate data in a highly visual manner. Nothing
else like it for any micro. Does not support the Clipboard .
$79 .95 . D2 Software. PO Box 9546, Austin, TX 787669546 . CP (Jun 86)
Mlndslght is a professional level decision support and business
!!!! planning package . Can work with IFPS on mainframes , and is
able to transmit models in both directions. Powerful and
easy to use . Requires 512K+ . $195 . Execucom Systems, PO
Box 9758 , Austin , TX 78766 . CP
Multlplan . the first Mac product from someone other than Apple is
!!!"2 beginning to show age . Still a ver}i capable basic spreadsheet with simple sorting, 63 columns by 255 .rows, many
built-in functions . other standard spreadsheet features .
$199 :95 . Microsoft. 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA
98052-6399 . CP (Mar 86)
StatVlew 512 + is a very intuitive statistical analysis program with
!!!!!tools needed to understand any set of data . Holds data in a
spreadsheet-like form . Full-featured , fast and · accurate .
Extremely wide range of analyses possible . Requires 512K
& SOOK of disk space to operate . $349 .95 . BrainPower,
24009 Ventura Blvd ., Calabasas, CA 91302 . NCP·(Dec 86)
StatWorks is a general-purpose statistics package that is both
!!!! powerful and easy to use . Handles all standard tests and
procedures. Single variable and multivariate statistics are
supported . $125 . Cricket Software , 3508 Market St. , Philadelphia , PA 19104. NCP (May 86)
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GRAPHICS & DESIGN
CalendarMaker creates monthly calendars in a variety of formats.
!!!!"2Users can incorporate their art and daily notes. Note files
can be imported from a variety of DA calendars and
outliners. Shareware and prelicensed . $30. CE Software,
801 73rd St .. Des Moines, IA 50312. NCP (Dec 86)
Chart can easily create area, bar, column, line, pie, scatter and
!!!"2 combination charts. A total of 42 styles are provided .
Limited to 100 data items (64 in a series) on a 128K Mac,
approximately twice that on a 512K Mac. $125 . Microsoft,
16011 NE 36th WAY, Redmond, WA 98052-6399. CP
CllckArt Speclal Effects is a MacPaint enhancement desk
!!!"2 accessory. Allows the user to distort, stretch , rotate and use
perspective on MacPaint documents. A necessary addition
for all serious users of MacPaint. $49.95. T/Maker, 2115
Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Apr 86)
ColorPrlnt facilitates color printing on the standard lmageWriter.
!!! MacPaint files set up as overlays are read into ColorPrint,
and the program controls proper positioning registration and
colored ribbon switching. Good results require lots of hard
work, but it's cheaper than an lmageWriter II. $49.95 . Esoft
Enterprises, PO Box 179, Owasso, OK 74055. NCP (Mar 86)
ComlcWorks is a graphics wonder. Manipulate bit mapped graph!!!! ics as independent objects, with up to 64 layers of matting.
An airbrush, multiple page capacity, full-screen drawing,
and two disks of gorgeous artwork round out this package.
Needs better LaserWriter support. $79.95. Mindscape,
3444 Dundee Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062 . NCP (Nov 86)
Cricket Graph easily generates 12 graph types. Multiple windows
!!!!!can be displayed. Graph prints in up to 8 colors with up to 16
·
patterns. Self-generating macro formatting. Switcher, HFS,
LaserWriter and plotter compatible. $195. Cricket Software,
3508 Market St., Philadelphia , PA 19104. NCP• (Jun 86)
Easy3D is a three-dimensional, solid modeling masterpiece . Four
!!!! variable light sources, powerful sculpting tools and an
exquisite user interface make this a must-have for graphics
enthusiasts. Requires 512K+ . Enabling Technologies, 600
S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605. NCP (May 86)
Fluent Fonts is a two-disk collection of fonts. Forty-nine different
!!!! items are included . All install easily in user Systems. Most
are well executed and some are extraordinarily nice . This is
a real bargain for font lovers. $49.95. Casady, PO Box
223779 , Carmel, CA 93922 . NCP
~ontastlc is the best font editor now available for the Mac.
!!!!"2Features a large editing window with a grid to make
positioning easy. Select letters to edit by clicking on a
matrix of the font. Allows scaling of existing fonts and
previewing the various styltl!S (italic, bold , etc.) . $49 .95.
Altsys, PO Box 865410, Plano, TX 75086. NCP (Dec 85)
Fontographer is a complex, but excellent laser font creator. The
!!!!"2fonts created have 300 bits per inch resolution. The fonts
are actually downloadable Postscript files. $395. Altsys, PO
Box 865410, Plano, TX 75086 . CP
FullPalnt is an expanded version of MacPaint. Features include
!!!!ffull-screen drawing, multiple documents open simultaneously, brush editing, movable tool palettes, special text
effects and much more. It fllls the gaps left by MacPaint.
$99.95. Ann Arbor Softworks, 308'12 State St., Ann Arbor, Ml

.

~~.~Woo~

a

GrldMaker is tool for artists who use perspective. The program
!!! automatically generates a series of three-dimensional plane
sets that can be pasted into MacDraw. Sizes and viewing
vantage point are easily modified . $49. FolkStone Design,
Inc., PO Box 86982, North Vancouver, BC V7L 4P6, Canada .
NCP (Nov 86)
Japanese Cllp Art is a two-disk set of extraordinary Japanese clip
!!!!"2art. Consists of MacPaint documents and separate fonts.
Volume I, Heaven, ·covers mythological subjects; Volume II,
Earth, has secular subject matters. $79.95 each volume;
$149.95 set. Enzan-Hoshigumi, 150 W. Acton Rd ., Stow, MA
01775. NCP
152
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LaserFonts are new fonts for the LaserWriter. Users download
!!!! them to their machines. Very hi_
gh quality and very simple to
use. Willamette looks like Avant Garde. MicroFonts provides
tiny, expanded and condensed versions of the LaserWriter's
own fonts. $29 .95 each. Century Software, 2306 Cotner
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90064. NCP
LaserWorks is a high-resolution font and graphics editor, produc!!!!"2ing L.aserWriter-compatible end products . Its numerous welldesigned features make it suitable for users of all levels,
from beginners to pros. Requires 512K+ and external drive
or hard disk. $299. EDO Communications, 63 Arnold Wayh ,
W. Hartford, CT 06119. CP (Sep 86)
The Mac Art Dept. is a collection of over 150 graphic images
!!!! ranging from foods to hands holding signs to borders. Best
suited for letterheads, memos, other business use. $39.95 .
Simon & Schuster, Computer Software Div:, 1230 Ave. of the
Americas, New York, NY 10020. NCP (Mar 86)
Mac·a·Mug is an ldentikit type program for creating faces from
!!!"2 facial feature files. Uses scroll bars that are slow and jerky.
Lots of creative fun. 512K+ Mac required . $59 .95 . Shaherazam, PO Box 27731, Milwaukee , WI 53226. CP (Jul 86)
MacDraft is an object-oriented graphics program. It sports ad!!!! vanced features such as variable scaling, single degree
rotation, complex arcs and a FatBits-like magnification
mode . $239. Innovative Data Design, 1975 Willow Pass
Rd., Concord, CA 94520. NCP (Feb 86)
MacDraw is an object-oriented structured graphics program . Can
!!!!"2be used to design forms, create presentation materials and
do technical illustrations. Drawing sizes up to 8 feet by 10
feet are possible. Text can be easily generated and integrated in the graphics. $195. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani
Ave .. Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Nov 85)
MacModel is an economical 3D package with shading. Somewhat
!!! sketchy Mac interface, shading speed slow (but acceptable).
grainy image resolution . On-line help screens are a welcome
addition. Frequent updates and low price make this a
reasonably good buy. $40. A.P.P .L.E. CO-OP, 290 SW 43rd
St., Renton , WA 98055. NCP (Aug 86)
MacPaint is the graphics program that started a whole new genre.
!!!! Still the best freehand graphics tool. Version 1.5 supports
512K+ Macs and the LaserWriter. Multiple tools, patterns
and features too numerous to describe. A work of art for
artists. $125 . Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave ., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Nov 85)
MacPubllsher II is the souped-up version of MacPublisher. Allows
!!!! MacWrite and Word files to be imported and edited ; allows
up to 96 pages; supports kerning, borders, cropping, and it
runs on 128K Macs. $195. Boston Software Publishers,
1260 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02215. CP (Sep 86)
Mac3D 2.0 is a feature-laden 3D program with a MacDraw-like
!!!! interface. Postscript-resolution shading with six variable
light sources, user-definable tools, and many more features
make this a graphic powerhouse. $249.95. Challenger
Software, 18350 Kedzie Ave .. Homewood, IL 40430 . NCP
(Jan 87)
MapMaker produces maps and analyses of related geographical
!!!!"2data. Additional data disks available. Documentation could
be better. Requires 512K; second drive recommended.
$295. Select Micro Systems, 2717 Crescent Dr., Yorktown
Heights, NY 10598. NCP (Jan 87)
MockPackage+ is a set of extremely powerful DAs. Includes a
!!!!"2text editor, text printer (supports LaserWriter), charter, ·
< terminal and EZmenus . HFS compatible . $35. Published by
CE Software, 801-73rd St., Des Moines, IA 50312. NCP (Mar
87)
PageMaker is an advanced layout and makeup program. Can
!!!!"2easily create multiple page documents. Output is optimized
for LaserWriter. Good documentation. ·$495. Aldus, 411
First Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98104. CP (Jun 86)
Phoenix 3D is an economical 3D drawing package, with features
!!!! that belong in a more expensive program. Multiple light
sources, fine object placement and orientation control , and

MacDraft 1.2
It keeps getting better.

DrawingEnviro01Dent
Choose your scale and units and
MacDraft will do the rest. Dimensions
of objects, snap grids, rulers, cursor
positions, area calculations and auto
dimension lines will be computed
for you.

New Features:
Resize groups & bit maps proportionally.Bit maps can also be stretched
in an X, Ydirection independently.
Cursor position indicator. Determines the relative position of an object
on the drawing.
Hard disk install or de-install your
copy of MacDraft.
New drawing scales. Choose from
32, including 2new engineering scales;
4x &lOx, both in US and metric units.
Increased accuracy. Select from

1to 4places behind the decimal point.
The values will be rounded offcorrectly.
Automatic area calculation of
any object to scale regardless of complexity. Even trace the boundaries of
overlapping objects to obtain net area.
Pict format allows you to save a
drawing as well as open a document
that has already been saved in this format. Transfer large drawings to a plotter
driver that supports the format and
conveniently use selected page layout
programs.
64 Fill & ink patterns plus dynamically edit, create and save your custom
patterns.

closure and adding sides to an existing object. Zoom in and magnify a
portion ofyour drawing up to 8x; or
zoom out and see as much as 4' x 4'
in a single window, maintaining
full drawing capabilities at any view.
Even rotate objects 1° at a time.

Plus:

i~

Create circles by radius or diameter,
arcs by radius or defining 3points. For
irregular shapes our polygon and freehand tools offer dynamic editing, auto
'

Please circle 129 on reader service card.

Don't Be Deceived
MacDraft is only $269.00, yet it offers
the majority of drawing capabilities of
CAD systems costing much more. It is
the onlydrafting program that takes
full advantage of the Macintosh user
interface.

I

-

Innovative Data Design, Inc.
1975 Willow Pass Rd.,Ste. 8
Concord, CA 94520
415/680-6818

ll"lC.

a good selection of shapes. $39.95. Dreams of tije Phoenix,
PO Box 10273, Jacksonville, FL 32247 . NCP (Oct 86)
PlctureBase is a program and accompanying desk accessory for
!!!!!organizing MacPaint and MacDraw files . Graphics are organized into libraries, and can be searched for by keywords .
$69.95 . Symmetry Corporation, 761 E. University, Mesa , AZ.
85203 . NCP (Jun 86)
The Print Shop makes it easy to create greeting cards, banners.
letterhead and signs in minutes. Offers full access to fonts,
styles, graphics. Can pull images from MacPaint files or off
the Clipboard . Fun and easy to use . $79.95. Broderbund, 17
Paul Dr., San Rafael , CA 94903 . CP (Dec 86)
Ragtime is an "Integrated Page Processor" with text, graphics and
!!!! built-in spreadsheet. Flow text automatically from one frame
to another. Spreadsheet has a full set of functions. Excellent. easy to use program . Requires 512K+ . $395. Orange
Micro, 1400 N. Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807. CP (Feb 87)
ReadySetGo is a page makeup program for 512K+ Macs. Users
!!!!~build up pages from blocks of text, graphics and rules. Text
and art may be pasted in from another source or created
within the program . Good LaserWriter support. $195 . Manhattan Graphics, 401 Columbus Avenue, Valhalla , NY
10013. NCP (Apr 86)
Sllde Show Magician 1.3 is useful for creating full screen audio!!! visual presentations on the Mac . Frame branching, improved
editing capabil ities, external cassette recorder synchronization and digitized sound capabilities make this much more
powerful than the original. $59.95 . Magnum, 21115 Devonshire St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. CP (Mar 86)
Storyboarder produces working animated storyboards for use in
! ! ! f film' and video production . Imports graphics from MacPaint;
allows screen masking to simulate television, 35mm or
70mm screen widths; allows limited animation and special
~
effects. Storyboards can be printed in several formats .
$495. American lntelliware, PO Box 6980, Torrance, CA
90504. CP (Nov 86)
Sunshine Graphics Library is a collection of 36 400K disks (to
!!!! date) with a wide variety of high-quality digitized images
stored as MacPaint files . Each disk comes with a laser
catalog . $20/disk: discounts scale for multiple purchases .
SunShine , Box 4351. Austin, TX. NCP (Feb 87)
SuperPalnt is a powerful , easy-to-use graphics program with all
!!!!!the best features of MacPaint and MacDraw - and then
some . Among the new features , LaserBits provides 300 dpi
magnification and there are 40 editable brush shapes .
Requires 512K+ . $99. Silicon Beach , 9580 Black Mountain
Rd ., PO. Box 261430 , San Diego , CA 92126. NCP (Feb 87)
'vldeoWorks is a full-featured animation package . Professional
!!!! quality animations are easily accomplished using the tools
provided. Comes with an art disk of predrawn images and Art
Grabber. $99 .95. Hayden , 600 Suffolk St., Lowell, MA
01854 . CP (Nov 85)
World·Class Fonts! comes in two volumes of three disks each .
!!!!~Includes all the Mac the Knife fonts and a lot more,
including 2 useful utilities. This is now the best collection of
lmageWriter fonts available . Each volume: $39 ; both volumes : $59. Dubl-Cl ick Software , 18201 Gresham St., Northridge , CA 91325 . NCP (Dec, 86)

COMMUNICATIONS
HomePak is a package consisting of HomeTerm. an excellent
!!
simple telecommunications program with strong macro features; HomeFind, an electronic filer as bad as Home Term is
good ; and AppJe's Edit, a simple , non-HFS-compatible textfile editor. $49 .95 . Batteries Included, 30 Mural St., Richmond Hill , Ontario L4B 1B5, Canada . NCP (Aug 86)
lnTalk comes with its own communications command language
!!!!~able to do unattended sessions . Supports Xmodem and
MacBinary. Has a macro key function . Many sample set up
documents and command language files pr<;>vided . $145 .
Palantir, 12777 Jones Rd .. Houston, TX 77070. CP (Prem)
154
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MacTermlnal provides basic telecommunications and terminal
emulation for the Mac user. Doesn't have macros nor any
sort of auto redial/auto logon capability. Best for those
needing faithful VT100 or IBM 3278 emulation - it is
superb at those . $99. Apple Computer. 20525 Mariani Ave ..
Cupertino, CA 95014 . NCP (Prem)
Microphone is a high-powered terminal program that's easy
!!!! enough for novices. Very powerful command language allows full automation of communications, if desired. $74.95 .
Software Ventures, 2907 Claremont Ave., Berkeley, CA
94705 . NCP (Jun 86)
Red Ryder is a full-featured telecommunications program that
!!!!!supports MacBinary, Xmodem and Kermit. Remote service
procedures, auto procedure writer and keyboard macros
allow automation of many operations. It is shareware and a
real bargain . $40. The FreeSoft Corp., 10828 Lacklink, St.
Louis, MO 63114 . NCP (Jun 86)
Smartcom II balances power and ease of use. Capable of
!!!!~unattended operation and has a very powerful command
language. Supports MacBinary, Xmodem , and Hayes Verifi- ·
cation protocols. The large screen buffer can easily be
archived. $149 . Hayes , 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd .,
Norcross, GA 30092 . NCP (Prem)
•
Telescape is the power telecommunicator's terminal program . Can
!!! be configured to emulate any terminal. The documentation
does not adequately explain the many fec:itures . $125.
Mainstay, 28611B Canwood St., Agoura Hills, CA 91301.
NCP (Jun 86)
VersaTerm features include DEC VT100 and VT52, Tektronix 4014
!!!!~graphics terminal and Data General DG200 emulation .
Supports Xmodem and MacTerminal Xmodem protocols and
MacBinary. VersaTerm is easy to use and well documented .
$99 . Peripherals, Computers & Supplies, 2457 Perkiomen
Ave .• Mt. Penn. PA 19606. CP (Prem)
VersaTerm·Pro is a very powerful terminal program with several
!!!!~special features . Does one of the best VT100 emulations .
available and specializes in high-quality Tektronix 4014 and
4105 emulation . A pro's tool. Requires 512K+ . $295.
Peripherals, Computers & Supplies, 2457 Perkiomen Ave .,
Mt. Penn, PA 19606. NCP
!!~

WORD PROCESSORS
Document Compare allows users to compare any two MacWrite
!!! 4.5 , ASCII or MOS documents. Differences in spelling, .
punctuation , formatting and wording are detected . Documents can be printed out with differences highlighted. $99.
The Model Office Company, 49 Wellington Street East,
Toronto, Canada M5E 1C9. CP (May 86)
Document Modeler can automate much of a professional office's
!!!!~correspondence . Comes in two parts: Template Maker and
Document Maker. Initial set-up requires time and is complex. $299 .95 . The Model Office Co ., The Gooderham
Flatiron Bldg ., 49 Wellington St. E.. Toronto, Ontario M5E
1C9, Canada . NCP (Mar 87)
Eg\Vord is a MacWrite lookalike that allows full Japanese kanji
!!! · word processing on the Mac . Does a superlative job of
making Japanese text-entry as easy as possible. Great for
students of Japanese . $300. Counterpoint Systems, PO Box
1685, Cambridge , MA 02138 . CP (Apr 86)
Just Text is a professional level word processor and page makeup
!!!!~program that generates Postscript output. Comes with a set
of LaserWriter utilities that allow total manipulation of art ·
and text. Requires LaserWriter or other Postscript compatible output device. $195 . Knowledge Engineering, GPO Box
2139 , New York. NY 10116. NCP (Dec 85)
Laser Author is a high-powered, technically oriented word proces!!!~ sor. Good math setting capability. Has style sheets, word
count and page layout capability. $199.95. Firebird Licensees, PO Box 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446. NCP (Mar 87)
Liberty Spell Checker is a fast, effective interactive checker. The
!!~~ dictionary ·is smaller than average, but well chosen . Unfortu-

1. Flm QUICK, EASY AllD MOST UNUSUAL WAYS TO
POCKET "GIANT DOLLARS!"
Here's your chance to discover how so many folks miss
out on numerous oppor1unlties to pull In some big, fast
cash. Amost unique money-oppor1unlty book which
quickly shows you how just ordinary men and women
from all walks ot Ille are building spare time and full
time for1unes; plus home businesses, money secrets,
wealth-building methods, out-of-the-ordinary plans and
odd blue prints to success, plus more. (only $6.95)
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11. HOW TO SIT BACK AllD RAKE Ill A BUNDLE
SELLING BOOKS BY MAIL:

ll'OCll~...,.';~~

Practically all mall order experts agree that absolutely
nothing sells better by mall than books .. . and there's
nothing that sells easier than books. Better yet - you
stand to make bigger and taster net prollts lrom selling
books by mall than you could realize on any other llems.
You will be shown everything from Ato Z. (only 56.95)
12. HOW TO Wiii BIG CASH AllD VAWABLE
----,.-,.-"..-..-..,..--1 PRIZES CONTESTS:
~~~':r.7'
This unique book quickly shows you all the impor1ant
2. HOW TO STACK UP HUGE MAIL ORDER PROFITS::.'!.~l:i':
inside tricks. Oppor1unlty to win national and local con00 • uoi
HAllD OVER FIST WITHOUT BREAKING YOUR BACK
tests again and again. Cash, cars, homes, appliances.
(OR lttSK/116 AN ARM OR A UGI
.·;..
furs and vacations ... No other publicallon on the
Shows you how to Immediately set up - and get your
c
market exactly like II. (only $6.95)
operation off to a smooth flying star1. Quickly teaches
~
~. :2
13. BIG FAST FULL TIME AID PART TIME
you shor1 cut mall order fundamentals from Ato Z.
,_
PROFITS FOR WOMEN:
Crammed with insider "tricks of the trade" and revealing
This book is a remarkable treasury of unique but common
"money getting gimmicks." Imagine yourself receiving
~
sense. easy to operate Little "big" money making
envelopes containing hundreds of dollars or more a day
businesses tor many millions of today's serious and
every day-that's the potenllal of mall order. (only 56.95) "".':i,0,,";:.;:w: ::.w• enterprising women interested in tabulous earnings,
independence and security. Little or no Investment and
fast starling full· and par1-tlme Income Increasing
3. HOW TO SEW YOUR WAY TO PRETTY PROFITS
, '
activities. (only 56.95)
FAST!
·
~
·
14. EASIEST AllD FASTEST WAY TO START Asue.
It's a fact that millions of women (and men, too) own their
"\"'I
CESSFUL MAIL ORDER BUSINESS Oii ASHOESTRING:
own sewing machines .. . and truly enjoy sewing. This
~1 0. , '
Simple. and most effective. step-by-step mall orderslar1·
peculiarly profitable book clearly demonstrates to them
up and operating Instructions written especially tor
how to, vlr1ually, turn their sewing machines into money
beginners. Crammed with vital tacts ... covers every
making machines ... and take last and lull advantage
t
Iii bl
fl Id ( 1 S6 95)
of today's most promising market conditions. Especially ----.-.---.----aspect 0 this exc ng g money e · on Y •
- considering the present sky-high prices. (only 56.95)
" " :~
_..
15. HOW TO SEE THE WORLD ...
TRAVEL AllD GET PAID WELL FOR IT:
Everyone enjoys traveling. Bit most people cannot
4. HOW TO TURN YOUR TELEPHONE INTO A
afford to travel to those tar away places they dreamed
MONEY MAKING MACHINE:
of
visiting. Here's your chance to take In the wonderful
Right now your phone is only costing you money sights throughout the world - and actually get paid
but If you knew how to make II work tor you. It could be
tor doing It. Yes, It's truly possible that this little
making you money. Many people have heard about
known strictly legal method could provide you with the
men and women making handsome incomes, via their
information tor doing it. (only $6.95)
telephone. But only a few people know exactly how It's
done. Complete easy-to-follow instructions. (only $6.95)
"°"TOa-ANT"\A.
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NEWPAPER CLIPPINGS:
Imagine, earning good money by clipping ar11cles from
newspapers? This unusual book Instructs you in straight·
to-the-point, how-to-Information. Fast s'.ar11ng operation
by mall on a tiny shoestrl~g capital. Unusual way to earn
$50, $100. $300 or more, weekly. Ideal tor ambitious
Homeworkers. spare-time or full . (only $6.95)

6. HOW REAL ESTATE CAN MAKE YOU AFORTUNE .••
USING OTHER "FOLKS MONEY:"
Real estate has produced more millionaires than any
other Held. The plans Inside this amazing fast, for1une·
building book tells why and how, in easy-ABC fashion ;
loam how to let other folks money work lo< you; speculate
in raw land and get back $5 for every $1 you put in; rake
in huge profits on Uncle Sam's losses; set up a nice
income tor yourself and your family with little or no
Investment. (only 56.95)
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7. WORK·AT·HOME SUCCESS GUIDE
(For Men and Women)
Tilne and time again - successful spare time and full
time businesses are made wllh out-of-the-ordinary
methods; off beat money making ideas, prosperous home
enterprises. Shows how plain every day folks from all
walks of Ille can stack up good money. Here's your
opportunity to go after incredible wealth. (only $6.95)
8. AMAZING MONEY MAKING TREASURY OF 1 & 2
INGREDIENT FORMULAS THAT COULD PUT YOU ON
EASY STREET
This star111ng oppor1unlty book places the little
"beginner" operator with tiny capital In a most profitable
position to manufacture seliable products. All preparations require no more than two chemicals, many just one.
All represent a popular best-seller kind of product with
both genuine merit and wide sales appeal. No expensive
equipment or faclllties required . You can almost always
pack everything from your kitchen. (only $6.95)
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Our No-Risk
Success Guarantee To You
You must be absolutely, positively, and tolally

for a prompt no huale refund.
Remember, those who snooze will certainly
lose. However, those who choose right now,

lo be4in - can win, and right now, while
there s still time, is the best time lo begin.
You1f be making a very wise and highly
profitable move. ORDER NOW!

More Businesses You Operate .. . More Money You
Make ••. Guarantees You Riches Beyond Your
Wildest Dreams!
So, be sure to keep in mind that: Even though, it's true - some
good money could be made with just a single one of these
start-up success manuals working for you •.. but, much better than
that, you could give yourself a greater opportunity to make your
profits multiply much faster, by slmply putting together a
super powerful profitable combination of five, ten, or more of
these fifteen - fastest, easiest .. . proven profitable businesses
out of over a thousand in our files. Imagine having them all
operating, and bringing in big hefty profiu for you, at the same
time! But you must send your order in right away. Supplies are
extemely limited at these special introductory low prices!
The More Success Manuals You Order

.W~I~~~ ~:~IMO

Let's face It- Plain common KnH Sl)'I that-the rnott

of these 15 Proven Profitable Buslneues, you chOOH
to operate at the ume time .. . the bigger, and futer
your profits could be! Of coarse. our organlution will
pront a few more dollars If you choose to put Aw, ten
or all fifteen of our provtn profltable, start-up Hccess
Nnual1, to work for you.
But then - why should 011 making a modest rew
doll an of profit bother you - when It'! )'OU, who makes
... and kups all the Income - no matter how much Your different home buslne1se1 bring in? The demand
for our unique wealth-building, Beginncn Start·Up
SucceH Manuals has been so overwhelming ... and,
understandably so loo. since. thne's absolutely nothing
like themon the TN.rket!

or you may return everything within 10 days

Everyone of the 15 Manuals' home-based businesses, can be
successfully operated, by a single person, retirees, unemploye'll
people - most ideal for hu•band/wife teams - and can be, almost,
instantly turned into an enterprising family operated business,
kids can help too. With everyone pitching in ... your business
could suddenly take off, and profits could increase fast!

(, WCCt•OutOI
_..

- and Benefit From At The Same Tinte? Possibly, all
fifteen if you're that ambitious ... The biC Shrewd
Corpor11Uons, call this almo1t 1ttnl 1Mthod 'diwnifl·
<>lion' which is, muel~ •high ooundlngbigwonl, whlds
simply boils down to - having a lot of dfffernl busi·
nesses. openling ... and pouring fut.flt profits
into your pockds, al the nme time.

convinced that the actual money making
succeas proRtabillty of each manual 11 real
- and may quickly increase your Income

.
---

TMI M.t.l'MG lt<*l WOflllliJl ' lo
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organization's flies- our home business specialists,
h•~ painstakingly selttted The 15 Futest, Easiest
.. . Most highly Profitable part-llm• and lullllme
S..lneues you and otllor boglnom can qulddy llart and
easily operate from home -with very low or, virtuall)'.
no invtslment.

_.. .....

5. HOW TO EARN AFISTFUL OF MONEY WITH

Our organization - Succtuful ButintU PubH1hen,
offen wbat is perhapl lhe largest Collection of Unique
'Home-6uslne11' Beginner's Succus Manual• in the
world! Out of over a thou11nd ofbu1innses in our

How many of these Proven, Highly Profitable Enter·
prises. can you comblnetogdher and 1uccasfully opml<

:.:=

$ :;.·

FINALL\ -A REAL UPPORTI ~IT\ TO
ENJO\ A RICHER
BETTt.R I If f

FREE The More FREE Limited F.dltioos You Get
Buy Any 2 to 5 SUCCESS MANUALS And Get Free! Any

One
Three LIMITED
EDITIONS
Below,
Buy
Any 6OftoThe
10 SUCCESS
MANUALS
And Get
Free!or
Any
Of The Three Below, or Buy Any 11 to 15 SUCCESS
MANUALS And Get Free! All Three Below.

1 2 3 c s & 1 a
I
I 9 10 11 12 13 1c 1s I
lhMcircl1d1-th1cllllotnu-oltae~Success I
M1nu1l I1m ordering, 1nd 1-.11ncludttl th1 prop1nmouol
I lollelp"""llllpplngllldlillldNng,a--.Alll,1
I'm lully protectad by your Olllftizltloni llni•Q. no-risk
I success
gunntet 11111 • unills I om tolllly-ncod 11111 I
I lhe11Ctu11moneymlil11GSUCC1SS,-il1tyolmy....i(aj
ls re1I • 1nd ll1l'f quickly lnm ... my Income. Also. I n111y
I return MfY(hlng within 11 dljl, lof I prompt, oo-ilessl1,
I ~I~~~::~.. M1nu1ls Onlered _ _ _ _ _ __
I ~: ~:~~;!:i:~ ::!11er shipping ond h1ndllng lie •
I see chl!I•;:~ HD MAlll.1111 CllAlllU
just one Success Monu11 Add S1.25 tor S&H
I Onlering
Onlering hum 2 to 5 Succass Mtnuots Add 90C Plf
I ~~~::n::~ 6 to 1C Success M1nu111 Add 50C per
1

1

each manual

ENJOY BIG SAYINGS ON ORDERS FOR All 15
SUCCESS MANUALS • We ,.., 111 Sltlpplng I HI0-1100
Cost. (1 hefty SIVings ol Sl.50!).
Note: We poy shipping and htodllng on uch Umilld
Edition Mlnu1I yo111
qnllfill lof.

°'"'

Check 1hebo1 belowwt11chrnC11cates each desired
FREE l1mtled Ed1l1on Manual s T1!1e(SI wh1th you1
order qual1 hes '(Ou to rece1~e fAH
•

Howloqu1cklyw1peou1 allyourdet11s.rnelturn
bad cred1I rating rn1o 90011

Howtora1sea111necashynunee d
•

ma hurry

•

httlemoney

How lo rel11e

~ounq

and hwe

lu1ur1ous1~

on

~e"v

METHOD OF PAYllHT (Ill prices n I• U.S. f11dl):
c My check or monay-ls H C - (do not send

S:"-~~:':tu:~"",=~i.Q. al..,."'"'" by card

comp1nln. ch1191 Cini onln not acctpltd.

HOWTIIRETIRE
YllUll6 Alll LIVE
WXURIOUSl.Y ON
VERY UTTU MONEY.
Flnolly - ni possible

10. TWELVE SIMPLE LITTLE·KNDWN WAYS TO MAKE
BIG MONEY FAST!
An amazing book that clearly reveals a dozen ways men
and women could pocket some real fast cash profits If they only knew the right weatth building moves to make.
This book quickly teaches you ail the necessary moves,
shows you exactly how and what to do to help assure
your success. (only $6.95)

torvoutosav"Dooclbie"

Ind "good riddlnce" lo
that old out-dllld Idea
thlt vou must rwmaln on
a borlllil nlcilll and dime

_....._time-clock
punchlllil job until you
reach 65.

Please circle 264 on reader service card .

I
II

SHIP TO

Nam•-------------•
Addms~--------1

I
I Complete this order lonn and mall to:
I
SUCCESS BUSINESS PUBLISHERS
I
I 110 W. 5th St1ttl
1- ,.!l~n;!:!e::.N~..2!. _ _ -I
·City

ISllto

1 ©t915SUccesstullutl-Pdl-

Zip _ _

I

Accessories
AMERICAN COVE RS
MOUSE MAT BLUE. RED.GRAY "

7.110

ANCIENT ART OF WAR
LODE RUNNER

C- EN TE RPRISES
Cu,1om Made Cahlc'
C.:AMBR IO<a: AUTOMAT IO~
MAC PORT ADAPTER
MAC TURBO TOUC
NUMER IC TURBO

I I .lKJ-22.00

ll:?.90
H6.75
llH .50

CURT IS
D I AMOND

28.40

EMERA LD
RUBY
Surl'.c Supper'
SAPHIRF.

_,4.25
51.25

17.:m
45 .50

ZON•:
IMAG EWRITER RIBBONS
PR ll"TF.R STAND 12X1

4.50
2f'l.511

PR INTER STAND 12X24

.'\>Ulll

ENV IRONMENTAi. SOFT LO
Covcr' 10 fi l ornything
7.00-20.fMl
ER<;OTR<>N
MACTILT
M.110
HONl-:YWELI .
(.)UAO l. YNX TRACKBA LL
l :?IJ.110
I NNOVATIV•: H CH
.DISC DIRECTORY I-IOI.OS .12 DISKS
EAC'l-I 19.00

TllE EASEi. llOUlS 211 DISKS
EAC H 1.1.flO

KENSI N< iTON MICROWARE
Wc 1.:arry all pmdUl"I'
24.00
411,00
.W.7:'i

Kll.l.Y
PllONE NET
MAC PA C KS

CALL

"Color' in Winc .Bluc.(irL'Y"
Mal· Pio' Bag
lmal!l' Wri ll'rl &ll B:i!='

NUMI
4:'i.1Ml

MA(;NA
MAC'STATION II
7:'i.OO
MA<;Nt: M
MOUSE MOV ER
SAVIN(i ZONE
6 C)UTl.ET SlJRGE ."lf>ISE PROTECTOR24 .:'i0
SMITH & REI.LOWS
MAHOGANY CHEST HOLDS 11h· DISK 17.00
HASS WOOD
19.00
SONY
DOUB LE SIDED DISKS BOX OF 10
2h50
S INGLE SIDED DISKS HOX OF Ill
1650
SONY Blll.K DISK
CALL

l'.ITOH
HOX OF TE1'
SI NGLE SIUED
DOUBLE SIDED
SINGLE SIDED 10 COLORS
DOUBLE S IDED 10 COLORS

BULK DISKS

I~

14.75
19.7:'i
21.00
2X.OO

QUANT ITY OF 511

Sl'.'lGLE SIDED PER DISK
ciOtlBLE SIDED PER D ISK
RAINBOW DISKS
S l ~G L E SIDED IO l'Olor"
DOllBl.E SIDED 10 ni l or~

1.2:'i
1.50
21 .<Ml
21UIO

Business
A IJ VA:'<C Ell L0<;1 c

SYSTEMS

NEW HANDLER
MIGHTY MAC
WORD HANDLER

NU5
:'i5.00
:'i:'i.IMI

BATTERIES IN Cl.LllJEIJ
ISGUR PORTFOLIO
T HUNDER
T IME Ll l"K
81.YTHI-: SO FTWAR E ..
.OMN IS J+
M UI.Tl t tSER OM NIS .'+FOR A l.I.
·NET WORKll"\G SYSTEMS

CREU;HT ION DEVELOPMENT
MAC SPELL +
:'i:'i.00
C RI C KET SOFTWARE
CRICKET GRAPH
124.00
STAT WORKS
77.00
DATA V IZ
MAC· LINK
7:'i.2:'i
MAC LINK W/C'ABLE
HH .2:'i
DATAPAK
EXECUT I VE OFF ICE
2.\X .7:'i
OIC i lTAI . ETC SOFTWAR•: PRODUCTS
TURBO MACCOUNTANT
.'\ l :'i .2:'i
MACCOUNTANT :? .O
90.25

DILITH IUM PRESS
PC TO MAC & BACK
DO W JONES & COMPANY
MARKET MANAG ER PLUS

SPREADSHEET LI NK

1.l'U:'i
67.n
fi:'i.HO

STRA IGHT TALK
DRE AM S OF PHOENIX
DAY KEEPER CALENDAR
:?7.:'iO
MOUSE EXCHANGE BBS.TERMINAL 27.:'iO

1211.IMI
29.00
29.(Ml

FINAl"CI AL CKBK
FORETHO U<;HT
FILEMAKER PLUS
FORMAT
OMAC Ill
FUTU RE l>ESHiN SOFTWARE
STR ICTLY BUS INESS
«r RE•:N JOll NSO N I NC
SPELLS WELL

IY:'i.IXl

60.00

61.00

FOKKER TRIPLANE
EPYX TEMPLEOF APSHAL
TRILOGY
WINTER GAMES
HENDE RSON

49.00

IN F INITY

):'i.97

INFOCOM
ALL GAMES
MI C ROSOFT

REAL POKER

ACTA

T A RGET SOFTWARE
MAC LIGHTING :? .O
T HESAURt.;S
LEGAL OR MEDI CAL DICTIONARY
VOLA

:'i7.00

.l.lOO
.'\7.00
60.IXl

TE LOS
227.lXl

45.90

Creative Education
FONTASTIC
FONTTOGRAPHER

.\0.10
2:'17.20

HROllERBUNIJ

249.75

FIRST BYTE ..

65.CXl

H6.CXI

.S MOOTHTALKER
SPELLER BEE

% .75
4:'ijO

H A YDE N
SAT. COMPLETE
MINllS CAP E

6!1.00

S.A .T.

47.00

CONQUEST PRODUCTIONS
2H.<Xl

llOW TO [)() VIDEO ON
DESK TOP PUBLISllJNG CALL

17:'i.<Xl

TRA INING RESOURCES UNLIMITED

l ~~ . 00

HANS ON TRAINING SEMINAR GET
27.00

DOWN HILLRACER
HARRIER STR IKE MISSION
MAC AlTACK
A VIEW TO A KILL

BALANCE DF POWER

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

71.:?:'i
.'W.47
71.l:'i
142.:'iO
111.00

C"ALL
194.00
86.22
40.20
'X>.00
49:'i.OO
X:'i.00
8:'i.00
:?09.00
16Y.7:'i
7().00
4a6.2:'i

40.2:?
2X.:'i0

MATH BLASTER

FIR ST BYTE
KID TALK

4:'i.7:'i

GREAT WAVE SOFTWARE
KIDS TIME

.'\0.00

SIMON & SC H USTER
GREAT INTL PAPER AIRPLA NE

22.97

KIDS

FUTURA ..& .. UTOPIA.each
MAC ROBOTS, & AN IM AL KINGDOM
FRACTION ACTION.& MATH WIZ
DECIMAL DUNGEON
READ A RAMA

2:'i.OO
:?7.00
27 .00
27.00
J5.00

Games

RAMBO FIST BLOOD'
UNINVITED

.'\1 .75

2H.95

SIR TEC H
.\4.:'iO

SPECT RUM Hlll.OHYTE
GATO

TELLSTAR II
STRIDER SOFTWARE
POSTER M AKER
POSTER MAKER TE~PLATE I
POSTER MAKER TEMPLATE 2

26.CXJ

CALL
26.00

54.95
29.00
16.CXl
16.50

THE SAVING ZONE
TOOL KIT TO OPEN MAC
,9.00
X- 10 POWERHOUSE
COMPUTE R INTERFACE W/ SOFTWARE
& CABLE RS-2.'\2
S4.J6
HANDS ON TRAINING SEM INA R
call .

Graphics & Design
ANN ARBOR SOFTWORKS
FULL PAINT

ACCOLADE
28.00

22.00

CASAD Y
FLUENT FONTS
VOL I BODON!

22 .97

.W7 .0ll
CALI:
h9.CMI
NUM I
210.20
129.00
2.\ .50

60.fXI
l:'i0. 10

.WJXI

POLARWARE
CRIMSON CROWN
2.'\.00
PRACTICA L COMPUTE R APPLICATION
MAC GOLF
.\6.00
QWARE
ORBQUEST
SILICON BEACH SOFTWARE
A IRBORNE
20. 10
DARK CASTLE
.\O.IXJ
WORLD BUILDER
4R.OO
SIMON & SC HUSTER
GREAT INTL AIRPLANE
22.97

DORI.AND
REFE L EX -SrL
TURBO PASCAL
DRAIN POW•:R
STATV IEW :'il2+
DES IG1' SC"O~E
THINKFAST
BRAVO
\1 ACCALC
HUTTON DOW N SOFTWARF.
PROFIT STALKER 11
C OMPSERV CO

2J.(Xl
J 1.00
2H.CXl

PHI SOFTW A RE
STRATEGI C CONQUEST

ORB ITER

DAVIDSON & ASSOC .
SPEED READER II

MAC-STRIP

noo
:?H.7:'i
2R.72
2R. 17

.1 1.6!1

FALCON

HARD BALL
A RTWORX
BR IDGE 4.0

2R.OO

CALL

2.l.:'iO
2.\.:'iO
2.'\.:'iO
2.'\.:'iO
2.l50

STARTREK KOBAYAS HY ALT.

CA LL

Children 'sEducational

UN I CO RN SOFTWAPE.
EDUCATIONAL

2:'i.OO

DI CK FRANCIS HIG H STAKES
FORBIDEN CASTLE
INDY JONES REVENGE OF ANC ..
JAMES BOND GOLDF INGER

WIZARDRY

22450

2J.OO
2J.OO

DEJA VU

MUl.T USER VERSION

CUSTOM CALC CONSTRUCTION SET .'\:?.40

22:'i.OO

FLI GHT SIM ULATOR

JS.00

MILES COMPUTIN G

BRAT ACCUS

ELECTRONIC ARTS

49.IXI

GRAND SLAM TENNIS

35.00

MIND SCA PE

T MAKER
CLICK ON WORK SHEET

JXO.IXl

l.IVIN(i VIDEO .
.MORE
MAINSTAY
TYPENOW
MI C ROSOFT
CHART
EXCEL
LEARN ING M CHART
LOGO MACINTOSH
MAC ENHANCER
WORD .... FI LE . ... MULTIPLAN
WORD V ..\.O WITH BU ILT IN
SPEL LI NG CHECKER
WORKS
MONOGRAM
DOLLARS & SENSE
FORECAST
ODESTA
DOUBLE HELIX
OPEN SYSTEMS
OPEN FOR BUSINES S II
OWL
GUIDE
·n : RIPHERALS. SUPPLIES. & C"
VERSA TERM
PE RSONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC
PRO. BIBLIOGRAPHIC SYT
PROVUE
,
OVER VUE
SA TO RY
BULK MAILER
LEGAL BILLl'.'IG

MACINTAX FEDERAL 86

SOFTWAR E VENTURES
MICROPHONE
STATSOFT
DATA FAST
SYMMERTRY

GEOMERTY

u : <aSOFT/N Ol .O PRESS
WILL WRITER

FERRAR I G PX

14.47

ALTSYS
J2.40

H AYE S ..
.SMARTCOM II
I NFO SPHERE
MAC SERVE

l40.R7

BUS I NESS FILEV ISON
Y7.:?:'i

El.ECTRONIC ARTS

KKrn: <iROLIP
MAC Nlf.l"Y AB SW ITCH
ABCD SWITCH
JOYSTICK CONVERTER

MAC ONE WRITE

SIMON & SC HUSTER
TYPING TUTOR Ill
SO FTVI EW

2:'i.R5
22.97

BULLSE YE

THE SA YING ZONE JS COMPLETELY NETWORKED ON MACINTOSH COMPUTERS
USING THE REACH KEEPER, & SPECIALIZES IN NET WORKING NEEDS FOR
CORPORATIONS. & SMALL BUSINESSES.

60.CXJ
30.25
42.JO

VOL 2 SANSSERIF
42.30
VOL J RITZ&RIGHT BA NK
42.30
VOL 4 MONTEREY
42.30
VOL 5 CALLIGRAPHY & REGENCY 42.30
CENTU RY LASER FONTS10 PACK
140.00
4 PAK W.S.C.I
57.25
SYM BOLS. CONGO. CUMBERLAND.
DEVOLL.MA IN ISTEE.
MICROFONTS. NEOSHO.
SHADOW EFFECTS. SPOKANE.
STYX. THAMES .TRENT. WILLAMETTE.
TECHNICAL & BUSINESS
FONTS
EACH
18.25
COMPUCRAFT
FULL LIBRARY
120.00
IN DIVIDUAL DI SKS
21.00
DREAMS OF THE PHOENIX
PHOEN IX JD
27.50
DR U ID
C L ASSIC FONTS
24.50
ENABL I NG TECHNOLOGIE S
EASY .1 0
56.50
PRO JD
2'5.00
COMPUTE R SHOPPE
M AC PLOT2
250.00
CRICKET SOFTWARE
CR ICKET ORA W
177.00
DO U BLE CLIC K SO FTWARE
WORLD CLASS FONTS VOL I
B.00
WORLD CLASS FONTS VOL2
2.'.00
GTCO
CURSOR STYLIST
R9.00
D IGITI ZER
367.00
HAYDEN
ART GRABBER I BODY SHOP
2R.72
INNOVATI VE DATA DESIGN
PASTE EASE VOL 2
J0.00
MACDRAFT V 1.2
161.40
KOAl.A
M AC .. K.A .T .
140.00
MAC VISI ON
I R0.00

MAGNUM SOFTWARE
MCPIC
MCPICIVOLUME 2

28.72
2K72

SLIDE SHOW MAGICIAN
MANHATTAN GRAPH I CS
READY SET GO Vl.O
· MILES COMPUT I NG
MAC THE RIPPER
MINDS CAPE
GRAPHIC & COMIC WORKS
NEW IMAG E TECHNOLOGY
V IDEO DIGIT IZER
V IDEO DIGITIZE R CAMERA
POLARWARE GRAPHI CS
MAG ICIAN
SI L I CON BEAC H SOFTWA RE
ACCESSARY PAC K # I
SILI CON PR ESS
SUPER PA I NT
SI MON & SCHUSTE R
MAC ART DEPT
SOFTSTYLE
CO LORM A TE
T-MAKE R
C LI C K ART
CLICK ART EFFECTS

.'4.47
160.00
2R.00
49.00
275.00
!R5.50
45.75
23.00
460.00
60.00
22 .97

SPECIALS
MACBOTTOM 20 MEG SCSI HARD DRIVE
HOW TO USE READY SET G0-3 VIDEO TAPE
A VIDEO TAPE U:'\LOC KI NG THE MISTERIES

or

DES K TOP PU BLISHl:'\G .THIS TAPE WILL

TEA CH VOL: HOW TO GET PROFESS IONAL RESt.:LTS FRO M READY !'i ET GO. RETAIL

ZONE PRICE

BIZCOMP 1200 BAUD MODEM
BIZCOMP 2400 BAUD MODEM
JK LASSER YOUR INCOME TAX
MACINT AX FEDERAL 86
ADON TAPE BACK UP & HARD DRIVE
ADON 30/40 MEG SCSI HD & TAPE B/U

CAUZ I N
STR IP READER
STR IP SOFTWARE
19.00
ERGOTRON LASER W RITER BUFFE RS
MACBUFFER LW 2MEG
2:\99.00
MACBUFFER LW !MEG
1950.00
HAYES
SMART MODEM 1200
400.00
SM ART MODEM 2400
575.00
TRANSIT 1000/5 12K MEMORY
410.00
TRANSIT 1000 MAC UTILITY KIT
29.00
I OMEGA
BERNOULLI BOX !OMG SCS I
1125.00
BERNOULLI BOX 20MG SCS I
L\.H.00
BERNOULLI BOX 2- IOMG SCS I
1806.25
BERNOULLI BOX 2-lOMG SCS I
2 1I X.25
BERNOULLI FILE SERVER
2043.75
MACMEMORY
UPGRADES
CALL
MI C ROGRAPHI C IM AGES
MEGASCREEN VIDEO SYSTEM
26XX .OO
PC PC
MAC BOTIOM 20 M EG 5l2K
900.00
MAC BOTTOM20 \.I EG SCS I
R69.00
REACH TECHNOLOGIES
K EEPER FILE SERVER
CALL
REL AX TEC HNOLOGIES,
HA RD 2()+ W/MASTER CONT
825.00
HA RD J()+ W/MASTER CONT
1062.50
HA RD 40+ W/ MASTER CONT
L\12 .50
HARD 60+ W/ MASTER CONT.
174.~ .oo
HARD RC>+ W/MASTER CONT
2243 .75
HA RD 12Cl+W/MASTER CON T
3250.00
39RX.OO
HARD 150+W/MASTER CONT
MAC CONTROL
6R.OO
QU ITE CONVECTION COOLING
MAC MATE 20 MEG SCS I
795.00
MAC MATE 40 MEG SCS I
1025.00
MAC MATE 60 MEG SCS I
1275.00

m.oo

28.72
2R.72

ORDERING

28.72

CLICK ART PUBLICATIONS
WILL I AMS&MA C I ALS
MY DI SKLABLER COLOR
MY DI SKLABLER BLACK WH ITE

2R .72
34.50
29.00

Hardware
ADON
20 M EG SCS I HD
40 MEG SCS I HD
40 MEG SCS I TAPE B/IJ
60MEGSCS I HD

R65 .00
1495.00
1295.00
2495.00

AST RESEAR C H
2000 20MB EXT HD/20MB TAPE B/U 2340.00
400074 MB EXT HD/60MB TAPEB B/IJ4R95 .00
BIZ C OMP
1200 BAUD MODEM
C APETRONICS
ADC 1200 MODEM STAND ALONE
CORVUS DISK SE RV E RS
CA LL

299.00
220.00

$125.00

$ 85.00
$299.00
CALL
$ 46.00
$ 60.00
CALL
$2395.00 '

9.00
45.97

70.IXl
105.fXl
56 25
.\95.IXI
.'.!:4:<i.IXI
22.97
120.fXJ
121UXI

95.00
190.IXI

175.(XI
190.IX,I

Ut ilities

54.75

CLI CK ART LETfERS

$869.00

MUSIC VOL 1-5 EACH
H AYDEN
MUSIC WORKS
K ETTF. GROUP
MAC NIFTY STEREO SYST EM
MAC N I FTY AUD IO DIGITIZER
STUDIO SESSION
~1ARK OF THE UNICORN
PROFESS IONAL CO M POSE R
PROFESS IONAL PERFORMER
M I NDSCAPE
BANK STR EET MUS IC WR ITER
OPC ODE
512K I NTRERFACE
CAS IO C2 EDITOR/LIBRAR IAN
DXffX/ TXRl6 PATCH LIBR AR IAN
YAMAHA oxrrx ED ITO R/ LIB .
M AC+ INTER FACE
SEQUENCER II

Languages
BORLAND
TURBO PASCAL

hlJ.00

C ONS U LAR
MAC C W{fOOLK IT
A ND SMART LI NKER
MI C ROSOFT
FORTRAN COM PLI ER
BASIC
MANX C AZTEC C 6R K -C COMM ERC IAL
C A ZTEC C6K K -DEVELOPE RS
C.AZTEC C6R K - P PER SONAL
C.TREE DATA BASE W/SOURCEO
LI SA KIT
TML
MIN I ED IT SOURCE CODE DISK
DATA BASE TOOL K IT
PASCAL
SOURCE CODE LI BRARY
MAC EXPRESS
TH I NK
LI GHT SPEED-C
LIGHT SPEED PASCAL
ZEIJ CO R IN C
Z BA SIC

n :c.

26UO
IX2.00
X5 .50
42.'UXI
250.rx1
165.lXI
."\JO.fXJ

X0.00
17.00
62 .50
64.00
59.00

176.00
97 .00
97.50
6R.OO

Music
ELECTRONIC ARTS
DELUXE M USIC CONST SET
GREAT WAVE SOFTWARE
CONCERT WARE +
CONCERT WARE+ M IDI
CONCERT WARE+ M IDI CAB LE

60.00
:N .95
79.75
47.75

INFORMATION

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMER ICAN EXPRESS
For quickest service call us. If orderin g by mail, se nd' cas hier's c hec k, certified
check or money order , or cred it card number a nd expiration date for fast se r vice.
Exce pt Fortune 500 and Governmental checks, allow t wo weeks ror chec k to
clear. WA . residents please add 8.1% sales t ax.FOR FIRST TIME PURCHASE
ORDERS, PLEASE ENCLOSE REF ERENCES WITH PHONE NUMBERS.
.... O UR POLI CY....
Sortware: Due lo Federal reg ulations, all sales are final. Defective software will
be replaced with like item . Any other r eturn will be subj ect to 20 % restoc kin g
fee, agai nst credit. All returns must ha ve an a uth orizat io n number . Call 206 883
1975.
Sh ipping Cha r ges: St a nd ar d is UPS gro und . $3.00 minimum. COD, for US
Co rpor a ti ons only add $2.50. MAIL: Air, Insured. lS Postal. APO, FPO add 3%,
$5.00 min. Alas ka or Ha waii. add 6%, $10.00 min . Canada. add 10 %, $ 15.00 min .
Foreign: $25.00 I pound, plus $ 15.00 each add . pou nd
All prices are subj ect to change without noti ce Ad publi s h e d for yo ur

convenience

FOR ORDERS ONLY:

1-800-248-0800

AFF I N I TY
T EM PO
ALSO FT
DISK EXPRESS
BATTER I ES I NCLUDED
MAC BATTERY PAK
BORLAND
SIDEKICK/WITH PHONE LI NK
CENT RAL POINT SOFTWARt:
COPY II MAC LATEST VERSION
CORTLAND
TOP DESK
DREAMS O F THE PHOENIX
QUICK & DIRTY UTILI. VOL # I OR #2
TWELVE -C FINANC IAL
FWR SOFTWARE
HARD D ISK BACK UP
HAR D DISK PARTITION
HARD DISK UTIL
HAYDEN
M .U.D. MACROMIND UT ILI TY DISC
MA C MASTER
FEDIT+
IMAGINE SOFTWA RE
SMART ALARMS
ICON COLLECTOR
MAINSTAY
'NCRYPTOR
MAC BOOSTER
M ACAS M
TELESCAPE
TURBO DOWN LOAD
MAC SPOOL
DISK RANGER
MI C RO ANALYST
MA CZAP
N EVl:-IS MI C ROSY STE MS
TURBO CHARGER 2.0
PSI SOFTWA RE
HA RD D ISK BAC KUP
HFS LOCATOR
SOFT STYLE
JET START
LASER START
EPSTART
PLOTSTART
PR INTWORKS

--

FOR lNFORMATION OR ORDER STATUS

1-206-883-1975

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 6AM TO 8PM PST;
SATURDAY 9AM TO 3PM PST
THE SAVING ZONE BULLETIN BOARD: 1200, 300 baud modems. CALL 206 881 3421, 8PM to 6AM

THE

SAVING
LAYOUT

WAS

DONE IN READY SET GO

2.'\ IXI

.'\h.IXI
27.j(I
27.50
41.25
4 1.25
,,,_j(J
2X.50
2X.IXI
JX.75
IK.25
.'.!:7.75
.14.50
86.25
K6.25
27.IXJ
.14.25
.'\4.25
41.50
54.50
.l l.(X\
2.'\.l.Xl
26.00
54.75
26.00
72.00
43.25

THANKS - -

7102 180TH A VE. NE . REDMOND, WA 98052
WE CARRY OVER 780 PRODUCTS FOR THE MAC

1-800-243-4200

2X.72
56.XO

THE SAVING ZONE is in business
to serve you. This is and always has been
our goal. This month marks our one year
anni versary, and we want to celebrate by
saying thanks for your repeat
business.You have made us a success in
our first year THE SAVING ZONE
management would like also to extend
their thanks to those dedicated
emp loyees who often worked overtime
until 4am to get orders out on time...

on ly.

IN WA. ST ATE:

60.IXI

ZONE
LOGO DONE I N SUPE R PAINT

MINI FINDERS
nately, it has a few misspelled words . $59.95. DataPak,
14011 Ventura Blvd. , Sherma'n Oaks, CA 91423. CP (Oct 86)
MacGAS is a DA spelling checker with both a small and extended
!!! dictionary. Its best point is the excellent thesaurus, provides
antonyms & glossary. A slow checker. $99. EnterSet, 410
Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107. CP (Oct 86)
'Maclndexer is a good writer's utility that takes much of the
!!!! mechanical work and t ime out of preparing an index. Works
with MacWrite and Word . Can generate word frequency
counts . $79 .95 . Boston Software Publishers, 1260 Boylston
St., Boston, MA 02215 . CP (Jul 86)
MacLlghtnlng is an interactive spelling checker in desk accessory
!!!!~form . Text can be checked on the fly or by selection . Works
within many applications, and options include a thesaurus,
medical and legal dictionary. $99 .95. Target Software,
14206 Southwest 136th St., Miami, FL 33186 . NCP (Oct 86)
Macspell+ (version 1.10) is a spelling checker that installs as a
!!!! desk accessory. Works easily with MacWrite 4.5 and 2 .2 and
Word , but has some drawbacks . New version just available .
Requires 512K+ , two drives or hard disk. $99. Creighton
Development, 16 Hughes, Irvine, CA 92718. NCP
MacWrlte is the basic Mac word processor. While it doesn't have
!!!! every bell and whistle , it is more than adequate for most
users . Features include global search and replace , page
numbers indicated in the scroll bar and excellent LaserWriter
compatibility. $125. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino , CA 95014 . NCP
MlndWrlte is an outliner-based word processor of considerable
!!!! power. Besides outlining, it allows multiple documents and
multiple selections. Excellent if you like to outline your
writing first. $125 . MindWork Software, PO Box 222280,
Carmel , CA 93922 . NCP (Mar 87)
QulckWord is a word processing a~cessory that adds, sophisticat!!!~ ed glossaries to MacWrite. Simple to install and use, yet
powerful and efficient. $49.95 . EnterSet, 410 Townsend
St., San Francisco, CA 94107 . NCP
The Right Word (ver 3 .0)is a standalone spelling checker that can
!!
be used with Word, MacWrite and Jazz. Dictionary scrolling
can only be done one word at a time. You have to reload
program to check each document. Biggest minus is speed .
$89. Assimilation, no longer in business . NCP (Oct 86)
Spelllng Champion is a fast and accurate batch-type spelling
!!!! checker. Backup feature allows you to undo corrections in a
paragraph . Works only with MacWrite 4 .5. $39 .95. Champion Software , 5201 South Hill Dr. , Madison , WI 53705 . NCP
(Oct 86)
. .
Spellswell is an effective and powerful standalone spelling
!!!!~checker . It has many advanced features such as capitalization and homonym checking and comes with a large , wellchosen dictionary. $59.95 . Greene, Johnson, 15 Via Chualar, Monterey, CA 93940 . NCP (Oct 86)
Thunder! is the best spelling checker currently available . Has a
!!!!! 50,000-word dictionary. Features Learned Words (a superb
glossary) and statistics . A very fast DA, it works interactively
and in selection mode . Requ.ires 512K+ . $49.95.- Batteries
Included, 30 Mural St., Richmond Hill , Ontario, Canada L4B
1B5. NCP (Dec 86)
Volle! is a full-featured outliner in desk accessory format . Head,!!!! lines can be edited like normal text. Reads and writes text
files , Word , MacWrite, ThinkTank and MORE documents . An
excellent value . Requires 512K+ , SOOK drive or external
400K drive . Mac XL not supported . $99.95 . Target Software,
14206 SW 136th St., Miami, FL 33186. NCP (Mar 87)
Word is a power word prpcessor for the Mac . It has just about every
!!!! feature your heart could desire. Supports keyboard commands as well as the mouse . Does mail merge and
multicolumn text. Integrates with the rest of the Microsoft
line. $195 . Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA
98052-()399. CP (May 86)
.Word 3.0 is the most feature laden word processor now available .
!!!!~Has a spelling checker, hyphenation , some page layout,
style sheets and more . Also has Microsoft's somewhat
1 '5 8
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unusual view of what the Mac interface is. Requires 512K+
and at least 1200K of external storage . $395 . Microsoft,
16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond , WA 98073. NCP (Mar 87)
Word Handler is a word processor with elements of MacWrite and
!!!~ Word. Can delete, rename, etc ., without quitting. Has case
change , flexible printing options and glossary . Slow.
$79.95. Advanced Logic Systems, 1283 Reamwood Ave .,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089. NCP (Oct 86)
WrlteNow for the Macintosh has many of the features of
!!!!~MacWrite and then some, including the ability to work in
columns . Has built-in spelling checker with 50,000-word
dictionary. $175. T/Maker, 1973 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043 . NCP (Mar 87)

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS
Acta is an outline processor in desk accessory format. It has
!!!!~practically all the power of a standalone program, and then
some. Can save files as Acta outl ines, MacWrite or text files .
A must-have for those who do outlining. $59.95 . Symmetry,
761 E. University Dr., Mesa, AZ. 85203. NCP (Jul 86)
C.lllope is a new type of outlining program . Chunks of information
!!! are manipulated as small "light bulbs" containing text.
Related elements can be graphically connected , and their
text information viewed in hierarchical order. Text files can
be created for MacWrite editing. $59.95 . lnnovision, PO Box
1317, Los Altos, CA 94023 . NCP (Sep 86)
DeclslonMap organizes data to facilitate decision making. Unique
!!! weighting abilities make this a powerful tool. The decision
analysis process is long and some times complex, but never
difficult. $145 . SoftStyle, 7192 Kalanianole Hwy., Honolulu ,
HI 96825 . CP
Design is a powerful organizational tool. It goes beyond mere
!!!! flowcharting .. Complex, detailed program aimed at software
prqs. $200 . Meta Software , 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138. NCP (Mar 87)
MacProject allows a user to plan and track a project from
!!! beginning to end. Uses CPM to produce schedules with start
and finish dates for each task. ·Can report on resource
interdependencies and generate all needed printed reports.
$125. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave ., Cupertino ..CA
95014. NCP (Mar 86)
MacSpec is a specification writing tool, a cross between word and
!!! outline processors. Can automatically number and indent
headings, and renumber everything when lines are moved .
Text under headings is handled and formatted as though in a
simple word processor. HFS-compatible. $199.95. LM Software , PO Box 93 , Belmont, CA 94002 . NCP (Oct 86)
MaxThlnk is an outline and idea processor that focuses on
!!!~ thinking skills. Helps you establish priorities, evaluate
ideas, synthesize information . Some unique features and an
innovative manual. $89. MaxThink, 230 Crocker Ave. , Piedmont, CA 94610 . NCP (Oct 86)
Micro Planner Plus is a great project management system with
!!!!~major enhancement to Micro Planner. Outstanding analysis
capability. Memory based , making it much faster than the
original. Includes a font menu . Even saves reports out in
MacDraw fqrmat for further work. Uses standard print
drivers . HFS compatible . Micro Planning Software USA, 235
Montgomery St. , San Francisco, CA 94104.' CP (Dec 86)
MORE is an incredibly powerful outline processor with gobs of
!!!!!great features : instant charts, math capabilities , multiple
windows, font and style control, templates and more . Prints
outlines in any of several standard formats, even in color.
Requires 51,2K+ . $295 . Living Videotext, 2432 Charleston
Rd ., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Sep 86)
ThlnkTank 512 is a very fast and intuitive organizational tool. Full
!!!~ keyboard control is possible . Can store and paste graphics
into outlines. Slide show features allows high-quality presentations to be created . Good report formatting and printing capability. $195 . Living Videotext, 2432 Charleston Rd .,
Mountain View, CA 94043 . CP (Jan 86)

MINI FINDERS
DESK MANAGERS

latteryPak is a set of 9 handy desk accessories includ ing
~!!!!scientific and RPN calculators. a background text file printer
and a 250-page note pad with search and phone dialing
capabilit ies. Disk Tools is the best DA currently available .
$49.95 . Batteries Included , 30 Mural St. , Richmond Hill ,
Ontario, L4B 1B5, Canada . NCP (Dec 85)
£xecutlve Office is a jack of all trades office applicat ion . Good
~!!"2 data base, word processing, graphics and minispreadsheet.
Ava ilable on 400 or SOOK disks; get the 800 if you can .
$249.99. Published by DataPak, 14011 Ventura Blvd .,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 . CP (Mar 87)
Front Deak lets small businesses and offices easily keep track of
~!!
personnel schedules, activities and payments. The program
can keep track of up to 15 employees, functioning as a day-,
week- and month-at-a-glance calendar. $149 .95 . Layered ,
85 Merrimac St .• Boston , MA 02114 . CP (Dec 85)
My Office lets you handle your files and papers in much the same
~!!! way you did before you got a computer. Excellent use of
graphic symbols makes this program the easiest to use of its
type. $129.95 . DataPak, 14011 Ventura Blvd ., Sherman
Oaks, CA 91423. CP (Prem)
Qulckaet is a set of desk management and organizational tools
~!!
that can be used as desk accessories or applications.
Functions include .note filer , card filer, calendar. phone
dialer, financial and statistical calculators and a fil e encryptor. $49 .95. EnterSet, 410 Townsend St., San Francisco , CA
94107 . NCP (Dec 85)
Sidekick is a set of desk organization applications and accesso~!!! ries . Functions include phone dialer and logger, desk
accessory terminal , calculator . . clock , editor and more .
When resource files are included modules take up a lot of
disk space . $84 .95. Borland International , 4585 Scotts
Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Dec 85)
Smart Alanna is the best reminder system for the Mac . Easy to
~!!!"2use , versatile, and , well, smart. ·Th is self-running DA automatically reminds you of anything you enter into its Reminder file , giving you a wide range of useful advance warn ing
options. $49 .95 . Imagine Software , 2000 Center St .• Berkeley, CA 94704. NCP (Oct 86)
fop Deak is a set of 7 self-installing (and self-removing) DAs .
~!!!"2Menu Key adds Command key sequences to programs. View
allows looking at and moving data between up to 8 MacWrite
documents, BackPrint, Shorthand , Blank, Encrypt, and
Launch . $59 .95 . Cortland Computer, PO Box 9916 , Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (May 86) .

UTILmES
Accessory Pak 1 is a set of useful applications and uti lities. Paint
!!!! Cutter alone is worth the price. That program all ows users to
browse and manipulate full page MacPaint documents.
$39 .95 . Silicon Beach , PO Box 216430 . San Diego , CA
92126. NCP (Nov 85)
Copy II Mac does efficient sector and bit copies and in its latest
!!!!!version can back-up virtually all Mac software. Features
graphic displays of copy progress. Comes with MacToo/s , a
multi-use utility that can recover many damaged files .
$39.95 . Central Point Software, 9700 SW Capitol Highway,
. Portland , OR 97219. NCP (Apr 86)
DlakExpre•• unfragments disk volumes by reorgan izing data into
!!!! continuous sectors and arranging files to slow down further
fragmentation . Works with MacServe, floppy drives and most
hard drives . Requires 512K+ . $29 .95 . ALSoft, Box 927 ,
Spring, TX 77383. NCP (Feb 87)
Disk Ranger is a speedy cataloguing program that doubles as an
!!!! efficient labelmaker. Comes with pinfeed labels. Works with
regular and hard disks . Can catalog HFS systems. $49.95.
Mainstay, 28611B Canwood St., Agoura Hills. CA 91301.
NCP (Mar 86)

* Mac World
says: "Glue
al so provides
an easy wa y to
capture graphics
from appl ications like
MacDra w, Jazz, or Excel
and' paste them into others,
including page-layout program s
like PageMaker. Glue captures
graphics as la rge as a full page. One of
Glue's most impressive fea tures is its
ability to store Quick Draw comm a nds,
a llow ing you to ta ke advantage of laser fo nts and
smoothing .....
- Erfe rt Nie lson, Dece mbe r 1986
* MaclnTouch says: " It is the kind of prog ram you don 't
rea li ze yo u need until yo u have it, and the n yo u wonder
how yo u did witho ut it ... Another use fo r Glue is to
crea te fini shed g raphic images tha t ca n be se nt
by mode m to othe r Macintoshes. For exa mpl e,
yo u ca n c rea te a ne wsletter with
ReadySetGo, a nd the n send the
fi ni shed work to a colleag ue.
who ca n the n view it eve n
tho ugh he does n' t have
ReadySe tGo him self ... The
operation of G lue is a maz in gly
si mpl e ." - Ja n Euge nides.
Nove mbe r 1986
* MACazine says: " Glue
effec tively frees the end use r
fro m ha ving to ma inta in a
la rge a nd costl y soft wa re
library in orde r to use
doc ume nt s c reated by othe rs
... Glue is a utility whi ch
belongs in every Mac intosh
use r's softwa re library ." -C.J .
Weigand , Nove mber 1986

GLUE

* MacUser says: " Desktop
publishers will find this a
useful addition to their
softwa re library." -DB,
December 1986
* INFOWORLD says: " For those who have been longing for
a method of transfering full page graphics, GLUE will seem a
necessity. The utility opens up new possibilities for sharing
electronic documents - whether by disk, file server or
telecommunications." -K. Thompson, November 24, 1986

Available from leading dealers or direct from :

Solutions, Inc.
P.O. Box 989, B2
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
802 229 9146
GLlJ E is $59.95 plus $4 shipping and handling.
Vi,a . MC. ,·heck. COD or PO from D&H rated l lS Corpor~1tion' Run'
on 12XK.) I 2K. Macintosh Plu' or Mac XI..
(il.l '1-. ;, a tradcma1 k of Solution'. Inc MacDra" "a tr'1dl'mar k ol Appk
Computl'r Inc Macinto'h ;, a trademark licl'n , cd to Appk Compu ter. Inc·
RcadySL"tlio ;, a tradl'ma r k of Manha tt an (iraph1e·, Cllrporation l\ 1gl'!\1akcr ''
a traLil'mark of AIJu, Corpora tilln Fxc·l' I ;, a rl'g i'1crl'd tradl'mark .,f !\1ic·r,"o lt
Corporal ion Li11 j, a rl'gi,tcrl' d tralk111ark .,f I .o l u' Dn l'iopml'nt Corpma till11
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One for the~ two for the show·
MacMate 20:
Portable,
quiet, and
very affordable.

Hard 20 Plus:
Hard disk drive
Rius power
controller.

This convection-cooled,
vertical Seagate 225N, .
20 megabyte SCSI drive is •
built to take up to 40 G's
so it goes where you go!
Designed to daisy-chain to
each other - or to the Relax Hard 20 Plus - in a
configuration of up to seven external disk drives.
For the ultimate in silence and convenience,the
MacMate 20 can be controlled from the Relax
5-outlet Mac Power Controller, and can be placed
out of site, up to 10-feet away.

Surge protection and 4 upfront, peripheral control
switches, coupled with a
high integrity drive makes
the Hard 20 Plus an
unbeatable value! Features .__ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
the Seagate 225N, 20 megabyte SCSI drive, the
first integrated hard drive designed exclusively
for the Mac. Also available in 30, 40, 60, 80,
and 150 megabyte versions. Fan-cooled.
Complete Utility Package: included with every
Relax Drive. Tape Back-Ups: TEAC SCSI Tape
Back-ups are now shipping from Relax.

Relax Products are available at better computer
stores everywhere. Dealer inquiries invited.
800/848-1313, CA: 415/471-6112
Dealer Hot Line: 415/883-4232

3101 Whipple Rd.#22
Union City, CA 94587

Please circle 114 on reader service card .
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Includes new programs: Font Charter (application),
BigCaps and Detaul!Font (desk accesso ries).

t~~[;!JGJ••••
Ca11a111era&

Volume One'fonrs shown in~· Volume Two fonts shown In Blue.
World Class Font sizes range from 9 to 72 point. Some sizes previously
released under a different trademark. Somtl large sizes require 512K of
memory. C 1986 Dubl-Oick Software, Inc. Woild Class Fonts is a trademarl! of
Dubl-Oick Soltware, Inc. Mac the Knife is used as a trademarl< by Miles

i! i ~§ll~~~k i! i
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Chicago ..

DUBL-CLICK SOFTWARE, INC.
18201 GRESHAMST. /NORTH RIDGE, CA91325
Askyourdealer. or order direct.. .

(818) 349-2758
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e #1 Source for Macintosh Products

Pc1:t::ii'&•l;1:t1

1

BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE + 8%
AND GET 14 TO 30 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALS! ••
SYSTEMS

PRINTERS

MODEMS

1

THE™ 1200 COM
'.00 BPS External Modem w/auto answer,
dial, re-dial and built-in speaker.

$119.00*
chor Lightning 2400
yes Smartmodem I 200 Mac wlcable. Smart com II
yes Smartmodem 2400
>metheu1 Promodem 1200 w/Mac Pac
IE ., 2400 COMM External Modem
) . Robotics Courier 2400 BPS
;, Robotics Password 1200 BPS

$419.00*

$309.oo•
411.00•
525.oo•
269.oo•
259.oo•
345.oo·
112.00•

DISK DRIVES

Appl•
Appl•
Apple
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

$149.00*
lmagewriter II Cut Sheet Feeder
3 ,520.00*
Laserwriter
475.oo•
15 ·· lmagewriter for Mac
440.00•
EX-BOO 300160CPS 80COL ParalleVSerial
569.00*
EX-1 000 300160CPS J32COL Parallel/Serial
329.00*
FX-85 160135CPS JO " Parallel
435.oo•
FX-286 200140CPS 15 " Parallel
205.oo•
LX-86 1201l6CPS 8.5'' Parallel

Guaranteed
For Life!
Brand Name Diskettes
Available in
Boxes of 10

SOFTWARE

Print Shop

100%
Macintosh
Compatible

New for the Mac
Write, Design and Print
Cards, Letterheads
and More

>C Network.SOOK Drive
Works with 400K/800K Disks
and Macintosh Upgrades

$185.00*
iple BOOKB Macintosh Disk Drive
•pie 20MB SCSJ Hard Disk
: Systems Easy Drive 20MB Mac Hard Disk
me fa Bernoulli Dual 1OMB w!SCSJ lnterface
me1a Bernoulli Dual 20MB w!SCSI Interface
mega Macnoul/i SMEG Cartridge Drive

$283.95*
924.00*
6So.oo•
1,100.00•
2,199.00*
620.00*

MICROSOFT

GD

Business Software
Mac Works
Write , Organize,
Analyze and Chart
One Program
Does It All

$163.00*
icros oft
icrosofl
icroaon
icroaon
icroson

Imagewriter II
10" Carriage 250CPS/80COL 45CPS NLQ
Color Capable

Basic
Chart
Excel
Mu/rip/an or Word
File

$75.00*
62.50•
191.so•
97.so•
102.00•

$24.75*
GAMES AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Acttvlaion Hacker. Mindshadow or Borrowed Tim e
Electronic Arts One On One or Skyfox
Infocom Deadline or Suspended
lnfocom Zork I. Wirness. Planetfalf or Cutthroats
Infocom Zork II. Zork Ill. Suspect. Infidel or Sorcerer
Infocom Hitchhiker's Guide, Ballyhoo or Seasta/ker
lnfocom Trinit y
Mkroaon Flight Simulator
Mlndacape A View to A Kill or The Mist
Mlndacape Ram bo: First Blood. Pt. 2

$22 .50*
26.97*
24.00*
20.00•
21 .50•
19.75*
20.00•
21.00•
21 .00·
21.00•

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Ann Arbor Full Paint
Apple Mac Terminal or MacPascal
'Alhton-Tate DBase for the Mac
Blythe Software Omnis 3 Plus
Borland Reflex or Turbo Pascal for th e Mac
Borland SideKick for the Mac
Central Point Copy II Mac
Hayes Smartcom II
Layered Software Front Desk
Ltvin& Vldeotexl More
Living V!deotext ThinkTank (5 12K Ver.)
Manhattan Graphics ReadySetGo 512K
Mono&ram Dollars and Sense
Software Publishing PFS: File/Report Combination
True Baste, Inc. TrueBASIC

$53.00*

11.00•
291.00*
265.00*
59.00*
48.oo•
20.00•
78.oo•
65.00*
139.00*
85.oo•
98.00*
71 .99*
85.oo•
79.00*

tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY -Me mbers are eligible to join the
NETWORKs Business and Game Software Rental Libraries and
evaluate: products for a full 14 days (Regula r Membership) or 30
days (VlP Membership) to see if they meet their needs . And the
Ne1worl<·s rental cha rges are far less than other so fhvare rental
services - Just 20°0 of the Member Wholesale Price. Rental

titles are available in IBM , Apple and Mac Formats.
* All Prices in this Ad are Wholesale. Members Pay 8 °0 Over
Wholesale Plus Shipping. All Items are Subject to Availabillty.
Prices Subject to Change Without No tice.

PC NETWORK MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Please enroll me as a member in the P.C NETWORK '~
and send my catalog featuring thousands of computer products,
all at just 8% above DEALER WHOLESALE PR ICES . I will also
receive "THE PRINTOUT" . a special quarterly update on
merchandise at prices BELOW even those in my wholesale catalog
and all the other exclusive. money-saving services available
to Members . I am under no obligalion 10 buy anything. My
complete satisfaction is guaranteed .
H37
Please (Y' ) all boxes that apply :
l Vear
2 Year
•BulcMcmbc i•hlp
$8 ~l
$15 LJ
Wltb 14 Days Rental
Business Software Rental Library $25 LJ add'I. per yea r
Games Software Rental Library $10
add'!. per year

YES!

n

•Special V.I .P Membership
With 30 Days Rental
BOT H Business and Game
Software Rental Libraries

l Year
$15 LI

$30 ! l add'\. per year

Bill My Credit Card:: 'VISA '.! MasterCard

~~c~~~:

2 Year
$25 [J

Ame rican Express

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Exp . Dote - - - - - mon .
yr
'(heel< or Money Order Enclosed fo r "--

-----

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address ---------~~ Apl. No . _
City - - - - - - - St a t e - - - - - Zip
Telepho ne (
My Computer(s) is :~ :IBM PC . :IBM XT I )I BM AT
.=,;Apple II '. Macintosh Other _
Signature

--------~-~----,-.,-,

(Signature required to validate membership)
Copyri g ht ~ 1986 . PC NETWORK. IN C.

Members Get The Network Advantage ...

CATALOG • NEWSLETTERS • 10 DAY RETURNS • BULLETIN BOARD • SOFTWARE RENTAL
(30,000 Hems Listed)

(Catalog Price Updates
and Reviews)

(No Questions Asked-If You Don't
Like II. Re1um II-Hardware Only)

(10,000 Free Programs 10 Download)

(Ove r 1.000 Titles in our Library)

Please circle 30 on reader service card .

,MINIFINDER
Dubl-Cllck Calculator Construction Set lets users design per!!!!"2sonalized ca lculators with a variety of standard and special
functions. Finished calculators can be saved as installable
desk accessories or as clickable applications. $59. DublCl ick Software, iS201 Gresham St .. Northridge, CA 91325 .
NCP (Apr S6)
.
Fedlt Plus ·is the file and disk editor for everyone , from newest Mac
!!!!!owner to oldest. It can do more for your disks and files than
any other application . Can recover deleted MFS files. If you
own a Mac, get it . HFS-compatible . $49 .95. MacMaster
Systems, 939 E. El Cam ino Real , # 122, Sunnyvale, CA
94087 . NCP (Sep S6)
FleshBack is a utility to backup HFS hard disks onto floppies. A
!!! un ique graphic display of the HFS directory facilitates file
selection . The program can handle f iles larger than SOOK.
$59.95 . Mainstay, 2S611B Canwood St .. Agoura Hills, CA
91301. NCP (Nov S6)
Glue adds a print-to'-disk capabil ity to many programs . lmageSaver
'!!!!"2installs as printer driver, Viewer allows copying and printing
of Glue files . Handy utility for desktop publishers. $49 .
Solutions, Box 9S9 , Montpelier, VT 05602 . NCP (Dec S6)
Herd Disk Utll uses patch files to allow users to mount and run
!!!!"2specified programs on the ir hard disks . The list of patches is
".onstantly expand ing. $S9.95. FWB Software , 2040 Polk
St .. San Francisco, CA 94109. NCP
HFS Backup ranks as one of the preferred hard disk backup
!!!!..,.utilities. Backup by file/folder or last changes. Backup
specifications can be saved as templates. Good graph ic
interface. Reliable program .. $49.95 . PCPC , 6204 Benjamin
Rd , Tampa, FL 336·1 4. NCP (Dec S6)
HFS Locetor Plus is the essential HFS desk accessory. It can
!U! search for a file by name or date of creation, create folders ,
move files from one folder <l:o another, set' a program to
launch wh ile in an applicat ion. $34 .95 . PBI Software. 1111
Triton Dr .. Foster City, CA 94404 . NCP (Sep 86)
LeserServe is a printer spooler for AppleTalk networks. After
!!!!!installation all operations done via a desk accessory. Works
with both MacServe and TOPS. Requires 512K+ and SOOK
drive or hard, disk. $125 per node . lnfosphere , 4 730 SW
Macadam Ave .. Portland. OR 97201. NCP (Feb S7)
Mee Disk Cat.log II is a utility that will quickly organize a
'!!!! moderate size disk library. Easy to use with powerful
label-making features . $49 .95 . New Canaan Microcode ..
136 Beech Rd .. New Canaan, CT 06S4b . NCP (Dec S5)
Mecflow is a design tool created fo r programmers. Traditional
!!!"2 flowcharting symbols are linked together, and a symbol can
be connected to a separate flowchart f ile. Symbols can 't be
edited , precluding using MacF/ow for other applications.
$125 . Mainstay, 5211-B Derry Ave .. Agoura Hills, CA
91301. NCP
MeclnUse tracks time spent in applications and saves info as text
U!!! file . Installs on any disk, works in background . MFS, HFS
compatible . Templates included for MacWrite, MS Word,
Multiplan and Excel. Extremely valuable for tax purposes,
client. records. etc. V1 .0 . $49 . SoftView. 4820 Adohr Lane.
Camarillo, CA 93010 . NCP (Jan S7)
Mecl.ebeler lets users instantly index and print labels for all the
·!!!"2 disks in a burgeoning collection . Choose border type and
orientation of your label ; index by folder or document.
Starter set of labels .is included . $49.95 . ldeaform , PO Box
1540, Fairfield, IA 52556 . CP (Prem)
MecUnk lets users transfer data between Macs and PCs. Can do
!!!"2 special format transfers such as 1-2-3 to Mu/tip/an and
WordStar to MacWrite. Contains both Mac and PC disks,
interface cable is optional. Has Mac and MS-DOS disks.
$125 , $155 with 8-ft interface cable . DataViz, 16 Winfield
St .. Norw.alk, CT 06855 . NCP
MecNosr is a global disassembler. A very advanced user can use
!!!!!this program to look into the code of virtually any program .
This advanced tool . can take you places ·no other Mac
program could dream of going IF you have the skill to guide
it. The documentation is sparse. For pros only. $S5 . Jasik
0
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Designs, 343 Trenton Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025. NCP
Mee + II lets you run Apple II software on the Mac. Emulation
!!! speed is ohly 135 to 45 percent of a real Apple II, so graphics
especially suffer. Games also run slow. Runs AppleWorks
(Apple II integrated software) . Good for ex-Apple II owners
who have large software collections. $149 .95 . Meacom , PO
Box 272591, Houston , TX 77277 . CP
MecSefe is a data file security program that allows you to place
!!!! multiple files into a "safe" . and then you can further protect
them through two types of encryption (including DES).
Flexible and very easy to use . Allows for installation on hard
disk. $69 .95.Kent Marsh Limited, Inc .. 1200 Post Oak Blvd ..
Houston , TX 77056. CP (Mar S7)
MecServe converts a Mac and a hard disk into a disk and print
!!!!"2server. Uses the AppleTalk network and is easily hooked up .
Users can partition the hard disk into multiple volumes. Runs
in the background , so users can work on all machines in the
network. $250 . Requ ires 512 + or Mac XL. lnfosphere , 4730
SW Macadam , Portland , OR 97201 . CP
MecZep is a three-part disk and memory utility. It can be used to
!!!! recover some damaged files and disks, compare disks ,
analyze disk structure and make back-up copies of most
disks. $60 . Micro Analyst, 2505 Roxmoor, Austin , TX
78723. NCP (Jan 86)
myDlskl.ebeler is an excellent label making program . It can read
!!!! directories, or use large or small icons, or anything else the
user desires . Comes with 54 precut labels on pinfeed paper.
HFS compatib le. $44.95 ; with color printing ability (on the
lmageWriter II) , $54.95 . Williams and Macias, . PO Box
19206, Spokane , WA 99219 . NCP (Aug 86)
'Ncr,ptor is a simple , safe program that lets users password their
!!!! files. The same program is used for encoding and decoding .
This is the best product in its category. $39 .95 . Mainstay,
28611B Canwood St .. Agoura Hills, CA 91301. NCP
Pecker is a simple utility that compresses files . It can be used to
!!!! save disk space and also protect files . Typical space savings
range from 20 to 50% depending on the original file type ·
and size. This is the best program of its type so far . $29 .
Bobbing Software , 67 Country Oaks Dr .. Buda , TX 7S610 .
NCP (Jun S6)
Pecklt Ill is an essential utility. Primarily used to temporarily
!!!!"2"glue" files together, it can also compress and encrypt. ·
Feeware . $10, $10 for printed manual. Harry R. Chesley,
1S50 Union St .. San Francisco, CA 94123. NCP (Jan S7)
PC to MAC and BACK has both Mac and MS-DOS disks . This ·
!!! program efficiently transfers text and other data between
PCs and Macs. The documentation is excellent. Does special
format transfers such as WordStar to MacWrite . Includes a
cable for direct Mac to PC connections . $149.95. dilithium
Press, S2S5 SW Nimbus, Beaverton , OR 97005. NCP
Quick a Dlrtr Utllltles, Volume One is a disk chock full of the 1
!!!!..,.handiest programs you have ever bought. Included are a
super disk cataloguer, a desk accessory mover and more .
Several desk accessories including a menu bar clock and a
terminal are on the disk. $39.95 . Dreams of the Phoenix, PO
Box 10273, Jacksonville , FL 32247 . NCP (Nov 85)
Switcher is Andy Hertzfeld's contribution to Mac productivity. This
!!!!! program lets users run several programs at once (up to S on
a ·1-megabyte or larger machine) . Switching between the
programs is near instantaneous. Requires 512K+ . $19 .95
from Apple, free from BBSs . included with some third-party
applications . Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave .. Cupertino , CA 95014 . NCP Tempo is a desk accessory that allows most Mac commands to be
!!!! intelligently recorded and played back. Capabilities include
pausing, conditional branching and macros that work between applications. $99. Affinity Micro Systems, 1050
Walnut St .. Boulder, CO S0302 . NCP (Jul 86)
TMON is the debugger for the Mac . This isn't open to question .
!!!!! TMON is simply the best. Comes with the latest version of
Darin Adler's Extended User Area . $100 . ICOM Simulations.
626 Wheeling Rd ., Wheeling, IL 60090 . NCP

SmartScrap

MINIFINDERS

rurboCharger 2.0 rev. D is a RAM cache utility for 512K and
~!!!!larger . Works on most hard disks and Mac XLs. Dramatically
improves any program you use that heavily accesses the
disk, like MacPaint. $69.95 . Microsystems , PO Box 1249,
Capitola, CA 95010 . NCP (Jan 87)
rurboDownload is a desk accessory designed specifically to
~!!!"2increase the speed of Xmo.dem data transfers from national
databases to your Mac . Speed increases range upward from .
50% to over 300% at 2400 baud . $39 .95. Mainstay,
28611B Canwood St., Agoura Hills, CA 91301. NCP
rwelve·C Financial Deak Accessory brings all the power and
~!!! functionality of a Hewlett-Packard 12C programmable calcu. lator to your desktop . Can be programmed and all registers
can be viewed while calculator is running . $39.95 . Dreams
of the Phoenix, PO Box 10273, Jacksonville, FL 3224 7. NCP
II In a Mac is a graphically oriented Apple II emulator with unique
~!!
features , such as text and graphics copy from Apple screen
to Mac Clipboard . Suffers speed problems associated with
"virtual machine" emulation . $69 . Micro-W Distributing,
1342B Route 23 , Butler, NJ 07405 . CP
l'ypeNow is a desk accessory that allows the Mac and lmageWriter
~!!! to function as an electronic typewriter. Type can be placed
into blanks in compl ex forms easily. Typing can be recorded
and played back. $39 .95 . Mainstay, 28611B Canwood St. ,
Agoura Hills , CA 91301 . NCP (Jan 86)

LANGUAGES

"''S Prolog is a fast standard Prolog with excellent debugging
t!!! and error handling. Good for serious program development.
Documentation is not as good as the program . $150.
Advanced Al Systems, PO Box 39-0360, Mountain View, CA
94039-0360 . NCP (Mar 87)
utec C is a C language that will appeal to users with a UNIX
t!!! background . It uses many UNIX conventions and in the more ·
expensive versions comes with standard UNIX utilities,
including the VI editor. $199 basic system , $299 development system , $499 commercial system . Manx Software
Systems , PO Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701 . NCP (May 86)
ExperLISP is a very buggy, but still incredibly useful , programming
t!! language for high-level programmers. The more you use it,
the more you 'll figure out about it. System crashes are too
common for a language this useful and expensive . $495 .
Requires 512K and either an external or a hard drive .
ExperTelligence, 559 San Ysidro Rd ., Santa Barbara, CA
93108 . CP
ExperLogo is a version of the popular teaching language , Logo .
~!!
Features three-dimensional graphics using " bunnies" rather
than usual "turtles. " Very speedy, smooth program . Comes
with an excellent manual. $149 .95 . ExperTelligence, 559
San Ysidro Rd ., Santa Barbara , CA 93108 . CP
ExperProlog II is a Prolog based on the new Prolog II standard.
t!! Has the ability to handle infinite trees and allows userdefined functions that operate conditionally. Documentation
is not the best and Mac interface is nonstandard . $495 .
ExperTelligence, 559 San Ysidro Blvd ., Santa Barbara, CA
33108. NCP (Mar 87)
LAP MacProlog is a flexible program that supports several Prolog
t!
syntaxes, producing a rich programming environment. However, the program's implementation and documentation are
both poor. $295 . Programming Logic Systems, 31 Crescent
Dr., Milford , CT 06460. NCP (Mar 87)
LlghtSpeed Pascal is a fast, powerful development system for
~!!!!Pascal programming . Requires 512K+. $125 . Think Technologies, '420 Bedford St., Lexington, MA 2173 . NCP (Feb
87)
MacAam is a software development system 'that allows programs
~!!
to be written in assembly language . Programmers can
assemble , edit and test software, and an integrated resource compiler lets independent applications run from their
own icons. $125. Mainstay, 28611B Canwood St. , Agoura
Hills, CA 91301. NCP

A replacement for
the scrapbook.
With SmartScrap you
can:
I. Find pictures easily in any scrapbook
with a unique pictorial table of contents.
2. See all of large scrapbook pictures with
horizontal and vertical scrolling.
3. Select any rectangle of a scr,apbook picture for
Copying.
4. Open any scrapbook file on any disk without moving or
renaming.
5. Create new scrapbook files with unique names (SmartScrap
works with your old scrapboo k files as well ).

The Clipper - a cropping and scaling tool.
With The Clipper you can:
I . Determine the exact
dimensions of an area
where you are go ing to
paste a picture with The
Clipper s amazing
tran sparent window .

SmartScrap &

•The
Clipper

2. Trim or Scale a picture
to the exact dimension s
you need before pasting.
3. See the contents of the
clipboard even from
applications which don 't
support Show Clipboard.

A Pair of
Elegant
Desk
Accessories

Please circle 265 on reader service card.
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If you need a professional 20 CAD system that goes

• Advanced Auto-Dimensioning

• 40 Color & Acetate Layers
• Unlimited Zooming
• Symbol Editor with search & replace
• 9 decimal precision (1.000000000)

beyond normal 'drawing' applications, and yet don't
want to give up the Mac-like interface, take a look at
Minicad™ 20/30 CAD system. It's 20 capabilities
shown here can provide you with everthing you need
to produce high precision technical illustrations or high

• No Rounding Errors

quality graphics (like this ad), while giving you the extra
benefits al it's 30 and
2.ooo--+i

I

BitMap subsections.

I

• Total 20/30 Integration
• 1 Degree increment Rotation
• Unlimited User-Defined Scales
• User-Defined Snap & Visual Grid
• Fractions, Metric Seating

• Draw by Tools or Data Entry Boxes
• Read & Write Pict Files
•Center Lines, Dashed lines, & more
• Display & Type Coordinates
• Fill & Pen Patterns

• 30 Day No Hassle
Guarantee

BarMath
ColnW9rks
Naval Battle
Alphabetizer
Eariy Elementary 1

FlashWorks
Preschool Disk
Word Search

ClockWorks
Shape Works
Lemonade Stand

MacKidsTM
Educational Software for Children

$34.95

Diehl Graphsoft Inc.
3246-K Normandy Woods Dr.
Ellicott City, MD 21043 301-461-9488

each
To order Software or Catalog call or write:

Nordic Software
3939 No. 48th Street
Lincoln , NE 68504

Toll Free: 800·228·0417
In Nebraska: 402466·6502

Please circle 242 on reader service card .

Please circle 227 on reader service card .

BEYOND

just Communcntlon

$295.00

File Conuerslon

File Shoring

1 ti t
~

1'."9

a ••~ e

• ~ llA

®

"°

Relntlonnl Dato Bose
1

c6mmunlcnble Standard Format

$195.00

Custom Merge :MncWrlte Output
Uses lstBnse flles · lf-Then-Else ~

$150 .00

+1!§:.'
lf ·~ a;•all!e®01
a
~ ·'l'iL...

~D

11~ ·

"if-Then-Else Logic [MACAO SI

=1sf ttail™ tt:1ilil1u Li.t 1..1.•e.-.11 Troclci••

LaserCu2IDlifr'"
Unleash the power
of your LaserWriter
with hundreds of
POSTSCRIPT™ routines
from Nikrom.
Routines that can be mixed and min11led to produce innumeral graphics
effects. Print along paths, in circles, spirals, ellipses etc. Transform your
present fonts into extended, super-bold, tall, thin or jumbo. Set text from 3
pts. to 720 pis. (1 O inches) and in increments of Y10 th of a point.

mm

fllll!Inl!l!i.111 ~ID ~llIW\lJ!l!il~(lB(llll •••
~!iJ(lW!lJill 1> ~(llill/IWl.\tllill 1> (lll/l(E Wl~ill ~

!!.B!i.lll!i.1

El§

LaserCraft

!P{!l"!!J• !IDB~!!.I. !iillll!l!il~tll!i.1~ 1!ln'"'!!.!l!iltll°' illllllllllllllll!i.1tll!i.1

0

LaserCraft routines provide scaling, shading, rotating in y,, th degree increments and 3-D art effects. Mix Hi-Res graphics with text. Patch directly
into your page makeup program or even into MacWrite!
All programs are fully commented, with instructions on how to change
things so you can create your own effects. Folders are full of ready to go
graphics. Here is just a partial list of what you can do with LaserCraft:

Text Routines
Certificate
Circular
Cylindrical
Daisy
Diplomas
Emblem
Elliptical
Flipped
Jumbo
Lightning
Rotated
Shaded
Shadowed
Transformed
As Windows

Graphic Techniques

,,_.,,,. •..,,,

°',:

0

.f , I,, "~J
"..

.,-

Back Drops
Borders
Brushed-Metal effects
Inverse Laser output
32 Gray Shades
Lines to 1O" thick
Curves -All kinds
Special Op-Art folder
•Design Grids 1, 2 & 3 pt. Perspec1ive
Visa, MasterCard, CODs

LaserCraft ™ - $65.00
Call Free 1-800-835-2246

NiKROM'"

Technical Products, Inc.

176 Fort Pond Road + Shirley, MA. 01464
Please circle 230 on reader service card .
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GET YOUR NEXT [12] ISSUES OF

MacUserfe~¥$21.84
NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

(TURN PAGE
FOR
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER FORM)
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FIRST CLASS
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MacUser
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OFF THE OVER PRICE
OUR SPECIAL CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION OFFER ALSO
SAVES YOU $5.16 OFF THE BASIC SUBSCRIPTION RATE
---------------------~

MacUser

* Savilfps &rtifiadc *

Enter my subscription for 12 monthly issues of MacUser at the
Special Charter Subscription rate of $21.84. That's a saving of
$5.16 over the basic subscription rate and more than twentyfive dollars off the newsstand price.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of
D Bill me later
D Payment Enclosed
first issue.
D Charge my Visa D Charge my MasterCard your
Canada and Mexico $24.00 in
Card No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expires _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

U.S. funds. Other foreign
countries $30.00 prepaid in
U.S. funds.
Surface delivery.
Your subscription may be
tax-deductible
Offer expires September 30t h, 1987

MacUser

* Savilfps &rtifiadc *

Enter my subscription for 12 monthly issues of MacUser at the
Special Charter Subscription rate of $21.84. That's a saving of
$5.16 over the basic subscription rate and more than twentyfive dollars off the newsstand price.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of
D Bill me later
D Payment Enclosed
D Charge my Visa

D Charge my MasterCard

Card No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expires _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

your first issue.
Canada and Mexico $24.00 in
U.S. funds. Other foreign
countries $30.00 prepaid in
U.S. funds.
Surface delivery.

Your subscription may be
tax-deductible
Offer ex pires September 30th. 1987

Special
Charter
Subscriber
Rate
$1.82
per copy

•

Basic
Subscriber
Rate
$2.25
per copy

•

Cover
Price
$3.95

"Make your Mac a multifunction workstation ... "

The Creators of Easy3D™Present

Versa Term™
I Version 2.30

fcf:J

The solution for d esigning and presenting:

• Products • Models • Ideas

Price:$ 99.00 I

• Camera Ready Art

• Remote Database Access
• File Transfer
• Mainframe Access
• Text Terminals
• Graphics Terminals
Designed for a 128K-512K Mac, Mac Plus or Mac-XL
Supports the lmageWrier(Vll) and laserWriter printer.

VersaTerm-PRO
IVersion 1.20

Price: $ 295.00 I

$pe<ill U19ade price lof regis.,,ed V•saTenn Owners.

All the features of VersaTerm
PLUS ...
The most complete and powerful
Tektronix 4105 graphics and
text emulation available for
the Macintosh!!!
Designed for a 5121< Mac, Mac Plus or Mac-XL
Supports the lmageWriter(Vll) and laserWriler printer.

The
Professional
Shaded Modeling
Program For • Engineers
• Desktop Publishers • Artists
• Graphic Designers • Architects
Enabling Technologies, Inc.
600 South Dealbom, Su~e 1304, Chicago. Illinois 60605 312/427-0408

Pro30/Mac is $349 and requires a Macintosh Plus~ or a Maci ntosh~ 512K.
Pro3D and Easy3D are distributed to the trade by the Ashton-Tate Publishing Group.
30 Clip Object Disks - Desktop Publishing, Transportation, Anatomy - $49.95 each.
Pro3D/IBM Version coming soon.
Pro:ll and [~b'Dmartsof~Ted'noloQlts. lnc

See your dealer for more information.

MxlntoshnlJ.bonlostl"'.is~lislla:nsedto~Computef
IBMi:s~b:ideflwkott~BuslW:SSSMadwles. tnc

Please circle 267 on reader service card .

VersaTerm Product Family Features:

Terminal Emulation:
•Tektronix 4105 (PRO)
• DECVT100
• Teklronix 4014
• Data General 0200

File Transfer:
•TEXT
• MacT errrWlaJnl XModern
• Text XModem Protocol
• MacBirnuy )(Modern
• T ext/Birnuy Kernil Protocol
• MacBlnary Kermit

• New! Alllomalic Macro DefiniJiotU
• Not Copy-Protected.
•Supports DEC VT100 132 column mode.
• Supports all Hard Drives with HFS.
• Supports all Auto-Dial Modems.
•V
Hi h character throughput to 9600 baud.

pec1al VersaTerm-PRO Features:
• New! Cleared Graphic Scrutu (up to 32)
ma:t be instantl:f •iewed from memory.
• Create TekPrint, MacDraw, MacPaint
and MacWrite doaJments from memory.
• True interaclive Zoom and Pan in memory
w ilh either the 4105 "'4014 graphics.
• Fuly supports al tex1 and grapljcs fealures
ol the Teklronix 4105.
• The 4105 dialog can either be a separate
window or tex1 overlaying the graphics.
• Very high quality, ful page graphics may be
printed on either the lrnageWriter or LaserWriler.
• Color output supported with lmageWriter II.

BACKS UP PROfECTED
SOFIWARE.

GIVE YOUR MAC
MORE MUSCLE.

Copy II Mac does more than just sector copy.
Its bit copy program has the built-in power and
flexibility to handle most protection schemes
automatically and supports single and doublesided drives. (\Ne update Copy II Mac as often
as needed to handle new protections; you as a
registered owner may update at any time for
$15 plus $3 slh.)

Copy II Mac can even repair some damaged
disks and recover accidentally deleted files.
System Requirements: 512 Macintosh or
Macintosh Plus, 1 drive. (2 drives, all available
memory and hard disks fully supported.)

Call 503/244·5782, M-F, 8-5 (West
Coast time) with your
in hand.
Or send a check for

aBC •

$39.95 U.S. plus $3 s/h , $8 overseas.

RUNS PROfECTED
SOFIWARE FROM YOUR
HARD DISK.

$39.95

Centrd Paint
Software

Copy II Mac makes using your hard disk
(including the Apple hard disk-20) as
convenient as it should be. No longer will you
have to use the 3 1h " disk with some of the
most popular business software. Call for
current list.

INCORPORATED

9700 S.W. CapiJolHwy., #100
Portland, OR 97219

Winner efA+ Readers' Choia Awards!
Abelbeck
Software

PCS Inc.
2457 Perkiomen Avenue
Mt. Penn, PA
19606
(215) 779-0522

Please circle 218 on reader service card .

Backup utilities also available for the 18M, Apple II, Atari ST; and Commodore 64/12a

Now available!!!
800K drives for Macintosh: $195.00 (plus $10 shipping/handling). Plugs directly into Mac & Mac Plus!
Please circle 105 on reader service card .
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MINIFINDERS
Mac C is a good, highly Mac-oriented implementation of this
!!!! popular development language. Assembler and linker builtin . $425. Consulair, 140 Campo Dr., Portola Valley, CA
94025. NCP
MacExpress is a development environment or shell. Programmers
!!! use it to save time and effort when developing standalone
applications for the Mac. Easy to use for those with a strong
technical background. $195. ALSoft, PO Box 927 , Spring, TX
77383. NCP (Feb 86)
MacFortll is an implementation of the popular Forth programming
!!!! language. Level 1 is a simple, introductory version . Level 2
supports the Mac Toolbox fully. Level 3 extends the language to allow standalone applications. $149 (Level 1),
$249 (Level 2) , $499 (Level 3). Creative Solutions, 4701
Randolph Rd ., Rockville, MD 20852. NCP
Madi II is a multitasking implementation of Forth that allows local
!!!! variables and text files. Can create standalone applications.
Several windows can be up with different operations in each,
operating concurrently. Execution is fast. $99.95. Requires
512K. Palo Alto Shipping, PO Box 7 430, Menlo Park, CA
94026. NCP (Apr 86)
Macintosh 88000 Development System is a fairly traditional
!!!! assembly language package. The two-disk set provides an
editor (Edit), an assembler, a linker, an executive and a
resource compiler. $195. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP
Macintosh Pascal is Apple Computer's version of this very popular
!!! programming language. Loaded as it is with innovative
teaching features, this interpreter is an excellent introduction to Pascal. The documents are mostly references , get a
good tutorial textbook. $125. Apple Computer, 20525
Mariani Ave .. Cupertino, CA 95014. CP
MacScheme is a LISP dialect with "artificial intelligence" capabili!!! ties. Has a large appetite for RAM . Interpreted language with
Toolbox access limited to a small part of QuickDraw. $125.
Semantic Microsystems, 4470 S.W. Hall St., Beaverton, OR
97005. NCP (Jun 86)
Megamax C is an easy to use, full version of C. Has a compiler,
!!!! linker, disassembler, editor and much more. Good for
beginners. Excellent documentation . $299.95. Megamax,
PO Box 851521, Richardson, TX 75085. NCP
Microsoft BASIC was the Mac's first programming language. This
!!!! interpreter (it's not a compiler) now supports the Toolbox and
the whole Mac interface can be implemented in your
programs. For nonprogrammers there are lots of programs
available to run. $150. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way,
Redmond, WA 98052-6399. NCP
Microsoft Logo, from Microsoft's Maclibrary, written by LCSI. An
!!!! excellent implementation of Logo, taking full advantage of
the Mac's user interface. Uses three windows. Turtle looks
like a turtle, and its screen actions are very precise.
Windows can be resized and moved about. $124.95. Microsoft, 16011NE36th Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399. NCP
Personal Prolog is an inexpensive and well-documented program .
!!!! Has no debugging or search and replace facilities, making it
a more appropriate tool for learning than development.
Documentation and use of Mac interface are excellent.
$64.95. Optimized Systems Software, 1221 B Kentwood
Ave., San Jose, CA 95129. NCP
Prolog/m is a solid Prolog following the Edinburgh standard. Has
!!!! extensive debugging facilities, but you may need separate
Toolbox disk with 58 additional predicates. Only drawback:
no true editing or printing facilities. $99.95. Chalcedony
Software, 5580 LaJolla Blvd., Suite 126, LaJolla, CA 92037.
NCP
QUED (QualllJ Editor for Developers) is the ultimate source
!!!! code editor. Loaded with useful and well thought out
features, it will make any programmer's life much easier. It
is not a word processor, however. $65. Paragon Courseware,
4954 Sun Valley Rd ., Del Mar, CA 92014. NCP (Mar 86)
TML Database T-lkH is an ISAM type database that provides
!!!! fast and efficient administration of large data files in
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applications developed with TML compiler. Supports open
multiple index files simultaneously. $89.95. TML Systems,
PO Box 361626, Melbourne, FL 32936. NCP (Dec 86)
TML (MacLanguage Serles) Pascal is a good Pascal compiler,
!!!!!capable of producing standalone programs. Can use most
existing Lisa Pascal prqgrams with only slight modification.
Requires 512K. $99.95. TML Systems, PO Box 361626,
Melbourne, FL 32936. NCP (Jun 86)
·
TML Source Code Ubral'J shows how to write programs that use
!!!!"2Custom definition routines, speech, serial drivers, split bars
and other topics. Provided on three 400K diskettes. Requires TML Pascal. $79.95. TML Systems, PO Box 361626,
Melbourne, FL 32936. NCP (Dec 86)
ZBaslc is a fast interactive compiler capable of creating stand!!!! alone appl ications that takes advantage of Mac's unique
features and abilities. Includes Edit, RMaker, and Maclntalk. Requires 512K. $89.95. Zedcor, 4500 E. Speedway
Blvd. , Tucson, AZ 85712. NCP (Dec 86)

EDUCATION
CblpWlts is a combination game and teaching tool. Players create
!!!.,... programs to maneuver robots through a set of 8 mazes. The
programs are written in ChipWit's built-ir:i icon-based programming language (IBOL) . Now HFS compatible. $49.95.
BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd ., Calabasas, CA 91302.
NCP
KldsTlme is a package of five quality educational programs for
!!!! children between the ages of 3 and 12. The programs all
have adjustable difficulty levels. Some use speech and one
is a nice introduction to musical notes. Sparse documentation. $49.95. Great Wave Software, PO Box 5847, Stanford,
CA 94305. CP (Oct 86)
MacCbemlstry is a two-disk set consisting of a titration program,
!!! a periodic table program, MacNest (a scrapbook with indexin·g), and a disk of MacPaint files. MacNest is of general
appeal. $145. Fortnum, 31 W. Sierra Madre Blvd. , Sierra
Madre, CA 91024. NCP
MacEdge and MacEdge II each contain 8 reading or math drill
!!! programs for basic skills. Programs follow one of three
formats, a bit contrived . Contrivances are design flaws - .
they require learning format as well as skill. $49.95 each.
Think Educational Software, 16 Market St., Potsdam, NY
13676. CP
MacStronomy is a good package for novice sky watchers. Has
!!! expandable database of sky objects that can be customized
by the user. New .version is very fast. $75. Etlon Software,
PO Box 649, Lafayette, CO 80026. CP (Apr 86)
MacType offers structured typing instruction. Can teach both
!!!! standard and Dvorak keyboards. Features include certificates for reaching certain levels. Can be used in a multistudent environment. $49.95. Palantir Software, 12777 Jones
Rd ., Houston, TX 77070. CP
Mastel'l'ype is proof that learning to type can be fun . In this
!!! arcade-style action game words descend from four comers
towards the center ship; the user must type them correctly.
Features 18 skill levels, tracks errors, recommends lessons
and provides comparison scores. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444
Dundee Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062. CP
NotePro is an educational package that teaches users to organize
!!!! and make best use of their notes. Consists of five well
designed parts, which can be used individually or as a
whole . $59.95. Learning Skills, PO Box 8038, Reno, NV
89507 . NCP (Jul 86)
Score lmproyement System for the SAT is a no-nonsense drill
!!!! and practice session covering practice tests, vocabulary,
reading comprehension, math and quantitative comparisons. On-line tutoring for wrong answers. $99.95. Hayden,
600 Suffolk St. , Lowell , MA 01854. CP (May 86)
Tellstar I a II are Mac astronomy. programs. Have extensive
!!!!~atabases , quick sky plotting and can locate specific
objects. Level II has southern hemisphere star table, Messi-

FORGET BACKUPS!
With Peak Systems' hard disk and tape drive units, you get automatic,
"set it and forget it" backups of all your hard disk data.
Just set the time you want a backup
to take place (midnight, for example) and
Peak Systems' unique software-controlled
tape backup system makes a complete
copy of all the files on your hard disk. It's
the most painless way ever to make those
important backups of your valuable
information. You'll have the backups you
need without all the hassle of backing up
to floppies and without using up boxes of
disks.
Peak offers a wide selection of SCSIbased hard disk drives and tape backup
systems. If you like, you can start with an
inexpensive hard disk now and add the
tape drive later. (We've even got an addon SCSI port that lets you use Peak drives
and tape units with your 512K Enhanced ·
Macintosh TM .)
Peak's PLUST" Drives are single hard
disk drives in 20, 30, 45 and 65 megabyte
capacities. Our PLUS-20T tape drive
backs up any hard disk drive you use

with your Macintosh. And if you want
both a hard disk and tape now, consider
the SIERRA TM-our newest addition that
offers a hard disk and a tape system in
one compact cabinet.
All Peak Systems hard disk drives
come complete with utility software to
perform data backup and system diagnostics. Our products are 100%
Macintosh-compatible (including
AppleTalk TM applications such as
MacServe TM), have FCC approval and
are covered by a one year warranty.
For the dealer nearest you, call Peak Systems at
800-225-7509. In Texas call 512-329-1020
Requirements: Macintosh Plus or Macintosh 512K E
with SCSI port.
Apple is a trade ma rk and Macintosh is a trademark
licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
PLUS and SIERRA are trademarks
of Peak Syste ms, Inc. MacServe is
a trade mark of Infosphere, Inc.

PE AK SYSTEMS
Call 800-225-7509
in Texas (512) 329-1020
P.O. Box 161404 Austin, Texas 78716-1404
Please circle 63 on reader service card .

MINI FINDERS
er objects. $49.95 (level I), $79.95 (level II). Spectrum
HoloByte, 1050 Walnut, Boulder, CO 80302. NCP (Apr 86)
T..... 1'llltle is a turtle graphits program primarily designed as a
!«! learning tool for children. Uses Logo commands for graph. ics, but is not a full Logo implementation. Simple to use,
good introduction to Logo for youne children. $59.95.
Hayden, 600 Suffolk St., Lowell , MA 01854. CP

ENTERJAINMENT
A MlllCI Forever Vopgl.g is a departure in text adventure games.
!!!! It has a more extensive vocabulary and a more involved story
than most of the genre. The story here is gripping, but there
are only a few puzzles to solve. Requires 512K+. $44.95.
lnfocom, 125 cambridgePark Dr., cambridge, MA 02140.
CP (Apr 86)
Alrllorae is a cla~ic arcade-style game with "real" sound effeets.
!!! The player defends against an assault from flying enemies.
Game noises digitized from actual recordings . $34.95.
Silicon Beach, PO Box 261430, San Diego, CA 92126. CP
Alter Ego simulates the entire lifetime of a fictional character. The
!!! playe(s reaction to each multiple-choice event shapes the
characte(s future relationships, job, health, etc. Spectacular the first time' you l>lay; after that there are too many
similarities to previous characters. $59.95. Activision, PO
Box 7287, Mountain View, CA 94039. CP (June 86)
Tiie Aacl..t Art of War gives users a chanee to refight some
!!!!'-zfamous campaigns on both strategic and tactical levels.
campaigns can also be designed from scratch. Very playable, addicting game. Requires 512K+ Mac. $49.95. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. CP (Apr 86)
Arcllon pits the forces of Light against Dark in a quest. to gain
!!!!'-aeontrol of five Power Points on a checkerboard grid, The
shifting cycles of squares' colors keeps the balance of power
ever-changing. One or two players. $44.95. Electronic Arts,
2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403. CP (Oct. 86)
Balance of " - r is the world's first computer peacegame. This
!!!!!simulation allows players to become either the President of
the United States or General Secretary of the Soviet Union.
Extraordinary artificial intelligence routines and general play
make this a .classic. $54.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd.,
Northbrook, IL 60022. CP (Prem)
aon-llCI n .. casts players as detectives who have to solve their
!!!! own murder - before it happens. This game requires players
to think and act like a detective to solve the game. Good
sentence parser, sketchy Mac interface. $44.95. Activision,
PO Box 7287, Mountain View, CA 94039. CP (May 86)
Bridge 4.0 provides three other players and the cards for a game
!"'2
of rubber bridge. It's an average (Goren) bidder and a less
than good card player. Good if it's the only game in town.
Plays slowly since it's written in BASIC. $29.95. Artworx
Software, 150 N. Main St. Fairport, NY 14450. CP (Sep 86)
Da.. Castle is an outstanding achievement in action games which
!!!!! integrates RealSound with superb animation and graphics.
· You'll need better~than-average hand/eye coordination, but
it's well worth the effort. Requires 512K+. $39.95. Silicon
Beach, PO Box 261430, San Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Feb 87)
Deja Va: A Nlgllbnara C - T... is a graphic adventure that
!!!!!breaks new ground. Innovative use of the Mac interface in
truly playable and exciting game. A great introduction to
graphic adventure games. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Jan 86)
Dinner at Egllt is a useful recipe filing system that includes a
!!!! collection of recipes from a nationwide sampling of restaurants. Users enter number of diners and program scales
recipes accorQingly. $59.95. Rubicon, 6300 La calma Dr.,
Austin, TX 78752. CP (Jan 86)
of Doom is a fairly standard, Ultima-type adventure
!!!! game of the pick-it-up, cut-'em-down variety. Fun, if you like
the type. Requires 512K. Version 4 is HFS compatible.
Shareware. $25. If you like it. John Raymonds, PO Box 13,
Pittstown, NJ 08867. NCP (Jan 87)
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~ Scepters is a surround sound graphic adventure
!!« game. It has a limited vocabulary and virtually no story.
Offers extensive and varied scenes and utilizes the Mac
interface to the fullest. A worthwhile adventure experience.
$39.95. Silicon Beach, PO Box 261430, Sa.n Diego, CA
92126. CP (May 86)
Fllgllt Sl-lmtor puts you at the controls of a small plane (prop or
!!!! jet) and lets you ,roam North America. As difficult as real
flying. Mac version has features not found on earlier
versions. including spotter aircraft. Not all features available on 128K. $49.95. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way,
Redmond, WA 98052. CP (Nov 86)
Fokker Trlpla- is about as near to flying as you can get seated in
!!!! front of a computer. Very realistic simulation and excellent
graphics. Well designed and implemented. $59.95. Bullseye Software, PO Drawer 7900, Incline Village, NV 89450.
CP (Feb 86)
&alD puts players in command of an American submarine in World
«!!"'2War II. This superb simulation game uses all of the Mac's
graphic capabilities to really make you feel that "you are
there." $49.95. · Spectrum HoloByte, 1050 Walnut St.•
Boulder. CO 80302. CP (Nov 85)
a..nc1 Slam is an absorbing and realistic tennis simulation game.
!!!! Practice or play tournament against Mac-controlled players
with different styles and abilities on four different surfaces.
512K or Mac Plus. $49.95. Infinity Software, 133161st St.•
Emeryville, CA 94608. CP (Nov 86)
llardBall is a baseball simulation game complete with umpire's
!!!! calls and crowd sounds. Great graphics and a lot of fun for
fans. $44.95. Accolade, 20833 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014. CP (Feb 87)
........, Goddesses of Pllollos is another in the long line of witty
!!!!!and entertaining lnfocom text adventures. This one lets you
choose your sex and comes with a 3D comic and a scratch 'n'
sniff card. It has tl)ree levels of play: tame, suggestive and
1 lewd. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., cambridge,
MA 02.140. NCP (Feb 87)
Lode Rini- is a 150-screen action-strategy challenge that
!!!! requires a joystick for truly effective play. Move around a
grid of ladders and platforms collecting treasure; dig a hole
to trap pursuers. Build your own challenges. $39.95. Broderbund. 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael, CA 94903. CP
llac8olf is a dynamic simulation of real golf. Players have a
!!!!'-aehoice of courses and difficulty levels. SUperb playability
makes this a must for all golfers and gamers. Requires
512K+. $59.95. Practical Computer Applications, 1305
Jefferson Hil!hwav. Chamolin. MN 55316. CP (Mav 86\
Mac Pro Football is a terrific sports simulation that gives you the
!!!! chance to pit any combination of 38 SUper ·Bowl teams
against each other and direct team play. It comes with
excellent, detailed (and ·necessary) · documentation. Play
selection can get a bit Byzantine. $49.95. Avalon Hill , 4517
Harford Rd., Baltimore, MD 21214. CP (Mar 87)
Make Mllllons is a fascinating business simulation in which the
!!!!! player competes against the computer to take control of five
companies, then run them profitably. Appeals to the closet
capitalist in all of us. $49.95. Scarborough Systems. 55
South Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591. CP
MazeWars+ is an interactive, multiplayer game to be played on
!!« AppleTalk or through a modem link. Chase opponents
through a four level maze. Requires 512K+, AppleTalk or
Hayes compatible modem. $49.95. MacroMjnd, 1029 W.
Wolfram, Chicago, IL 60657. NCP (Nov 86)
Mind 0¥8r Mac features five games. Entertainment for the whole
«!! family. Good graphics paired with synthesized sound and onscreen help. $49.95. Think Educational Software, 16 Market
St., Potsdam, NY 13676. CP (Feb 86)
Newaa- is animated backgammon that will challenge even
!!!! good players. Features include variable skill levels and
strategies and options to play the Mac or watch the Mac play
itself. An arcade-like high speed mode is included. $39:95.
Newsoft, PO Box 4035, Newport Beach, CA 92661. CP

Send to: MacUser, 831 Federal Rd., Brookfield, CT 06804
Please send me
copies of The Power User's Manual for iust$ I 7. 95Pl1ls
$2 shipping/handling each. If I am not satisfied, for any reason, I may return my
copies within 30 days for a full refund.
D Check or money or for$
D Charge my VISA

enclosed.
D Charge my MasterCard
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Orbiter puts a real space shuttle on the Mac screen. A multitude of
!!""2Controls, intelligent on-board computer with speech capabilities, real-time graphics and 16 distinct missions help ti1is
program succeed as both a game and a simulation. $49.95.
Spectrum HoloByte, 1050 Walnut St.• Boulder, CO 80302.
NCP (Jul 86)
Orllquast is a fantasy role-playing adventure with better-than!".,.. average puzzles and an excellent sense of humor. Not as
sophisticated as some, but a good value. $49.95. QWare,
PO Box 850415, Richardson. TX 75085. CP (Dec 86)
The Pawn is an unusual British interactive advent\,lre game with
!!! text and graphics. The unique interface has some drawbacks, but The Pawn has humor. social satire, is entertaining and is challenging. $44.95. Requires a Mac+. Firebird,
PO Box 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446. CP (Mar 87)
Plabllll Coastructloll Set lets users create their owri pinball
" " games, as elaborate or as easy as desired. Uses MacPaint
for backgrounds and has. lifelike sounds (on 512K+ Macs).
$40. Electronic ~. 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA
94403. CP (Jan 86)
Pslom Clless is as good a micro chess player as you'll find. This
!!!!! 1984 World Micro Champion makes superb use of·graphics
and the Mac interface. Switch between 6 languages for a
touch of spice. $59.95. Psion, 40 Lindeman Dr.. Trumbull,
CT 06611. CP (Mar 86)
Puppy Love is a combined game and teaching tool. As you teach
""1;ayour puppy tricks and routines. you learn the basics of
programming logic. Does not run from a hard disk. $19.95.
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA 01867. ·cp (Mar 87)
Real Pokei is five-card draw against five other players with Old
!!!!1;1West names, distinct personalities and playing styles, in a
saloon setting. Dealing and play are very fast. Game

evaluates your hand. $39.95. Henderson Associates, 980
Henderson Ave .. Sunnyvale, CA 94086. CP
Sargon Ill is a chess program with 9 levels of play, problem!!!! solving modes, ta.ke back, hint. etc. Easy Play blocks Sargon
from stealing search time during player's move, effectively
doubling number of levels. Disk stores 107 classic games
for review and replay. $49.95. Hayden, 600 Suffolk St.,
Lowell, MA 01854. CP (Mar 86)
Slaaagllal challenges players to clear a board of all 144 tiles, by
!!!!!matching pairs of mah-jongg tiles · and removing them.
Terrific strategic options plus the ability to randomly generate new game boards keep this one fresh . $44.95. Activision, PO Box 7287, Mountain View, CA 94039. CP (Oct 86)
SkJfox is a sophisticated 3D shoot-em-up. You're fighting tanks,
!!! planes, and enemy cities floating in the sky. Fast graphics,
good sound, slick, on-board attack computer and many
levels of difficulty will keep fans of this genre happy for
hours. $39.95. Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San
Mateo, CA 94403. CP (Oct 86)
Smasll Hit Racquetball is an accurate and entertaining simula!!!!1t2tion of a day on the courts. Digitized sound adds to the.
realism . Includes a hard disk install , unusual for a game.
$14.95.
Primera Software. 33 Norwood Ave., Kensington,
CA 94 707 . CP (Dec 86)
Strategic Conquest is large scale. strategic conflict on the Mac.
!!!! This very involved war game will be enjoyed by those who like
this genre. $49.95. PBI Software, 111 Triton Dr., Foster City,
CA 94404. CP (Dec 85)
Suspended is lnfocom's most unique text game. Using a small
!!!! plastic board and six markers, the player keeps track of six
uniquely designed robots which check on damage to a
complex's machinery and report back what they perceive as
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We RENT Mac Software !!

MacStore,. ~~
National

800-84 7-0026

Ask about our frequent renter program !
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We'll match any software rental price in this
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issue.

We have hundreds of other titles available for the Mac. If you donl see what you want - caa us !
Accessory Pak 1 or Art Grabber
Accounting Packages

8.80
Call

Battery Pak

8 .80

Bulk Mailer
Business Fikwision
Calendar Maker or Certificate Maker
Click Art. Effects, lette rs, Pubhcations (e ach)
Consultanl
Copy 11 Mac
Championship Boxing or Baseball
Cricke t Graph
Davinci rNa have them all!)
Dollars and Sense
DMaclll
Double Helix
Excel
Filemaker
Fluent Fonts. Fontastic; Font Explorer.
laser Fonts, Superfonts, UltraFonts...
Ferrari Grand Prix or Flight Simulator
Full Paint
Gato. Orbitor, or Gridwars
Helix
lnfocom games
laserSpool
Keystroke
languages (Asm, Basic, Z Basic, C, Cobol,
ExperfisJ>, Fortran, TML Pascal, etc.)
Microsoft Chart. File, Multiplan, Word
Mac Attack
Mc Cad
Mac Challenger or Mac Command
Mac Draft
Mac Draw

21 .60
56.25
8 . 90
8.80
2 8.80
8 .80
8.80
27 .90
Call
18.70
58.08
60.50
52. 75
29.20
Call
Call
8.80
14.56
8.80
49.50
Call
15. 16
64 .68
Call
Call
Call
8 .80
62.56
8.80
33.84
32.47

Mac Golf
9.45
Mac Labeler
8.80
Mac lightning
14 .80
Medical or Legal Dictionary
13.30
Mac Mat ~ (all volumes 1 - 6)
25.47
Mac Publisher & Mac Publisher II
Call
Mac Spell Right or Mac Spell ...
13.85
Mac 3 D
27 .80
Mac Tracks
8 .80
Mac lhe Knife 1, 2, or 3 (Art, Fonts, Ripper) Call
Max RAM Max PRINT
8 .80
Micro Planner Plus
64 .68
Mora
34 .69
Musicworks or Videowortts
13.19 & 14.15
Omnts Ill Plus
70.95
OverVue
36.80
Picture Base or Postermaker
8 .80
Pinball Construction Set
8.80
Quick Disk, Quick Word, Quick Paint (each}
8 .80
Ready Set Go
Call
Smart Alarms
8 .90
Super Paint
13.40
T0f11>0
13.30
Thunderscan
37 .50
Will Writer
8 .80
Write Now or Word Handler
Call
Works
37 .90
Accessories
Cables - we stock most Mac cabes
call
10 Sony Disks
10.95
800k Ex1emal Drives (double sided)
184.50
Upgrades & Power Suppty Board Repairs
Call
20 Meg .SCSI Hard Disk
695.00
20 Meg Tape Back-Up
698 .50

No membership fee • 16 day rentals • Rental applies to purchase
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or dial direct

extension

993265

Would you like to compose a specification
without thinking about the word processor?
MacSpec is the answer
Your only concern is input of data! MacSpec
is a new word processor/editing program
that allows quick and easy composition of
technical papers# proposals# and specifications
MacSpec will automatically:
•
•
•
•

Indent and number sections
Re- number sections when moved
Build table of contents 'with page numbers
Increase productivity
Let MacSpec handle the mundane tasks
while you concentrate on ideas and text.
MacSpec - $199.95
LM Soft ware Tn

···z-

u-

z.z-

512-629-5419

P.O. Box 93
Belmont# CA 94002
( 415) 594 - 0627

Please circle 165 on reader service card.
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the problem. $49.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr.•
Cambridge, MA 02140. CP
Tass TIRl8S In Tone T - is a slightly off-the-wall graphic
• !!!ia adventure in which you need a flashy hairdo and a jumpsuit
before you can get anywhere, and you pay for things with
guitar picks. Decent puzzles, with a sense of humor.
$39.95. Activision. 2350 Bayshore Pkwy, Mountain View, CA
94043. CP (Jan 87)
Tiie To, Sltop is a construction kit for building 20 different working
!!!! model toys. Some parts can be customized. Manual gives
clear instructions, but many toys are too complex for a child
to build. $64.95. Broderbund. 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA
94903. CP (Nov 86)
u111. . Ill allows up to four characters to cooperate to explore the
!!!!1aVast wilderness of Sosaria; dungeons, oceans. and the
Moon Gates to help solve the adventure. $59.95. Origin
Systems, 340 Harvey Rd., Manchester, NH 03103. CP
Wllller S.mes lets up to eight players compete against each other
!!!! in Olympic events including figure skating, bobsledding,
biathlon and ski-jumping. Excellent animation, good graphics, good theme music. $39. Epyx, 1043 Kiel Ct., Sunnyvale,
CA 94089. CP (Mar 86)
W1zanbJ is an outstanding dungeon exploration adventure pitting
!!!!! a party of up to six characters against the guardian monsters
of the evil wizard Werdna. Even after solving the game,
you'll want to go back into the dungeon. $59.95. Sir-Tech,
6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. CP
WonlPlay is a wora game with over 50 crossword puzzles for
!!!! different levels of expertise. User friendly, it offers onscreen Help menus. A Work mode allows development of
new puzzles for the creative. $49.95. Palantir, 12777 Jones
Rd., Houston, TX 77070. NCP (Mar 86)

Xypll• is a role-playing game pitting tour characters (fighters or
!!!! wizards) against multiple scenarios that grow increasingly
harder. Excellent Mac interface and icon control. $39.95.
Penguin, PO Box 311, Geneva, IL 60134. CP
Zork II is where the adventure continues in the. underground
!!!!iaempire. A wandering wizard keeps things interesting, though
there's a way to beat him if you persevere. $44.95. lnfocom,
125 CambridgePark Dr.. Cambridge, MA 02140. CP
Zork Ill is the final chapter in the trilogy. Players come up against
!!! the ultimate enemy - the Dungeonmaster himself. More
closed-ended than previous Zorl<s. $44.95. lnfocom, 125
CambridgePark Dr.• Cambridge, MA 02140. CP

MUSIC

CoacertWare+ is an enhanced version of ConcertWare. Has
!!!!fadifferent instruments arid can use any four of a set of eight
at any point" in a piece. Can read and use ConcertWare and
MusicWorks files. $69.95. Great Wave Software, PO Box
5847, Stanford, CA 94305. NCP (Nov 85)
Deloe Music Collstnlctloa Set is a good general purpose music
!!!!iaprogram. An active piano keyboard and instant audio feed- back make this orogram perfect for educational applica. tions, and the advanced notational capabilities will satisfy
most advanced musicians. $50. Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403. CP (Mar 86)
Listen is an educational tool for ear training. It has both a ·piano
!!!! keyboard and a guitar fretboard for the student to input
notes, and offers a wide range of exercises. $69. lmaja, PO
Box 638, Middletown, CT 06457. CP (Jan 87)
Petfonner is a strong contender for the high-end of the MIDI
!!!! sequencer market. Only those experienced with MIDI should

LaserSpeed™, No-Wait Printing
LaserWriter Spooler
Print whlle you work
It's true. No wait laser printing is here. Now print
and keep working. l...aserSpeed, the Macintosh
software spooler with built-in queue
management. You decide what to print. And
when.
If you print one page or

Crash proof
Tum spooling off or on. No one else on your AppleTak
network can interfere. Even if someone accidently
turns off your Mac. LaserSpeed's "crash contror picks
up right where it left off.
WhyWlllt
l...aserSpeed installs in a snap. Double-click once.
That's it. It 's fast. It's powerful. Works with
downloadable fonts. And ifs available today. Join the
thousands of others, who, like you, refuse to wait

Also works
with
PageNlaker

eucyclopedlu-1let

L-5peed
Simultaneously layout pages in PageMaker.
Crunch numbers in Excel. Type away in
MacWrite or Word. Dip into fat bits with
MacPaint. All while your laser printer zips out
dazzling pages.

Get LaserSpeed for your own Mac for $99. Or
l.-5peed Office Pack for $499 to use on all Macs
connected to a single designated LaserWriter. The
t.:aserSpeed Office Pack includes five disk sets and
manuals. Copy freely to all other Macs printing to the
same designated LaserWriter.
THINK Technologies, 420 Bedford Street,

Lexington,MA02173,617-863-5595

Here's how It works
l...aserSpeed is always available. Just tum your
Macintosh on. When you print, l...aserSpeed
holds your documents, leaving your machine
free. Then it automatically waits in line for you.
When ifs your tum, L.aserSpeed does the work

.-----------1 Call 617-863-5595 or mall to:

not you.
You have total control
With ~s desk accessory you can

Lexington, MA 02173

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

prioritize your important documents. Get instant
"JlOJHJP" notification when your printing starts or
ends.

I
I
I
I
I

UscrSpood. Apple. Applc:Tlllt. LascrWria.
MacWrilc, Maclhw and MacPaint, Elu:d. Word. and
PagcMaka on: lnldcmRs ofTiflNK Tcchnologics.
Apple~- MiaoSoft. and Aldus. is

:==.,_l.ab<nby.lncandismcd

THINK Technologies, 420 Bedford Street,

I
I
i

Tn11'."JC

City
State - - Zip - Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_
_

Copies of LaserSpeed for my Mac, $99
Copies of the Office Pack, $499

Circle Credit Card Name: MC VISA AMEX

c~

Expires

S~nature

...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----

-

-

-

-

I
I
I.
I
I

_ _ __J
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Just
Whisper.
PROJECT-A-MAC"'

BIG MAC MONITORT"

VIDEO PROJECTION SYSTEM

Delivers 23" of sharp high resolution
black and white display, enclosed in a
durable, attractive Apple-beige cabinet.

Clearly reproduces any Mac display

including fine text and high-res graphics
onto screens up to 20 feet wide. An image
as sharp as your Mac's. Controls for

Though you may feel like shouting for joy when you get to know
us. Because Whisper drives work
harder and faster than any other
drives comparably priced.
Want convincing~ Try out a
Whisper Drive for 30 days. If you
don't think it's a great buy, just send
it back for a full , no-questionsasked refund .

Will clearly reproduce any Mac screen

image, including fine text and high-res
graphics. Several can be connected in

brightness and contrast adjust for room
lighting conditions. Includes everything
you need: projector, PDS External Video
Card, 25' video cable, and complete
instructions.
COMPLETE SYSTEM $4,495.00

series where multiple displays are required. Includes everything you need :
the Monitor, a PDS External Video Card

for the Mac. 25' video cable, and complete instructions.
COl'IPLETESYSTEM $1,995.00

Wltis17er drives

FREE EXTERNAL VIDEO CARD INCLODED:
The PDS External Video Card for the Mac is specially designed to work
with our systems, providing the highest possible resolution
Aoailablenowfrom: PDS VIDEO TECHNOLOGY, INC.

• SCSI high-speed interface
•Fast access time
• Pre-formatted to plug-in and run
• Backup and diagnostic utilities
included
• Comprehensive Users Manual
• Links up to 7 SCSI peripherals
•Available in 20, 30, 45 & 65
Megabyte capacities
• Fits neatly under the Mac
• Superior reliability backed up by
a full
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

Specialists in Video Display Systems for the Macintosh

1152 Santa Barbara St. • San Diego, CA 92107
ORDER HOTLINE: (619) 222-7900

Please circle 139 on reader service card.

Whisper-20 $645.00
Whisper-JO S895..00

Whisper-45 St.295.00
Whisper-65 St.795.00

Whisper Tape Backup
(Ca~

HPlOOO / l'9'C U

C.flZ.00 C9F1SC C.RZ.00).

'""""'

USOI: eszG,rRW;CR . SYS,P\11

OIJT I"

f"Rl. AUC
8litCFIC)

UCRSIOl'I: wuo:nc.AZ. .oo. C8ASC c . AZ.OO>.
Cu:tflOCT: f"Rl, ALIC l, I~ , 1: 51 Pn
LOCOtl:
f"RJ, fl.JC t, 19115 , 1: 51 Pn
CPtJ S(CCIC>S! 3
eote£Cl nJNJTES: I
~~TDln LDCU: 35
SSTa.JsT l..DEU: 35

fP[

matcltfi hard driv~}

• Backs up any SCSI hard disk systern for the Mac
• Timed backup option allows automatic unattended backup for
20 meg drive.
• Mirror-image backup/restore
• 20 megabyte capacity
• Uses high density, standard tape
cartridge

1.

Send file HMOOEM •• ;.

'

so you want a
high-speed,
powerful SCSI
drive for your
Mac Plus at
a reasonable
price?

Well,
you don't have
to shout
about
it ...

Whisper Tape Only $795.00!
•Registered trademarks, licensed trademarks
and •• trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.,
and Whisper Microcomputer Products, Inc.

To place an order,

call us
toll-free at 800-922-0025
fm Texas 512-329-0303) •

.,;:b r-i--r~

r

~

~producls.

POB 162504 Westlake, Texas 78716-2504

Please circle 52 on reader service card.
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get this. Files can be transported to Professional Composer
for editing. No direct track or segment looping. $295. Mark
of the Unicorn, 222 Third St .• Cambridge, MA 02142. CP
Profassloaal Composer is aimed at music professionals. Pro!!! duces performance-quality sheet music; has only limited
playback facilities. $495. Mark of the Unicorn. 222 Third
St., Cambridge, MA 02142. CP (Prem)
Studio Session consists of two programs, and Editor and a Player,
!!!! that produce music with six voices of digitized sound.
Although the program is superb, documentation and technical support are poor. $89.95. The Kette Group, 6860
Shingle Creek Pkwy, Minneapolis, MN 55430. CP (Dec 86)

HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES
DASCH is an external RAMdisk available in half, 1 and 2M sizes.
!!! Connects to a serial port. Speeds up operations 200 to
300% ..Can be used as a printer buffer. Works with all Macs.
512K. $395; lM, $450; 2M, $545. Western Automation
Laboratories, PO .Box 3438, Boulder, CO 80307 . (Feb 87)
Data Fra- 40XP is a very fast. very quiet 40-meg external SCSI
!!!! hard drive. Comes with a good and complete set of utility
software. About as fast as a SCSI drive . can be. Requires
SCSI port, 512K+, new ROM . $1995. SuperMac Technology, 950 N. Rengstorff Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043.
Ergotron is a Mac (and external drive) holder that allows a full
!!!! range of swiveling and tilting. Very strong, this well made
unit is also very easy to use. $99.95. Ergotron, PO Box
17013, Minneapolis, MN 55417.
FX-20 is a good 20-meg external hard drive. Good Utility software.
!!!! Reliable, and reasonably quiet. Sits next to Mac, has a .
large, oddly shaped case. Requires SCSI port, 512K+ , new

e

Automate Your Business Forms

g

MacRll-ln"' converts MacPaint™ and FullPaint™ images into on-line
data entry forms. You can TAB quickly from blank to blank, while MacFill-In automatically fills in dates, times, sequential form numbers, and
computed values. MacFill-ln comes with 20 standard business forms
that you can modify, and allows you to create your own forms. Print
the entire form on your lmageWriter or LaserWriter, or print just the
data for use with your preprinted business forms. MacFill-ln is NOT
copy protected. 512K Macintosh™ or Macintosh Plus™ required.

Put Your Tax Forms On-Line

To order, send payment to:

llacfill-ln at $39

=

TaxFlll-ln

=

(Dealer inquiries welcome)

at $15

,a

ROM. $1199. General Computer, 215 First St., Cam.bridge,
MA 02142. (Feb 87)
Hard Disk 20 is Apple's entry in the exploding hard disk sweep!!!! stakes. This quiet, small unit uses Apple's new Hierarchical
File System (HFS) . The lack of utility software (spooler,
backup, security) is its only drawback. $1199. Apple Computer. 20525 Mariani Ave. , Cupertino. CA 95014. (Feb 86)
Hard Disk 20SC is Apple's 20-meg SCSI hard disk. Reliable, fairly
!!!! noisy unit. Good utility software, but no backup yet. Requires
cable and terminator ($80). Requires SCSI port, 512K+,
new ROM . $1299. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. (Feb 87)
HyperDrlYe HD20 is an internal 20-megabyte hard disk. It only
!!!! adds about 5 pounds to the Mac's weight. Full featured unit
with spooler, security program and backup utility. It could
use memory a bit more efficiently. $1695 installed in a
512K+ Mac. General Computer Company, 215 First St.,
Cambridge, MA 02142.
·
Mac8ottom .HD21 is a very low (about 2 inches high), external 20!U!! meg hard drive. Fits under the Mac. Very quiet. very reliable.
Good utility software. including HFS Backup. Requires SCSI
port, 512K+ , new ROM . $1195. PCPC, 6204 Benjamin Rd.,
,
Tampa, FL 33614. (Feb 87)
Mac:Cllarlle's components slip around the Mac and convert it into
!!!! an IBM PC clone. Amazingly, it works well. The enlarged
keyboard has a few bugs but is a joy to use. $795 with 256K
RAM and one floppy drive. $995 with 640K RAM and two
floppy drives. Dayna Communications. 50 S. Main St. , Salt
Lake City, UT 84144. (Dec 85)
·
Maclntlzer is a graphics tablet and absolute positioning device
!!!! that replaces the mouse. Various scales are possible. $599.
GTCO Corp., 7125 Riverwood Dr., Columbia, MD 21046.

•..w..-l!NM
11..~. . =&"Ml'™
The Smash Hit Game of 1987!

+++++

MacUser .

Highest Rating. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

TaxFill-ln"' includes more than twenty 1986 personal and small business tax forms for use with MacRJl-ln. This year, fill in your tax forms
quickly and accurately on your Macintosh screen, then print the results
and send them directly to the IRS. MacRJl-ln required.

Cognitive Concepts
1219 Phelps Avenue
San Jose, CA 95117

S

Mac T imes :

•

•

• ••

Highest Rating. i j i j i j i j i j
MacWorld :

You II even work up a swea t.

Sales Tax (CA only) _ __
TOTAL

D

Cl-ECK

CredlcadName:

Smash Hit Racquetball!™ is realistic. challenging and
exciting! It has lively animation. digitized sound, four
ability levels. instant replay ... and much more!

Street Address or PO Box:

See your dealer. or order now:
Cly I Stale I ZIP:

Primera Software • 1-800-643-0800
33 Norwood Ave. • Kensington. CA 94707

Please circle 220 on reader service card.
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MINI FINDERS
MacNlfty Sound Digitizer turns ordinary analog sound input ini:o
!!!!....<Jigital waveforms which can then be manipulated using the
SoundCap software it comes with . Capable of truly stunning
effects. Requires 512K+ . $129.95. Impulse, 6860 Shingle
Creek Pkwy., Minneapolis, MN 55445.
MacNlfty Stereo Music System converts Mac sounds to simulat!!!!"2ed stereo. User controls bass, treble, balance, and volume.
$79.95. Impulse, 6860 Shingle Creek Pkwy., Minneapolis,
MN 55445.
MacNlfty Swltcll allows any port on your Mac to connect to· two
!!!! peripherals. Turn the knob to switch between the two
devices. $34.95. Impulse, 6860 Shingle Creek Pkwy., Minneapolis, MN 55445.
MacTablat is a stylus-driven graphics tablet. Users can easily
!!!! sketch or trace art using this absolute-positioning device.
Has a working area the size of the Mac screen. Allows
concurrent use of the mouse. $495. Summagraphics Corp.,
777 State St. Extension, Fairfield, CT 06430. (Jan 86)
MacVlslon is a digitizer that uses an ordinary video camera for
!!!! input. Capable of extremely fine results and special effects.
Easy to use and well documented. $399.95. Koala, 3100
Patrick Henry Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95052.
Magic Digitizer is a hardware digitizer that works with video
!!!! cameras. With LaserMagic software you can generate 300
dpi images (in Postscript) . Requires 512K+. Digitizer with
Magic software, $399.95; LaserMagic software, $49.95.
New Image Technology, 10300 Greenbelt Rd., Seabrook,
MD 20706. NCP (Mar 87)
Mouse Mover is a mouse pad-type surface that snaps on to the
!!!!"21>ottom of the mouse like a roller skate, freeing it up to glide
over desk or mouse pad with ease. 99 tiny ball bearings at
three strategic points. Mouse glides faster and saves on

If only I had a
LaserWriter. . .

mouse wear and tear. $19.95. Magnum Software, 21115
Devonshire St., Chatsworth , CA 91311.
MouseTop is unquestionably the cutest mouse cover on the
!!!!! market. Gray, plush fur, round felt ears and button nose and
eyes make your mouse look authentic. $5.49; $5.95 for
MouseTop wearing wire-frame glasses. H&H Enterprises, PO
Box 2672, Corona, CA 91718.
Moustrak is a fabric covered foam mousing pad . It will increase
!!!! the efficiency of your mouse while helping to keep it clean.
Pad comes in a variety of colors. Particularly useful in the
typical office desk top environment. $10. Moustrak, 3047
St. Helena Hwy., St. Helena, CA 94574.
NoLabelSystem is a plastic permanent labeling system in which
!!!! users slide new tabs into a transparent plastic case on the
disk. The tabs stick out of the case slightly, making them
easier to read while in the drive. $19.45. Weber & Sons,
3468 Hwy 9, Freehold , NJ 07728.
PenMouse+ is a low-end graphics tablet with a tr;;msmitter!!
equipped pen . Has a smooth "trade" mode for very precise
drawings'. Does not always track evenly, pen is hard to
control and documentation is confusing. $295. Kurta, 4610
S. 35th St. , Phoenix, AZ 85040. (Feb 87)
Pho-Nat is an AppleTalk-compatible network. Network can be up
!!! to 3000' in length . In-place unused phone cabling can be
· used for network, and can be combined with AppleTalk on
same network. $49.95 per node. Farallon Computing,
1442A Walnut St., # 64, Berkeley, CA 94709. (Dec 86)
TbunderScan replaces the ribbon cartridge in an lmageWriter,
!!!! which is required to use it. Laser scans art that can be run
through the lmageWriter, producing high-quality digitized
images. The images can be manipulated as they are created.
$229. Thunderware, 21 Orinda Way, Orinda, CA 94563. ~

Password-Protect Your Valuables from
Roving Eyes 8t Curious Double-clicks.

Think or all the wonderful things you could do if
only you had a LaserWriter ™ printer.
Okay, now come into Kinko sand use ours.

Use our Macintosh and LaserWriter system to
produce near-typeset quality documents without
the high cost of conventional typesetters or
expensive equipment.
TM

TM

You can rent time on a Desktop Publishing system
at many Kinko 's locations. Check your white pages
for the Kinko's nearest you.

Copies • Binding • Passport Photos
Desktop Publishing • Floppy Disks

the correct
password ) and
move them out.
Additional levels
of security indude:
a secret compartment "drop box".
and file encryption
using the DES or
QuickCrypt.

Password.Protect
your documents
and applications in
your own safe on
any disk! files
inside the safe are
unuseable by
other applications
and can only be
used when yoJ
open the safe (with

Only $69.951
(SJ.OOSh;ppmg!Handl;ng)

How To Order:

can (800) 325-

3587 or (713) 6238618 (TX). Visa 8'

MC, checkor
money order.

Kent Marsh Limited. Inc.
1200Posl:OakBlvd . Suile 210
Houslon • Texas • n os&
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MAC INKERTll
Re-ink any Fabric Ribbon
automatically for less than
5cents.
MACINKERIM
(Imagewriter I(Il)
Universal Cartridge or
Spool MAC INKER (specify)
Multicolored MAC INKER
(re-inks 4 color
lmagewriter cartridges)
Heat Transfer
MAC INKER

$42.00
$68.50

$80.00
$70.00

•Lubricated, Dot
trixlnk
extends print-head life, $3.00/
bottle, available in black, brown,
red, green, yellow, blue, purple,
orange, gold and silver.
• > 70,000 sold since 1982 (we
are older than the MAC), > 8000
printers supported. • Imgwr.
Cartridges top quality, life guaranteed, $7 .00. Heat Transfer $9.00
(any color).

MERCURY MODEM

Please circle 138 on reader service card .

Really 100% Hayes* compatible
• 300/1200 baud. Speaker. Front
Panel Lights. • 24 months
warranty.
$149.00

• Hayes is a trademark of Hayes Microproducts.

DATA SWITCHES (any type)

MACINTOSHMULTIPORT
SWITCH (9 pin), (or 8 pin
for MacPlus). Connect up to 4
peripherals to your printer or
modem port.
·

$50.00
Order Toll Free.

Call or write for free brochure.

1-800-547-3303
In Oregon 503-626-2291 (24 hour line)
We are and always will be your

CEmpuler
Friends®
14250 N.W Science Park Drive
Portland, Oregon 97229 Telex 4949559
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Please circle 200 on reader service card.

Please circle 94 on reader service card.

What if this

happens to
you?

Sorry, o system error occurred and you houe
lost all of your files.
ID = 2

DiskEnsure"' will let you survive it and give you "peace of mind"
Your data is in jeopardy every time you use your hard disk. 'Nny? Because if an C!RJlication presents the cteaded bomb, the power
flickers, or your hardware fails, you ca,n damage your disk directory. Over half of the HFS fonnatted hard disks in dally use have some
directory damage. Eventually this will cause you to lose from one to all of your files. The only way to prevent data loss is to have a
second (backup) copy of your files.
DiskEnsure will make you feel safe and secure. Use it as needed to make backup copies of your files to 400K or BOOK floppies - even
large or "invisible" files that cannot be copied to a floppy with the Finder. With DiskEnsure's unique desktop interface you can specify
back~ by volume, folder, or file and exdude specific files from the backup. Subsequent volume back\4JS are perfonned incrementally.
This means that it only copies those files that have been modified since the last backup and removes those files from the backup disks
that have been deleted from the hard disk.
Of course, DiskEnsure can restore backup files to the hard disk. It can completely restore the hard disk or
only specific folders and files. And to further guard against loss, DiskEnsure can rejuvenate your hard disk.
Supports MFS and HFS fonnatted Apple and non-Apple hard disk drives with 400K or BOOK
Apple floppy drives connected to a Macintosh 512, 512E, Plus, and XL

$39?

5

plu $3 o{h odd $2 lir CDD. Tcua odd 61/4 'lo.
Sony, DO P.O .. am be ac<q*xl fer Dialdlmurc

Keep your drives at peak performance with DiskExpress"'
The more you use your floppy or hard <isk the slower it becomes. 'Nny? Because as you use a disk, the files on it become more and more
fragmented. All disks are divided into a number of areas called blocks with each block holding as little as 1/2K of data. The Macintosh
stores files by breaking them into block-size pieces and writing them into unused blocks wherever they are available. Over time, virtually
every file can be scattered around in different places. Starting applications, opening documents, sorting databases, and compiling .
programs all become slower and slower because your drive has to move its head from block to block as it retrieves the peces of your files.
DiskExpress puts maximum perfonnance back into your disk. It gathers all the pieces of files and puts them into contiguous blocks. Then
your drive head need only move to the ~ming of a file where it can continue to read sequentially. All the unused blocks are also placed
together so that MacServe users will no longer suffer from the "disk too fragmented" message when attempting to create new volumes.
It supports floppy and hard disks with either MFS and HFS fonnats running on Macintosh 512, 512E,
Plus, and XL
Bonus Features: Finds mecfia and <irectory errors, recovers missing blocks, compacts the desktop
file, and secures deleted data.

$39?

5

piu $3 o{h odd $2 IDr CDD. Tcua odd 61/4 'lo.
Sony, .., P.o.. am be ac<q*xl fer Diolc&prca

ProLink ,. copies text files to and from Apple // 3.5" ProDOS disks
Want to use your AppleWorks and other Apple II files on your Macintosh or Macintosh files on your Apple II ? With ProLink you simply
insert a 3.5" ProDOS disk directly into a Macintosh BOOK disk drive and select the text, ASCII, or DIF files you want copied to or from any
directory on the ProDOS disk.
• Use data from AppleWorks, PFS, MacWrite, Word, Excel, Microsoft Works and others on either your Apple II or Macintosh.
• Supports any Macintosh floppy or hard disk in either MFS or HFS fonnats.
• Supports 3.5" ProDOS 8 and ProDOS 16 disks from the Apple lie, lie, and //GS.
• No need for complicated transfers using communications programs, protocols, cables, etc.

$39?5

Requires a Macintosh 512 with external Apple BOOK disk drive. Or 512E and Plus with second
drive (hard or floppy).

llll ALSoft, Inc.
!EJ (713) 353-4090

P.O. Box 927, Spring, Tx 77383-0927
Please circle 240 on reader service card.

plu $3 o{h odd $2 lir CDD. Tcua odd 61/4 'lo.
Sony• .., P .o.. am be ac<q*xl IDr PniLink

Dealer Inquiries
Invited
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THE

STRIP

SHOW
• This page contains Softstrips: programs
and data in a special machine-readble form .
The material can range from straight, unformatted data to full-blown Macintosh applications.
To use this material , you'll need a Cauzin
Softstrip reader. Readers are available from
your local dealer. Be sure you get the
Macintosh accessory kit They're easy to
use, well made, and simple to store.
This month's strips are the rest of StuntCopter 1.2, an exciting public domain
game. You'll need the strips in last month's
MacUser to get a complete game.
StuntCopter is simple enough. The higher you are when you jump , the higher your
score. But don't hit the horse or the driver!
It was written in TML Pascal by Duane
Blehm of Ulysses, Kansas. Programmers
can buy copies of the commented source
code direct from Duane.
We'd like to know how you are using
these strips (if you are!), how you like the
Cauzin Reader, and, most importantly,
what you'd like to see us publish in strip
format
We will continue to publish strips containing source code from articles, but we'd
like to go further. Do you want to see
games or utilities? Standalone applications
or source code to run or compile? Let us
know. Write to S. Strip, c/o MacUser, 25
West 39th Street, New York, NY 10018 .
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SONY.
3.5" DISKE'ITES
(Certified by Apple for

1-800-MAC-LI NE

Jllaclntosb ~ )

THE INVENTORS OF THE 3.5" DISK
DRIVE RECOMMEND ONLY ONE FLOPPY
DISK . . . THEIRS

EMACLINE
Monthly Specials
SuperPaint
Dataspace SOOK Drive
Mac-N-Tax
Ribbons

S SS 00
219 .00
79.00
2.SO

Priee~ O lsbtte

Box
Bulk

SS

OS

1.24

1.79
1.39

100% ERROR FREE
Mm Order · 50 Oislu

QUALITY PRINTER RIBBONS
App le lmagewrite r . . .
. . ..
Epson LX 80/90 . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .
..
Epson LO 1000
......
Okidata 80/82/83 . .
..
Sold 6/ Box (M inim um)

$3.95 ea.
$2.95 ea.
$4.95 ea.
$1 .49 ea.

Min. Order $25.00. S&H: Continental U SA : $4.00/ 100
or fewer di sk s : d iscou nt at 300 . Ribbons $.25 eac h .
Foreign orders APO/ FPO. please call . Ml residents add
4~ tax. Prices subjec t to change w ithout notice. Hour s
8 :30 AM - 7:00 PM .

Software

Your Macintosh is a very special computer, therefore, ~ dese111es the
best dust covers available. Computer Cover Company designs these
covers specifically for each Macintosh component. Our V«Jrlananship <11d
quality has been acknoNledged by thousands of our cfisceming customers.
If )<J u have tried vinyl , naugahyde or cloth dust covers, )<Ju will have
already discovered for )<)Urself why our covers are made of first quality
400 denier rip stop nylon. Our covers are water resistant and anti·stalic,
Jhey will not tear, crack or creale lint problems. All seams and hems are
double stitched Jo insure )<JU years of lasting quality and V«Jrry free pmJection for )<Ju Macintosh .

(30-Day Money-Back Guarantee)
Mac Golf
MORE
Mac JD
Reflex
FONTastic
MacUghtning
Llghupeed Pascal
Ughupeed C
Omnis3+
Double Helix
Trapeze

s 32.00
155.00
129.00
59.00
25 .00
49.00
89.00
125.00
279.00
285.00
209.00

Spellswell I .3
FullWrite
Micro Planner
WritcNow
Dollm and Sense
ComicWorks
Tempo
Ragtime
Cricket Draw
MacDraft I.2
GraphicWorks

s 59.95
59.95
295.95
119.95
95.95
51.95
59.95
199.95
189.95
149.95
51.95

llACINTOSH COVER SETS

#M2 . .. Macintosh. keyboard, prin ter, extemal drive,
a nd mouse . . . .... . ................... . . $29.95

Hardwar e

IH
'"

P recision

Data P roduct s'"

P.O. Box 8367. Grand Rapids. Ml 49518
(6 16) 452-3457 •Michiga n 1 ~32-2468
OulSide Michigan 1-800-258-0028

Please circle 226 on reader service ca rd.

DaraFrame Hard Disks
The Keeper
749.95
20MB
20MB
40MB
1299.95
40MB
Cauzin 5oftstrip Reader 175.00 Thunde,.,.,an

STAND UPS:
UnM!fsal printer stands designed to raise )<>Uf printer k>r eas; viewilg and provide
ample space belCM' for paper storage.
Regularly S18.95
. w!Purchase of Cover Set Only $10.95

2349.00
3349.00
174.95

Box of Six
Black ..................... $21-951$3.66 ea.

lllAGEWRITER RIBBONS:

Upgrades

SUP UPS:
Our CM'n special mouse pad measures 8' • x 9'h' •. Hetp keep 'f(>ur mouse clean
and rolling easy. NCM' four colors to choose from 10 accent your ~rs : Bone.
Blue. Gray and Red . Regulary S9.95
..... Direct Orders $6.95

I 28K to S12K
512K to 1024K
68020

SI 19.00
179.00
699.00
269.00

**

FREE -

SUP UP

~

.

c'.\
Sony SS Boxed
Sony DS Boxed

10.90
15.90

Fuji SS Boxed
Fuji DS Boxed

~

10.90
IS.90

DiskQuickTM
• Fast and feature packed • Catalogs
100's of floppies • Catalogs hard disks
• Powerful file locater • Shows info
comments • Marks files needing
backup • Marks superseded files
201 QuickUbels™ $19 • Maclabeler $49.95 • Disk·
Quick $37.50 • US shipping $3 for 1st item, $1 for each
additional item • Iowans add 4% tax • ldeafonn Inc.,
P.O. Bax 1540, Fairfield, IA 52556 • Visa/MasterCard accepted • (515) 472-7256
Macl..abeler. OiskOuick . and Ouickl.abels are trademarks of ldeaform Inc.

19.00
14.00
25.00
59.00
7.95

PhoneNct
Mouse fi>et
Moc5wivel/MacTot
Joystick
Disk File/JO
Moc Flip

l

ii.

~

<

"'

Accessories

s 8.00

**

I

0
0

..;

.!!

~
PocketPack
Disc Directory
The Easel
The Library
1/0 MacP1us Bag
Baneries

wlPurthast ol COVER SET.

ORDER FORM - Complete and Mail 10:
Computer Cover Co .• P.O. Box 308ll. Laguna Hills, CA 92654
Orders Only (800) 235-5330 - Calif. & Inquiries (714) 380-0085

Diskettes

• Labels disks fast • Shows HFS or
MFS • Label shows date made and
space available • Shows files &
folders • Includes 60 Ouickl.abels
• Choose & edit
names • Also
prints directory

5 or Less

$450 ea.
$6.00 ea.
$10.00 ea.

Solid Colors ............... $26-951$450 ea.
Multicolo red llW II . . .. . ..... $5250/$8.75 ea.

(30-Day Money-Back Guarantee)

Are you s ure you need a
Psychic ... Just t ofrnd the
disk you 're looki ng for? ?

BASE PRICE

ISCPARArE COVERS RJR EACH COMPONENl]
(5ee belowl
#M1B . .. Maci ntosh, keyboard, and mouse _..... . .... $19.95
#M1 .... Macintosh, keyboard , printer, and mouse ... . $27.95

s 39.00
3.95
25.00
49.00
7.95
18.00

Ordering Information
In Texas/I nformation,
National
Call 1-800-M AC-UNE
1·512-477-UNE
Hours: ~pm CST
525 minimum on all
Add Sl.50 for Shipping
orders.
Visa, MC, C.0 .0 ., PO's, Checks
Toxas residents add 6Ys'l> sales tax.
Ask for our free catalog. Quantity discounts available.
Rewms may be subject to a restocking fee.

EMACLINE MAcl
804-A West 31st, Austin, Texas 78705

Please circle 160 on reader service card .

Please circle 125 on reader service card.

Please circle 202 on reade r service card .
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AD

Page#.... Advertiser, Reader Service#

Page#.... Advertiser, Reader Service#

A

I

Page#.-. Advertiser, Reader Service#
167. _ _ _ ___ _ Peak Systems, Inc. 63
165. - - - . - - - Peripherals Computers & Supplies Inc., 21 :

93. - - - - - - _ _ Abamn Technology Corp., 46
SL - ______ Aldus Corp., 262

179. ___ .. _ _ ldeafonn, Inc., 125

66. - - . - - - - -

183. ___ ... _ Image Oub Graphics, 272

173. - _ - - - - - ALP Sysrcms, Inc., 93

39 . . ____ . _ _ lnfosphcre, Inc., 110

177. - - - - - - - ALSoft, Inc., 240

153.. __ .. _ _ Innovative Data Design, Inc., 129

148. - - - - . - - Personal Training Systems, 60
4 I.. - - . _. __ Practical Computer ApplicaJions, JO I
179. _ . __ . _ _ Precision Data Products, 226

32 - - - - - - - - Amlrican lntclliware Corp., 18S
&-7. ___ - - - _

Ann Arbor Softworlcs, Inc., 34

J

42-43. - - - - - - Apple Computer, Inc_ NA
62. - - - - - - - - AST Rcsean:b, Inc., 213

174_- - - - . - - Primera Software, 212
- _.. _ _ Programs Plus Softwan:, Inc., fl'}

6(}.6 J.

R

147. __ .. _ _ _ jasmine Computer Systems Inc., 53

63. - - - - - - - - AST Rcsean:b, Inc., 214
176. - - - - - - - Avery lntanational, 138

K

B

C4. - . - . ___ - Kensington Microware Ltd, 144

Personal Computer Peripherals Corp., 50

107. ___. . _ _ Radius, Inc., IS4
160. - - __ . _ _ Relax Technology, 114
142. ______ :
JO______ ___

Rodime Systems, 10
RYAD,122

175.. _.. _ _ _ Kent Marsh Limited, Inc., 238

C3. - - - - _ . _ _ Baneries Included, SI

s

175... __ .. _ Kinko's Service Corp., 271

23. ___ - .. _ .

Bering Industries, Inc., 217

48. - . - - . - - -

Best Computer Supplies, 31

L

132.. _ - . - - _ Bogus Software, 253
C2 & L - .. _ _ Borland International, 128

4. _. __ . _ _ __ Levco, 20'J

S4. -.- - - - - - - Bravo Technologies, Inc., 234
145: - - . - - . -

Business Opportunity Publishers, Inc., 263

5. .. _. _____ Living Videotcxt, 245

155. - - . - - . -

Business Opportunity Publishers, Inc., 264

2(}.21.. __ . __ Living Videotcxt, 245
170. _ . __ . _ _ LM Software, 233

c

5(}.51.. _. ___ Lotus Development, Corp., NA

173. . - - - . - - Lundeen & Associates, 173

149. - - - - - - - Cauzin Systems, Inc., 151

M

165. - - - . - - - Central Point Software, Inc., 105

156-157.. __ _ Saving Zone, The, NA

131. - - - - . - - SmcthcrsBames, 181
70. _. _. _. __ SMS, Inc., 158
184. - . - - .. - SoftCorc, 95
184. __ __ . . _ Soft Guard Systems, 191
89. - - - - - .. - SoftStyle. Inc., NA
58. __ . __ . _ _ Softvicw, Inc., 112

190. __. _.. _ Softwan: Library, NA
159. _ . - _ . _ _ Solutions, Inc., 2
163. _ . ___ . _ Solutions, Inc., 265
148. __ _ ___ _ Spencer Organization, Inc., 56

44. - - - - - - - - Cognition Technology Corp., 84
174. ______ . Cognitive Concepts, 220
40____ ____ _

80-83. - .. - - - MacConnection, 82
17. _.. _ _ _ __ MacMemory Inc., 115

24 & 26. _ . _ _ SupcrMac Technology, NA

184____ __ ,_

68. ___ .. __ .

MacRentals, _152

141. ___ .. _ _ Systat, Inc., 36

170. __ . __ ..

MacSton:, Inc., 165

~.

68

~Co., 92

28-29. - - -. - - - CompuServe, 208
179. - - - - - - - Computer Cover Co., 202

191. . _.. _ _ _ Manx Software Systems, 194

176. - . - - - - - Computer Friends, 200

148. _... __ .

Meta Software Corp., 268

I I. - - - - - - - - Cortland Computer, Inc., 198

140. _... __ .

Micro-Analyst, Inc., 143

18. - - - - - - - - Cricket Software, 132

3(}.31. .. ___ . Microsoft Corp., NA

19. - - .. - . - - Cricket Software, 134

64 .. __ .. _ _ _ Mindscape, Inc., NA
134- 135. _.. _ MindWork SoftW3JC. 78

55. __ .. _. . . Mirror Technologies, Inc.

D

5&-57 .. ___ . _ Mirror Technologies, Inc., 188

184.. ___ . _ _ Symmetry Corp., 3

8-9. ____ . . _

T

Target Software, 195

22. - - - __. _ _ Target Software, 199
164. - - ___ __ Template Systems, Inc., 230
33. - - - - - - . _ Think Technologies, Inc., 182
171.. - - - . - _ Think Technologies, Inc., 270

12- 13. - - - - - - Data Tailor, Inc., 103

46_ - . - - .. - - Thundc:rwarc, Inc., 236
94-95. . .. ___ T/Maker Co., 29

164. - - - - - - - Diehl Graphsoft Inc., 242

181.. - __ __ .

N

14. - . - - . - - - Dove Computer Corp., 24160. - - - - - . - Dubl-Oick Software, Inc., 108
45. ___ - - - __ Dynamac Graphics, Inc., 273
146. - - - - - - -

u
v

12(}. I 2 I. . _ _ _ Networl< Specialties, 184, 250

o2 Software, Inc., 176

Tussey Computer Products, 79

172 ... __ .. _ Tymlabs Corp., 52

164. _. __ . _ _ Nibom Technical Products, Inc., 266
164. _. _ _ __ _ Nordic SoftwaJC, 227

176. - . __ . _ _ UpgradcTechnologies, 94

E

0
p

165. __ - _ _ _ _ Enabling Technologies, Inc., 267

27 .. __ . _. __ Orange Micro Inc., 16

127. - - - . _ _ _ Enchanted Softwan:, Inc., 186

F

G

161.. _.. __ .

PC Networlc. 30

172. __ .. _..

PDS Video Technology, Inc., 139

A

C

U

S

E

R

w

34-35. _.. __ . W31p N"me Engineering, 178
172. ___ .. _ .

190. ___ . - _ _ GW Instruments, 203

M

179. - . - - - . - Vision Tectmologies. 160
185.. . - - . _ _ Vision Technologies, 161

140... _... _ Palo Alto MiauSystems, 248
80-83. _____ . PC Connection, 82

49. ___ - - _ . _ Forethought Inc., 225

180

119. _ . . __ . _ U.S. Disk, 252
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Whisper Microcomputer Produets, 136

NO OBLIGATION!

NO COST!

COMPLETELY FREE!

FREE INFORMATION FAST!
ON MACINTOSH PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Here's how you can get
more informat ion on
products or services
advertised in MacUser.

COMPLETELY FREE!
• Print your name and
address clearly in the
spaces provided on the
card opposite .
• Circl e the number(s) on
the card correspond ing to
the reader service
number(s) fo r advertised
products or services in
which you 're int erested .
You can request
information on any
products or services in
which you are interested ,
providing a reader service
number appears in each
advertisement .

NO COST!
• For quick reference , we
have included both the
page number and the
reader service number on
the Ad Index.
• Any comments you may
have about MacUser are
welcome in t he space
provided .
• You can use this card , if
you wish , to order a one- or
two-year subscripti on to
MacUser. Just circle
number 300 for a one-year
subscription or circle
number 299 for a two-year
subscription . We'll bill you
later.

NO OBLIGATION!
• Detach and mail t he
card. Literature on the
products or services you
have indicated will be sent
directly to you from the
advertiser, free of charge.
No postage is necessary if
your card is mailed in the
United States.

MacUser

READER SERVICE CARD
Use before September 30, 1987

March 1987

Please print your name and address clearly
and include a Zip code to ensure a fast
response .
Name __________ ___ ___
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Title - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - City _____ ___________

State _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Zip _____

Phone _________ _______

Comments about MacUser _______

•You can use this card , if you wish . to order a one- or
two-year subsc ription to MacUser. Just circle number
300 for a one -year subscript ion or circle number 299
for a two-yea r subsc ription . We'll bil l you later.

1 11 21 31 41 5 1 61 71 81

91

10 1 11 1 121 13 1 141 15 1 161 171 181 191

201~1

2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82

92

102 11 2 122 132 142 152. 162 172 182 192

202 212 222 232 24 2 252 262 272 282 291

3 13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83

93

103 11 3 123 133 143 153 163 173 183 193

203 213 223 233 243 253 263 273 283 293

4 14 24 3 4 44 54 6 4 74 84

94

104 114 124 13 4 144 154 164 174 184 194

204 214 224 234 244 254 264 274 284 29:4

5 I 5 25 35 45 5 5 65 75 8 5

95

105 11 5 125 13 5 145 155 165 175 185 195

205 2 15 225 235 245 255 265 275 285 295

6 16 26 j5 46 56 66 76 86

96

106 116 126 136 146 156 16 6 176 186 196

206 216 226 236 246 256 266 276 286 296

7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87

97

107 117 127 137 147 157 167 177 187 197

207 217 22 7 237 247 257 267 277 287

8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88

98

108 118 128 138 148 158 168 178 188 198

208 218 228 238 248 258 268 278 288 298

39 49 59 69 79 89

99

109 11 9 129 139 149 159 16 9 179 189 199

209 2 19

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300

9 19

~

MacUser

22 1U1Ml

2~

~I

Ullll

~1

~1

~7

239 249 259 269 279 289 299

READER SERVICE CARD
March 1987

Use before September 30, 1987

Please print your name and address clearly
and incl ude a Zip code t o ensure a f ast
response .
Name - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - Address ______________

Title - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -City _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _

State _________ Zip _ _ _ __

Phone _______ _ _ _ __ _ __

Comments about MacUser _ __ _ _ _

• You ca n use this card . if you w.ish, to order a one- or
two-yea r subscription to •MacUser. Just circ le number
300 for a one-year .subsc ription or circle number 299
for a two-year subscription . We 'll bill you late r.
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 41 5 1 6 1 71 81

91

101· 111 121 131 141 151 161 171 181 191

201 211 221 231 241 251 261 271 28 1

2 12 22 3 2 42 52 62 72 82

92

102 112 122 132 142 152 162 172 182 192

202 212 222 232 242 252 262 272 282 291

3 13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83

93

103 113 123 133 143 153 163 173 183 193

203 213 223 233 243 253 263 273 283

4 14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84

94

104 114 124 134 14.4 154 164 174 184 194

204 2 14 224 234 244 254 264 274 284 294

5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85

95

105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 195

20 5 215 225 235 245 255 265 2 75 28 5

6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86

96

~1~U6U61~1561861 re

186196

206 2 16 226 236 246 256 266 276 286 296

7 17 · 27 37 47 57 67 77 87

97

107 117 127 137 147 157 167 177 18 7 197

207 217 22 7 237 247 257 267 277 287 297

8 18 28 38 48 56 88 78 88

98

1os 118 128 138 14s 158 168 178 188 198

208 2 18 228 238 248 258 268 278 288 298

99

109 119 129 139 149 159 169 179 189 199

209 219 229 239 249 259 269 279 289 299

IW

210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300

9 19

~

39 49 59 69 79 89

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

1 20

1 301 401 50

1 60

1701 80190~

~1

~3

~5

COMPLETELY FREE!

NO COST!

NO OBLIGATION!

FREE INFORMATION FAST!
ON MACINTOSH PRODUCTS & SERVICES
NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

COMPLETELY FREE!

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 217

CLINTON, I A

Postage will be paid by addressee

·MacUser
• DI_ _ _. . . . . ,. . . . ._ _

Reader Service Dept.
PO Box 2041
Clinton, Iowa 52735-2041

NO COST!
1.1.1 ••• 1.11 ••• 1•• 11 •• 1.1 ••• 1.111 •••• 1•• 1••• 11 ••• 111

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
INTHE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 217

CLINTON, IA

Postage will be paid by addressee

MacUser
• o _ _ _ _ _ __

Reader Service Dept.
PO Box 2041
Clinton, Iowa 52735-2041

1.1.1 ••• 1.11 ••• 1•• 11 •• 1.1 ••• 1.111 •••• 1•• 1••• 11 ••• 111

NO OBLIGATION!

MAC CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION AND
PA ORDERS 814-234-2236

HUSINESS & P R O D U C T I V I T Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.nnArbor

"ull Paint ..................................... $59.95

Microphone
Sierra· On·line
Springboard
tome Acx:ounting ... ............. ....... $51.00 Mac One Write Acct. modu les . $133 .00 Certificale Maker ...................... $CALL

l.rrays

l atteries Include d
Telos
Silicon B e ach Software
1aneiy Pack .............................. $27.00 Silicon Press ..
$CALL Filevision ..
'hunder ..................................... $29.00 Accessory Pak 1 .
$23 .00 T/Make r

"'imelink .................. ................... $29.00

Su per Paint ..

lomepak/Mac ..
. $29.00
:;gu rPortfotio .................. ........ $119.00

Softstyle

llyth Software

>mnis 3+ .... ... .................... $289.00

IP!

$CA LL Click.On Worksheet .
Click.Art Effects ..
$79.00 Click.Art Publicalions ....
Click.Art Leners ..
$ .
Click.Art Pers.Graphics ..
52 00

Decision Map ..

Softsync
Personal Acct ..

$45.00
$27.95
$27.95
$27.95
$27.95

DRIVE A HARD BARGAIN!
Get the Lowest Price Around on MAC HD's from TCP!
ALL HARD DRIVES SHIPPED FEDERAL EXPRESS FOR $4.00

ieneral Accouniing ................ s219.00 (;AMES & EDUCATIONAL • • • • • • • • • •

;:p~~:;.~int

$24.00

:hang Labs

~~~~~I~.~~........ .

:rick e t

:rick.et Graph ..
:tatworks ..

. $129.95 Archon .

$79.95

l e sktop Software

~~~,"~~~er 2000

D-Music Constr. Set 2.0 .

rst Base ..
rst Merge ..

$94.00
$47.00

rst Port ....

$CALL

l igi tal Etc.

Pinball Constr. .
$99.00 Seven Cities ol Gold..
$CALL Sky Fox ..
unima 111 .
$59.00 Uni ma Ill Cluebook..

6i~~~~a~~~:s~~k1 . :

rst Base.Merge.Port bundle ... $177.00 One-On-One .
Patton vs Rommel ..
2.0 ..
urbo Maccaun1an1 ..

~acx:ountanl

Ju bl-click

:alru lator construe1ion set ..

$2 1.00
$29.00
$35.00

Cens ington

rant Desk ..

1~:~~~i~~~te~t
~:~~:~~ ~~~

:~~ ~~

'1anha tten G r a phi cs

:::~~ ~:: g~ ~;·.~.

·.

:~~~~

>fic r osoft
$219.00
........ ...... $105.00
$109.00
.. ......... $109.00
$87.00
SC ALL
$72.00
SCALL

·xel ..
....

ile ..

l/ord ....

iasic ..
ortran ...
:hart ..
ago ..

Racter ..

·

$26.95
$26 .95 PBI

HARDWARE-

$29.00
$40 .00

ants .....
ants lar Headlines ...

,ayere d

~!~~

$159.00

$47.00
$89.00
$CALL

'actfinder ...
ilemaker ..
ile maker+ ..

~acEnhancer

$26.95 Feathers & Space ..
$26.95 Strategic Conquest ..
$ 2G.SS Fokker ...

$67 .95

$CALL

$24 .95
$CALL

' orethou g ht

~ulliplan

:~~:~; 0~eew~~s~.il .

~~~ ~1uChicago ..

$39.95 P .C.A.I.
$ 9.95 Mac Golf ...................... ............ $CALL
lnfocom
Silicon Beach
Leather Goddess..
$CALL Airbo rne ...
$19.95
$29.95
Moon Mist .. ............................... $CALL Dark Castle ..
$22.00
Zork ll or Zork Ill ................... $26.00 Enchanted Sceptre .
$47.95
Zerk t, Seastalker, Enchanter, HitchWorld Builder ..
hikers Guide, Planetfa!I, Wishbring er,
Simon & Schus ter
The Witness.Cutthroats ....... .. $23.00 Great Paper Ai rplane Kit ..
$CALL
Mi cr osoft
Spe ctrum Holo byte
$28.00
Entrepreneur ..
$31.00 GATO ...
$34.95
Flight Simulator ................... $32.95 Orbiter ..
$28.00
Miles Software
Tet!star L 1 .
$44.95
Harrier Strike Mission . . .
$29 .00 Tellstar L2 ··

~ SOFT

:olor Print ..
:olorC hart ..

Balance ol Power ..

$26 .95

:~~ ~~

.

Mindscap e
$30.00
$29.00
$CALL
$26.00
$24.00
$45.00
$24.00
$24.00

Elec tronic Arts

.... .. ........ ....... $149.00

>fi ndscap e

Assimilation

PRINTERS

MacPort Adapte r . .
$75.00
MacTurbo Touch .
$77.00
Numeric Turbo · · ··· ·· ··· · ··· ·· · · · · $129.00

All mode ls in stock
CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES !!!

Beck-Te ch

P ANASONI C

Fanny Mac ..

$79.95

Mic r osoft

-..........

$CALL

Mac.wars . .

BOTTOM

Printer Enhancer ............... $149.00

1592.

MODEMS
Prome theu s

STAR

Promodem 1200m .... .... .. ... . $327.00
{includes software)

Star to Mac lntertace .
$323.95
SG·10, SD· 15, SA-10. SA-15 $364 .00

SD·10.
$251 .00 SG·15..

~-

.-

----- I

$89.00

lollars & Sense ... .
orecast ..

$40.00

EDUCATIONAL and CORPORATE ACCOUNTS:

~rget~

MICROSOFT®
The High Performance Software..

Mac Lightning $52.00 Medical
Thesaurus ..... $32.00 or Legal
Volla ..... .. ...... $CALL Dictionary $67.00

EXCEL ........ ....... .. ... ..... $219.00
FILE ................. ..... ... .... $109.00
WORD V3.0 ............... .. ..... $CALL
WORKS ..... ...... ...... .. .... . $CALL

...............$129.95
~(,6{ GRAPH
STATWORKS ..... $87.95
CRICKET DRAW $CALL

1(!/fflf.~..-~-~-~~-~~;~~'.~~

.. ....... $CALL
... $CALL

ldesta

>ouble Helix ................... ....... .. . $CALL

>aJadin

:runch5 12 ..
;upercrunch ..
>aJantir
ffalk ....
............
!actype .....
~athflash ..
VR,GL,lnvt. Acct. modules ..
>each tree
;>U
AP/AR ..
artori

lulk Mmling
egal Billing ..

t CQ

$99.00
SCALL

ACCESSORIES•
Bio hard
$99 .95

UO Design
MAC+ Bag
lmagewriter Bag
lmagewriter 11 Bag

s 14.00

:J~~S 80;'!° '";:'-,..,-

Inn ovative Technologies
Easel (holds 20 disks) .

3. ~~;~~; ,~~~~ry lhOlds

$8 95

s77 .oo
. . $CALL

321
.......

:~rn ~

~~~~~~~~~0~p~~~ ~o1r2h~r~8d~iv!~4 .oo

Compubag !or Mac+

$20.00

5 7_95
s 15 95

$69.95
$49 .95
$54.95

Flip-n-Fi le Micro (holds 25 )
Filp-n-Fire Jho!ds 40 )

Swivel

Fi lter
$29.00
Control Center
$59 .00
A-B Box
$59 .00
Surge Supressor
$32.00
Maccessones sta rter pak
$53 .00
Mouse cleaning kit & pocket
S16.00
N2 Cables Scali for price & configuration

Innovative Concepts

$CALL
$26.00
$26.00
$CALL

BLYTH SOFTWARE
OMNIS 3+ ..•.........•. .. $279.00
Executive Asst •.••...•.•. $CALL

Kensington

MACFAN

$CALL

FUJI

•

If through some oversight we don't have the
lowest price, we would appreciate the opportunity
to beat it. 11 we can. you will get the benefit of our
Federal Express shipping on software orders over
$50.00.
• We accept Mastercard ,
Visa. COD and mail orders

5 li: li! 1!5 • ~~;~~~~~~~d:~~ f~:1~~~~~~·~;~~~a~;;~·.~

=g ;:·!:

;~:

Other Brands of HD's In Stock
II a product you want Is not advertised,
please call· II might be In stock

We offer a full line of services catering to you. Including; quick turn-around,
personal service, and the flexibility to serve your organizations needs.
Credit Approval in 24 hrs for any organization with a good D&B rating .
To reach our Educational and Corporate Sales Depa rtment direclly,
Call 1·800·533-1131 . Inside PA Call 814·234-2236

iraphic Works ....... ...... ............ . $CALL

l'Ionogram

Magnet 20X ........................... $759.00
Magnum BOOK ..................... $209.00
Magnet 40/40 ..................... $2295.00
Call for our low price on the fol lowi ng
Mirror Tech products
• Magnet 30x • Magnet 85x or
172x • Magnum Tape Backups
• Fast Port Option

'

20 Meg HD •.............•
$725
50 Meg HD ..••..........• $CALL
50 Meg Tape Bkup •.
$979
Tape 20 and 20/20 .. $CALL

:C:~~~ ;6~~~~g~=~o·A~:;~~e1un

Pre ntice
.
Popcorn X-100 .

-----

HERE'S THE LoDOWN ...

$229.00
$329.00
.......... .. ....... $CALL

1092 .

'

PCPC MACBOTTOM 20
HARD DRIVE .. ........ . ... $879.00
SCSI Version Available $869.99

E PSON

1091 ..

~·
~
>'lo. TE~L(~~IES,_
~ ~'ti ~ ~W.e

MAC ~

... $27 .95 Macatack . ...
$29.00
Overloads . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. $CALL
Fusillade.
$CALL

Avalon Hill

tags to Riches ......................... $259.00 MacPro Football .............. ....... .. $29 .95
; r eighton
Bro d e rbund
1acSpell+ ..
$57.00 The Toy Shop .
$39.95
1acSpell+/Office Bundle ..
$CALL Print Shop ·
$ 49.95

:;.= • ~:os:~~ rt:u~~e:~ders

DSIOO 18.45 17,95 17 45

11 11 11

outside of PA.

of

Ashton~ate

II

Dbase Mac .. ..... .. .. .... $CALL

==-BORLAND
Reflex/Mac ............................ $59,00
Turbo Pascal/Mac ............... $CALL
Sidekick w/phone link .......... $54.00
To order by m ail : We accept money order.
certified check. personal check. Allow 2 weeks lor
personal check to clear.
Shipping : $4 .00 for software and accessories/
$10.00 !or printers and color monitors/ $8.00 for disk
drives and other monitors/ Add $3.00 per box shipped

c~q. ~all 10~~~e~~~P~~g ~~~~~~O ~~g~i~nJ~r~hipping

~~~~~ui~: ~~~;~~~Vci°~~j.~~~~cA~o

.

~o~yv~7~~r~n:o~~~~~~e~·~~r~a;~~~n~~~~'.th
3

Defective items replaced or repaired at our discretion.

11

~.- ~.SI.D1> : :~.:~: s :~:.=•••·.~."%l,l~ail~.yclolnflidlence. W.e.holnlolrmlalnlulfalc1lurlelrs···i·e~.~.s.~.~.j~.~..~r.~i.~=.~.s ~.i~h.~.~.~..~c.s:.ax. Prilcelslalnd····
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Please circle 79 on reader service card.
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GET IT WRITE
(continued from page 79)
"Save changes before closing?" dialog box - every change you make is
saved. The only way to revert to an
earlier version of the document is to
keep a backup.
Word Handler is sometimes very
slow and occasionally exhibits the
display problems found everywhere
but in MacWrite and W ord. Although W ord Handler does have
horizontal scroll bars so you can see
the full page, like M indWrite it
doesn't automatically scroll to display text. Thus there are times when
you type blindly because what you
are typing is beyond the window edge.
As I said at the outset, Word
H andler is not great, but it is a darn
good basic word processor, and at
$79 .95 is quite a value.

At the time this article was written, Microsoft said that th is issue
was unresolved and may be co rrected in the release version . I hope so.
This is a big problem if you are a
serious font user and vou have to
search through a long' list fo r the
font you want. Many things Word
3.0 . does arc nonstandard, like the
default display that shows nonprinting characters (paragraph symbols
and little dots between the words)
on startup. Yuck. And it still doesn't
paginate pro perly.
The second pro blem for me, and
this is related to the first, is that
Word 3.0 is too complicated . Microsoft is aware o f this, and even provides a "Sho rt" or "Full Menus"
option that keeps the true power of
Word hidden until you \Vant and
know how to use it. Still, it takes a
tremendous amo unt o f effort to fi gure
out this program and make use of its
multitude of features. Dialog boxes
and preference boxes often take up
the entire window, with more
choices than vou know what to do
with .
.
Here's another example : columns.
I mentio ned columns befo re - I'm
not sure they belong in word processors, but if they do they should be
casv to use . Not so in W ord 3.0. The
on~screcn Help tile has a desc ription
of how you work with multiple
columns that defies belief. Anything
that difficult to explain is too complicated .
Finally, (and this may only have
happened because the versio n I had
to review was still a beta co py, not a
release version) W ord 3.0 is a memory hog and scared me royally o nce
because of it. I was tlTing to load a
long article written with W ord I.05.
The wonderful little watch cursor
came on as did the red access light
on the hard disk. Then my disk
started a rhythmic grinding pattern
that cvcled itself everv 10 seconds. It
quietly >vent into a lo.op with no sign
o f coming out o f it. Fortunately
when I shut down the Mac everything ntrned o ut all right, but it gave
me quite a fri ght.
W ord 3.0 should have been the
best of the lot, and in many ways it
does outshine every other word processor. I congratulate Microsoft fo r

MICROSOFT WORD 3.0
Did I save the best for last, or is
W ord 3.0 here because it fa lls at the
end o f the list alphabetically? Ycs.
Word 3.0 is a tough program to
evaluate. Its feature list is ridiculously comprehensive - it's hard to
imagine a teature you'd want to find
in a wo rd processor that isn't here.
You want hyphenation? Automatic
foo tnoting ? Style sheets? Automatic
indexing and contents creation?
Built-in spelling checker ? A glossary?
Integrated outlining? The ability to
handle odd paper sizes? Command
key options that let you bypass the
menu bar, the Clipboard and the
mouse, if you like? It's all here and
that 1s just the beginning. G iven all of
that, why can't I say that everyone
should go out and buy W ord 3.0
without hesitation?
In the first place, Word 3.0, like
the other Words before it, often
doesn't feel o r look o r act like a
Macintosh program. Every time I
work with Word I get this strange
suspicion that there's an IBM PC
lurking under the hood of my Mac.
One reason for this is that Microsoft
insists on do ing things their own
way, instead of following the Mac
standard . Word 3.0 at least has a font
menu, not found in earlier versions,
but in the version I had the font
names are not in the order that you
expect them to be, that is, they are
not listed alphabetically.
182
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creating such a powerful product.
But ... but .. . but ....

AND THE WINNER ISN'T
As much as I hate to say this, I
think the definitive word processor
fo r the Mac is yet to be seen. Lase1'
A uthor and W ord 3.0 had a shot at
the title, but didn't quite come
th rough. The other three reviewed
here, W ord Handler, M indWrite and
WriteNow almost quali fy as niche
word processors. At least developers
are now working on word processors for the Mac. Maybe this year. In
the meantime, this article was written with Mac W rite 4.5. ~

MICHAEi. D. WESLEY IS THE WEST COAST
EDITOR 0 1' MACUSER.

LASER AUTHOR
Overall Ratiflg
! ! ! %
List Price: $199 .95 . U.S. distributor, Firebird Licensees , Inc. , PO Box 49 , Ramsey ,
NJ 07446. (201) 444-5700 . Not copy protected .

WRITENOW
Overall Rating .
! ! ! ! V2
List Price: $175 . Published by T/Maker
Company, 1973 Landings Drive. Mountain
View , CA 94043 . (415) 962-0195 . Not copy
protected .

MINDWRITE
Overall Rating
! ! ! !
List Price: $125 . Published by MindWork
Software , PO Box 222280 , Carmel , CA
93922 . (408) 625-2720 . Not copy protected .

WORD HANDLER
Overall Rating;
! ! ! V2
List Price: $79.95. Published by Advanced
Logic Systems , Inc ., 1283 Reamwood
Ave ., Sunnyvale , CA 94089 . (408) 7471988 . Not copy protected .

WORD 3.0
Overall Rating
! ! ! ! V2
List Price: $395. Requires 512 +, one
double and one single drive minimum .
Published by Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th
Way , Redmond , WA 98073 . (206) 8828080 . Not copy protected .

The Fastf0rt1J5 Coastructioa Kit" by NewDirectioas • is a powerful dnwiag progr.ua
for deJigning office Forms as well as a convenient deslc a~ that allows you to use
theJe forms from within an y program. The Fastforms program lets you deJign and accurately
draw any office document from your letterhead to a shipping bill. Drawing tools include
Fea tures like hair-lineJ, gre y shading, duplicating, adjustable grids, construction lineJ, scaling,
and alignment and distribution of objects. Unique interactive Fields For entering in data such
as prices, nameJ, numbers, dateJ, or even a small novel, make filling out your Forms
convenient and Fast. Once the Forms have been deJigned, the deJk accessory puts them all at
your Fingertips! just open your Fastforms document from the deJk accessory while in an y
gram (MacDraw, MacWrite, Excel, PageMaker, etc.) and up pops a list of your Forms neatly
organized with the Fastforms built-in hierachical filing system. Type a letter, Fill out an
invoice, write a memo, address an envelope, print a cheque, add a loa f of bread to your
shopping list, write your own help file, all without interrupting your regular work. Fastforms
supports both the laser Writer and Image Writer printers. Fastforms also lets you paste in
MacDra w or MacPaint graphics For custom Forms with real Form! Wha t could you use
Fastforms Construction Kit for ? Explore the possibilitieJ and get your Fastforms kit toda y!

Program

Desk Accessory

D esign your own professional forms
with the powerful dra wing program.
Specify interactive fields for entering
information. Create Letterheads, in voices, shipping bills, labels, notebooks
and much more!

7 E':T.:ITT:,,,_~

se the desk accessory For instant
access to your professional Forms. Enter
information into interactive fields.
Print your creations on the Laser Writer
or ImageWriter, all without quitting
the program you are working with!

I
To I

Yes! you can be in better form ! Order FastForms r"' now for only $89 plus shipping by calling our toll
free phone number and you will receive a free template disk. You get these ready to use templates:
Invoice. Letterheads. labels, phone lis ts. cheques. shipping forms . receipts. memos, envelopes,

~;s;.;~::~,~:d manrmo'e

"tffi"

Nme save;

:aoo:6(/i:9;,=r;,

---------------------~

Pl ea se circl e 272 on reader se rvic e card .
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LaserGraplik':s ts~ · 1m
__ nr "
serious c lip-or! for desK lop publishino We created Diqi!-Art wi!h
MacDraw· rather than MacPaint' for superior Postscrip t· reprod uction
with the LaserWriter" or Linotronic· Postscript · printers
Diqit- Art" is two volumes. each a three disK set consistino or
hundreds or useful p ictures. swmbols. borders. and other hiqh resolution
MacDraw oraphics for those who dont taKe their c lip-art liohtlw o., .
~o Diqi!-Arl

.J>

--~

***** · Five Siar Ralinq' Dra wn wilh precision and skilr - ~

/vlacWorld Clip-Ari Review - December issue
Diq it-Art LaserGraphics volumes I and 2 The first art for the
Mac created wi!h Postscript compatible MacDraw and at a serious
price of less than $35 per disK. we re not foolin aroundl
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9
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Please circle 272 on reader service card .
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Your
Best

MAC
Deal
Choose From Our Top Selling Disks
Public Domain Exchange's Hottest Disks
D 76 40 Pagemaker Templates: business
card s, letterh ead, envelopes, signs,
labels (different pt. sizes) . . . . . . . . . $9
D 86 Best of Public Domain-12 prog rams .. $9

Art
D 58 Poster any size, scroll MacPaint
documents .
. ... .... $9
D 59 MacPaintings to print or change
. $9
Communication
D 29 Red Ryder- latest version w/doc .... . $9
D 79 Appletalk Network System & Utilities . $9
Desk Accessories
D 24 24 prog: Mockterm., RPN calculator .. $9
D 36 Save screen, Corvus calendar ....... $9
D 45 Compact memory,terrn.emul.,telegraph $9
D 68 Teleport, MiniDOS, icon maker . . . .. . $9
Fonts
D 56 33 fonts-bold , artsy, pictori al, etc
$9
D 81 18 fonts-Alex1s,Gavanaugh,Candy,Box1e $9
D 90 Boston II-laser qlty., plus many more $9
D 95 Laserwnter font + Amer.Sign Lang font $9
Games
D 62 Dungeon of Doom, Social Climber,etc. $9
D 67 Billiard s, Volleyball, Juggling, etc . . . . . $9
D 78 , Gap'n Magneto, Spacebubbles ... .. .. . $9
D 88 Adventure Creator plus Blackjack ... . $9
Home/Business
D 2 Gard fil e screenmaker, error codes ... $9
33 Multiplan templates: Business, nutrition $9
D 85 Excel template+ demo-not pub. dam. .. $9
Nudes
D 49 Girls! X-rated pictures of women .. . .. $9
D 66 MacNudles: Digitized photos of women $9
Programming
D 44 XLISP-artificial intelligence lang.
. . $9
D 51 ,52,53 Modula 2 prgm. lang. w/doc...
$Z7
Spelling
D 70 Spell Ck: MacWrite 22 or any text fil e $9
Utilities
D 5 Code Cracking w/doc, FEdit ... . . .. . $9
D 6 ResEd: edit fonts & icons
.. $9
D 7 Switcher, disk dump, Ramtest .... . .. $9
D 25 Banner. prints to 8" letters, paintings . $9
D 47 Ck drive spd., scm.edit, dissassembler . $9
D 73 Galendar-personalize w/MacPaintings . . $9
D 84 Print ASCll,Compress files & more . . . $9
D 87 BASIC Compiler-text files to mach.lang. $9

o

D Book: 150 pg. directory of disks . . . .. $7.95
D 1 Year Membership: book, quarterly
bulletins, plus many DISCOUNTS . . .. . . $20

D Library: Complete set of 100 disks . . . . . $695

$39.95

Enclosed $ _ _ _ by
_

_

Check

_ _ __

_

Even if you 've never used an outline
processor before, you'll find Acta
helps you write better by allowing
you to organize your thoughts as
well as your words, while you
write.

_

.- ....Acla
-

List Price: $59.95
See your dealer or call us toll free:

_

76 1 East University Drive
Mesa, Arizona 85203

Address
City _ __

_ _ _ _ State _

Zip _ __

The Public Domain Exchange
2074C Walsh Avenue, Dept. 911
Santa Clara, CA 95050

CALL NOW to order 80033Hl125
or in CA call 408496-0624

-L~ta

Macintosh Video & Keyboard ...... .. 12.95
Macintosh Plus Keyboard . . . . . . add - 1.DD
With Mac Bottom
. .. . add - 3.00
Image Writer .
. 12.95
Image Writer II .
. .. .. 14.95
External Drive . .
. .. . . . . 5.95
Epson - C.ltoh - Dkidata
Over 3000 covers to choose from .
You name it - We got it!

Anti-Static-Different Colors

liiiiiii!ij

~

~

llllliiill

ORDER LINE

1-800-874-6391
FLORIDA ORDER LINE

1-800-342-9008

111:.;J

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CompuCovet®
P.O. Box 310 Oept. K
Mary Esther, FL 32569

Customer
Service
(904) 243-5793
Telex 469783

Please circle 92 on reader service card .

ADVANCED
COPY PROTECTION
New Hard Disk Support

-

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

m
'

Free Demo Diskette

MC

VISA

Exp. _

Acta is so powerful and so
convenient, you ' II use it to prepare
and organize your manuscripts,
reports, journals, seminars,
documentation, schedules and for
almost any other kind of writing.
And because it' s a desk accessory,
you can now add the power of an
outline processor to MacWrite™,
Microsoft Word, or almost any
other application.

Also available- Picture Base™
.The Art Management System

+$4 S&H

®

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT
With Acta™, the Outline Processor
Desk Accessory from Symmetry.

(In Arizona 602-844-2199)

Adel $4 ($10 foreign) for shipping and handling or $2 ($5 foreign) if ortfering book only.
California orders add sales tax.
Card No. _

Take
Outlining
Seriously

1-800-624-2485

SPECIAL OFFER!!
Any 3 Disks + Book
Plus! 1 Year Membership
ONLY

Gar;,puGauEP.

The world's leading
software manufacturers
depend on Softguard copy
protection systems.
Now Softguard introduces
the Protection Kit -a complete
software duplication/copy
protection system for
Macintosh computers .
• New hard d isk support
with install/uninstall
• No source code changes
• Compatible with all
Macintosh systems
• Each protection system unique
• Stops all copybusters

Call 408/970-9240
Acta is a trademark of Symmetry Corp. MacWrite is a trademark of. and
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc .

® 1986 Symmetry Corp.

Please c ircle 3 on reade r service card .

58f-TGU~RD
2840 San To mas Expy.. Suite 201
Sa nta Clara, CA 95051

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

L

Please circle 191 on reader service card .
Please circle 95 on reader service card .

1-800-MAC-DISK

1-800-MAC-DISK

SCSI Hard Drives
Magic20
Magic30
Magic65
Magic235
The Keeper
20 MB
40 MB
19" Stretch Screen
Dataspace SOOK
Avatex 1200 Baud Modem
MagicModem (1200 Baud)
Numeric Turbo
Turbo Touch
Ehman SOOK
Magic SOOK
Ribbons

C9;

Black
Colored
Multicolored

1·5
2.95
4.50
13.00

=9

Software

Ouanlily 20
Sony SS Boxed S 1.09
Sony OS Boxed
1.59
Sony SS Bulk
(call)
Sony OS Bulk
(call)
MacDisk SS
.99
MacDisk OS
1.30

Hardware

$ 599.00
799.00
1399.00
3399.00
2395.00
3395.00
1695.00
229.00
109.00
149.00
109.00
7S.OO
219.00
199.00

Upgrades
12SK to 512K
$ 129.00
179.00
512K to 1024K
12SK to 1024K
2S9.00
SCSI Port
S9.00
695.00
6S020
Dove Upgrades:
MacPlus 2MB
269.00
179.00
512K to 1024K
512K to 2048K
449.00
2.5 Meg Hyperdrive Compatible
745.00
4 Meg Hyperdrive Compatible · 1395.00

6+
2.75
3.75
12.00

180 Day Warranty on All Upgrades
Over 3500 Upgrades Completed

Vision Technologies

. 1-800-MAC-DISK
Cricket Draw
Dark Castle
GraphicWorks
More
MS Works
Mac3D
Super-Paint
Uninvited
Mac Lightning 2.0
Hard Disk Utilities
Laserspool
LaserServe
Smart Alarms
Mac·N·Tax

$ 190.00
35.00
52.00
156.00
1S5.00
129.00
5S.OO
32.00
54.00
66.00
65.00
99.00
29.00
79.00

Accessories
Magic Pad - The Ultimate
$ 10.95
Speed Pad
MacPlus Bag -110 Designs
59.00
lmmage II Bag -1/0 Designs
55.00
Phone Net -Apple Talk Alternative 38.00
Disk File/30
7.95
Laser Writer Retoner
50.00

Ordering Information Call 1-800-MAC-DISK In Texas or for information, call 1·B00-2MAC-TEX
Hours: 8am-6pm CST $25 minimum on all orders, Shipping minimum $3 additional
Visa, MC, C.O.D., PO's, Checks Texas residents add 6Va % sales tax

2200 Guadalupe Street, Austin, Texas 78705
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Quantity discounts available upon request

Magical Speeds

Magical Prices

MagicDrive

[MagicProdu1

Magic SOOK

Ultra- fas t data transfer rate
Automatic error detect ion and co rrection
1 Year Warranty and 30-day money- back
guarantee
Enhanced
Magic20
s 599.00 s 699 00
Magic30
799.00
899 00
Magic65
1599 00
1399 00
Magic235
.1499.00

MagicModem
1200/300 baud wall mount modem
Fully Hayes compatible
Works with mos t personal computers
s149.00

MagicProducts

4505 Spicewood Springs Road

Suite 304

SOOK external disk drive
Fully Macintosh compatible
50% fas ter than the Apple 400K
Sl99.00

{¥.agic~

Austin, Texas 78759

512-343-0781

Ordering Infonnatioo: Hours 8am-6pm CST VISA, MC, C.0.0., PO's, Checks Texas residents add 6~ % sales tax Quantity Discounts Available.

Please circle 161 on reader service card .

DIRECTORY DIRECTORY DIRECTORY
The MacUser Directory is the definitive
source for advertising professional products and services. This section will be read
by more than 100,000 Macintosh enthusiasts every month . Specs: The standard
format is 50 words maximum for ad copy,
plus four additional lines for your company
name, address, and phone number. A FREE

25 character bold headline is also · part of
you r ad . Rates: All ads must be prepaid and
submitted with copy. Visa and Mastercard
are also accepted. All advertising must run
in a minimum of three consecutive issues.
The price is $585 for three , and $975 for six
issues.
For further information , and closing dates

ACCESSORIES

BUSINESS

KRAR' MAC STICK

FINANCIAL DECISIONS

QUICKSTICK- for Mac users. It's a joystick, but
flick a switch , and QUICKSTICK is a mouse ,
compatible with all Macintosh mouse software .
Joystick or mouse , QUICKSTICK is two controls
in one . For information on Kraft joysticks and
computer peripherals for Apple and IBM computers, write:
• Kraft Systems , Inc.
450 W. California Avenue
Vista , CA 92083
(619) 724-7146

GenMicronics , the financial analysis software
leader, provides powerful analytical tools-a
must acquisition for all Excel '" owners involved
with commercial , consumer, real estate , and
mortgage banking , lenders, borrowers , savers ,
. and investors alike. Complex AT cash flows ,
mortgage schedules , and much more. Requires
Excel ··. A best buy at U.S. $45 check.
• GenMicronics
5900 Shore Blvd ., #401
St . Petersburg , FL 33707
(813) 345-5020

for space and material, please contact
Russell Brody, at MacUser, 25 West 39th
Street, New York, NY 10018, or call 1-800422-6661 , in New York {212) 302-2626.
If you would like FREE information on
products or services advertised in this
directory, circle # 125 on the Reader
Service Card.

TAXMASTER PUTS YOU IN CHARGE
Excel spreadsheet templates to calculate your
1986 Federal Income Tax plus a look at 1987 and
1988 tax changes . Lots of Forms and Schedules.
Easy to use. IRS accepted printout. $50. Quick
delivery. Visa/MC. Apple Works and IBM/Lotus
123 versions too . UG/dealer discounts. Orders:
(800) 826-7146 .
• Island Computer Services
3501 E. Yacht Drive
Long Beach, NC 28461
(919) 278-9483

MACOPENER··

FULL-FEATURED ACCOUNTING

TAX PLANNER '87

The finest one piece tool to open the Macintosh
case. Do your own upgrades, installations, adjustments, and repairs. No moving parts . One
year warranty parts and workmanship . Suggested list $19 .95 + $3 shipping and handling.
Dealer inquiries welcome .
• Central Products Corp .
2211 Norfolk, Suite 518
Houston, TX 77098
(713) 529-1080

Business Consultant '" Series-GL, accounts receivable/payable , inventory, personnel/payroll ,
job costing , order entry, P.O., passwords. Multiusers upgradeable, double-entry, pre-defined/customizable reports. Handles 150 + megabytes
data! $44 (will be $349) per module for first
5,000 copies of series sold . Free brochure. $10
demo . 30 days refundable with actual product.
e IBNC
1919 E. Romneya, Suite 317
Anaheim , CA 92805
(71 4) 635-7825 or (714) 533-9837 Ext. 43

Tax program reflecting changes in new tax law.
Includes phase-outs of personal exemptions ,
active real estate losses, passive losses, investment interest, consumer interest, low income/rehab housing credits. Also includes passive and
active tax preferences , inflation adjustments .
Computes six different years or alternatives
beginning with 1987. Uses Excel. $295 .
• The Consulting Group , Inc.
P. 0. Box 150569
Nashville, TN 37215
(615) 665-2000

APPLE EMULATOR

COMMUNICATIONS

II IN A MAC ·· VERSION 2.0

GUIDE: HI-TECH CONSULTING

MAC2624 TALKS TO THE HP3000!

Believe it... a complete working Apple II computer inside a Mac.
•Run Apple II data into Macintosh data and vice
versa.
•Develop Apple II software using integer/Applesoft BASIC or ML.
II in a Mac ·· supports hard disks, DA's, Switcher'", and UniDisk. Available now! Only $89 .95.
• Computer:applications , Inc.
12813 Lindley Drive
Raleigh , NC 27614
(919) 846-1411

New step-by-step , how-to information book:
getting started , career building , hardware and
software job sources . Part/full time , career
change , moonlight. Contracts, taxes , clienUjob
shop/recruiter negotiating techniques . Business/finance, engineering , scientific. Author strategies raises wages! $16 .95 + $3 postage.
• Madden Associates , Dept. M
2039-F Civic Center Drive
North Las Vegas, NV 89030

With Mac2624, your Macintosh emulates the
HP2624, HP2392, HP2394 block mode CRTs,
running HP3000 software reliably and elegantly.
Mac2624 implements all HP modes, parameters,
keyboard features, and display characteristics
within the ingenious Macintosh mouse menu,
command-key environment. Intelligent, ultra-fast
file transfer; texUgraphics conversion options .
• Tymlabs Corporation
211 East 7th Street
Austin , TX 78701
(512) 478-0611

BAR CODE/MAG STRIPE READERS

MACAID 1040+ FOR '86

TEKALIKE

Bar code and magnetic stripe (credit card)
readers for the Apple Macintosh are available
separately or in a single compact unit. All readers
connect between the keyboard and the Macintosh , and require no additional software or port .
A powerful but simple program for printing Code
39 bar codes is also available .
• TPS Electronics
4047 Transport Street
Palo Alto , CA 94303
(415) 856-6833

Improved from '85 . Easy, low cost preparation of
federal/selected tax with Multiplan/Excel. Calculates taxes, depreciation, ITC tables/schedules .
Includes 25+ schedules , high usage forms,
worksheets . Print IRS schedules/forms (2-pass
for 1040AIB). Help files, imbedded instructions,
revised '86 manual. Ship January 1, 1987.
$39 .95 (Dec/Jan discount $10) . Visa/MC .
• Common Sense Software , Inc.
12 Whitehall Court
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(312) 541-5200/(MCI) 285-4711

A VT100 and Tektronix terminal emulator for text
and graphics; emulates text terminals (VT100,
VT640, Tektronix 4105) and/or graphic terminals
(Tektronix 4006 , 4010 , 4012 , 4014 , 4016 , 4105
and the VT640) . Compatible with screen editors .
Supports LaserWriter, plotters, MacDraw and
MacPaint output; desktop publishing compatible .
$250 .
• Mesa Graphics
P.O. Box 600
Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 672-1998

BAR CODE
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CONSULTING SERVICES
MARKmNG & COMMUNICATIONS

POSTSCRIPT® TYPESETTER DRIVERS

DATA MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS

Kottwitz & Associates specializes in the Macintosh market: Trade shows, events , press campaigns , market research, and documentation.
We use the Mac and understand the market
you're trying to reach . We've organized the
MacUser trade show representation and authored
The Power User's Manual. Call us today! We'll
help you make a lasting impression .
• Kottwitz & Associates
27 Peaslee Road
Merrimack, NH 03054
(603) 889-4808

MicroSetter® lets you use your Macintosh to run
Compugraphic MCS, Varityper Comp/Edit, and
Linotype CRTronic/CRTerminal. MicroSetter®
converts documents from MS Word, MacWrite,
MacDraw, ReadySetGo, PageMaker, MacPublisher, MacPaint and others into typesetting
codes automatically. .Unlimited fonts . True
WYSIWYG systems-no codes entered . From
$990-$3290 includes hardware and software.
• TeleTypesetting Company
474 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston , MA 02215 (617) 266-6637

All in one package! Parameter Manager'" is the
only package designed specifically for professionals who manage and analyze time , date or
sample based data. Parameter Manager '" contains complete , built-in analysis functions that
instantly produce high quality graphs, charts ,
worksheets and schedules , without having to
write macros. Demo disk- is $10.
e SMS
651 River Oaks Parkway
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 654-5157 or (800) 247-4994

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

EDUCATIONAL

INTERACTIVE POSTSCIPT··

GRADEBOOK/TEST GENERATION

Now program Postscript interactively over AppleTalk using PostHaste '", an interactive programming utility for Postscript. Integrated environment includes full-featured editor, separate error
message capture window , and fast Postscript
uploader. Many " cookbook" examples . Multiple
LaserWriters supported. Great for the beginner,
essential for the serious Postscript programmer!
List: $59 .95 . Introductory special : $49 .95 .
• Micro Dynamics , Ltd .
8555 16th Street, Suite 802
Silver Spring , MD 20910
(301) 589-6300

Micrograde--easy course set-up, large class
size , 100 assignments . Prints statistics and
various reports . Personalized grade standards .
Ideal for any grade level. Microtest II-create,
update generate and store exam materials. Easy
question entry , large data base , multiple test
versions with separate answer keys. $95 each .
Free brochures . $5 demo programs .
• Chariot Software Group
3659 India Street MU# 1
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 298-0202

LogicWorks is an interactive digital logic drawing
and simulation package for Macintosh. Featuring
built-in common gates, flip-flops, 3-state devices, etc. User-definable symbols, PROMs and
PLAs. Generates timing diagram of selected
signals. Prints schematic/timing diagram. LogicWorks $159 .95 , net list utility $29 .95. Libraries
disk, including analog, 7400s , etc. $29 .95.
• Capilano Computing
545-108th NE, Suite 6
Bellevue, WA 98004-5502
(604) 669-6343

MACPALETTE

POWERMATH

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

MacPalette by Microspot enables you to print
multicolored pictures and text from existing
Macintosh software using the lmageWriter II.
MacPalette will colorprint your existing documents from MacDraw, MacDraft, MacProject,
MacWrite, Jazz, Microsoft Chart, Word , etc. (not
MacPaint). It now prints black as a true black
instead of mixing a black.
• CompServCo
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell , LA 70458
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484

PowerMath is computer algebra for the Macintosh . Type your problem , using conventional
math notation , and PowerMath will solve your
calculus , algebra and matrix problems. PowerMath does factorials , summations, simultaneous
equations , plots, Taylor series , trigonometry and
allows unlimited number size . It's your math
slave for $100 .
• Central Products Corp .
2211 Norfolk, Suite 518
Houston, TX 77098
(713) 529-1080

MSC/pal for 3-D static and dynamic analysis of
structures comprised of beams , plates, springs,
masses. Plane strain/stress elements, with concentrated , gravity and pressure loads. 3-D graphics include undeformed/deformed overlays , deformed animation and XV plots . Executable demo
with full documentation $45 . See our ad in the
December issue.
• The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation
815 Colorado Blvd .
Los Angeles , CA 90041
(213) 259-3888

TYPESmlNG FOR THE MACINTOSH

SOFTWARE FOR KIDS

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

Alphabet Soup is the desktop publishing resource
for high quality type and graphics from your
Macintosh. We offer Linotronic 100 (1270 dpi)
and LaserWriter (300 dpi) output. Your files can
be sent to us by mail or by modem . Call Alphabet
Soup for more information and a brochure today!
• Alphabet Soup , Inc.
900 North- Point Street
San Francisco , CA 94019
(415) 885-3156

With MATCH-ON-A-MAC your pre-K to 2nd grader can work with 11 entertaining games matching
letters, numbers , pictures , shapes and quantities . A unique Lesson Plan option allows you to
individ~alize each computer session . 'Also includes a Report Card option and manual. 128K or
larger. $39 .95 , $2 .50 s/h.
• Teach Yourself by Computer Software
2128 W. Jefferson Road
Pittsford , NY 14534
(716) 427-7065

Analysis programs, design aids, structure, load,
tension , shear, moment, deflected shape diagrams; input, output texts; section table. Macintosh interface. Compiled . Frame-Mac (2-D
frames , trusses, beams; MacDraw-like interface)
$495; BEAMAC II (continuous , simple beams)
$295; BEAMAC (simple beams) $95 . Moneyback guarantee. Free support. Demos available.
• Erez Anzel
5800 Arlington Avenue, #ST
Riverdale, NY 10471
(212) 884-5798

ENGINEERING

FONTS

I,] ii:, i•] ;;,I UIJ:J •M: llmti ~ il~ tij ii

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN AID

LASER PRINTING SERVICES

CAE/CAD LOGIC DESIGN

DOWNLOADABLE LASER FONTS

Linotype L100 output for Mac/IBM disks and
modems as low as $3 .50 per page . LaserWriter
output .30¢ per page . We sell Mirror Technologies and LoDown SCSI drives, Adobe fonts , and
Ventura publisher at low, low prices . Adobe
screen fonts , $10 per set. Desktop publishing
consulting services . In house full service offset
printing , typesetting , bindery services at low
prices. (800) 722-3475 , In Ml (313)356-1004
• Laser Printing Services
26058 W. 12 Mile Road
Southfield , Ml 48034

McNET-Full function analog and digital logic
entry. Favored as " Best" by our customers (net
list, full rubber banging , rotate, move, copy,
undo, redo , bus , rule check, etc.). Includes
McLIB component library builder. McNET and
McLIB: $280, Demo: $15 (Visa, all items prepaid. Outside USA, add $30) . Coming soon,
McSIM digital simulator and timing verifier.
• Argus Software
P.O. Box 1033
Stone Mountain , GA 30086-1033
(404) 296-9666

Specialized fonts for the LaserWriter. Classical
Greek, $85. Serif/sans-serif for scientific texts ,
$75. Font of 100 chemical structures , $125 (with
scientific text fonts , $160). Polish serif or sansserif, $85 each (four styles) . Serif small caps ,
$40 (four styles) , regular or Polish . Soon:
modern Greek. Visa/MC , university PO 's.
• Allotype Typographies
1600 Packard Road, Suite 5
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
(313) 663-1989
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GRAPHICS

LANGUAGES/LANGUAGE TOOLS

FLUENT LASER FONTS-

MACPERSPECTIVE'"

EXTENDER LIBRARIES

Volume 1 through 15 are shipping . Add to your
LaserWriter with high quality Postscript fonts,
reasonably priced . Automatic downloading, print
any size, support of Western European and
Scandinavian languages. Write or call for samples. Order: (800) 331-4321 , In Calif: (800) 851 1986.
• Casady Company
P.O. Box 223779
Carmel , CA 93922
(408) 646-4660

Rapid 3D wireframe drawing working with dimensions. Can be applied to any architecture,
engineering or artistic need. Viewpoint can be
changed at any time. Drawing can be printed any
size up to 100 inches or transferred to other
programs. Thorough manual included. $149.
Visa or MasterCard accepted .
• B. Knick Drafting
313 Marlin Place
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
(305) 727-8071

Communications Extender"' : Routines for developing customized communications via Mac serial
port. $99.95. Programmer's Extender"' Vol. 1:
Create standard Mac interface-:-windows,
menus, dialogs, text edit, etc. Vol. 2: List
manager support, text/graphics printing, special
effects, etc. $89.98 per volume. Avail. for Aztec
C, LightSpeed C & Pascal and TML Pascal.
• Invention Software Corporation
P.O. Box 3168
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
(313) 996-8108

THE INTERNATIONAL FONTS··

MACPLOT & MACCAD

MACFORTH PLUS

The best foreign language fonts for the Mac.
Roman font improves typing in any foreign
language. Handles Polish, Icelandic, Romanian ,
Vietnamese, over 100 more. Greek font: complete classical and modern. Cyrillic font: Russian
(including pre-revolutionary) , Ukrainian, SerboCroatian , dozens more. Phonetic font: IPA transcriptions. Four fonts and manuals, $21 .75 .
• Prof. Paul Rapoport
7 Cradock Court
An caster, Ontario, Canada L9G 3Z5

MacPlot by Microspot is a powerful plotter driver
which will plot any object oriented graphics
produced on the Mac in up to 30 colors/pens . It
supports over 45 plotters. MacCAD is a series of
12 separate architectural and engineering template libraries for use with either MacDraw or
MacDraft (specify which) .
• CompServCo
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell , LA 70458
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484

New, multi-tasking language and 32-bit operating
environment. Includes turnkey compiler, assembler, new text editor and Switcher. compatibility.
Faster implementation designed to take advantage of Mac Plus features and compatible across
popular micros-Atari ST and Amiga. Upgrade
from L2 MacForth-$49, or new $299. CompuServe net GO FORTH.
• Creative Solutions, Inc.
4701 Randolph Road, Suite 12
Rockville, MD 20852
(800) FORTH-OK or (301) 984-0262

lASERPERFECT"' FONTS

MGMSTATION--CAD DRAFTING

WATERLOO MACJANET

Auto-downloadable LaserWriter fonts created especially for international and fine typography:
good fit, kerned letters, old-style numerals,
thin/en/em spaces. MacSlab (square-serif) , $95.
LaserHebrew, Devanagari, $145. Phonetic, OCR
and display fonts (Bembo, Centaur, Sabon,
Norfolk) forthcoming. We develop custom fonts
and characters. Write/call for latest samples.
• NeoScribe International
P.O. Box 633-UD
East Haven, CT 06512
(203) 467-9880

MGMStation-CAD Drafting by Micro CAD/CAM,
Inc., is powerful , easy to use CAD program for
Mac similar in performance to Autocad for IBMPC. MGMStation boasts over 140 powerful functions including: XY coordinate, polar or digital
data input; 100X zoom; accuracy to 4 decimals,
etc. Demo disk/VCR tape available - $799.
• CompServCo
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell, LA 70458
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484

A network for Apple Macintosh's designed by
educators for educators. Waterloo MacJanet
creates an interactive classroom network using
Macintosh workstations connected via AppleTalk.
Waterloo MacJanet features ease of administration, standard Macintosh user interface, secure
file-sharing and spooled print to the LaserWriter.
e WATCOM Products, Inc.
415 Phillip Street
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3X2
(519) 886-3700 Telex 06955458

INSURANCE

MAIL ORDER

WORKFONTS 3.0-DRAnFONTS

SAFEWARE INSURANCE

PERSONAL SOFTWARE SERVICE

Clean, simple fonts that read quickly and print
well, suitable for manuscripts and publishing.
Plain lined, Serifed, Non-proportional and new
draft fonts that allow draft mode printing without
the usual spacing problems. 3 disk set, 132
fonts, 197 characters per font. $49.95 includes
shipping.
• Font Workshop
MU Box 3306
Oak Brook, IL 60522

If your computer is important to you , insure it!
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware, media and purchased software. As little as
$39 a year covers fire, theft, power surge,
earthquake, water damage and auto accident.
Call Sam to 8pm Monday thru Friday. Saturday
9am to 5pm.
• Safeware, The Insurance Agency, Inc.
2929 N. High Street, P.O. Box 02211
Columbus, OH 43202
.(614) 262-0559 (OH) or (800) 848-3469 (NAT)

Constantly updated broad Macintosh selection .
Prompt, personalized, hassle free service at
competitive prices. No "Backorder" or "Waitlists" . Your payment accepted only when order
shipped . School and Corporate purchase orders
welcome, net in 30 days. Hours 9-5, MondayFriday and 8-12 Sat. PDT. Free price list.
• Pacific Prime Trading
2522 Artesia Boulevard
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
(213) 376-5820

GAMES/ENTERTAINMENT

INVESTMENT sonwARE

MEDICAUDENTAL

THE DELPHI CHRONICLES

MARKET PRO•·

A challenging two disk graphics space adventure
based on logic and deductive reasoning . As
spaceship commander, you are ordered on a top
secret mission requiring you to explore strange
new worlds. Contains four levels of difficulty.
Demo disk is available for $3. Requires 512K or
Mac Plus. Send $39.95 to:
• DenMark Software
5795 North River Road
Freeland, Ml 48623

MEDICAL & DENTAL MANAGEMENT

The first fully integrated Portfolio Management
System for Macintosh. Portfolio Manager, Technical Analysis and Fundamental Analysis. P.M.ten detailed reports. Access 17 ,000 + stocks
plus mutual funds, indexes and bonds for T.A. ;
F.A. 11,000 + companies via l.P. Sharp data
base. Works with LaserWriter. $395. (Ind. modules, $195. Commodities package available) .
• Pro Plus Software, Inc.
2830 E. Brown Road, Suite C-12
Mesa, AZ 85203
(800) 992-2919

Solo or multi-practitioner office includes patient
(responsible party) billing, recall, paper/electronic claims, aging, •COiiections, SuperBill, labels, diagnostic history, Word/MacWrite, audit &
productivity reports. 24hr Support. 512k + Hard
Disk or XL. Mac Office Demo from $100.
Amex/MCNisa. 2,400+ dealers. ·
• CMA Micro Computer Division
55888 Yucca Trail, PO Box 2080
Yucca Valley, CA 92286-2080
(619) 365-9718

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
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MUSIC sonwARE

REAL ESTATE

MUSIC SOFTWARE CATALOG!

SAVE $25.00..•

THE APPRAISAL OFFICE

Learn how you can compose, edit, play and print
music using your Macintosh. Over 40 pages of
detailed information on the leading music software products and MIDI interfaces including
patch/waveform editors, librarians, digitizers, sequencers, transcribers and more-for professional and home studio use. Send $2 s/h to:
• Scherzando Music
Dept. MU1, P.O. Box 3438
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 783-8758

... off the cover price of MacUser magazine. By
subscribing right now, you can save over $25 off
the regular cover price and more than $5 off the
basic subscription rate. Use the subscription
cards you 'll find bound into this issue or send a
check for $21 .84 for twelve issues to :
• MacUser Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1540
Neptune, NJ 07754

State-of-the-art program developed by professional appraisers, just for the Mac. Completes
the FNMA/Residential Form quickly and accurately. Menu driven , form on screen , performs all
calculations . Stores , searches , retrieves and
pastes comps to and from database. Office
management functions . Free URAR upgrade.
Requires Excel '", $395 .
• RealData
78 North Main Street
South Norwalk, CT 06854
'.'
(203) 255-2732

NElWORKING HARDWARE

PUBLIC DOMAIN sonwARE

STAT ANALYSIS sonwARE

PHONENET CONNECTOR

MAC SOFTWARE FROM $3.50

CLR ANOVA

AppleTalk compatible network hardware can use
existing telephone wires to create 3000 foot
AppleTalk networks. PhoneNET uses positive
locking modular telephone components and standard telephone wire allowing flexible installation
of permanent, reliable AppleTalk networks. Available: AppleTalk repeater, star cluster controller
and software for network testing and
management. (415) 849-2331
• Farallon Computing
1442A Walnut, Suite 64
Berkely, CA 94709

The best, most complete public domain and
shareware collection available, with over 220
disks. Everything from business programs to
games and DA's. We offer the best after-the-sale
sevice, with toll-free order lines , overnight and
second-day delivery, technical support hotline.
Send $1 for 80-page catalog .
• Educomp
2431 Oxford street
Cardiff, CA 92007
(619) 942-3838

Analysis of Variance. program that can compute
up to a 10-way design with repeated measures
and unequal n. Marginal means , plots of interactions , simple effects , range tests , contrasts, and
more! Full Mac interface. Data can be imported
from other applications . MCNisa $75 + $3 s/h.
Orders: (800) 835-2246 X199
• Clear Lake Research
5615 Morningside, # 127
Houston , TX 77005
,.
Kansas (800) 362-2421 X199

.

PLOTTER DRIVERS

SYSTEM DESIGN

PLOT-IT

MAC SOFTWARE $5.00

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS TOOL

Plots MacDraw, MacDraft, MacProject, MacPaint, etc. on popular Apple, Hewlett Packard or
Houston Instruments pen plotters in sizes A, B,
C, D and E. Use for accurate engineering and
architectural drawings or color data plots . Flexible color interface and scaling . $125 .
• Mesa Graphics
P.O. Box 600
Los Alamos , NM 87544
(505) 672-1998

An awesome collection of Freeware , Shareware
and Public Domain software to select from . Only
$5 per disk. Disks are packed to the brim with
updated versions. Library contains desk accessories, utilities, games graphics, applications and
business software. Two new disks added monthly. Send for free membership, catalog and
bulletins.
e M.C.U.S.
P.O. Box 6963
San Jose, CA 95150

Design is an intellectual tool for managing complexity. It is graphics-based , using structured
techniques and hierarchical organization to assist
in descriptions of all types of systems . In
addition , relations between objects, text and
pages are remembered and redrawn automatically, making frequent revisions easy. Design:
$200, demo: $25 . Shipping $3 .
• Meta Software Corporation
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge , MA 02138
(617) 576-6920

PRINTER DRIVERS

WORD PROCESSING

PRINTER CHOICE WITH MACINTOSH

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS $3.00

WORKSPLUS '" SPELL

The Print-Link'" Software allows a variety of
daisywheel and dot matrix printers to work with
all Macintosh TM computers. Simple installation
using "Chooser" or " Choose Printer" . Supported printers too numerous to list. Unique spacing
done automatically on daisywheels. You are not
restricted to standard 10/12/15 cpi selection
• GDT Softworks , Inc.
Suite D - 2800 Douglas Road
Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5C 5B7
Qrder (800) 663-MACC info (604 291-9121

200+ diskettes of public domain software . 18
categories to choose from . $300 copying charge
per diskette, free quick shipment, no club fees,
every sixth disk free. Every program in our
catalog will boot. Each program , not just each
disk, is fully described. For a catalog , send $1 .75
or a formatted diskette along with a S.A.S.E.
• CHA Services, Inc. , Dept. A
P.O. Box 622
Lincoln , MA 01773
(617) 891-1981

If you use Microsoft® Works , you'll love WorksPlus '" Spell. It's fully integrated with Works, and
it's blindingly fast. It checks spelling at over a
page per second using a 70,000 word modifiable
dictionary. Includes automatic hyphenation and a
glossary feature. $59.95 + $3 s/h.
• Lundeen & Associates
P.O. Box 30038
Oakland , CA 94604
(800) 233-6851
(800) 922-PLUS in CA

or

PUBLICATIONS

WRITING TOOL

HINTS & TIPS

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS $5.00

WRITER'S WORKSHOP

You'll find over a thousand hints and tips
covering more than 100 of the most popular Mac
applications in THE POWER USER'S MANUAL.
Published by MacUser, spiral bound with over
175 pages, the Deluxe Edition of THE POWER
USER'S MANUAL is available only by sending
$17.95 plus $2 s/h (payable to MacUser Publications, Inc.) to:
• Power User's Manual Offer
MacUser Publications, Inc.
831 Federal Road
Brookfield , CT 06804

Hundreds of public domain and " shareware"
programs available through the MacKey Mouse
Club . $5/disk ppd USA; no membership fees .
Monthly newsletter, reviews public domain and
commercial software and technical issues of
interest to Mac users, $14/yr. subscription . Send
for free sample issue and disk catalog .
• MacKey Mouse Club
P.O. Box 4561-A
Lincoln, NE 68504
(402) 466-0252

Track ideas, manuscripts, set layouts, submissions , evaluate publisher's rates , enter one query
letter, send to all publishers on file . Maintain
bibliographic/reference notes. Keep accurate income/expense records . Create your own market
types/reference categorjes. Complete documentation . Requires 512K, Plus XL and external/hard
drive. $99 . Free brochures .
• Futuresoft System Design , Inc.
P.O. Box 132
New York, NY 10012-0132
(212) 67 4-5195
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1-800-MacUser

ArtalaMac. ...................................$8.99
AMS Gen. Ledger........................... 29.25
Battel)'Pack. ........................... .......... .8.99
F.ducational Progs. (Most) .................. 8. 99
Desk Design Vol 1... ..................... .10.50
DrawArt. ........................................... 8.99
MuhiUserHelix. ................ ............ .. 95.50
~30......................................... .19.80
Experlogo...................................... 26.24
Fontographer.......................... ........ 54.51
Fluent FOnts ..... .................................8.99
FileMaker P!us.............. ......... ......... 38.94
Graphics M11gician. ......................... 11.37
Hi!Yden Speller................................ 10.79
HFS Loca!or Plus...............................8. 99
IiclitspeedC.............. .....................26.25
Mlc:rosoft (All). .................................. Call
MacSpe]l+.... .................................. 13.36
Mac:Piojea/MacTerminal ................... Call
More............................................. .38.94
MacPublisher Il. .............................. 34.25
MaxRmn MaxPrint. ..........................8.99
MyDiskl..abeler... ..............................8. 99
OVerVUE 20..................................35.75
Pic:rureBase. .....................................10. 49
PoweiMa!h. .................................... 13.79
Quick & Dirty Utils ........................... 8.99
Rai:s to Riches GL,AR,AP Cooib... 64. 93
Silicon Press................................... 10.52

Moving? If you're moving house soon and
you're a subscriber, please try to let our
subscriptions department know six weeks
in advance so that we can ensure you
don't miss a single copy of MacUser. Just
dial ...

1-800-MacUser
-5000

1-800-MacUser
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Hardware

650 · More to choose from

•
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MacOpener™ ................$14 36
Sony Disks:SS-$1 28 • DS-$1 92
Ribbons: Blk-$275 • Col-$375
Lightning 2400 Baud ....$31080

Try It First
Rental Applies To Purchase
Our list of satisfied clients includes:
NASA • ABC News • Procter &
Gamble • Florida Power & Light

Orders Only

1-800-84 7-577 5
Customer Service & Texas Residents

1-713-529-1 100

lliiim/

4 Voltage outputs
8 Voltage inputs
16 digital in and out
Timer and clock
20 KHz sample rate

Checks ~
Welcome is;:&ZJ

Last, please help us to help you by not
calling our editorial offices on the East or
West Coast with subscription inquiries.
We do not have the records available on
screen there and can't give you any
sensible answers to questions about subscriptions. Conversely, our subscription
people aren't set up to handle editorial
brickbats and roses. You'll find our editorial telephone numbers listed under the
masthead on page 4. Thank you for
subscribing to MacUser!

Speech Analysis
Oscilloscope
XY Recorder
Spectrum Analyzer
MacADIOS ManagerTM
Control from BASIC
Control from C
Sonogram
Spectrogram

~t' GW Instruments
,

PO Box 2145 •Cambridge, MA-02141
(617) 625-4096

Please circle 203 on reader service card.
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Subscription query? And if you have a
query or complaint relating to your sub·
scription, we'll do our best to solve it for
you while you're on-line. If you call
outside of "human hours," an answering
machine will take details.

1-800-MacUser
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1-800-MacUser
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Subscribe! You can also dial this number
to order a subscription to MacUser. You'll
get a whopping 48% discount off the
newsstand price as described in our
regular subscription card.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send $10 for a demonstration diskette
and documentation. Call or write
for a free brochure.

P.O. Box 66754•Houston, Tx. 77266
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Call us! It's a toll-free call and a real live
MacUser human being will answer between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. (Eastern Standard Time) to process
your new information and confirm the
details.
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1-800-MacUser
'Connecticut and Canadian resident,s
only, please call (203) 853-1858 for all
subscription inquiries.

ManxAztecC
The C for the Macintosh

-

Frees the Genius in You

You want results. You want to solve
print" and quickly and accurately executes
only the required compilations and utilities
a problem or create something no one
in just the right sequence.
has ever done before. You don't want to
With sdb, Manx's Source Debugger,
get bogged down in administrative details, or waste time chasing elusive probyou'll be able to create complex macro
lems. You don 't want to wait for slow
breakpoint routines, display variables,
compilations, or spend days shaving
records, and structures by name or even
bytes and milliseconds from programs.
change source code on the C language level.
Manx Aztec C produces the results
As a final check, you can use the
you want, minus these distractions and
Profiler to quickly and accurately find any
hassles. This comprehensive developpossible program "hot spots." You can
ment system is loaded with features that
change an algorithm , redesign a subroutine,
cut through the non-creative tedious
and your program will soar.
tasks, giving you the time and freedom
You Be The Judge
to put your genius to work.
All Aztec C systems purchased
With Manx Aztec C, you quickly
directly from Manx have a 30-day
produce fast-executing compact code
satisfaction guarantee. If you don't like it,
every time. Aztec Chas a built-in optimizer
send it back.
which does the squeezing and trimming
Find out today, why Manx Aztec C
· for you. Whether at the compile or assemble
Manx Aztec C turns un"bear"able
has one of the highest user satisfaction
phase, Aztec c will give you the efficient,
programming tasks into child's play.
ratings in the industry.
professional results you expect.
Portability
And Aztec C includes many of the timesavers which you
previously enjoyed on larger computers only.
Moving software to new systems is a breeze with Manx
You'll wonder how you ever handled a large project on a
Aztec C. Only Aztec C is available for PC / MS-DOS, CP / M-86,
microcomputer without the ingenious make utility to coorAmiga, Macintosh , Apple II, TRSDOS, and CP / M-80. New
dinate the changes for you . Make follows the project "blue
systems are added on a regular basis.

Reviews
"An excellent effort . . . blows away the competition for pure compile speed, code size and run time. "
Computer Languages April '85

"'Aztec C is the most comprehensive and professional package of the five in our test group ... Aztec Coffers
features and advantages that the others cannot begin to touch. "
BYfE November '85

"... the best C compiler I assembler I linker available for
developers. "
MacUser May '86
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Manx Software Systems
One Industrial Way
Eatontown, NJ 07724

....

Features: excellent HFS and Mac Plus support • Source
Debugger • Optimized C MDS Support • MPW Support •
68881 support• 68k Asm •Overlay Linker• UNIX make •
create clickable applications and desk accessories • 32
character variable names •unlimited data size •RAM disk •
Resource maker •many source examples including RAM and
Terminal emulator• Z (vi) editor -c • Library Source -c •One
year of updates -c
Items marked ·care supplied only with Aztec C68k-c.

Prices
Aztec C68k-c
Aztec C68k-d
C' Prime (C + Asm + Linker+ Lib + Shell)
To order, or, for information

Call Today

1-800-221-0440

Telex:499581 2

In NJ or outside the USA call (201) 542-2121

Please Circle 194 On Reader Service Card.

$ 499
$ 299
$ 99
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DEVIL'S

A DV0 CAT E

by John C. Dvorak

IS THERE AFUTURE
FOR APPLE COMPUTER?
t happens every day. A father takes his
young son to Pearl Harbor and the kid
always asks him who won the war. The
dad, irked b)r this question, says, "We
did. Otherwise you'd be speaking Japanese!" The kid didn't know. They don't
teach him about such things in school
anymore. When he looks around his
little world it seems that the Japanese
won. They make all the best things in
. life, don't they?
If the War ·were fought today, most
Americans doubt that we could defeat
the new Japan. Its ~tom bombs would be
cleaner than ours and come equipped
with "How Did You Like Our Product"
postcards that would drop from the sky
and ask questions like "Where did you
hear about us?" and "How many in your
family died?"
Thank goodness they arc only kicking
our butts in the world of manufactured
consumer goods.
Docs this sound defeatist? You bet it
docs. I get this way when I think about
how our companies have deteriorated
under the tutelage of today's financial
types. As critic David Halberstam points
out, our corporations are interested in
~)rofits, not products. The manufacturing
pro has become a second-class citizen in
this country. Bean counters rule. It's the
accountants, the MBAs, the financial
types who run things. The result is what
you see.
Apple, to me, epitomizes much of this
downturn. I don't like what I sec there,
either. For example, the other day I was
quietly thinking about all the products I
owned that had the Sony brand name.
Sony is roughly twice the size of Apple,
but a couple of years ago Sony was about
the same size as Apple is now. So let's say
the two companies are comparable. The
difference is that Apple is a profit-oriented company and Sony is a productoricnted company.
Look at what a company like Sony
produces (most of it invented and engineered by Sony) . There's the Trinitron
TV that was tl1c first high-quality color
TV that didn't need constant adjustment. Sony invented and popularized
the video cassette recorder. Sony makes
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consumer electronics products, phones,
video projectors, broadcast video equipment (pioneering helical scan recorders
and new Bctacan1 technologies), computers, state-of-the-art speakers and audio components, CD players, projection
TVs, XBR TV monitors, disk drives,
Walkmans, miniature television sets, car
stereos ... stop me!
So what has Apple done? It's made
money and produced a few products: the
Apple II and its clones, the Apple III, the
Lisa, the Mac and, uh, some software.
The one time Apple tried to get inventive was with its defunct "twiggy'' 5 1/4inch disk drive and weird diskette. It
proved unpopular and so Apple had to
adopt tl1C 3 1/2-inch disk. The 3 1/2-inch
disk was invented by Sony.
While I hate to fault Apple for turning
a profit, its precarious reliance on a few
products and its failure to invent anything new arc hardly the ingredients for
long-term success in the competitive
world of high technology.
Because of tl1is one-dimensional apH
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proach towards its business, Apple has to
have a flawless game plan. One marketing blunder and Apple could be in big
trouble. This realization is why me company choose marketing superstar John
Sculley to run things. Forget about producing new products, let's merchandise
what we have and let the Japanese be
imaginative and creative. Ours is the
mentality of me over-the-hill champion
boxer who will only fight easy-to-beat
stiffs.
Unfortunately, it seems mat recent
marketing decisions by Apple arc hardly
worth textbook exemplification. Apple's
no-show at last Winter's COMDEX was
an incredible blunder. Apple was seen as
the leader in desktop publishing and
then didn't appear at the primary dealer
show where the theme was (you guessed
it) desktop publishing. If you didn't keep
on top of things (a notorious habit of
dealers), you'd think IBM invented desktop publishing. Talk about dropping the
ball.
Even its new ads fail to communicate
the strcngilis of tl1e company. The ads
that arc supposed to show off me Macintosh's ability to produce incredible output via the LascrWriter arc unclear and
generalized. Not once is tl1c LascrWritcr
shown producing output. There is a guy
bragging about how his nifty reports arc
done by the new computer. But it's never
clear that the near-typeset quality output
was done by the computer, too. It
sounds like only the number crunching
and word processing was from the Mac.
Apple's new ad agency, BBD&O, violates the old principle "show them, don't
tell them." The new ads arc "tell them,
don't show mcm." Seasoned business
p~ople look at the new ads and hear hot
a1r.

What do you expect? Apple, not unlike most of American industry, is run by
financial types. Yuppie pros. They aren't
product oriented - they don't know
what to show off.
Apple's model for all this is Xerox. As~
anyone who knows anyming about me
great unmarketed inventions dreamed up
by the geniuses at Xerox's Palo Alto
Research Center. None of me products
ever sec the light of day. All of them arc
nixed by droll bean-counters.
Apple is no different. Willi a similar
close-to-the-vest attitude, it's no coincidence that Apple's inspiration for its
Macintosh is from Xerox - me Xerox
Star. Too bad the model for inventiveness and its new product introductions
comes from Xerox, too. Maybe it's time
we took our cues from Japanese companies. ~
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EDITOR'S CHOICE AWARD
BEST DESK AeCESSORY SPELLING CJiECKER
Dictionaries
Main
Words
Size (Kbytes)
Add Words
Supplementary Dictionaries
Add /Delete Words
Edit with word processor
Maintain multiple dictionaries
Learned Words (expander)
Add /Delete Words
Edit with word processor
Maintain multiple dictionaries

1.0

vs.

Maclightnlng'" ~o

50,000
88K
Yes

80,000
301K
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Not available
Not available
Not available

Yes
Yes
Yes

Not available
Not available
Not available

Yes
Smart
Yes
Yes
Yes
18
Yes
Yes
Complete
Yes

Yes
Smart
Yes
No
No
None
No
No
Partial
No

Yes
look alike/sound alike
140K

No
place in dictionary/sound alike
353K

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Features
Interactive Spell Checking
Typing monitor
Check Selection
Correct Selection/paste in
Add word with suHixes
Configurable Options
Word Expander
One-touch correction
Keyboard operation
Smart Capitalization
Statistics display including word,
sentence, paragraph, syllable count,
readability indexes and more
Suggestions for misspellings
Disk Space required

Compatibility
MacWrite"
Microsoft Word"
MORE"
Acta'"
Microsoft Excel'"
PageMaker'"

Maclightning™

ONLY

vs.

YOU'VE SEEN THE Maclightning
NOW HEAR OUR

"spelling
!!!!!
(A FIVE MOUSE RATING! The highest possible). What makes this
checker really stand out is its excellent behavior and performance under
all circumstances and its extreme ease of use.Thunder! has quickly become the
one program I'd least like to be without. If you write, try Thunder!"
Steven Bobker, Editor in chief, MacUser magazine.
BATTERIES INCLUDED, an ITM company, 30 Mural Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada, L4818514161881-9941, Customer Information 1416) 881-9816
If you can 't find this product at your local retailer, you may order it direct from us at the full suggested list price plus $5.00
for postage and handling. For product orders please call 1-800-387-5707 (U.S. only). With all Batteries Included products
you can always have the latest version of your program by returning the original disk and $10.00. Write to us for our full color catalog
of products for the APPLE , APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI, ATARI ST, COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AND IBM SYSTEMS.
©1986 Batteries Included. APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI, ATARI ST, COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AND IBM are
registered trademarks respectively of APPLE COMPUTERS INC., ATARI CORPORATION, COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC.,
AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC. Some features may vary with computer system used.
·All prices shown in U.S. funds. Retailers may sell for less.
MacLightning is a Copyright • Maclightning" "' Target Software

Please circle 142 on reader service card.

If you can't find
this product at
your local retailer
call our toll-free
number to order:
1-800-387-5707

With

Maccessories~

System Saver Mac, $99.95

Tilt/Swivel, $34.95

Mouseway, $9 .95

you can
always get
what you want.
Kensington offers a wide
variety of enhancement products
for the Macintosh .
From the complete power
organization, surge protection
and cooling of System Saver@
Mae to the simple convenience of
AppleTalk™ Clips . From the
smooth surface of the Mouseway
to the comfortable relief of a
Tilt/ Swivel or Polarizing Filter.
There 's even a complete line of
Cleaning Kits and Dust Covers to
keep your Mac running smoothly.
The newest member of the
Kensington family is the Turbo
Mouse . This new high-tech
alternative to a standard mouse
gives you twice the speed in half
the space.

Copy Stand , $29.95

Mouse Pocket, $9'. 95

AppleTalk Clips , $25.00 for 25

Dust Covers, $9 .95 to $13. 75

Circular Polarizing Filter, $49.95

Printer Stand, $19.95

Use the time you'll save to
brighten up your correspondence
with our bit-mapped Type Fonts .
Styled after popular type faces
like Helvetica and Times, our
Headline Fonts
aresomeofthe
largest available
for the Mac!

A

Actu al lmageWriter'"'
Output
Text Fonts $49.95,
Headline Fonts $69.95

A-B Box, $99 .95

For a Maccessories dealer
near you, for a free 10 page
brochure , or to speak to a
Kensington sales representative ,
call toll-free (800) 535-4242 .
In NY (212) 4 75-5200 .
Mouse Cleaning Kit with Pocket, $24.95

!KENSINGTON .. (.','l
Trademarks : System Saver. Maccess<.:>ries/ Kensington M icroware
Ltd. Macintosh. App leTalk, lmageWriter/Apple Compute r Inc .
•C:1 1986 Kensi ngton Microware Ltd .

Please circle 144 on reader service card.

Disk Drive Cleaning Kit, $29 .95

